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Find the Key
to this

Free House!
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There are 19 house keys pictured here. To be sure, they
all look alike, but, examine them
closely. 18 of them are exactly
alike, but "ONE," and only one,
is different. ilk See if you can find
the different one.
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This difference may be in the size, shape, or even in
the notches.
So study each key carefully and if you
can find the "ONE" key that is different from all the
others, send the number of it AT ONCE. You may become the winner of this house, lot, and garage, or $4,500.00 CASH without one
cent of cost to you.

Or Win $4500.00 Cash
Choice of this beautiful six-room house, lot and garage—or—
$4,500.00 CASH. The house can be built anywhere in the U. S. A. This
is a great opportunity. Act quick, and here is why—

$1,000.00 Cash—Extra For Promptness
Iwill pay $1,000.00 cash extra just for promptness. Duplicate prizes
will be paid in case of ties. You can win the house, lot and garage—
or—$4,500.00 CASH. Answer quick.

•4\

17

You Cannot Lose

Absolutely everyone who takes full advantage of this opportunity is rewarded.
Find the "ONE" key that is different from all the others and rush
your name and address to me TODAY on a postal card or letter. And,
just say Key No.
is different from all the others. Please •tell
me how I can get this beautiful 'house, lot and garage—or—$4,500.00
CASH without obligation or one cent of cost to me.

L M. DITTMAN, 537 South Dearborn Street ,
Dept. 125

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Amazingly Easy Way
to get into ELECTRICITY
Don't spend your life waiting for $5 raises in a dull, hopeless job. Now
...and forever ...say good-bye to 25 and 35 dollars aweek. Let
me show you how to qualify for jobs leading to salaries of $50, $60
and up, a week, in Electricity —140T by correspondence, but by an
amazing way to train, that makes you apractical electrician in 90 days!
Getting into Electricity is far easier than you imagine!

Learn on ActualElectricalielachineryingoDays
Not aCorrespondence
School

L

ACK of experience
—age or advanced
education bars no
one. Idon't care if you
don't know an armature from an air brake
—I don't expect you to!
It makes no difference!
Don't let lack of money
stop you. Most of the
men at Coyne have no
more money than you
have. That's why Ihave
worked out my astonishing offers.

FREE -

Employment Service

Learn by doing ... all real
actual work ...building real
batteries ... winding real
armatures, operating real
motors, dynamos and generators, wiring houses, etc.
That's a glimpse of how
we help to make you apractical electrician, and fitting
you to hold big jobs after
graduation.
Prepare For Jobs
Like These
Here are a few of hundreds
of positions open to Coynetrained men. Otir tree employment bureau gives you
lifetime employment service.
Armature Expert
ISO a Week and op
Su bet atlon Operator. $65 aWeek
Auto Electrician
eso • Week and op
Inventor
Unlimited
Manitenance Engineer
$60 a Week and up
Service Station Owner
$60 a Week and up
Radio Expert, 660 Week and up

Many of my students earn
agood part or all their living
expenses and should you need
this assistance we will help
you. Then, in 12 brief weeks,
in the great roaring shops of
Coyne,I train you asyou neverdreamed
you could be trained ... on one of the
greatest outlays of electrical apparatus
ever assembled ...real dynamos,
engines, power plants, autos, switchboards, transmitting stations...everything from doorbells to farm power
and lighting... full-sized... full operation every day!

Jobs, Pay, Future

Don't worry about a job.
Coyne training settles the
job question for life. Big
demand for Coyne trained
men. Our employment department gives you lifetime
service. Two weeks after
graduation, Clyde F. Hart
got aposition as electrician
with the Great Western R. R.

at over $100 aweek. That's not unusual.
We can point to many Coyne men making
up to $600 amonth. $60 aweek is only the
beginning of your opportunity. You can go
into radio, battery or automotive electrical
business for yourself—and make $3000
a year and up.

Get the Facts
Coyne is your one great chance to get
into electricity. Every obstacle is removed.
This school is 29 years old—Coyne training
is tested—proven beyond all doubt —endorsed by many large electrical concerns.
You can find out everything absolutely free.
Simply mail the coupon and let me send
you the big, free Coyne book of 150 photographs... facts ...jobs ... salaries... opportunities. Tells you how many earn expenses
while training and how we assist our graduates in the field. This does not obligate you.
So act at once. Just mail coupon.

Get this

FREE
Book

•

Now In Our
New Home

Thiel le our new, fireproof.
modern hom e, wherein
I. Installed thou•and• of
dollar. worth of the neweut end w,. t modern
Electrical Equipment of
all kind.. We now b.,.
a larger amount of floor
entice devoted to the exclusive teaching of Every
•
electricity. Every
comfort and convenience
bee been arranged to
make you honor and contented during your
training.

Mr. H. C. Leeds, Pres.
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. 75•02

`2

COYN E ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
H. C. LEWIS, President, Dept. 78•02

500 S.

Paulina St., Chicago

Established 1119,

500 5. Pauline St., Chicago, In.
Dear Mr. Lewis:
Without obligations tend me your big free catalog and all
details of Free Employment Service, Radio and Automotive
Courses, and how many ..earn while learning." I undernand Iwill not be bothered by any salesman.
Name

i
I

Address
City

State
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VERNE'S TOMBSTONE AT AMIENS
PORTRAYING HIS IMMORTALITY

In Our Next Issue:

In Our October Issue:
OE

THE WORLD AT BAY, by B. and Geo. C.
Wallis.
(A Serial in Two Parts) Part I. Interplanetary stories always seem to please our readers. The application of the fourth dimension, in
this story, enables the travelers to make the journey to the moon and back and around the earth in
an astoundingly short space of tinte.
Our new
author has given us a carefully studied out treatment of the subject of interplanetary travel,
cleverly interwoven with romance and human
psychology.
THE ANANIAS GLAND, by W. Alexander.
What determines the extent of our truthfulness?
It might very well be glandular action of some
kind. Mr. Alexander has given us several unusual
stories of psychological import, and in this very
short story he cleverly works up an idea of extreme interest.
THE PSYCHOPHONIC NURSE, by David H.
Keller, M.D. Instead of contenting himself with
the conception of new mechanical labor-saving devices—generally involved in the human scheme of
life—Dr. Keller always goes further. He gives us,
in a perfectly natural manner, the ultimate psychological effect of his mechanical innovation or innovations, on the human being. Though he never
destroys—or even temporarily puts out of commission—his newly developed apparatus, we are
glad, when we finish the story, that we are still
a little ahead of the invention.
THE EYE OF THE VULTURE, by Walter
Kateley. It is an established fact by this time that
the human eye is limited in its vision of the colors
of the spectrum, just as the ear is limited in its
range of sound appreciation.
And just as the
power of vision varies among people, so it must
differ much more drastically from that of animals,
birds, insects, etc. A bird, for instance, may not
see all we do; on the other hand, many things
within the bird's visual range, may be completely
out of ours. In this story, a number of theories,
novel and interesting, but seemingly founded on
scientific grounds, are introduced.

The Menace of Mars
By Clare Winger Harris

582

To the Moon by Proxy
By J. Schlosscl

598

The Skylark of Space
(A Serial in Three Parts) Part III
By Edward Elmer Smith, in collaboration with
Lee Hawkins Garby

610

Reprisal
By Thomas Richard Jones

637

The Voyage to Kemptonia
By E. M. Scott

642

Our Cover
this month represents a scene from the story in this issue
entitled, "To the Moon by Proxy," by J. Schlossel, in which
Emil's "proxy," in his final test before he is sent on his
trip to the moon, meets the lion in combat, on equal
grounds. Shorn of every bit of clothing by the fury of the
king of beasts, the strange being looks like an armored
solidier astride the lion.
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HOW TO SUBSCRIBE TO "AMAZING STORIES."
Send your name,
address and remittance to Experimenter Publishing Co., 230 Firth Ave.,
New York City.
Checks and money orders snauld be made payable to
Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc. Mention the name of the magazine you
are ordering inasmuch as we also publish RADIO NEWS, SCIENCE &
INVENTION. RADIO LISTENERS'
GUIDE,
AMAZING
STORIES
QUARTERLY, YOUR 'BODY and FRENCH HUMOR.
Subscriptions
may be made in combination with the other publications just mentioned

at special reduced club rates.
Send postal for club rate card.
Subscriptions start with the current issue unless otherwise ordered.
ON EXPIRATION of your subscription we enclose a renewal blank In your
last number to you, and notify you by mail.
Then. unless we receive your
order and remittance for a renewal, delivery of the magazine is stopped.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS.
Notify us as far in advance as possible, giving your old address as well as the new one to which future magazines are
to go.
It takes several weeks to make an address change in our records.
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AMAZING STORIES is published on Ole titis of each preceding month.
There are 12 numbers per year.
Subscription price is $2.50 a year in
U. S. and possessions.
Canada and foreign rountries $3.00 a year U. S.
rain as well as T.I. S. stamps accepted (no foreign coin er stamps). Single
copies, 25 cents earls.
All communications and contributions to this
journal should be addressed to Editor AfAZING STORIES, 230 Fifth
Ave., New York, N. Y.
Unaccepted eontributions cannot be returned
unless full postage is included.
Publishers are not responsible for Mss.
lost.
ALL accepted contributions are paid for on publication.
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This $10 Motor
is just one of the 8
outfits of standard
tools and materials
which we supply to
the men we train.
without extra

•

charge.

it-oitttact

of PoAtion and Increased Pay
1 WE
t

GUARANTEE to find you asaüsiae.1-tory posiůon within 60 days after you finish.
our complete course of home-study training in

HORSE ¡Nut BUDDY

ty; and, Weer,
Electrici
that said position will
e WE GUARANTEE
E. pay you a salary of at least 50% more than
You are eartůng today. provided your prese,nt.
WASH
BOARD

TELE PHON

POST
RIDER

t

salary isless than 140 per week;
Olt, FAILING TO DO SO, we guarantee to
refund to you intmediately the entire anaount
that you paid for this trahung.
THIS GU A.RANTEE umy be withdrawn
vňthout notice unless your enrollment aPPlication for the above training is s
ent to the
AMERICAN SCHOOL
promptly
Given under
the seal of the
School by order of the Board of
Trustees of the AMERICAN
SC H 00 L, this 16th day of
June, A.D. s92 5.
6e0i74.(11114,aa...

ean.s
WelleddOE
JOBS

We get you ready.
We get you the JOB —
We raise your pay,
OR NO COST!
wonder the Electrical Industry continues to boom,
N Oregardless
of hard times or unemployment in other

Training prepared by
CHIEF
ENGINEER DUNLAP
and 29 noted Engineers
from America's greatest
corporations and
Universities:
General Electric Co.
sAllis-Chalmers Co.
Commonwealth
Edison Co.
Western Electric Co..
Cutler-Hammer Co.
•American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.
Mass. Institute of Tech.
Columbia University
(and many others)

Gigantic turbine generators like this consort
tbe rushing waters of Niagara Falls Into
million Electric Horsepower

lines! For Electric Light and Power has become an absolute necessity in factory, home, office and farm. It turns
our machinery, supplies us with athousand comforts and
luxuries like Radio, Telephone, Autos, Airplanes, Washing
Machines, etc. This is the Electrical Age, and ahundred million of us gladly pay atax to Electricity every way we turn.
That's the kind of business to get into. Especially if your
present work is hard or monotonous, underpaid or without
future. There are ALWAYS fine positions open in Electricity, ALWAYS big salaries paid, ALWAYS wonderful
chances for advancement. Because Electricity today
reaches out into all building and manufacturing and transportation lines, and there's amighty call for Chief Electricians, Engineers, Draftsmen and Experts—at $50 to
$100 aweek.
The way to get one of these wonderful jobs is easier than
you think. If you are genuinely interested in Electricity,
if you are willing to devote apart of your spare time to getting ready—even if you have only grammar-schooling—get
in touch with us at once, and we'll tell you how we can guarantee you ajob and a50% raise or no cost!

A Plain
Dollars and Cents
Proposition
Our training-and-employment
contract shown above takes the
gamble out of home-study. If you
happen to be earning $30 aweek
now, you can actually buy aposition paying $45 aweek (or more)
or no cost. That means you pay
less than $1.50 aweek for ashort
time, and we must raise your earning capacity at least $15 aweek, or
the small cost will be refunded.
We have made this agreement
with over 50,000 men in the past
four years, and if you'll mail the
coupon I'll be glad to do the same
for you.
Chief Engineer Dunlap, Electrical Division,
THE AMERICAN SCHOOL, Dept. E-7194
Drexel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago
Please send me, without cost or obligation,
more details of your Job and Raise offer, and
facts about the great Electrical Industry,
Name
Street No
City

The AMERICAN SCHOOL
Please

Dept. E-7294 Drexel C
Ave. and 58th Street ‘-d

Say

you

saw

it

in

AMAZING

hicago

STORIES

Age

State,.
Occupation
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ill TrainYou
at Home to Fill

aBig-Pay

Radio Jon

You can build
100 circuits with
the six big outfits
of Radio parts
snI give you

Isend for my book of information on the opportunities
F

Here.S the

PROOF

Made $
185 in
Three Weeks'
Spare Time
Ihave met with
continued
succffl.Eorinstance,
•
recently Irealized
aprofit of $185 in
three weeks for
spare time work.
Icharge $1.50 an
hour. Right now I am making
more m oney in my spare time
than 10m making in myregular
lob. I have been making good
money almost from the time I
enrolled. Iam going to give up
my present position and open a
Radio shop. The N. R. I. has
Mil me on the solid road to success —Peter J. Dunn. 901 N.
Monroe St., Baltimore, Md.
Made $588
In One Month
The training I
received from you
has done me a
world
of good.
Some time RRO,
during one of our
busy months. I
made 8588. 1am
servicing all makes of Radio receiving sets.
I haven't found
anything so far that Icould not
handle alone. My boss is highly
pleased with my work since I
have been able to handle our
entire output of sets here alone.
Herbert Reese, 2215 South E
Street, Elwood, Indiana.

you

are

earning

a penny less

than

$50

a week,

in Radio. It's FREE. Clip the coupon NOW. A
flood of gold is pouring into this new business, creating
hundreds of big pay jobs. Why go along at $25, $30
or $45 a week when the good jobs in Radio pay $50,
$75, and up to $250 aweek. My book, "Rich Rewards
in Radio," gives full information on these big jobs and
explains how you can quickly become a Radio Expert
through my easy, practical, home-study training.

SALARIES OF $50 TO $250 A
WEEK NOT UNUSUAL

3of the 100 you
can build

Get into this live-wire profession of quick success. Radio needs
trained men. The amazing growth of the Radio business has
astounded the world. In afew short years three hundred thousand
jobs have been created. And the biggest growth of Radio is still
to come. That's why salaries of $50 to $250 a week are not unusual. Radio simply hasn't got nearly the number of thoroughly
trained men it needs. Study Radio and after only a short time
land yourself a REAL job with a REAL future.

YOU CAN LEARN QUICKLY AND EASILY
IN SPARE TIME
Hundreds of N. R. I. trained men are today making big money—
holding down big jobs—in the Radio field. Men just like you—
their only advantage is training. You, too, can become a Radio
Expert just as they did by our new practical methods.
Our
tested, clear training, makes it easy for you to learn. You can
stay home, hold your job, and learn quickly in your spare time.
Lack of education or experience are no drawbacks. You can
iced and write. That's enough.

MANY EARN $15, $20, $30 WEEKLY
ON THE SIDE WHILE LEARNING
My Radio course lo the famous course "that pays for Itself." I teach
you to begin making money almost the day you enroll.
My
new practical
method
makes this possible.
I give you SIX
BIG OUTFITS of Radio parts with my course.
You are taught to
build practically every type of receiving set known.
M. E. Sullivan,
412 73rd Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., writes."I made 8720 while studying."
Earle Cummings, 18 Webster Street, Haverhill, Mass.: "I made $375
In one month."
G. W. Page, 1807 21st Ave., Nashville, Tenn.: "I
picked up $935 in my spare time while studying."

YOUR MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED
"I'll give YOU Just the training you need to get Into the Radio business.
My course fits you for all lines—manufacturing, selling, servicing
sets, In business for yourself, operating on board ship or in a broadcasting station—and many others. Iback up my training with a signed
agreement to refund every penny of your money if, after completion,
you are not satisfied with the course I give you.

ACT NOW64-Page Book Is FREE;
Earns Price of Course in
One Week's Spare Time
Ihave been so busy with Radio
work that I ha ve not had time
to study. The other week, In
spare time, I earned enough to
pay for my course. Ihave more
work than Ican do. Recently I
made enough money In one
month's spare time to pay for a
$375 beautiful console all-electric Radio.
When J enrolled I
did not know the difference between a rheostat and a coil.
Now I am making all kinds of
money. —Earle Cummings, 18
Webster Street, Haverhill, Mass.

Send for this big book of Radio Information. It won't cost you a penny.
It has put hundreds of fellows on the
road to bigger pay and success. Get
It. Investigate. See what Radio has
to offer you, and how my Employment
Department helps you get into Radio
after you graduate. Clip or tear out
the coupon and mall it RIGHT NOW.

J.

E.

SMITH,

President

Dept. 22A2
National Radio Institute
Washington, D. C.

&tooled Service to all

J. E. SMITH, President
Dept. 22A2, National Radio
Washington, D. C.
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Name

40e

Address
City
Occupation

Please say you saw it in AMAZING STORIES

Institute

Dear Mr. Smith: Kindly send me your big book, **Rich
Rewards In Radio," giving information on the big-money
opportunities in Radio and your practical method of teaching with six big Outfits. I understand this book is free,
and that this places me under no obligation whatever.
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Extravagant Fiction Today

-

- Cold Fact Tomorrow

NEW AMAZING FACTS
By HUGO GERNSBACK

NE of the amazing facts of progress is that in
very many instances, science develops a goodly
amount of inventions which were never even
dreamt of by the most imaginative type of fiction
writers. Science has the trick of springing continuous surprises, which very often are far more
amazing than the most amazing piece of scientifiction.
Not long ago, the Kodak people announced a brand new system of colored motion pictures. Now colored motion pictures are a
novelty no longer. They were usually produced by means of
ordinary films, hand-painted, or colored by other processes. The
wholly astonishing thing about the new Kodacolor process, however, is the fact that the film is black and white. The light that
strikes the film is white; yet, we get the most gorgeous colored
motion pictures imaginable and entirely true to life in all of the
colorings. You will seeethrown on the screen a bowl of goldfish
in the most marvelous colors imaginable; and yet, the film itself
is in black and white. The process in which the final result is
achieved is intensely interesting, and is the subject of a detailed
article, fully illustrated, in the October issue of SCIENCE AND
INVENTION.
Suffice to say, the process is made possible by embossing the
film lengthwise in such away that the film itself becomes amass
of lenses, which are microscopic in size; yet which provide
an entirely new optical system by which the final colors become
possible.
Here then, is another invention which would have been denounced as extravagant fiction only a few short years ago.
And when we come to television, which has been the favorite
subject for exploitation by our scientific writers, we are no
longer astonished, because this imaginary television has now
become an accomplished fact. The marvel of present television,
crude as it is, lies in the fact that it is given by a revolving disc
with a few holes in it, which faithfully brings a distant event to
us, by wire or by radio.
But even few of our scientifiction writers thought that it
would ever be possible to transmit color television; yet, recently
this also has been accomplished by Mr. Baird of London, with a
comparatively simple system. All Mr. Baird does is to divide
his television disc into three parts, then he covers the spiral holes
with red, blue and yellow transparent strips and exposes his
subject in the usual way. He thus transmits impulses in various
intensities, due to the color ranges. At the receiving efid, we
have a duplication of the transmitter, with a similar disc, and
as we look at this disc in a darkened room, we obtain actual
television images in colors. So here we have another great
scientific triumph, which was not expected for at least fifty
years.
Again, our best scientists, who seem to know all about television, predicted only last Fall that outdoor scenes could not
Mr, Hugo Gernsback speaks every Tuesday at 9.30 P. M. from WRNY
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be transmitted by television for at least five to ten years. They
contended that it would not be possible to transmit anything
better than a human face or a moving hand by television impulses. Yet, only last July, the Bell Telephone Laboratories
sent out television images of a tennis player, while he was playing in broad daylight. So the time is not distant when it will
be possible for us to witness aball game athousand miles away.
Nor will it be long before every radio enthusiast, sitting in his
home, will be able to see a prizefight, in all its interesting and
brutal details, while it is being fought.
So we see that science is catching up with fiction and prediction rather quickly, and our imaginative fiction writers will soon
be hard pressed for new ideas in order to keep in the swim.
For a number of years, imaginative writers have been busy
exploiting the Goddard rocket. Of course, most of them exploited the rocket for interplanetary travel. The time seems
close at hand when such a machine will actually be launched.
At this very moment, in Germany, extensive tests and experiments are being made along these lines. The Germans, von Opel
and Sander, have already constructed automobiles propelled by
rockets, which were used both on railroad tracks and the ordinary cement roads. Speeds as high as 160 miles an hour have
been reached on rails, which is faster than any car ever traveled on rails before. And this is only abeginning.
This generation will see rocket-propelled aerial conveyances
negotiating the trip from Berlin to New York in three hours.
In order to do so, the machine will have to fly partially in a
vacuum. The rocket machine will be directed heavenward and
will have to climb up two or three hundred miles to reach the
outer confines of the atmosphere, then it will straighten out and
will begin descending in a great curve, with New York as its
next objective.
Naturally, so as not to freeze and kill the passengers, they
will have to be in airtight compartments. As a matter of fact,
the entire inside of the machine will have to be airtight. The
machine will carry its own air and oxygen and will generate its
own heat.
The interesting point to remember is that at these tremendous
speeds, entirely new and unforeseen things happen. A German
engineer recently pointed out that at such speeds—that is 1,000
miles an hour—the usual airplane wings would be useless. At
such a speed an ordinary hailstone would go clean through a
thin metal airplane wing as though it were shot through by a
high-speed bullet. Consequently, these new aerial monsters of
the future will have to be built of entirely new metals, tougher
than steel, to withstand even the shocks of large dust particles,
which, encountered at a speed of a thousand miles an hour, will
raise havoc, due to their impact upon the machine.
All surprising facts, and as interesting as they seemed astonishing and impossible, only afew short years back,
(326 meters) and 2XAL (30.91 meters) on various scientific subjects.

By ClareWingerHarris
Author of: "The Fate of the Poseidonia," and "The Miracle of the Lily"

plied. "Maybe Icould give you some astronomical instruction that would be more interesting than the
ROFESSOR HARLEY pointed to the
learned_discourses of Professor Aldrich."
steam that issued with a merry singing
"I fear even you couldn't make it very interesting to
noise from the spout of the tea-kettle, then
me." Her words were curt, but her brown eyes were
designated aglass of water that stood near,
smiling. "You see Iam very one-sided in my tastes,
and lastly placed his hand upon asmall cake
and Ihappen to be greatly interested in father's subof ice in a saucer on the table. Turning, he surveyed
ject, chemistry. I'm majoring in that, you know, and
the class from over the tops of his horn-rimmed
maybe Icould give you some chemical instruction that
spectacles.
would prove more interesting than the learned dis"Elementally speaking, they are the same, but they
courses of Professor Harley !" she added with atwinkle
manifest differently. The molecules in the case of the
in her eye.
former," he continued in pedantic discourse, "are in a
"Chemistry and astronomy be hanged !" Iejaculated
state of violent agitation, rushing upward and outward.
in semblance of great ferocity. "Your father wants
Their speed is terrific. Now in the case of the water,
you to be at the observatory to -night and Iintend to be
the molecular motion is less evident. The temperature
there, so I'll see you at eight."
is considerably lower and the molecular orbits are far
Iwas climbing the steps to the telescope balcony at
more restricted, hence the manifestation in the liquid
the appointed hour. The Professor of Astronomy, surstate. When we contemplate the last of the three states
rounded by agroup of some thirty students, was standof H 20, we find a solid of low temperature. In this
ing on the north side pointing out the constellation,
cold, compact form there is still less freedom among the
Hercules, when Icarne up. It did not take me long,
whirling molecules. Modern science tells us that the
even in the dim starlight, to discern the form of Vivian
motion of molecules in the case of solid bodies is conHarley, as her eyes followed the direction of the learned
fined within so narrow a range that we cannot detect
man's finger with rapt gaze.
that they alter, their places at all."
"She is interested in the subject," Isaid half aloud,
My eyes wandered involuntarily from the kettle,
"or else Professor Aldrich is proving more entertaining
glass and saucer till they rested upon the very attractive
than usual."
daughter of Professor Harley who occupied adesk two
Iapproached the dark group silhouetted against the
rows ahead and one row to the right of my own. From
interminable canopy of the heavens wherein blazoned
where Isat, her bobbed bronze ringlets as they curled
the fiery host of suns innumerable. How insignificant
away from her ears and the nape of her neck, were far
seemed man, even as learned a man as Professor Almore interesting phenomena
drich, when one could lift
to me than steam, water and
the eyes but a little higher
ice: Physics and chemistry
and behold with one glance
TN this unusual story, the author Izas woven amost entrancwere not to be mentioned in
ing idea, and has literally studded it with any amount of
mighty Vega, Altair and
interesting features that will keep you guessing to the final
the same breath With Vivian
Deneb. Yet Iknew in my
page. It is a different Mars story than the many that have
Harley.
heart that much as Iloved
been published before, and it will not fail to hold your
At the close of the class
my astronomical pursuits,
interest throughout. The science contained in the story is
period, the professor read
a certain small figure in
excellent, and coupled with this goes Mrs. Harris' mysticism,
always an added attraction in her stories.
the f
ollowingannouncement,
yonder group of humanity
a copy of which had been
was dearer tp me than all
posted on the bulletin board.
the suns that shine in the
"As it will be an especially fine evening for astronomieternal ether and so tell us we are not alone.
cal observation, the college observatory will be open
"And so we believe there is an analogy between the
between eight and ten to any who may wish to view
universe of chemistry and that of the stars," the prothe heavens through the new telescope.
Professor
fessor was saying. "Within atiny scrap of matter lies
Aldrich will speak about the planets and stars in the
hidden awhole atomic universe in ceaseless and terrific
field of the instrument."
movement. This is infinite smallness, but we can comIlost no time in finding out if Vivian Harley was to
prehend the idea with finite minds. Let these finite
be at the observatory.
minds of ours contemplate for a moment, infinite big"I've got to go," she smiled ruefully. "Father insists
ness. As everywhere throughout all space the condiupon it. Isuppose you're going, Hildreth ?"
tions are repeated which we find within the atom, we
"Yes, I'm majoring in the subject, you know," Irecan deduce therefrom that our own universe is an atom
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of infinite bigness in which atomic worlds and systems
come and go and progress through space in orbital
movement as do the electrons of infinite smallness in the
atoms they go to build up."
"Our universe an atom !" Iheard Vivian gasp as I
approached her side.
Apparently the idea had never impressed her before.
She turned to me and her eyes were wide with wonder.
"Of course," Ismiled, "and the sun with his family
of planets is an atom, and the same planets are electrons. That sort of connects up your chemistry and my
astronomy. Isn't that so?"
She turned to nie with a preoccupied air and said
slowly, "It is stupendous—and so plausible !"
"Of course," I replied, "it proves more reasonable
than the laws of Newton which are being replaced in
part by those of Einstein."
The student group led by the instructor, entered the
observatory and mounted the spiral stairs to the telescope room where we took turns viewing Saturn.
While Vivian gazed upon the ringed planet, I approached Professor Aldrich with this question:
"Is it beyond the hope of man ever to ascertain of
what gigantic body our universe is an atom? Man is
given but a very vague conception of the scheme of
things if he cannot conceive the niche in which he has
a place."
The scholarly man smiled wistfully and said as he
laid ahand upon my shoulder, "My lad, we can never
know the billionth part of where we fit into God's great
plan. Here we are isolated in the midst of Infinity by
the limitations of our five senses. They present a
mere crack through which we obtain but the faintest
suggestion of what lies beyond."
"But," I persisted, "by the very analogy you suggested when out on the balcony, might man conceive the
nature of the gigantic masterpiece of which he is an
infinitesimal part ?"
"I grasp the significance of your question," said the
professor with growing enthusiasm. "Yes—we can
surmise something of the nature of that great body in
which Destiny has placed us. In fact we can know at
least this much. It is agas. The proportional distances
between the atoms (or solar systems, since we are contemplating the vaster cosmos) and their inconceivable
speed, indicates a gaseous constitution. That much
knowledge is vouchsafed us !"

T

ii

WO years passed. Iliad graduuted and become
Professor Aldrich's assistant, teaching freshmen astronomy. It was Vivian Harley's senior
year. She was majoring in chemistry to be her father's
laboratory assistant, but thanks to the inspiration of
that night at the observatory two years ago, she had
minored in my subject, astronomy, and gave promise
of being a worthy aide to her future husband as well
as to her father. Yes, Vivian liad promised to be mine
after her graduation in June, and it was now April.
Late in the afternoon of April 17th (a never-to-bef
orgotten-day in history) Iwas crossing the meadowlands between the low hills that surround the country

estate of my maternal uncle, the late Senator Gilroy.
His sudden death had brought relatives f
rom all over
the country to attend the funeral. Many had arrived by
plane, for in the year 1958, travel by airplane was common.
I was, as I said, walking across the low meadows,
entranced with the loveliness of nature, when Inoticed
apeculiar thing. The sun was very low over the hills,
and I was cognizant of the fact that the setting sun
always appears much larger than when it is higher in
the heavens. But even the knowledge of this optical
illusion could not satisfactorily account for the phenomenal enormity of the sun as it slowly sank to rest
beyond the hills toward Pleasantown. The evening was
uncommonly warm and Ished my coat and seated myself on the grassy mead, determined to enjoy a quiet
evening amid rural surroundings, before returning to
the companionship of friends and relatives at the Gilroy
mansion.
It was during the magical moments between the setting of the sun and the appearance of the first stars,
that Iexperienced an uncanny premonition of approaching disaster. I could attribute the foreboding to no
physical discomfort other than to an increasing oppressiveness of the atmosphere, that was not unlike the sultriness of an approaching storm. I decided to watch
for the appearance of the first star that should come
into my range of vision over the western tree-tops.
"It will be Antares," Iconjectured.
Then in far less time than is required to tell it, the
sky clouded over and all prospective view of the heavens
was temporarily denied me. The nightmare that f
ollowed beggars description. Why I was not drowned
Ido not know, for the flood of rain descended in torrents, striking my face with such force that I could
scarcely breathe. After several hours, how many Ido
not know, for I had lost all track of the passage of
time, Iwas wading more than knee-deep in aturbulent
stream that was rapidly rising about nie, while occasionally Iwas struck by floating debris as Istrove in the
Stygian darkness to make my way back to the house.
Something soft brushed against my leg. It yielded to
my touch. I strove to hold it, but the waters tore it
from my grasp and it was gone.
Gradually the downpour abated and Ibelieved Ihad
nothing more to fear from overhead.
"This isn't so bad," Iassured myself, speaking aloud
and comforted by the sound of my voice. "I'll wait
until the stars come out and they will guide me to the
house."
Suddenly the waters began to swirl and eddy around
me. They rose and fell like the waves of the sea;
occasionally they reached neck-high and I nearly lost
my footing.
"Thank God my feet are on terra-firma," I cried,
"otherwise —"
The ground beneath me swayed. The waters rushed
up to meet me. For the next few minutes Iknew not
sky from water nor water from ground. Ifelt as if I
were revolving with a mill-wheel, by far the greater
part of which was under water.
At last Istood again waist-high in water, but Nature
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had ceased her havoc. Earth no longer quaked, waters
were not rising, and a faint light was suffusing the
black sky.
"If I find Antares now," I mused, "I can get my
bearings and return to the house to see what has happened there."
A small area of the clouds was rapidly dispersing.
Ifixed my gaze upon it expectantly, but was not pre'
pared for that which burst upon my vision. A great
red ball of fire hung in the heavens. For a moment I
thought it a toy balloon, but such a bauble on a night
like this was incongruous. In appearance it was about
an eighth the size of the full moon. The clouds continued to scatter until several other fiery balls, varying
in red, blue and yellow light, were visible through the
rift. Might it be that the inhabitants of Pleasantown
were celebrating the cessation of the deluge in a most
extraordinary manner? Still it seemed to me that sane
human beings were likely at this moment to be engaged
in reconstructive work instead of wasting valuable time
and energy in making useless aerial toys.
After the appearance of adozen or more, the gathering clouds again hid them from view, but I had had
sufficient time to definitely locate the house, in the upper
story of which lights now gleamed faintly.
I plowed my way though the water and finally
dragged myself wearily upon the stone veranda which
remained agood foot and ahalf above the flood. The
sound of excited voices assailed my ears from the upper
floor as Icrossed the threshold.
"I just know it's the end of the world," shrilled the
voice of cousin Donna. "Poor dear cousin Paul (Senator Gilroy) is the lucky one. He lived almost as long
as we're going to, and he escaped doomsday !"
The reassuring tones of her husband, Miles Tracy,
came next to my ears, as Istood in my drenched clothing at the foot of the stairs.
"What's worrying me is what's become of cousin
Hildreth. The last Isaw of him he was setting out on
alonely hike, headed toward Pleasantown. Ihinted he
might want company, but he told me plainly that he
pef erred to be alone. Queer sort of chap, Hildreth. Is
he that way because he's an astronomer or is he an
astronomer because he's that way ?"
"Which came first, the chicken or the egg?" laughed
another male voice.
"But all joking aside," continued Miles, "we must
send out arescue party after Hildreth. The Lord only
knows what happened to him during the climax of the
earthquake !"
"Don't allow yourselves to become alarmed on my
account," Icalled as Imounted the stairs and appeared
before the astounded group in my wet clothing. "I've
been taking a little swim and watching some toy balloons over Pleasantown."
Miles tapped his head significantly and looked from
one to another of the members of the group as they
crowded around me.
Iwas bombarded with questions from all sides, but
Mrs. Gilroy insisted that Iget into dry clothes at once
before Iattempt any narration of the events prior to
and following the catastrophe.
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HE rehearsal of events must have taken up the
greater part of the night, but we retired eventually. When Iawoke and looked at my watch,
the hour hand pointed to ten. Ten A. M.! It was
more like ten P. M. and hot— Ihad never been as
warm in my life. The thermometer by my door registered 94° F. and the humidity was intolerable. My room
faced the east, so Ihastily threw up the shades to see
why old Sol was not on duty.
The eastern horizon was alurid red, as if many miles
away agreat conflagration raged. Even as Iwatched,
the heavy clouds were partially dispelled, and a sight,
the most awful, barring one, that .these eyes have ever
beheld, met my view.' The sun, increased to mammoth
size, hung between the horizon and zenith, a veritable
hell of blazing fury. Was Earth plunging into the
fiery orb of day? Was this Earth's ultimate doom,
after the prediction of astronomers, myself included,
that a frozen lifeless world would eventually swing
around arapidly cooling sun?
Intelligent radio communication was almost impossible, but the disconnected reports that came from time
to time, told of the tragic deaths of thousands upon
thousands, who were unable to seek adequate protection from the scorching rays of the sun.
The guests of Gilroy manor passed the day in alternate panic and despondency. There is nothing to do
in the face of natural calamities except to adjust ones&f
to them. Their incontestable force cannot be averted.
The only thing that .humanity could do during that
first terrible day was to seek its cellars, if they were
dry, and await the ultimate setting of the gigantic orb.
My thoughts constantly recurred to Vivian. How
much easier would have been this catastrophe, if we
could have been together. Although I had complete
confidence in Professor Harley's sane judgment under
any circumstances, I desired nothing so much as to
have my fiancée with me.
As the day wore on, passed in the relatively cool
depths of the cellar for fear of further earthquakes, we
noticed abuoyancy taking the place of the former heavy
oppressiveness that had seemed to weigh us down. The
sultriness had given way to a dryness, very hot to be
sure, but much less unpleasant than the excessive humidity that had characterized the night, morning and early
afternoon. So light and gay did we feel toward the
sunset hour, that we indulged in music and dancing.
Frivolous it may seem to read of it, but man is so constituted that he can mercifully relieve overstrained
nerves with various forms of relaxation, though he may
know that the stress of fear and worry has not permanently subsided. And if this narrative is to adhere
strictly to the truth, Imust not omit a few words in
regard to the discovery of the late senator's private
stock, which Ithink deserves as much credit for having
relieved the mental strain of the day as any natural
reaction might have done. Ican write of this in aperfectly unbiased manner, for I am a strict teetotaler,
and this day spent in the subterranean depths of the
Gilroy mansion was no exception to the rule. But as
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regards Miles Tracy, James Urban and even my ordinarily dignified Uncle Mark Atkins, I can make no
such positive assertion, and even Donna was not above
suspicion.
The first inkling I had of it all was when Donna
appeared suddenly from some remote part of the basement. As I watched her, I thought we were having
another earthquake.
"Say folks," she called as she approached the rest of
us, "I just got weighed, and glory be—I've lost 72
pounds! It pays to try dieting for reducing. I told
you, Marian, (Mrs. Gilroy) you'd lose flesh if you
cut out the starches."
The widow of the late senator recovered quickly
from the shock of her guest's apparent loss of weight,
and replied rather icily, "I think you'd better look at
the scales again, Donna. There must be some mistake."
"'S' fact," This from Uncle Mark whose belligerent
attitude signified all too plainly that he was prepared
to back Donna up in her assertion in regard to her loss
of weight.
"Come in and see the scales if you don't believe it !"
Glad of another diversion from our gloomy thoughts,
we trooped into the little side room in the corner of
which stood aweighing machine, the platform of which
Donna quickly mounted. The rest of us crowded around
the dial, and with Donna's and James' triumphant, "We
told you so !" in our ears, observed that the pointer
indicated that Donna, awoman of apparently more than
average weight, tipped the scales at precisely seventysix pounds!
There followed aseries of experiments that resulted
in the undeniable conclusion that each one of us weighed
only alittle more than half of his or her former weight!
"The machine is out of order," I explained, but in
my heart Iknew differently, though Iwould not vouchsafe to tell these people what Isuspicioned of the truth
at this time.
IV.

A

FEW minutes later, Miles approached me in a
confidential manner, and lowering his voice to
a whisper said, "I swear Ididn't drink enough
to hurt a flea, but I'm sure seeing things! Since it is
now night time, Iwent upstairs and out on the veranda
thinking it might be cooler, but—I'm in no shape to
be about! Guess I'll turn in and sleep it off."
He was quickly gone as Iturned in alarm and saw
his rapidly receding figure climbing the stairs. He did
not seem intoxicated. His step was steady, but emotionally he was a wreck.
.
As Ireached the entrance-hall, he was still mounting
the stairway to the sleep-rooms. Once I was minded
to call and reassure him, but upon second thought decided to discover the cause for his consternation myself.
Iheard his bedroom door close; then Ihurried to the
front door and rushed out upon the porch.
Ihave said elsewhere in this narrative, that the sight
of the mammoth sun was the most awful, barring one,
that Ihad ever beheld. This is the "barring one." The
night was bright as day, not the dazzling splendor of
brilliant sunlight, but the clear cold light as of athou-

sand moons, and that seemed to be literally what I
beheld as I raised my eyes skyward.
Like one demented, Iran out into the open, regardless of the waters that had receded to ankle depth, and
gazed aloft with bulging eyes.
The welkin was a
crowded galaxy of heavenly bodies of vastly varying
sizes and degrees of brilliancy. All the starry and
planetary universe had marched up to us during the
cataclysmic events of the last twenty-four hours, or
so at least it seemed!
"Nevertheless it is what Ivaguely suspected," Imuttered to myself. "No wonder we weigh less with the
counter-gravitational pull of the stars and planets !"
Few of the stars twinkled. They shone with the
steady dazzling splendor of suns, and many heretofore
unseen planets encircling them were visible with the
naked eye. The moon ‚vas not visible, but Venus, an
enormous silvery disc, four times the diameter of the
old full moon, occupied her part of the western sky,
and through her streaked cloudy veiling, Icaught fleeting glimpses of mountain peaks that would dwarf into
insignificance the Himalayas or the Alps.
Shooting stars and meteors were more frequent than
Ihad ever known them to be heretofore. In the few
moments that Istood dumb with amazement, a dozen
or more fell within my immediate range of vision.
By this time Iheard the voices of the Gilroy guests
from the porch, and judging from the vociferous exclamations, they too were cognizant of the proximity
of the stars and planets. Ireturned to the house only
to be bombarded with questions regarding my opinion
of the present state of the universe.
Ihad atheory, but so daring was it in its scope, that
I did not venture to voice it at this time.
"Let's get the radio and television into working
order," I suggested. "We must learn something of
the extent that this calamity has visited the earth."
'With the very able assistance of Miles, who was
finally fully convinced that he was not "seeing things"
that were not an actuality, we succeeded in getting the
radio into working order. There seemed to be nothing
on the air but distress signals, but eventually through
the staccato of one very remote but persistent call, we
recognized the familiar voice of Professor Aldrich,
whose reputation as an astronomer was without parallel
in the country.
ti —and so somewhere in that greater cosmos in which
we are but an atom, has been experienced merely the
transition of asubstance from the gaseous, through the
liquid to the solid state, but to us, the atom, it has been
a phenomenon of such stupendous proportions that it
is difficult for us to grasp the significance of it with
our finite minds.
"Why has it never happened before ? Simply because
Time like Space, is purely relative, and amillion years
in the microcosmos may well be asecond in the vaster
universe, the macrocosmos, of which it forms so minute
a part.
"And now we must turn our minds from the theoretical to the practical, for our time grows short. The
proximity of the sun will make it impossible for humanity at present to inhabit any but the polar regions of
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Earth, and because we are already living in the northern
hemisphere, Isuggest that we at once move our entire
population and all available food stuffs northward by
airplanes. There have been appointed throughout the
nation many local headquarters for the arrangement of
details pertaining to the great flight, for these details
apply to your local station."
There followed a list of service stations and other
directions followed by the deep, well-modulated tones
of the national broadcaster:
"Friends, Professor Harley, the nationally known
chemist, will speak to you now for a few minutes."
Vivian's father! I approached the radio in order
not to miss asingle word, when suddenly, with acrackling and sputtering, the instrument went dead. There
followed an hour of frantic endeavor to get it to function again, but it was all to no purpose. The requisite
material for the repair work was not available.
Even if only second-hand information, Professor
Harley's talk would have given me at least a remote
idea of Vivian's experiences during the cataclysm; but
I consoled myself with the happy prospect of being
reunited with her at the north pole.
V.

O

N the beginning of the third day, after radio
communication had ceased (as far as we were
concerned), we were on comparatively dry
ground. The food supply was low and we realized the
immediate necessity of reaching the nearest airplane
base, which was located at Chicago. The three small
planes, that had brought the funeral guests to the Gilroy
estate, sufficed to take them away together with the
meager supply of provisions available, and shortly after
noon my plane landed west of Chicago.
The reader may be able to form avague conception
of the united drawing force of the combined stars and
planets that had marched toward us during those tragic
days. We learned at Chicago that coasts all over the
world had been alternately inundated and left high and
dry by the waters which were subject to the pull of
the heavenly bodies.
Four gigantic airships, each capable of carrying a
thousand passengers (though for ordinary usage their
capacity was limited to six hundred), were being rapidly
filled under agreat white canopy that had been erected
for the purpose of cutting off some of the intolerable
rays of the sun. Miles, Donna, cousin Marian Gilroy
and Iran up to the gang-plank of the Calvin Coolidge
just too late. A guard announced briskly that athousand souls were already aboard the great round-theworld flyer, but that if we hurried we might board
another. We raced to the nearest one several blocks
away, and discovered it to be the ill-fated Icarus, that,
like its ancient namesake, fell into the sea with crippled
wings, though this one, contrary to its namesake, had
been salvaged from the deep, though with loss of
life. It had on the whole suffered little from this
mishap, and was now once more ready for service.
Evidently the reputation of the Icarus was against it
though, for it was not filling as rapidly as might be
expected.
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"Let's try to get aboard yonder ship," exclaimed
cousin Marian, pointing to where -a beautiful ship the
color of summer skies seemed to crouch ready for
flight.
"It is the Azuria," said Miles, "the last word in
speedy, luxuriant air-travel."
But even as we turned our back to the Icarus, the
humming of the Azuria's engines came to our ears.
Then slowly and majestically she rose, her three decks
ablack swarm of humanity, and soon, too soon, her blue
hulk was invisible against the azure of the sky.
"What is the name of the other ship?" Iasked the
officer at the gang-plank of the Icarus.
"The Celestia," he replied, "but do not fear to board
the Icarus. Since its overhauling, there is no safer
airship."
We had no choice now but to cast our lot with the
Icarus. I mopped my perspiring brow and leaned
against the rail watching the workmen removing the
canvas that protected the Icarus from the sun. Iheard
avoice at my elbow. It was Donna.
"The Celestia is coming this way. They are going
to bring it alongside the Icarus before embarking."
Miles and Marian had joined us. They were watching for others of the recent group that had been at the
Gilroy home, but I was ever searching for a possible
glimpse of Vivian Harley, though I did not know
whether she had left from the Chicago or the Philadelphia base, being located very nearly midway between
the two.
The Celestia approached as closely as the spread of
its wings and ours permitted and aman on board called
through amegaphone:
"The Celestia is carrying 1,137 people. Have you
room for the surplus ?"
The captain of the Icarus replied that we had, and
would be glad to take 150 to 200 of the Celestia's passengers. We -waited, but there was no sign that such
atransference would be made. The people aboard the
Celestia were fearful of the reputation of the ill-named
Icarus.
"Look," cried Donna excitedly, "there are Max and
Ethel Sabin and cousin James and Uncle Mark on the
top deck of the Celestial"
In vain did Donna, Miles, Marian and Itry to persuade our late companions to join us in our airship.
They remained obdurate to all our entreaties.
At last the gang-plank was withdrawn and the Celestia winged her way skyward. The last we saw of her
was a faint blur low on the northern horizon.
And last but not least, the Icarus, with 783 souls
aboard, left the sun-dried earth far, far below and
sought the relief
the, the cool high altitudes.
Through the long hours of the night, while Mars and
Jupiter looked as if they would fall from the sky and
obliterate us, we sped toward Polaris, occasionally seeing on the 2,000 foot level below us, great freight-flyers
winging their way north and south like moving trucks
of olden times, taking the paraphernalia of civilization
to anew abode.
But we found ourselves in a dreadful predicament.
The northernmost lands were submerged too far south
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for humanity to live with any degree of comfort. The
north polar region was nothing but water, dotted with
a few rapidly diminishing icebergs. And this was to
be our home, the abode of man who had at one time
conquered the earth! What had become of the conquest of which he once so proudly boasted?
VI.

I

s it possible for you of the new era to form any
conception of the first year spent in our polar abode?
It was, of course, aperiod of reconstruction. Man
built for himself vast floating cities, lived upon fish and
synthetic foods and enjoyed a salubrious climate.
In vain did Isearch the floating islands of our northern world for my promised wife, Vivian Harley. Terror gripped my heart. Could she have been numbered
among the victims of the Cclestia? That great air-liner,
due no doubt to the fact that she had been greatly overloaded, had fallen into the Arctic Ocean where the
northern coast of Greenland used to be. Not a trace
of her has ever been found. Her fate should prove a
constant reminder of the failure of fear and superstition against the triumph of reason.
But as soon as the luxury of radio communication
could be indulged in, we of Polana, as we named our
combined north civilization, received a communication
that was quite startling. The long summer day in which
the sun never set during the early months of our sojourn in Polana, caused us to be a little neglectful
of punctual hours for rising and retiring, though I
doubt if we were any more deplorably negligent in this
particular, than were the Americans of the twentieth
century, living where day and night were clearly defined.
But one night, when the huge sun glowed on the eastern
horizon, we Polarians who happened to be up and listening at that hour and tuned by chance to an exceptionally
short wave length, heard the following message:
"This is Professor Richard Harley speaking over
station OGICU. No, friends, Iam not floating around
the north pole just because it happened to be a few
hundred miles nearer at the time of our catastrophe. I
am living in a veritable Eden on terra firma, and this
Eden is at the south pole! My opinion of folks who
contrive, by years of unnecessary work, to save themselves a few hundred miles trip in a palatial air-liner,
would not sound well expressed publicly. The new
garden of Eden is aparadise. No, Iam not trying to
sell real estate. There are comparatively few of us
here, but we don't want all of you to come. Possibly
by this time you have worked out a feasible program
for making the north polar regions comfortably habitable, and Isuggest that most of you stay where you are,
but there is room for 200,000 more down here in Eden.
When you get your television sets functioning and can
get aglimpse of this Utopia, I'll warrant that the north
polar region will be a deserted place.
"This is Richard Harley of station OGICU signing
off till tomorrow at this time."
There was no mention of Vivian, of course, but she
must be safe or her father would not have spoken in
so light avein. Iwanted to leave immediately for the
south pole, but Professor Aldrich would not hear of it.

"The beginning of the six months polar night is not
far off," he explained in voicing his objection to my
going, "and we astronomers must be ready to observe
and record the new and amazing phenomena that the
enlarged stars and planets will present to us."
The long night arrived, but it did not seem like night
to us, for the moon which is full and visible from the
pole during the first part of the polar night, shed its
cold, white, reflected light upon us. It occupied so
large a portion of the sky, that astronomical observations were limited exclusively to it. Many fascinating
discoveries were made about our satellite, but as this
story is not especially concerned with lunar problems,
I shall pass on to the mid-winter observations, when
Mars and Venus came within the scope of our vision.
Ishall never forget the time that Professor Aldrich
and Ifirst studied Venus from our new vantage. Like
a great silvery Chinese lantern, she seemed but a few
rods away. Her light was far brighter than that shed
by the moon in the olden days. Our telescope revealed
evidences of a civilization that had been blighted by
the universal catastrophe. There had been a civilization, but now there was no life. We searched the polar
regions with the telescopic eye, thinking the Venerians
would have done as we did, but all over the planet there
was evident only a scorched devastation.
"Wait until we see Mars," said the professor encouragingly, "this cataclysm has surely improved the condition of the Martians."
"I don't agree with you," I objected. "Whate t
their previous condition, they were used to it. We cannot judge them by our standards. They are hotter than
they were, and it stands to reason they are discomfited
to as great an extent as we are."
"Possibly there is some truth in what you say," admitted the astronomer, "but I am inclined to believe
this cosmic calamity will cause life to be more active on
the red planet. But time will tell, and that time is not
far off."
In the meanwhile television and radio had established
regular communication between the north and the south,
and it had been my great joy to see and speak with
Vivian several times. Iplanned to leave for Eden as
soon as the long night began in the Antarctic regions,
for there were stars I wished to study in the skies
above Eden. Flights between the poles even now were
not infrequent, for many in Polana were weary of
water reflecting great balls of light, and longed for land
and daylight. And some in Eden, lured by the descriptions of night in Polana, flew northward.
VII
ILES TRACY had become an astronomy enthusiast and was with me virtually all the time
in the great Polana observatory. He seemed
never to be weary of gazing at the planets. For weeks
we had Mars under closest observation, but could detect
no signs of life. This planet did not even present the
possibility of life having ever existed previous to the
change in the molecular structure of our universe from
the gaseous to the solid state. The planet's surface
presented only aconglomerate mass of crystalline red-
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dish rock. On some parts of this strange world's
surface, the sun's rays reflected ruby scintillations, in
others great cracks and crevices suggested abysmal
depths.
"Mars is deader than a door-nail," remarked Miles
upon one occasion as we studied alternately the physiography of the huge world that hovered so near us in
space. "He is less interesting than Venus because he
does not even grant us the privilege of studying apast
civilization."
Professor Aldrich had entered the observatory in
time to overhear Miles' remark, and he surprised us
with these words:
"Do not be too sure that Mars is adead world. Life
may not always be vested with the attributes with which
our existence clothes it. What is life anyway ?" he
asked, turning abruptly to Miles.
"Why—er—er----let me see. Life—er—shows action,
it's energy," stammered Miles.
"Exactly as I thought," snapped Aldrich, "you do
not know. What do you say it is, Hildreth ?"
"Life is the sum total of our forces that resist
death," I replied, vaguely recalling something learned
in college.
The professor looked at me pityingly. "Not bad as
far as it goes, but have you two ever really associated
life with radiant energy ?"
"Radiant energy and vital energy are two distinct
processes," I said. "Life manifests the latter. The
sun, asource of radiant energy, is not aliVe as we understand life, although it is active." Iturned to Miles who
appeared rather non-plussed by our remarks.
"I believe, friends," said Professor Aldrich impressively, "that the primary function of the universe is
radiant energy. Primeval matter must go on transforming itself into inert ash. This so-called inert ash,
like the planet upon which we live, constitutes a very
small portion of the universe. How great in size and
number are the stars throughout space that are undergoing this transformation due to radiant energy! How
small the inert matter upon which life, as we know it,
can exist! Yet we lay such great stress upon vital
energy, or life, which in every respect, in space, time
and physical conditions, is limited to an inconceivably
small corner of the universe. Primeval matter that is in
the process of radio-activity is really life as the Creator
meant it; this so-called life (vital energy) that exists
in inert substance, is merely a disease of old material
after its radiant energy is spent. It is asort of fungus
that infests matter in its old age."
Miles and Iwere speechless. \Vas Professor Aldrich
going mad that he could speak of life, which included
man's soul and mind, in such derogatory terms? Had
a "fungus growth" caused the evolution of an amoeba
into a man? Had a "disease of old age" built up a
civilization from primitive cave-man communities to
the vast cities of the twenty-first century ?"
The professor smiled at our horror. "I suppose you
two and millions like you have always thought the sun
was expending its radiant energy for the sole purpose
of maintaining puny "life" upon earth and the other
planets. But, my dear boys, many of the planets are
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not inhabited. Is the sun expending its energy in vain?
Not a bit of it! It matters not whether the fungus
grows. It may hang on where it can. It is asecondary
matter compared to radiant energy, the real universal
life!"
We were glad when the professor's footsteps became
inaudible as he left the observatory.
"Crazy as aloon," was Miles' comment. "I suppose
the excitement of the past months has been too much
for aman of his years."
VIII
."Many aplanet by many asun
May roll with the dust of avanished race,
Swallowed in Vastness, lost in Silence
Drowned in the deeps of ameaningless Past."

TENNYSON.

ARS, dead, inert, beset by old age, and without
even the "fungus growth" of Earth! Was it
better off than Earth ? Which planet consummated the Creator's plan ?
Such were the puzzling and depressing thoughts that
came to me some time later, when I sought the telescope alone, and ruefully viewed the planet that my
imaginative mind had always depicted as teeming with
intelligent, active, progressive life, exemplifying a
civilization older and therefore farther advanced than
ours. Ihad expected the eye-piece to reveal aprophetic
vision of Earth many aeons in the future.
It did not take long for both Miles and myself to
lose all interest in Mars, but not so Professor Aldrich.
Hour after hour he sat gazing at the lifeless world.
We soon learned to let him alone and avoid his cheerless discourses on "radiant energy" and "inert ash."
The comparatively few remaining inhabitants of
Earth, with but few exceptions, took up their abodes
alternately at the poles, when it was night for six
months. Either polar circle was delightfully balmy,
the temperature ideal during the night that had been
unbearable in days of yore.
The mammoth sun had been visible on the horizon
for a week, when one time, upon waking, Iheard the
sound of excited voices and rushed out of my tent,
which was located near the edge of Aldrich Isle (the
name given to the artificial, man-made floating island
upon which a thousand of us lived). The Azuria,
which had brought a number of people from Eden,
was ready to return to the Antarctic, and her captain
had decided to leave at once. It necessitated speed on
our part, for Professor Aldrich was very anxious to
begin a study of the southern heavens and did not
want to wait another week for the arrival of another
flyer.
Miles and Donna decided to join us, but Mrs. Gilroy
enjoyed the presence of anumber of congenial friends,
with whom she preferred to remain and try out an
arctic summer.
A few hours later the flying palace, Azurict, had left
the island-rafts of Polana, headed due south, and six
hours later the seared and lifeless plains of North
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America lay in panorama below her. Hour after hour
Ileaned on the rail of the lower deck and watched the
great continent slip by beneath me, as our flying
machine sped along at the rate of 400 miles an hour.
The thread of the nearly extinct Mississippi River
showed faintly as we approached the Gulf of Mexico.
Over twelve hours after leaving Polana we crossed
the equator and for the next few hours the South
American Andes marked our route toward the south.
It was during the hours of early morning, as we
flew over the ruins of La Paz in Bolivia, that all who
chanced to be watching the vanishing landscape, turned
questioning faces to one another and asked unanimously the same questions.
"Do you see the streak of living vegetation?" and
"What is the cause of it when on either side lies
sterility?"
Why the path of life through a world of death?
The sight was amazing and held everybody at the
ship's rails spellbound. A straight path of green, ten
or twelve miles in width, like a swath cut by some
gigantic scythe, stretched from La Paz to Valparaiso.
Every eye was fixed upon the miraculous sight and
many explanations were ventured.
"Underground water that hasn't evaporated like the
surface water," suggested one.
"Cool polar air currents," said another, and someone laughed.
"I saw something move among the greenery," exclaimed a girl, "but I couldn't tell whethe-r it was a
human being or an animal."
"Imagination," was someone's verdict, and the question of human or animal life was dropped.
In slightly over twenty-four hours after the Azuria
had left Polana, it came to rest in the semi-twilight in
the land of Eden. We acknowledged from our first
glimpse that the continent of the south had been aptly
named.
It was such a paradise as man has long
dreamed of. There have been grander, more rugged
scenes, but for sheer beauty, this Eden could scarcely
have been surpassed by the original.
In the garden that surrounded the Harley home,
Vivian was waiting for me, a rather pale and troubled
Vivian, whom the events of the past months had impressed with awe and bewilderment.
Not long after our reunion, an early date was set
for our wedding, but we were soon to realize the truth
of Burn's words concerning "the best laid plans of mice
and men."
Ix.

R

EPORTS from mail and passenger planes verified
the observations of the Azuria in regard to the
fertile strip of land in South America, though,
according to the latest news, the streak had shifted
slightly westward. And now not even the brainiest
individuals could venture an explanation concerning
the puzzling green path that extended from Georgetown to Buenos Ayres.
One time Iwalked into the observatory for the purpose of making some private observation. Ifelt it was
high time that Professor Aldrich relinquished the tele-

scope to someone else. However, I did not wish to
incur the enmity of the taciturn professor, for whom
I felt an emotion akin to pity. I really feared that
his constant dwelling upon the enigma of the uninhabited Mars was affecting his mind, so Iapproached
him as tactfully as Icould.
"Any signs of life on Mars, Professor?" I asked
cheerfully, as Ientered.
There was no answer and I felt indignation rising
within me. I opened my mouth to voice my resentment, when he said abruptly:
"By 'signs of life,' I suppose you mean movement,
and to that Ican assuredly answer in the negative, but
life, intelligence or whatever you may choose to call
it (the appellation is immaterial), may be evidenced
in other ways, and I say to you now as I shall soon
state to the peoples of the two poles, that there are
evidences of intelligence on Mars. Oh, Iknow what
your reaction to my assertion will be," as I began to
reply, "but I repeat, movement is not essential to intelligence throughout the Universe."
"Nevertheless," I said finally, "there is no evidence
of anything ever having been done by intelligent beings
on that planet. It is nothing but ahuge pile of reddish
rock of a crystalline nature; nothing but 'inert ash!' "
Iuttered the last two words somewhat sarcastically,
and an amused smile played about the professor's thin
lips.
"The term 'inert ash' is hardly applicable to our
neighbor Mars," he replied, "as you and the rest of the
world will soon discover."
He left the observatory and Itook my place at the
eye-piece, which was directed, as Iknew it would be,
toward the red planet. There it hung in space, a
mountainous mass of red rock crystals traversed by
straight chasms and fissures, no doubt its "canals."
Desolation, silence, and a more monotonous landscape
than that on the moon!
"If Mars isn't a dead world, one can expect life in
a corpse," I muttered. "That's the deadest looking
scene Iever gazed upon!"
A few more minutes was all Icould tolerate before
shifting to a more interesting heavenly body. What
fascination did Mars hold for Professor Aldrich week
in, week out, for months at atime?
"Darn his silence," Iblurted out, and then realized
that the professor had returned and had evidently been
observing me for some time.
"Locate Mars again," he said tersely.
I obeyed, for there was that in his expression that
indicated he would not brook opposition.
"There is something the matter with the timinggear," I said. "I cannot keep Mars in the center of
observation without moving the telescope by hand.
What's wrong ?”
"Are you sure ?" he snapped at me.
"Most assuredly. Let's get at it."
"We can do nothing now," he replied more quietly.
"I have just heard by the latest radio news that
seismologists have detected extensive earth tremors,
presumably in the equatorial region of Earth. 'There
is no great loss without some small gain,' so we can
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be pleased that there are no human beings on that
portion of the globe to suffer from the quakes. Also,
since the earthquakes, the ()Teen streak in South
America is vanishing."
"That is small consolation," Imade reply. "Our situation is lamentable, though we have made the best
of it."
Professor Aldrich drew out his watch, and upon
perceiving the time, crossed to the radio, with which
the observatory was equipped, not only with receiving,
but also with broadcasting apparatus.
"I am scheduled to speak in ahalf hour,—will you—"
There came acrackling, splitting sound, followed by
aroar. We reeled like drunken men, lost our footing
completely, and slid together with all the loose paraphernalia to one side of the room. Well shaken up,
but uninjured, we emerged not a moment too soon.
With athunder like the crack of doom, the great telescope. literally ripped from its foundation, fell where
a few seconds before we had crouched helplessly. A
second, splintering, cracking noise and the last I remember was the two of us catapulting through the
broken floor into the story below.
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expressed in our organization processes) attained even
to the orderly and systematic arrangement of the atoms
in his vast molecular structure! He has reached that
perfect balance between cause and effect, toward which
all struggle is directed. He is an example of aperfect
state of equilibrium, or possibly I should have used
the past tense and said 'was,' for Mars, once sufficient
unto himself, has been greatly discommoded by the
recent alteration in the arrangement of the Universe.
His adaptation to his environment previous to the
cataclysm was perfect, but he has been thrown off his
poise, so to speak, and has found it necessary to rehabituate himself.
"His first attempt to regain his former composure
was by the expulsion of a protective ray against the
rays of the sun. This ray nullified to acorrect degree
the intensified heat from our luminary. Idiscovered
the existence of this ray whenever Earth lay between
Mars and the sun. As its electrons swept past the
surface of our globe they counteracted the solar rays
affecting the Earth, in just the same manner as they
did for Mars, and in the wake of the ray, Earth blossomed as of yore. This was the path of verdure you
beheld in South America.
X.
"This Martian protective ray, while seemingly effective, has apparently not been wholly satisfactory to
4i
H, father, he is regaining consciousness."
Mars. It may have required too much continued effort
These were the first words to greet my
ears after a blank period of insensibility. I on his part. We cannot know. At any rate, Mars, the
planet entity, has hit upon another solution to his
opened my eyes to behold Vivian bending over me,
difficulty, and briefly it is this."
her eyes alight with loving concern. Iwas comfortably
Ihad finished my broth and was resting quietly with
tucked in a bed in the Harley home.
Vivian's hand in mine. Her father paced the floor
"Professor Aldrich ?" Iasked weakly.
As if in answer to my question, the professor's voice
with nervous strides, stopped presently and came over
to the foot of my bed. He smiled from one to the
sounded loud and tense from the opposite side of the
other of us and then said :
room.
"This is Professor Aldrich speaking from
station OGICU."
"I am about to succeed Professor Aldrich at the
microphone, so I'll be going now. You'll hear me
And while Ilistened to the voice of the companion
presently."
of my misfortunes, who had miraculously escaped with
no injuries, Vivian and a nurse administered to my
"—these earthquakes," continued Professor Aldrich's
voice from the radio loud speaker, "are caused by a
needs. As Iate my broth, Iand the rest of alistening
retardation in the speed of Earth in its orbit around
world heard the following from the lips of the greatthe sun.
This slowing-up process has taken place
est living astronomer :
gradually, but not so slowly that it failed to cause
"I have been severely criticized for maintaining too
strict a silence; but it was my opinion that such critisevere shocks to the world. This diminution in the
speed of our planet around the sun is not directly due
cism was less objectionable than the open derision that
would have been mine, had I ventured to voice my
to the recent rearrangement of the Universe, but is
conjectures in the beginning. Your ridicule woüld
caused by a force exerted upon the Earth by Mars.
have interfered with my observations and delayed the
Earth is held in an intangible but powerful grip by the
solution of the enigma, which solution I am about to
malignant planet, held as a shield between him and
give you now.
the flaming sun. We are now traveling in an orbit
"First of all, know that Mars is a living world;
that keeps us serving in the capacity of a huge sunvital, selfish, malignant! He is not vital in the sense
shade to the planet Mars, and it would seem that Mars
that Earth is—(Earth, a huge ball of inert ash covis happy to have us render this service. It is evidently
ered with human fungi). He is intelligent as awhole,
less of an effort to hold us thus than to continue the
as an entity. He is so old that if he ever possessed
emission of the protective ray, for Mars travels in his
organisms creeping about his once inanimate core,
orbit at approximately 15 miles per second; Earth, 18
they have undergone a transmutation from vital to
miles per second, arather small difference.
radiant energy and are an integral part of his superb
"What can we (lb in our present quandary? Absounity. Can you not, my friends, imagine evolution on
lutely nothing. It is seldom that man has faced a
avast scale having proceeded so far that human activproblem impossible of solution, but the scattered efity as we know it, will have ceased? Orderliness out
forts of mankind cannot vie with a unit-intelligence
of chaos (which is the goal of. our activities now as
such as belongs to Mars.
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"And now, radio listeners, Iwill turn over the microphone to Professor Harley who will throw more light
from another angle upon this baffling mystery."
XL
«g

F

ATHER'S conception is mine," whispered Vivian, "and Ithink before he is finished, it will
be yours."
I pressed her fingers with what newly acquired
strength Ipossessed, and presently Professor Harley's
voice came to us over the radio.
"Friends of the radio audience of Eden and Polana.
Professor Aldrich has explained to you the mystery
of Mars. Iwill try to make clear to you the puzzling
features of the cataclysmic events of the past year
and a half. The idea is not original with me, for
Professor Aldrich himself voiced this sentiment prior
to our worldly catastrophe. The theory that our universe is an atom in a vast material substance is too
generally accepted to require reiteration here. But as
to the nature of that 'vast material substance,' no man
except one, has heretofore raised the slightest inquiry,
it having been naturally supposed that such knowledge
was beyond the ken of mere humanity. However, I
believe there is no limit to the growth of man's knowledge, provided he obeys Nature's laws in attaining
information. By comparisons of observations of the
telescope and the microscope, we discover many startling analogies. The Universe, we find, approaches in
constitution a gaseous substance rather than a liquid
or a solid. The distance between our sun and the
nearest fixed star is about 10 18 ems., and this, when
reduced in the same ratio, becomes 10 -1 ,which is approximately the mean free path of a molecule in a
somewhat attenuated gas. On the other hand, if we
magnify the tiny world of the atom by the factor 10 22 ,
leaving all the velocities unchanged, we should then
cause an oxygen atom, or any similar atom, to become
of the same size as the solar system, and its planetary
electrons would closely resemble Neptune and Uranus
Both as regards size, distance from the center and
period of rotation.
"Now in the face of this startling similarity, we
ask, 'What happened to the molecule of gas in that
unthinkably vast Cosmos in which we play so infinitesimal apart?'
"Simply this, friends, the gas became condensed to
aliquid, passed completely through the fluid states into
that of solidity. Steam to water, water to ice. That
is the general explanation, though I doubt if the
molecular constituency is our familiar H 20.
"When the Universe was in the gaseous state, we
had nothing to fear from Mars, but since the transition
into solidity, he is uncomfortably close.
"'But,' I hear you ask, 'what additional harm can
he do us by using our world as a shield between himself and the sun? The big catastrophe was not of his
doing. The retardation in our orbital speed is aminor
concern to Earth at present.'
"But is it? Do you relish being carried about in
the clutches of a malign entity, subject to his cruel
whimsicalities. Do you like being the particular help-

less tool that will further his every diabolical design?
"Professor Aldrich has given me permission to announce to an unsuspecting world some of his most
recent discoveries concerning Mars. Jupiter, who looks
slightly larger than our moon appeared to us prior
to the catastrophe, is undergoing asubtle change. The
first thing Professor Aldrich noticed was the rapid
growth of the large red area on the surface of Jupiter.
This reddish band has always puzzled astronomers, and
they have never known its exact nature, but since its
recent rapid growth, it shows every evidence of being
identical in nature with the substance of the planet
Mars. All present indications are that before very
long Jupiter will be a gigantic reproduction of Mars.
"Now the question is, 'Is this a form of colonization
being practiced bý Mars, or is it a change that Jupiter
is undergoing as a whole?' At any rate, it can be
considered as a form of conquest, for surely a planet
is being conquered by another, when it is being made
over into that other's likeness. What capers will we be
expected to cut, may Iask, if Jupiter chooses eventually to shift us about as he wills, and we become the
bone of contention between two mighty worlds !"
XII.

/

T seemed to require an undue length of time for
me to recover from the injuries sustained at the
time of the earthquake, and the long antarctic day
was far advanced before my marriage to Vivian took
place. We planned to spend our honeymoon in Polana,
for Iwas receiving urgent requests by every mail from
Professor Aldrich to join him at the observatory there.
One day in early February, Miles, Donna Tracy,
Vivian and I were passengers on the Icarus, headed
for the north polar circle. As the great flyer winged
its way across the ruins of the United States, we were
drawn irresistibly to the rail of the low observation
deck. Our altitude was so great that we could mark
few details, though far ahead on the north horizon we
could make out the Great Lakes district. Suddenly the
ship swooped earthward, veered to one side, struggled ineffectually to right itself and continued a steady
drop, though not at a falling rate. Vivian clung to my
arm in terror; Donna fainted. Pandemonium reigned
over the entire air-vessel. Vlas the Icarus to suffer
the fate of its namesake after all?
A white-faced officer appeared on our deck just as
the plane lurched violently to the other side, carrying
terrified humanity with it.
"We are not falling," were his first somewhat reassuring words, "we're being pulled down by some force
we can't throw off. The pilot says he can't change
her course an iota. The engines are working to their
utmost capacity, but they can't keep her in the air fifteen minutes !"
Something must be done. Several mechanics among
the passengers offered their assistance, but soon all
realized that it was beyond the reach of human skill
to control the airship as formerly. She continued a
steady slanting course earthward. •
"I didn't know the Great Lakes were surrounded by
reddish sand," exclaimed Vivian. "I don't remember
..
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having ever noticed any sand in that region before."
I strained my eyes for a minute scrutiny of the
approaching landscape, and checked an exclamation of
horror. Below us lay an area of crystalline rock exactly like what Ihad seen countless times through the
big telescopes when I looked at Mars, and later at
Jupiter!
"Vivian, Miles; Donna, wait right here!" Icried in
tones husky with the terror Icould no longer conceal.
There were but afew minutes left to us and Iknew
that time was our most precious possession. Irushed
to the radio room, and to my amazement found the
operator gathering his things together for flight.
"Have you sent out an S. O. S.?" I thundered at
him.
"Yes," he replied.
"Did you follow up with details by radio ?" I persisted.
"No. What good would it do? By the time—"
I did not wait to hear him through, but took my
place at the instrument.
"This is Hildreth, on board the airship Icarus. We
are being pulled slowly to earth into a Martian colony,
latitude 45°, longitude 87°. Send help at once."
When I appeared again on deck, I must have had
the appearance of a maniac, for they all backed away
from nie and shook their heads at one another.
"Jump," I cried, "everybody jump! Your parachutes will save you if you leap now. It is the Menace
of Mars!"
"But, Hildreth, the ship is not actually falling," said
the officer who had warned us in the first place. "We'll
make a comfortable landing if a few more passengers
don't go crazy and lose their heads."
There was no time to argue. I turned to Vivian.
"You understand, don't you, dear?"
For answer she ran to the rail and leaped nimbly
over the side. Ifollowed her with anxious eyes. Her
parachute was bearing her gently below.
"I'm with you, Hildreth," cried Miles. "Come on,
Donna."
"Not on your life," screamed his irate wife. "I'll
not follow the dictates of a crazy man!"
"Crazy or not crazy, over you go !" Iexclaimed, and
raising her bodily, flung her free of the ship's edge.
Miles and I followed immediately, for there wasn't
a moment to spare. Already the ruddy gleam of the
Martian crystals covered the north horizon like an
undulating sea of blood, and ever closer to the crimson line approached the fated Icarus.
Our parachutes brought us down on the sun-baked
Earth, where a scene of desolation greeted our eyes.
Heretofore our vantage-point had always been aerial,
but here we were in the midst of a scene that might
have been taken from Dante's Inferno, with nothing
but the clothes on our backs, and we could easily have
dispensed with them, so terrifically hot was it on this
barren desert. But with little thought at the present
as to our own difficulties, we turned fascinated eyes to
the descending airship. By this time it must be over
the edge of the red border. Suddenly a lone figure
separated itself from the great plane and fell like a
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drop of water from abucket; then another and another.
The first to fall was running our way with superhuman
speed, and as he approached, we saw that it was the
officer who had warned us. His face was livid with
terror and lie was inarticulate. And now we observed
that as the others leaped and landed, they did not rise
as he had done, but remained, transformed into red
rock, retaining the postures they had unconsciously assumed upon landing on the mysterious substance beneath.
Icarus land, and then where it had been but a
R
moment before, an air-navigator of inestimable beauty
OOTED to the spot in abject horror, we saw the

and utility, it, lay a conglommerate mass of—Martian
consciousness.
At the sight, Waite, the officer, found his voice :
"Run south as fast as you can, all of you! It is
spreading in every direction but north."
His words were true. In two minutes we noticed
that the blood-red metamorphosis was coming our way,
and as it crept along, all the sun-baked ruins at its edge
became transformed into its own likeness. The Martian curse was going to take the world and every living
creature on it!
Five beings fled southward in a panic lest the
Martian menace overtake them. Tired and foot-sore,
we still sped on, for when we stopped to rest, the
distance between us and our pursuer grew less. We
dared not rest!
"Did you notice its northern boundary was the lake?"
asked Officer Waite. "I think water puts at least a
temporary end to its advance. Surely we'll come to a
river and—"
Ishook my head dubiously. "The rivers have dried
up long ago."
It was getting dark, but even with the abating of
the terrific heat of the sun, we had about reached the
limit of endurance. We staggered on in drunken fashion, ready to succumb to the fate that seemed inevitable.
"Do you—suppose the red death is—worse than—
this headlong flight—when we're nearly dead ?" gasped
Vivian.
"I don't know," replied Miles, "but Idon't propose
to merge my consciousness with that of Mars.
I
don't think it's death we'd suffer, but asort of annexation to the awful entity that seems to reach out after
the whole solar system."
"It's been coming faster since the sun set," declared
Donna. "The sun seemed to retard its activities."
Donna had spoken truly. Run as fast as we could,
we seemed able to keep only an even distance between
us and the onrushing tide of horror.
"This can't keep on indefinitely," cried Waite. "I'm
through. Wish I'd stayed with the ship. When I'm
part of what's after us, Isuppose I'll do my infinitesimal bit to catch you folks, but—I'm not going any
farther."
Remonstrance was useless. The four of us dragged
onward. We knew we would go on until sheer exhaustion ended our flight.
At this juncture Irecognized a change in the land-
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scape ahead of us. A rocky ridge lay across our path,
and as we approached, we saw that it was the bank
of a river, and to our amazement there was water,
though many feet below its normal level.
"We'll try this," I said with decision. "It may be
our end, but if we press on we can't last many hours
longer."
"Unless an airship cornes to our aid in response to
the S. O. S.," said Donna.
Ishook my head. "That is too big achance to take.
Into the river, all of you!"
We found, to our satisfaction, that the water was
in no place above our heads and in most places scarcely
knee-deep. It was apparent that soon no river water
would remain as such in the temperate and tropic
zones, but the deepest, widest rivers had not yet vanished entirely.
It was a brave stand and we stood defiantly with
faces toward the north—waiting.
Then out of the night a crimson band, stretching
from east to west, grew wider as we watched, and
the star-light reflected from its many shining apexes
gleamed like a myriad baneful eyes in the nocturnal
gloom.
Presently a dark object leaped from the bank and
stood for a second, a black mysterious silhouette
against the oncoming crystalline tide.
"Waite!" I shouted.
"Not on your life! Iwon't wait for anybody."
In another second our companion, whom we had
given up for lost, joined us in the river.
"It won't be long now, he said, as he sank to a sitting posture in the warm water of the river. "I could
scarcely keep ahead of it."
And with Waite's last word, the Menace ‚vas at
the river's edge. With ineffable relief we saw that the
water laved the strange substance and receded unharmed by the contact. So here at least was temporary
respite!
In a few minutes, sitting propped back to back, we
were asleep in the middle of the river.
XIII.

W

HO was the first to waken in the morning I
do not know. It seemed we simultaneously
became conscious of the growing heat of the
fierce sun that blazed like a vast conflagration in the
east. Hungry ‚ve were, but not thirsty. We thanked
heaven for an ever available supply of drinking water.
The red rocky northern embankment lay like some
huge beast of the jungle, waiting for an opportune
moment to spring upon its prey. The first question
at issue was whether to venture southward from our
watery haven after our long night's rest. Donna and
Vivian were in favor of moving onward, for the very
sight of the red Menace gave them the "creeps." But
the men did not share their opinion. We expected
hourly, yes, any moment, the appearance of a rescuing
airship which would soon put many miles between ourselves and the evil entity that was gradually transforming aplanet into itself.
A cry from Officer Waite caused us to turn with

apprehension toward the north bank, but we soon saw
our error in direction. Waite was pointing to the west,
a direction in which we had least interest, for the sun
flamed in the east and our rescue plane was expected
from the south. Nevertheless our lack of observation
of the unexpected quarter might have been our undoing, for creeping steadily toward us from the ‚vest
and on the south side of the river were the red crystals
of Mars!
Suddenly a series of shrill whistling notes pierced
the stillness about us. Again and again the staccato
tones stabbed the death-like silence of the scene. Uncomprehending, we huddled together and peered futilely
toward the blazing orb that nearly blinded us, and in
whose heat ‚ve suffered intolerably. A moment later
a familiar whirring sound apprised us of the proximity
of an air-liner whose presence ‚ve could not see because
of the glaring brilliancy of the sun.
Waite and Ilooked at each other dazedly, and then
slowly a look of dawning comprehension spread over
Waite's features.
"Code," he whispered fiercely, "Listen!"
The whistling notes were code and soon, out of the
previously mysterious sounds, an intelligible message
came to us.
"Leave river and run southeast as fast as possible.
If we approach any nearer we feel the drawing power
of the red Menace, which seems to act with magnetic
force upon the metal parts of our ship."
Not amoment ‚vas wasted in carrying out the orders
of the rescue plane. We climbed up the south bank
and fled with all possible speed in the direction indicated. And it was indeed necessary that we hurry, for
the long red glittering line from the west seemed
bearing down on us with incredible rapidity.
"Vivian, don't look back so much," I warned her.
"It interferes with your progress."
"I feel like Lot's wife," she said with a wan smile,
"and I imagine my fate might not be very different,
although this modern Sodom is somewhat livelier than
the one of Biblical fame."
Soon the plane, a small one of twenty passenger
capacity, seemed almost above us and we expected to
see it land, but it failed to do so, and again the shrill
whistle-code startled us:
"You must run faster and farther. We are on the
border of the Menace's zone of attraction."
After our fatiguing experience of yesterday, it
seemed that we had already reached the limits of our
physical endurance, but when one is racing with death,
he draws upon his reserve forces, and can sometimes
accomplish the well-nigh impossible. So it ‚vas with
our little group of five souls racing over the rough,
barren plain into the face of a mammoth sun, its rays
death-dealing in their intensity.
The plane landed and waited for us to board it and
soon ‚ve were flying south, putting many miles between
us and our pursuer. As we had suspected, the Martian
terror liad followed the north bank of the river to a
point far ‚vest. where the shallow water liad entirely
evaporated. Here it had crossed and spread like an
infectious disease toward the east, along the south
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bank. Thankful though we were to be rescued, we saw
no hope of saving the world at large. We took food
and rest and returned to Eden to discuss with the
leaders there what should be clone. Professor Aldrich
was at Polana, and as a band of the living crystalline
substance encircled the globe, our communication was
necessarily confined to radio.

but, from the terrestrial standpoint, the arrangement
will be ideal. The habitable portions of the globe
will be somewhat shifted, but certainly there will be no
great inconvenience to man. The only uninhabited
area will be the torrid zone. Polana and Eden will
continue to flourish, but before we can occupy the
north temperate zone, the Menace must be conquered."

XIV.

XV.

W

HAT would have been the fate of the earth
had she not been visited with another mysterious phenomenon, can be imagined, for she
was girdled on land by agreat red belt of the Martian
matter that was creeping stealthily over the landed
area of the world.
No human agency could have
stopped it. But time soon proved that there was a
Power to which even the Martian influence had to
succumb.
Before we reached Eden, we were given a faint
warning of what was to follow. The plane fought its
way through a terrific gale and at one time had to
land. The earthquakes that followed were so numerous and so violent that thousands of planes stayed
aloft practically all the time to avoid the earth tremors
that shook the planet to its core.
Then the deluge commenced and all planes had to
descend, sorne with disastrous speed. As the downpour increased, the quakes subsided. Darkness covered the face of the earth, even in Eden, where it was
presumably the time for the long day. There have
been many varying expressions of opinion as to the
length of time the surviving remnant of humanity was
buffeted by the winds, shaken by the quakes and half
drowned by the floods, but the consensus of opinion
is that it was about three days and four nights. And
when the convulsions of nature stopped, we knew what
glorious thing had taken place.
The following is part of the first radio speech broadcast by Professor Aldrich from Polana, where he had
been at the time of Nature's great readjustment.
"I now believe our Universe to be in a state of
stability such as it has never enjoyed before. My
observations of the relative distances between the stars
convince me that it is now in the liquid state. Of
course, in sorne chemical compounds, the liquid state
is not the one most easily maintained at normal temperature, but for scientific reasons, too obstruse for me
to enter into at this time, Ibelieve the liquid state to
be certainly more normal than the solid, and probably
more so than the gaseous.
"Our sun, as the people of Eden can testify, is
closer than of old, but from its recent escapade it has
retreated with its accompanying planets half way back
to its former status. We can truly say with the psalmist
of old, 'The heavens declare. His glory and the firmament showeth His handiwork.'
"The great upheavals, through which afew thousand
of us have lived, were the act of Terra wrenching
herself free from the grip of Mars, whose intangible
power was forced to relax with the liquefying of the
Universe. Neither Inor any other mortal living can
rest assured of the stability of the Universe even now,

M

ILES, Officer Waite and I felt an irresistible
urge to be of the investigating party sent out
to see what progress Mars had made on our
planet. Our request to be part of a scouting party of
fifteen in a small plane was granted.
\Ve proceeded cautiously, keeping a sharp look-out
toward the north, watching for a fearful red horizon
that would warn us of the danger. By late afternoon,
South America was rapidly vanishing beneath us. Had
the Isthmus of Panama proved sufficient protection?
Was yonder red line along the gulf coast proof that
the continent of North America was aMartian colony?
The Lindbergh was pointed slightly west of north,
flying high, but cautiously. \Ve were on the alert to
detect the slightest deviation from astraight horizontal
course. We did not propose to suffer the fate of the
Icarus if it were humanly possible to prevent it. The
red horizon still threatened us, but we felt no undue
terrestrial pull.
Finally a laugh from Messer, one of the crew,
brought an inquiry from each of us, to which he replied:
"It is nothing but the glow of sunset, proving what
over-active imaginations can do !"
We laughed rather sheepishly, but were secretly
satisfied that we had erred on the side of over-precaution.
With the coming of night and the corresponding
drop of temperature, we decided to make a landing
on the ground, inhospitable though it was, and start
again in the morning, when we could better see what
lay ahead and beneath us. Much of the land was
under water from the recent deluge, but we succeeded
in finding a location high and dry enough to accommodate us for the night. We took turns keeping a
lookout for the creeping danger from the north, but
throughout the night those on guard saw nothing.
Scarcely was the first streak of dawn visible in the
east than 've were off once more, flying as slowly as
possible and keeping an even altitude of 1,500 feet.
Ithink every one of us saw It at the same instant,
so intently were we watching for the first indication
of the awful presence.
"Any downward pull?" Waite's words snapped the
ominous silence.
"Not a bit," the pilot responded.
"Funny. We felt it before this with the Icarits."
"Remember the Lindbergh has no exposed metal on
her under surface," said the pilot. "We figured that
..
would make adifference."
"That's right, but go easy," admonished Waite,
whose recent harrowing experience with the red Menace made him over-cautious.
All eyes were on the red boundary, the line of
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demarcation between Life and Death as we thought.
"Funny, but that line is not advancing one iota,"
declared Miles Tracy. "I've been gauging it by certain
landmarks."
"It is deliberately waiting to lure us on to destruction," was the pilot's verdict.
"Easy now! Let's land," called Waite. "We can't
find out its purpose from the air."
At a distance of a half mile south of the red line,
the Lindbergh landed, and its crew proceeded cautiously
toward the seemingly frozen waves of blood.
"I call this area the Red Sea," I suggested, to
relieve the awful tension of the situation.
"A frozen sea of blood !" cried Messer in an awed
voice. "What if it is the life-blood of all the inhabitants of Mars from time immemorial, crystallized into
an evil entity !"
No one heeded Messer's fantastic utterance. In an
unwavering line we marched steadily and silently on,
even as the Menace had done before, though each man
knew that should the waiting Intelligence from Mars
choose to advance toward us, we should have no recourse but flight. And now we were scarcely astone's
throw away. On and on, and we stood at the brink
of my so-called Red Sea, and still we lived!
"It looks the same," cried Waite, "but what's the
matter with it ?"
As he finished speaking, he picked up a stone and
threw it onto the red. And now we stood agape, for
the rock was not converted by the infectious touch of
the red Menace. Instead it sank within an oozy, jellylike substance that offered no resistance to its weight.
A gasp of incredulous relief burst from the lips of
each member of the party as it dawned upon all that the
mysterious substance was no longer a crystal, and was
impotent for evil.
"I guess the floods put it out of commission," remarked Miles. "Thank God it was vulnerable!"

I stooped to examine the substance. It resembled
nothing so much as red vaseline. I hastily filled an
empty match-box with the innocuous matter, intending
to give it achemical analysis at my convenience.
XVI.

N

0 untoward incident marked our return to Eden
with the glad news that the Martian invasion
was ineffectual.
The next day I analyzed
the small quantity of the Martian substance I had
brought with me from the lakes district, and found it
to be pure protoplasm; the essence of life in matter!
I put it in a glass receptacle with the idea of keeping
it as a souvenir and possibly of experimenting further
with it, and left the laboratory.
In the dead of the night an unearthly howl reverberated through the house. I recognized it as issuing
from the throat of Duffer, the German police dog
belonging to Professor Harley.
"Old Duffer is equal to any occasion," I thought.
"He will hold the assailant at bay until I get there."
With areassuring word to Vivian, who had likewise
wakened at Duffer's awful cry, Iseized my automatic
and searchlight. The perfectly apparent absence of
further disturbance was less assuring than a commotion would have been. I cautiously pursued a direction whence Duffer's bark had first issued and discovered with fear and dread that I was going straight
toward the laboratory. I flung open the door.
A red glassy mound was the first sight upon which
my eyes fell. It was as if a sculptor had modeled
Duffer from a ruby of colossal dimensions. The dog
had been caught in flight and he stood facing me, a
bloody statue of terrible beauty! All this I realized
later, for at that time my eyes were holden to all
except the dire aspects of the situation.
And now from the feet of Duffer the red crystalline
substance was spreading; no longer red vaseline, but

What Do You Know?
of AMAZING STORIES have frequently commented upon the fact that there is more actual knowledge
READERS
to be gained through reading its pages than from many a textbook.
Moreover, most of the stories are

written in a popular vein, making it possible for any one to grasp important facts.
The questions which we give below are all answered on the pages as listed at the end of the questions. Please
see if you can answer the questions without looking for the answer, and see how well you check up on your general
knowledge.
1. What is the general difference in the motions of
molecules in gases, in liquids and in solids? (See
page 582.)

7. What are the practical uses of platinum, apart from
jewelery? (See pages 630-631.)

2. What substance is a good illustration or example of
the above phenomenon? (See page 582.)

8. What feature of the course of the Gulf Stream
makes it affect the climate of the British Islands?
(See page 639.)

3. Is there an analogy to be drawn between our planetary system and the atom? (See page 584.)

9. What is this effect in moderating the cold?
page 639.)

(See

4. Can we find an anology between the universe as we
see it and agas? (See page 592.)

10. What is the name of the part of the great current
which sweeps over to England? (See page 639.)

5. Can you find a suggestion of the perfected "televox
man" and of what he may do in the future? (See
page 603.)

11. What condition of a heavenly body interferes with
its spectrum analysis? (See page 658.)

6. How ean a sound become inaudible without the
undulations ceasing to exist? (See page 604.)

12. In what two ways can you see your face in a mirror,
when the image is produced by a powerful light?
(See page 658.)
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hard crystals of igneous rock.
Fan-shaped, it was
emerging from the confines of its glass receptacle.
Without thinking, I fired two shots into it, but merely
with the result that the growth was accelerated. Then
I bethought me of the temporary impotency of the
horrible stuff when water was used on it.
There remained now but a narrow aisle between me
and the wall, en route to the water-faucet. With great
agility, I ran and turned the tap. A growing pool at
my feet kept me safe from the marauder, but I had
no receptacle for water with which to dampen the
ardor of the ambitious Menace!
At this moment Vivian and her father appeared in the
doorway, too terrified to move, and still less to comprehend the unfamiliar situation.
"A hose," I screamed. "A hose or a tub. No, do
not enter," as my father-in-law would have penetrated
the barrier.
Without further hesitancy, he hastened to obey my
request, and returning shortly with a few feet of
hose, tossed it to me. It did not take long to reduce
the crystalline protoplasm to its jelly-like state of ineffi-
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ciency, but not before the area thus transformed measured approximately a square of ten feet. The red
Menace, together with any portion of the laboratory
that came into contact with it, was transported to the
sea and dumped in. Not a trace was left in our part
of the world. As for rendering ineffectual the red
landed girdle of the globe, it was necessary, we discovered by experiment, to wet its boundary line every
week, if Nature through rain did not do so.
And since the recession of the sun, stars and planets.
due to the liquid constituency of the Universe, North
America is habitable up to within five miles of the
dread line. The five mile limit is advisable, because
that represents the maximum distance that the Menace
could spread in a night while an unconscious populace
slept, ignorant of the encroaching peril.
Is Mars, the planet, conscious of his inability to
convert Earth to his state?
Many times I ponder
over the peaceful effectuality of his conscious existence as lie swings in space like a world. Is he better
off—that is, is he more in tune with his environment
than we poor strugglers of Earth? Iwonder.

THE END.

DR. PAVLOV and AMAZING STORIES
In our August issue, which was on the press by the 10th of
June, we published a story by Joe Kleier, entitled, "The Head."
It seems strangely coincidental that several weeks after the
publication of this story, which tells of a scientist who has found
a way to keep a severed head alive for some hours, the famous

DR. PAVLOV DEFINES
CAUSES OF INSANITY
Russian Scientist, After Thirty
Years' Experiments, Discovers
Reaction to Nerve Stimuli.
Surprises Court by Frankness—Moscow
Doctors Keep Severed Head Alive
Four Hours.
Ey WALTER DURANTY.
Special Cable to The New York Times.
MOSCOW, June 21.—Unlimited possibilities are held out by the latest
discoveries of the famous Russian physiologist, Dr. Ivan Petrovich Pavlow, who,
in the closing years of his long life—
he is 80 and has just returned to Russia
fiorn a triumphant visit to England—is
perfecting a series of experiments which
take him back over centuries of superstition to the Greek "father of medicine,"
Hippocrates.
For thirty years Pavlov has been conducting experiments with dogs to establish the exact scientific principle of their
"conditioned reflexes," which in creatures of higher intelligence are, he

Dr. Pavlov, Russian scientist, should make public, in Moscow,
the result of his successful experiments to do this thing. It is
true that the story deals with man and the Russian scientist
experimented with dogs. But if one is possible, there is no
reason to believe the other is impossible.

claims, the mainsprings of character.
By a painless process of fascinating
interest but too long to explain in a
cable dispatch, Pavlov has found that
the animals react in varying degree to
two sets of stimuli, positive and negative. Accordingly, he has concluded that
they may be divided into two types—
excitatory or sanguine, and inhibitive
or phlegmatic.
Hirppocrates, 2,000 years ago, upon a
basis of observation without precise
scientific experiments, divided human
beings into the same classifications, sanguine and phlegmatic.
A generation ago Freud tackled the
problem of human psychology from a
similar observation basis, noting certain
causes and effects without being able to
adequately explain the principles beneath them.
Establishes Neurasthenic Effects.
In the past three years Pavlov, checking each forward step inch by inch, first
with dogs and more recently with children, has established the following facts:
In an individual of sanguine type a
nervous disturbance, if relatively mild,
produces a neurasthenic agitation and
excitement and if it is serious and prolonged a raving mania.
The phlegmatic individual, on the other
hand, reacts differently. If the disturbance is mild he develops inhibitions and
various forms of hysteria. If it is serious and prolonged he falls into a comatose or cataleptic state.

This sounds 'Complicated. but it has
wide and poignant importance because
Pavlov's method permits a sensible and
scientifically exact classification of the
human types.
Where the Freudians
guess, Pavlov defines positively by experiment, giving the first rational explanation of nervous diseases and insanity. He opens new avenues to psychological research.
*

*

That a decapitated head can live, that
its eyes can blink and its throat swallow
four hours after being severed from the
body, savors of "black magic," but that
experiment was successfully carried out
in the Moscow Brain Institute this week.
The subject was a dog, but Professor
Chichulin, who accomplished the miracle,
declares it equally possible with a man.
Before a young American physiologist,
Dr. Horsley Gantt of Baltimore, they
proceeded with the experiment, which
is of great interest to humanity for three
reasons:
First, it permits a careful, detailed
study of the processes of death progressively throughout the body.
Second, it allows a study of the brain
as an individual organ isolated from the
rest of the body.
Third, through a blood-pumping machine, it points the way toward a
hitherto impossible operative treatment
of heart disease, which claims the great.
test number of victims among elderly
people.
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by
By J Schlossel
Author of: "The Second Swarm"

ITTLE did Idream of so impossible athing
train as usual, but some work cropped up and Ihad to
stay all the afternoon to finish it. Isent awire to the
as a voyage out into interstellar space
as, in my hot, stuffy room, I packed my
folks, telling them not to expect me until the following
morning.
bag for my two weeks' vacation. Rather
my thoughts dwelt on my folks and old
friends whom Iwould soon see again, particularly Emil
HE train that Sunday morning slowed down and
Peters, who, I heard, had recently added yet another
began to creep along at a snail's pace as it drew
invention to his already long list. Had any one hinted
near Glenville. The conductor passing through
said something about a heavy local thunderstorm durthat my eyes would soon behold the vast caverns and
ing the night.
endless twisting labyrinths that honeycomb the moon,
Iwould have thought that the sizzling heat which had
My brother was there at the depot waiting for me
ushered in this month of August had gone to his head.
with the car. After the usual questions and answers,
he started the car and we sped down the town's only
The picture of exploring the interior of the moon could
street for home. Everything was glistening wet, pudawaken no answering desire in my mind. For me,
dles everywhere. Most of the growing things in the
man-made caverns were large enough, while traveling
in the subway to and from the office supplied all the
fields alongside of the road were flat. Nearing home,
underground travel I ever craved. At no time did I Inoticed two or three uprooted trees on the top of a
ever express the wish to go gallivanting up amongst
small hill nearby. Iremarked that they must have had
the heavenly bodies, and I would have viewed such
aterrific storm during the night.
an undertaking with alarm, had Ibeen included in it.
"Terrific storm is right," he said. "It sure was fierce
Emil Peters, Iknew, had such ambitions; not I.
the few minutes it lasted. A hole seemed to be torn
My bag finally packed, I swung it upon the floor
in the heavens, and it just poured down. After the first
bolt of lightning, which lit up the whole countryside as
from the bed, on which I had done the packing, and
if it were broad daylight, came the wind, then carne
looked around the room to make sure that I had not
the thunder that made the very earth tremble. Inever
forgotten anything. Ihad packed everything Iwanted
to take. With a sigh of relief because that job was
knew anything to compare with it for concentrated
fury.
done, Igot ready for bed.
"Mother was scared; she thought the house was
It was late. At the most Iwould have only a few
hours of sleep. Tomorrow I would have to get up
coming down. It is a lucky thing for us that the
the usual time, lug the bag
house stands in a sort of a
hollow. A number of barns
to the office with me, and
finish up whatever odds and
standing on higher ground
ERE, again, is the differeAt story. And it is not at all
ends of my work Ihad left
were blown down, and the
impossible. The idea of a radio telemechanical man ten
to do, and then hurry to
years ago would have been greeted with a storm of derision.
three-storied brick laboraToday it is taken as a matter of course, because in a meastory, which Emil built at
catch my train, stopping
only for a bite to eat if I ure, we already have him with us. When our great industrial
the far end of the old Watcorporations manufacture men of the Tekvox type, it is time
had time.
son farm about two years
for even the most hardened of us to sit back and wonder if
With the exception of
ago, was totally destroyed."
our scientifiction writers are so well posted and up-to-date
after all.
You will find "To the Moon by Proxy" an
last year, when a friend of
I gripped my brother's
absorbing story.
mine persuaded nie to moarm suddenly, almost maktor with him on a two
ing him lose control of the
weeks' tour through a secwheel.
tion of Canada famed for its regions of great beauty—
"He was not killed—" Idemanded fearfully.
we got no farther than Montreal, on account of our
My brother shook his head.
"Emil," he said, "has not been there for months.
thirst—I always spent my vacation at home with the
He always preferred his old workshop. He had a
folks on the farm near Glenville.
telephone connecting laboratory and house, and gave
At the office it was generally understood that the
his orders over it."
first two weeks in August were mine. Iliad for the
Ilet go of his arm and sank back in the seat with a
past few years always managed to arrive home on the
gasp of relief.
first Saturday of the month, and they had come to
"I don't think that there was any one in the laboratory
expect me on that day. Either my father or my brother
Bob would meet me with the car. On this Saturday I last night," Bob continued after amoment's pause. "The
thought that Iwould be able to make the twelve-thirty
dozen or so mechanics that Emil had brought here from
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Fortunately for him, he did not glimpse the unknown thing behind the car, for this being was employed
in gripping and raising the little car with its freight of milk-cans filled with the prohibited liquid.
After he had lifted the car above his head at full arms' length, he ran a little way with it. ...
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the city and who lived at the laboratory, were laid off
a few weeks ago. Emil hasn't been out of the house
for months now, not since Olaf brought him back from
his last visit to the laboratory."
"There is nothing wrong?" Iasked anxiously.
"No. Olaf still looks after him; nurse, bodyguard
and assistant; he is the only human being, aside from
yourself, whom Emil can tolerate for any length of
time."
"Good old Olaf," Imurmured.
"What did you say, Mat ?"
"Emil always was particular," Isaid with agrin.
"Nothing to brag about," he retorted. "Olaf is dumb
and so are you."
My brother always held that I was very foolish to
leave the country for indoor work in the city. Iwas
searching my mind for a real wise crack, when he
interrupted.
"That reminds me, Mat. Emil called us up Saturday
night, Ianswered the phone, and he asked me to tell
you as soon as you arrived to come right over. That
was about an hour before we got your wire saying that
you would be delayed. Icalled back, but Olaf answered.
You know how Olaf answers the telephone—clamps
the receiver against his ear as if he were trying to push
it through his head and his mouth against the mouthpiece as if he were going to swallow it. As soon as I
heard him on the wire Iknew that it was useless for
me to try to get a message through, but Itold him to
tell Emil that you had missed your train and would
not be here until this morning; anyhow I repeated it
about ahalf dozen times."
I wondered, as I clambered over the sagging wire
fence which separated the Peters farm from ours, why
Emil wanted me so urgently. The name Emil Peters,
if your memory is not too short, is propably familiar
to you, for the papers awhile back featured him as an
example of what grit can do in the face of physical
disability—he is the "wheel-chair-scientist" whose latest invention in the fields of radio netted him over a
quarter of amillion dollars. The last time Iwas home,
two years ago, he had been moping because he had
come across an authentic report of an Austrian inventor, who was building a vehicle along sound scientific
principles, in which he would soon attempt a flight to
the moon. The few of us who knew Emil intimately,
knew that he had long cherished the dream of being
the first to make that identical attempt.
lived alone with Olaf in the old house which
his father had left him. Olaf looked after him
EMIL

and administered to his every need. Emil was paralyzed from the waist down, almost killed himself when
he was only ten years old, and Olaf considered himself
to blame. Olaf had taken Emil to see acircus against
the elder Peter's orders and there they had seen a man
jump from a balloon with a parachute. The next day
Emil tried to duplicate the feat with an umbrella from
the top of his father's barn.
Olaf opened the door before Ihad achance to ring.
He nodded his head to one side of the room, where I
saw Emil sitting beside a strange looking apparatus,

and held his finger over his mouth for silence. Knowing that Emil often carried out delicate experiments in
the room, Itiptoed in. Emil looked up, turned some
dials on the apparatus before him, and beckoned me
over.
"I thought that you weren't coming this year, Mat.
Your brother called up—"
Istopped him with a laugh.
"Bob told Olaf over the phone last night that I
would not get in until this morning. He was sure that
Olaf would get the message all balled up. Anyway,
here Iam."
"So Isee," he said. "Get achair and come closer."
"You're looking great," Itold him, drawing a chair
beside him.
"I can't say the same about you," he replied. "The
city does not seem to agree with you."
"I am sorry to hear that your laboratory was destroyed."
He looked at me quizzically.
"You wished to see me?" Iasked.
Emil cleared his throat and spoke slowly, as if carefully choosing each word:
"I wanted to see you before Istarted for the moon."
"What !" Icried, jumping to my feet.
"Why not ?" he asked, and Ithought that I saw a
twinkle in his eyes.
"It is impossible!" Iexclaimed. "It can't be done!
Come, Emil, own up that you are only joking?"
"No, Mat," he said, speaking earnestly, "I am not.
"In this age of ours everything is possible. Ideas and
beliefs are changing constantly to conform to the
present day standard. What yesterday was accepted
as an unchanging truth, is today looked upon with a
feeling something akin to contempt."
"Maybe," I said with a smile, "that is the reason
why every crack-brained theorist of today expects a
hearing ?"
"Mat, let me finish."
"Finish?" I echoed, glancing swiftly down at the
blankets that so snugly encased the lower portion of his
body. "Haven't you said enough already?"
Icould have bitten my tongue in two when I saw
the agonized look that swept across his face at those
words. Like apunctured tire he seemed to collapse in
his chair beside that strange apparatus he was facing.
"I am sorry, Emil," was all Icould say.
He looked up.
"So you think that I should forego my ambition,
give up my dream, just because I am physically disabled ?"
"Attempt anything else; the moon voyage is impossible. Idon't believe that your mind can grasp even a
fraction of the hardships you would encounter in an
alien world. Recently men have tried to conquer Mt.
Everest, a task equivalent to crawling over an ant hill
compared to a journey to the moon, and have failed.
Even the hardy Arctic explorers, men whose bodies are
as tough as leather, who are inured to the extremes of
every physical discomfort, who have steel-like sinews
and an all-commanding will, would shrink before a
journey of such appalling magnitude. What chance
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should I accord you? You have not left your chair
unaided for nearly twenty years."
The sagging figure on the chair before me shot
erect. His head snapped back. He laughed. It seemed
as if he would never stop. Tears were beginning to
roll clown his cheeks as he tried vainly to stop it. I
sat there amazed. Had Ibeen making a fool of myself? I wondered. Or, perhaps, I was the butt of
some joke. Idid not relish that thought either.
He quieted down. Finally he managed to gasp:
"That's just it, Mat. How you happened to strike
it exactly on your first guess is more than Ican see.
A will and steel-like sinews is right. If you would have
let me finish, I would have explained it all, even to
your satisfaction."
Seeing the look of amazement still on my face, he
started laughing again. Ido not remember ever seeing
his face light up so. He continued to chuckle for a
few moments more, as if enjoying some rare joke.
"Oh, Mat! Mat!" he burst out laughing again.
"Please turn your face away or shut your mouth and
take off that dumb look. It's enough to turn a solemnfaced owl into alaughing hyena."
Isnapped my mouth shut.
"But the will and steel-like sinews, Emil ?" I insisted; for the thought of being the butt of some joke
still rankled deep. "You might have the will, but you
certainly lack the sinews, don't you know ?"
"Yes, Iknow it, Mat," he answered bitterly. And
just as a wet sponge is drawn over the surface of a
slate and wipes it clean, so that sobering thought passed
over his features, wiping away the laughter and taking
the twinkle from his eyes. He whispered intensively,
more to himself than to me, "What could Inot do if
my body were only as sound as yours ?"
Then he raised his hands to the skies and demanded
appealingly:
"Why in the name of all that is merciful should I,
Iwho cannot move a step without aid, have that burning ambition, that unreasonable obsession to attempt
to cross that tremendous void which separates earth
from the sun's fellow children !"
At this outburst, Icould only gaze blankly at him.
Idid not know what to say.
Ignoring me entirely, he continued:
would I wheel my chair beside the
iiN IGHTLY
window and gaze out at those twinkling points

of light; thinking, planning until my poor head throbbed
with a leaden pain. It was all to no end, Icould not
see my way out. The ambition to cross that void had
now become apassion, it was literally burning my body
up. And yet, as Inow look back, it seems so ridiculous
that I, a there cripple, should even dare to dream of
crossing that absolute void.
"I suppose, if my mind could have been analyzed
then, it would have shown that I, to bolster up my fast
crumbling ego, had unconsciously decided that Imust
perform a miracle to place myself on a par with the
rest of mankind in my own estimation. I gave no
thought to my inventions which had already lifted me
high above the majority; what Iwanted to accomplish
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was something physical. Even to-day I take greater
pride in being able to chin acrossbar twenty-five times,
Olaf lifting me up, than in all that Ihave accomplished
mentally. But then, in moments of acute depression,
there would come over me a feeling that Iwas nothing
but one of Fate's jests!
"The thought 'How was Ito do it?' kept drumming
in my head, day and night. My hours of sleep were
simply packed with answers to that question. Many a
fantastic and some really amusing dreams showing
how easily it could be done, were mine. Every thought
and movement was directed toward that point. Iclearly
recall one fantastic dream:
"Getting together enough dynamite to build a pyramid about fifty feet in height—I was always of sound
physique in my dreams—I seated myself on the top
and exploded the lot. With the speed of a bullet I
rose through the air, the higher up Igot the faster I
seemed to go. The earth dwindled away beneath me.
Looking up, Isaw the moon almost directly overhead.
I hoped that I would miss it. But I didn't. I just
grazed it and spattered half of myself over the surface
of the moon, but that did not seem to hurt me or put
me to any inconvenience whatever. On and on the
remaining half of me plunged through space. A comet
suddenly appeared, I felt its attractive force grip me
and Iwhirled along in its wake. It was heading for
the sun, passing close to Venus, and gave me an opportunity to study it. The speed of the comet increased
as it drew near the sun. Around our luminary it
whirled and went on its way out to the depths of space.
In rapid succession Isaw Mercury with its deep cracks
like a dried ball of mud, Mars with its canal-like
markings, the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn, and then
out into space. This and many dreams in like vein
were mine.
"It is an old story, even to you, Mat, how Idelved
into thousands of books for a clue that would help me
solve my riddle. Impatiently Iwould await the latest
books and magazines that were likely to deal with those
subjects.
I can still feel the keen disappointments
that were sure to follow acareful search through those
printed columns, for everything Iread on that subject
made my ideas seem more hopeless.
"Even if it were possible to construct a vehicle to
leave earth, an insurmountable barrier in the form of
the changing views regarding the question of speed
presented itself.
"Not so very long ago it was considered foolhardy
to drive an automobile traveling at the speed of ten
miles an hour; the driver was considered a danger to
the community at large; a fit inmate for an insane
asylum. But to-day you can sit behind the wheel of
your car and jog along comfortably at thirty to forty
miles an hour, and think nothing of it. When your
blood is hot, due, no doubt, to courage in the bottled
form, you think nothing of taking a ten-to -one chance
of attempting to race an express train, running a mile
aminute, to the crossing.
"With the aid of an excessively high-powered racingplane, one man attained aspeed of about three hundred
miles an hour. But, when going round acurve at that
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speed, the centrifugal force knocked the aviator unconscious.
"In order to leave the surface of the earth to go to a
neighboring body of our solar system, it is necessary
to attain the initial velocity of seven miles asecond, just
eighty-four times the highest speed attained by man.
If the centrifugal force of ahigh-powered racing plane
is capable of knocking an aviator unconscious, what
would the effects be on a man in an interplanetary
ship, torn away from the gravitational pull of the earth,
at the velocity of four hundred and twenty miles a
minute ?"
He looked at me inquiringly. Idid not know whether
he expected me to answer or not.
"It has been computed," he continued, "that the
gravitational pull on the occupant of an interplanetary
ship would be just about the same as if a fifty ton
weight dropped none too gently upon him, crushing
his body instantly into a mass of unrecognizable pulp.
"So that was to be the end of my hopes, of my
dreams! The heart-rending disappointment of it. What
difference or hindrance was my crippled body now?
As far as the fulfillment of my ambition was concerned,
there was none, none !"
"I don't fully understand you, Emil," I muttered
weakly. Ihad been sitting there all that time as one
in a deep trance, listening.
"No difference whatever," he answered himself, irritated. it seemed, at my interruption.
"But what do you mean?" Ipersisted.
"Mat," he said gravely, but with a wan smile that
took the bite from the words that followed, "often
have Ilistened to you until Iwas bored nearly to death
by your senseless chatter; now it is my turn; so don't
interrupt me; just listen."
"Just as you say."
"That way proving impossible," he continued, "another route presented itself to me! How sorely was I
tempted to travel by that way, to lay aside the encumbering folds of this useless flesh and so be free, free
to go where Iwilled!
"You, Mat, with your sound body, can never hope
to understand a loneliness so intense as that of being
shut off from the rest of the world by a physical disability. I was lonely and depressed and discouraged.
I all but gave up in utter despair.
"Then came the night when everything was at its
blackest. I was ready to give in. Slowly I wheeled
my chair to the window and gazed out at those mocking stars; at least they were still within the reach of
my sight. But what a pitiful consolation that was!
Steeped in the darkest melancholy, sinking down, down,
down, into the very bottomless pit of mental torment,
plumbing the depths where no ray of hope can ever
penetrate, I prepared to give up the struggle and go
by that other route, the route called 'Death'!"
"Not that way, Emil!" Icried.
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E ignored my outburst.
"As Iwas saying, Iwas ready to go by that
dark route, yet Idid not care to leave my post by the
window, to go out like a snuffed candle. A deadly

poison, Ithought, was about the easiest way. Then I
thought of you, Mat. Iwanted you, my only friend,
to know why Itook that step. Ithought of sending
you a letter, but words on paper are so meaningless.
Ididn't want you, to think of me as a coward. Ihad
many little things I wanted straightened out after I
was gone, and Iwanted some one—you—to act for me.
"Without the slightest warning, the solution to my
problem came to me in one illuminating flash. It was
a way to visit the moon without the slightest danger.
"So simple! Why didn't Ithink of it before? All
that was necessary was awill and steel-like sinews; no,
not steel-like sinews, sinews of steel. Why, to go by
proxy, of course!
"Life for me suddenly took on a rosy hue. This is
the mechanical and wireless age. Hearing, seeing and
doing can all be performed mechanically. The vast
strides that science has taken, particularly in the fields
of radio, have made my task comparatively simple. I,
who knew a little about the mysteries of radio, saw in
my mind's eye adozen ways to go about it.
"Open-eyed Isat there throughout that night and far
into the next day, dreaming glorious dreams of possible
success. It was all so clear and vivid. Each thought
fitted itself into its place, just as the parts of ajig-saw
puzzle do.
"First, remembering my own imperfect body, what
would this mechanical proxy of mine look like? It
must be so built that it could climb over any obstacle.
Instantly there flashed into my mind the creatures of
the insect world to model my proxy after. A spider
came to the forefront, ahuge metal monster, standing
some thirty or forty feet high, complete with eight legs,
two of which could be used in lieu of hands. But this
seemed too crude after Ihad given it some thought. A
hundred different forms could be adapted to suit my
requirements. Then, remembering that my proxy was
to be earth's sole representative, Idecided that Iwould
make it as human-like as possible."
"Do you mean to tell me," Iincredulously demanded,
"that all this talk is merely about some fool mechanical
doll you are going to make?"
"Yes, Mat. But I'm not going to, Ihave made it
already."
"You—you have finished it ?"
"Exactly. And Iam proud of it, too. It is the topmost pinnacle of mechanical perfection. Fit, indeed, to
represent the planet earth," he ended, his voice vibrant
with pride.
For some moments Iintently studied the figure of my
friend seated on the chair in front of that strange apparatus. Ihad to admit to myself that he had changed
much, both in the confident poise of his body and the
almost cheerful aspect of his features. He wore the
air of a conqueror on his throne, one who had found
life worth while. He was so different from the gloomy
and dispirited individual Ihad known when Ileft him
two years ago.
"What does this clock-work man of yours do ?" I
asked, having nothing more appropriate to say. "Dct
you have to wind it up often ?"
"Mat," he said, aslow smile lighting up his features,
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"you will be the death of me with your foolish questions. Surely you don't imagine that Ihave been wasting my life making atoy? Even though it is made out
of metal, it is not amere automaton; it is my artificial
body, one that will work jointly with this useless lump
of clay chained to this chair. It will be my substitute
in every material sense. Iwill be its will; it will be my
body."
A look of bewilderment settled on my face.
"The latest ideas of to-day," he kept on, "have gone
into its construction. It is directed and operated by
wireless, the beam principle."
"But the radio of today, the transmitter and receiver
combined, is far too bulky to fit into afigure of the average man's height and girth, Emil," Ibutted in.
"No, it isn't. That is, unless you mean the apparatus
you are familiar with. Ihave refined it ,to such an extent that it is but afraction of its former size.
"My proxy, thanks to radio, possesses both voice and
hearing. Radio television provides it with sight; that
is, it enables me, sitting here on the chair, to see through
its artificial eyes. Radio telemechanics, or wireless control at distance, guides its legs, arms—in fact, every
movement of the body. It now possesses all the endowments of aflesh and blood body, everything except
the senses of smell and touch, which Ihave considered
unnecessary.
"I have tried to make it as strong as earth's strongest, only to discover after many repeated failures, that
it could not be done. It came to me quite as ashock to
learn that metal cannot stand as much strain as the body
of an insect, if taken in proportion to amechanical apparatus of man-like size. Irealize now with a feeling
of awe that the little ant is one of the strongest living
things on the face of the earth when its size is taken
into consideration. The mere fact in round figures,
when compared in size to man, is truly incredulous.
Even the alleged strength of the once mighty Samson
would fade into insignificance, when compared to the
strength of the ants.
"In some unique experiments with the ants, it was
ascertained that they could actually hold up, lift clear
off the ground, objects a thousand times their own
weight. A man weighing, say, one hundred and fifty
pounds would have to lift up seventy-five tons to duplicate that feat.
"For the first time since the accident Iwas on my
'feet, learning to walk again, walk by mechanical proxy.
It was complete from the top of its head, covered with
a thick thatch of fine wire, in lieu of hair, to the soles
of its feet, which were composed of anumber of short
tempered springs molded into a rubber-like substance
of conventional shape, but oversize, to support its great
weight.
"Resolutely Istuck to it. During those first few
weeks I practiced each limb separately. After a few
more weeks of constant practice, its movements, at first
jerky, became more natural, life-like. Morning, noon
and night saw me practicing such simple movements as
standing up, sitting down, walking, running, jumping,
waving its arms and using its hands. Just as a typist
gains control over her machine, so was I, the will,
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gradually and steadily gaining control over it, the body.
"Sitting in my chair before a ground glass screen,
the receiving end of my radio television apparatus, a
pair of earphones clamped over my ears, amicrophone
a few inches from my mouth, with my hands operating
the more perfect body of my proxy, Icould do the impossible, being in two places at once.
"It took me in the neighborhood of three months before my proxy could move naturally enough to please
me. Up to last evening, I kept it always within the
bounds of my farm. Ihad no opportunity to test it to
its full capabilities as yet, though Idid make my proxy
as rugged and strong as possible, far too strong for this
planet of its birth in fact. It seemed like abeing from
some larger and crueler world than ours. Often did I
make it leap thirty or forty feet straight up without an
effort, retaining its balance through the agency of a
whirling gyroscope situated in its chest, while its rather
pot-belly housed one of the most powerful electric
motors capable of being built. Isolved the problem of
wireless transmission of energy, and the motor received
its power from a'wireless transmission of energy transmitter' that had, up to a recent period, occupied the
third floor of the laboratory that was destroyed last
night."
* * *

T

HERE had been reports of several hold-ups in
the vicinity. A figure of average height was
slowly sauntering down the country lane just outside of the city limits. He was holding himself stiffly
erect. Broad he was, much broader than the usual run
of men. Although his broad shoulders hinted of immense strength, his paunch, standing out boldly, told
plainly of his lack of condition.
There really was nothing so remarkable about him,
except that his step, as light as acat's, was not in keeping with his great bulk. He carried himself along without any apparent effort, swinging his body easily with
each stride, as smooth in his progress as atiger or acar
on acity boulevard.
His features could not be seen because the brim of
his soft felt hat was turned down rather low in front.
He was wearing an ill-fitting suit, seemingly of the
home-made variety, bulging everywhere, with about as
much style in its cut as a potato sack. Any closer details of his person could not be made out.
Humming a low tune to himself, turning his head
neither to the right nor left, he kept strolling easily
along. One felt instinctively that here was a man of
tremendous physical possibilities. Perhaps he had been
a great athlete in his day, who was now on the downward grade. Whoever and whatever he actually was,
there could be no doubt but that in a pinch, he would
prove master of any physical situation—a man of iron.
Why did he choose this road to stroll on? It was
obvious that he was not familiar with it. Was it because of the recent hold-up reports? Did he hope to
avoid the bandits by taking a roundabout way to his
home? It was hard to imagine him fearing anything
that lived or breathed.
Another figure at the side of the shrouded outlines
of a car was watching him intently, discussing him in
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jerky monosyllables with acompanion at the wheel. The
man at the wheel, a timid sort with the soul of a rabbit, but who could, on occasion, drive like the devil, with
the devil's own luck, took only one good look at the
vague outlines of their unsuspecting victim, who was so
confidently approaching them, then sank down on his
seat and tried to persuade his companion to get in and
beat it while the beating was still good.
But the other, plainly a human weasel, a wanton
killer, sneered something about only ad
rube, and
said that he'd take achance any time. He produced a
metallic object from a holster under his armpit, and,
keeping well in the shadow of a hedge that ran alongside of the road, stole forward about twenty paces and
waited.
"Stick-'em -up," came acommand in acold, business-.
like tone from against the hedge on the side of the road.
"Up with them, up higher I"
Still humming, the other lazily complied. He stopped
humming and chuckled, as though the joke were on the
other, and turned his head slightly to get abetter view.
"If you make another move, you big bum, I'll fill you
so full of lead that you'll weigh aton!" the brave and
noble highwayman behind the automatic barked.
The bandit took about a half a step toward his intended victim—then it all began to happen at once.
Why he started shooting, is hard to say. Perhaps it
was the subtle menace of the other's careless attitude?
From the bandit's automatic there leaped asteady sheet
of flame, and the stillness of the night was rent by
crackling reports coming so closely on the heels of each
other that they seemed to blend into one prolonged
crash.
A cry broke forth from the victim, seemingly endless,
a low-pitched scream, that rose rapidly through every
known octave, higher and higher and still more shrill
like asiren. It acted just as a rasp would on the raw
nerves. Then it began to fade, not out, but up, vibrating at apitch so high that human ear could not hear it.
And though it could not be heard, it could be felt; it set
the nerves a-teetering.
The bandit felt himself fast succumbing to its fearinstilling influence. He knew, also, that his knees were
trying to vibrate aclose second to the soundless scream
of his victim. Then his knees began to give way beneath him and, as he got a closer look at his intended
victim's face as he half collapsed, he let out a shriek
that almost equalled the other's. He turned and ran,
crying out desperately to his mate that it was the devil
himself whom he had tried to hold up. Somehow he
had held on to his now useless gun, perhaps as adrowning man holds on to astraw.
His companion in crime, realizing that all was not
well, began to get the car under way, waiting nervously
for the other to catch up. The fleeing bandit heard
steps close behing him. And knowing that his pursuer
would get him in another half adozen strides if he did
not do something, he turned and threw the automatic
full in his pursuer's face.
A hand shot out and caught it. There was asnap of
breaking steel and—whisz-z—over his head and through
the car's windshield, now two or three hundred feet or

so away, flew the fragments of the gun with the velocity
of abullet, missing the driver by afraction of an inch.
The erstwhile bold bandit heard astill swifter pat of
rubber-soled feet behind. His body literally quivered
for the expected touch. He faltered in his stride and
the next instant felt himself picked up by the seat of
his trousers and carried along. This was too much for
his overwrought nerves; he promptly fainted. His intended victim, without any apparent slackening of
speed, though he must have received the full force of a
half adozen bullets at close range, leaped in pursuit of
the other at the wheel
He might as well have leaped in pursuit of the wind.
There was a roar and then a screech, after which the
tail-light was seen disappearing down the road, swerving from side to side in the most alarming manner.
Fear had lent courage to the man at the wheel. He was
certainly tempting fate at that speed.
Still carrying the unconscious bandit, who had revived and immediately fainted again, by the seat of his
trousers, the man with the great paunch and broad
shoulders was giving an unearthly exhibition of speed.
He was traveling away from the city whose lights
faintly illuminated the sky behind him. Most of the
time he ran as an ordinary man would, but sometimes
he broke his stride and took to leaping, kangaroo fashion, covering the ground in great leaps of thirty to forty
feet each.
A poster, dimly seen in the gloom, claimed his attention. He paused. Although in the light of day it might
have stood forth as an extravagantly colored picture, it
was now nothing but asquare blot in the gloom. But
he did not seem to experience any difficulty in seeing its
various colors and reading it. It was a circus poster
advertising to-night's performance—a great lion charging an intrepid white htinter, while a score of natives
were fleeing in every direction. It flaunted the heading:
"Caesar, the Untamed and Untameable Monarch of the
Jungle."
Just as any kid would stare at a circus poster, so
stared he at it. He turned completely around and
headed back in the direction of the city. Seeing ahaystack near the side of the road, he thought of away by
which he could rid himself of his useless burden. He
leaped near it, going high in the air, and threw the unconscious bandit into it as easily as one would sling a
stick.
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HERE was aroar that mounted above the general
circus noises. It was pregnant with unlimited
possibilities.
An uncanny silence followed.
Sharp
commands and cries broke out here and there. Somehow "Caesar, the Untamed and Untameable Monarch
of the jungle" had broken loose.
There he stood at the entrance of atent, plainly bewildered. He was sleek and powerful, a giant of his
kind. The lion was growing nervous, growling, his tail
lashing from side to side. He had never tasted liberty,
being born in captivity and therefore he was doubly
dangerous.
The lion let out another roar as he charged aknot of
men and women that stood in his way to liberty. Pan-
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demonium broke loose. Women shrieked and fainted,
men turned ghastly pale as they tried to run. Others,
on the outskirts of the throng, fled helter-skelter.
A sound came from the opposite direction, instantly
halting those that fled that way. It started as a lowpitched scream, then rose and rose. It was terrible.
No known living creature could have produced it. The
blood seemed to chill and curdle in the veins of those
who heard. Even the lion's initial roar sounded tame in
comparison. The lion checked a leap, that would certainly have landed him pell-mell among agroup of men
and women nearby.
It startled even this splendid creature for amoment.
He was young, had had ataste of freedom, and he was
in no submissive mood. His subsequent actions went
to prove that he well deserved his title as king of beasts.
While all else within the vicinity of the circus grew'
deathly still, the lion raised his magnificent head and
roared back his challenge.
Born in captivity, the noises of man and his mechanical aids were familiar to him. What was an unknown
and nerve-jarring scream more or less?
Then another scream, more terrible than the first,
launched itself upon the night. All eyes turned toward
the direction of its source. Fearfully the eyes of men
and beast searched in that direction. What was this
new terror ?
A man of average height, but of enormous girth,
stepped confidently within the glare of the lights. He
moved silently and swiftly toward the lion.
It was only a mere man. He carried no weapons.
He must be either crazy or a fool of the supreme sort
to attempt to tackle the lion with bare hands.
The lion, sensing aworthy antagonist, charged with a
roar. They met, yet they did not meet, in aspace that
luckily happened to be clear of milling humanity. The
man avoided the lion's lightning sweep of claws by
leaping nimbly aside. The lion turned, growling terribly, while the man laughed mirthlessly.
Why did not the pleasure-seeking crowd about the
man and beast flee, now that they had achance? Did
the dramatic spectacle of the king of beasts and an
unarmed man coming to grips hold them rooted there
spellbound? Was the attraction greater than the fear
of death? In perfect unison they gasped with relief
as the man eluded the lion's raking claws again.
The lion sprang, swerved in midleap and struck the
man a swift glancing blow on the chest, ripping the
man's coat clear off his shoulders. It was incredible
drat the blow did not kill him—it would have killed a
horse. Swift as acat the lion turned and reared up on
its hind quarters and struck again and again and again.
Every shred of the man's clothing was ripped_ off except his hat, which seemed to be either wedged or
glued on.
The man half pushed, half struck his assailant off and
leaped back. In the glare of the circus lights he stood
naked, destitute of clothing in the shape of cloth. Yet
he was not exactly naked, he still had on a form-fitting
suit of blue tinted chain mail. Where the lion's claws
had raked, the mail gleamed like polished steel.
As the man leaped away, the lion charged yet again.
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Then the man turned aggressor, sprang in and cuffed
the lion on one side of the head and then on the other.
The man moved with lightning speed. The lion snapped
at the hand and missed. The lion leaped at his tormentor; the man moved forward and struck the beast
a mighty blow, a crack like a stick breaking could be
heard, and the beast spun half way around. The lion
retreated with the man following. The lion turned.
growling viciously, reared up on his hind quarters, and
waited.
With his head down, imitating a battering ram, the
man leaped within that deadly embrace. The shock
threw the lion on its back with the man astride on top.
The lion gripped with his forepaws, arched his back in
the form of a bow and raked downward. The claws
did not and could not penetrate the chain-mail.
Except for the low growls issuing from the lion's
slavering jaws, and the strange creaking coming from
the man, there was no other sound to mark the desperateness of the struggle.
The man tore himself loose and cuffed the lion with
the right hand and then with the left. The lion's forepaw flecked out and left a silvery streak across the
man's mail-covered chest. The man struck again and
again, moving forward, while the beast gave back
grudgingly.
Was Caesar, the unconquered and unconquerable,
meeting his master at last? It seemed so. Something
in the man's attitude suggested a cat playing with a
mouse, only the lion in this case was the mouse.
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IRING of his sport, the man stepped back; his
body sank down, then he leaped. Up, up, ten,
twenty, thirty, forty feet, and came down straight for
the lion's back. The lion, following his flight with his
eyes, swerved sharply aside and started to bound away.
The man rebounded from the ground and vaulted upon
the lion's back. He crossed his feet under his belly
and held. The lion sank to the ground under the
weight of the man.
One hand shot over the lion's head and gripped the
upper jaw; the other hand came up from below and
caught the lower jaw and began to pull. The beast
whimpered. Desperately he made one last hopeless
attempt to stand erect—and failed. He sensed the end.
The hands that gripped the slavering jaws began to
move mercilessly apart. With superhuman strength the
man gave asudden jerk to the upper jaw, breaking the
brute's neck.
A series of long drawn out ejaculations broke forth
from the crowd, which had unconsciously crept forward during the struggle—so engrossed had they been
in it.
The man stood up. His hat had come off during the
latter part of the conflict. The spectators who had
ringed the two, fell back suddenly. Those on the outskirts of the circle turned and fled. Those nearest the
man, they who could not push back, either crossed
themselves or began praying aloud. All, with their
bodies literally quivering in terror, began to melt away.
The man who had so easily vanquished the king of
beasts was even more terrifying than the lion in all of
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his fury. He was not aman—not ahuman being!
Yet he did not differ much from the usual run of
mankind. The outline of his form showing through
the chain-mail was that of a Hercules.
From his
square-cut jaw to his cheekbones his features did not
differ much from any determined individual, all resemblance to man ceased there. Over the cheekbones,
the head bulged sharply out. The forehead was massive, broad and high. It was the eyes that struck
terror. They were not the eyes of any known warmblooded creature; rather they resembled the simple compound eyes of the insect world. They were as large as
baseballs, glittering with a subdued light all their own.
Faced with thousands of facets, they looked for all the
world like two huge diamonds set there.
The being stooped, swung the lion's carcass easily
upon his broad shoulders, leaped over a line of cars
parked beside the road and disappeared in the darkness.
Far down the road it let out an awful scream which
rose and rose through every known octave, then faded
up.
From the instant that the lion had let out its first
roar until the strange being disappeared down the road
could not have covered more than aminute and ahalf—
it had all been done so quickly. Those who heard and
witnessed the struggle could hardly believe their sense's;
it was so much like anightmare.
Coming to abroad stretch of fresh water, this being
with the carcass of the lion still upon his shoulders,
plunged into it without the slightest hesitation.
On the sloping beach of the southern shore about an
hour later athing which seemed to belong to the realms
of sleep or to the horrors of the tomb crawled out of
the water. It was covered with the slime of the bottom and was oddly shaped. It bore ahuge hump upon
its shoulders that later resolved itself into the carcass
of a separate beast. The thing shook the water off
itself and its burden.
Overhead a full moon gazed down on the antics of
this thing complacently. The stars winked at it. There
was a strange kinship between it and those far-off
stars.
This being ran along the wet, hard-packed sand, leaping over obstacles with ridiculous ease. About twenty
minutes of running brought it to a road, down which
it sped.
A little rusty, mud-bespattered car, rattling loudly
enough to awaken the dead, was moving slowly down
the road. Some milk cans reposed on the seat beside
the driver and in the tonneau. The driver, presumably
a farmer, kept glancing uneasily back. Something was
following him. Barely seen in the driver's mirror, were
two glowing spots, gleaming like the headlights of a
far-off car.
The driver of that tin can of a car stepped on the
gas. Still the twin spots of light kept the same distance away. The driver, with his foot, moved some
levers which caused all the rattling to gradually fade
away. Then he stepped on the gas again and watched
the needle move up to sixty.
But the two spots of light only gleamed brighter in
the mirror. There was a thud of some heavy body

being thrown in the back of the car amongst the milkcans. An odor of a liquid that was supposed to have
been forbidden, arose from those same milk-cans,
tickling the driver's nostrils with an alcoholic aroma.
Then he felt the speed of the car perceptibly slacken.
Though the motor was roaring and the wheels were
screeching on the road, the car came to a full stop.
The rear end of the car was being lifted off the ground.
Now it was at an acute angle.
The driver, shivering as if with ague, shut off the
motor and got out of his car to investigate. Catching
but a glimpse of what lay sprawled among the milkcans, he turned and ran shrieking:
"I've got them again! I've got them again!"
With his hands over his eyes, he ran blindly down
the road, crying the same words out continually.
Fortunately for him, he did not glimpse the unknown
thing behind the car, for this being was employed in
gripping and raising the little car with its freight of
milk-cans filled with the prohibited liquid. After he
had lifted the car above his head at full arm's length,
he ran a little way with it and threw it into a sturdy
tree that grew alongside of the road. There was a
snapping of branches and the car lodged securely just
above the trunk. This strange being then turned and,
forsaking the road, sped back in the direction whence
he had come, with an unbelievable exhibition of speed,
hurtling squat farm houses, trees, and every obstruction
that appeared in his path.
About two hours after midnight this selfsame being
came into view near a three-storied brick building
standing on a low hill. High in the west, through a
rift in the clouds, the moon shone forth suddenly. He
gazed at it for a moment, and stretched forth his arms
as if to grasp it. He turned reluctantly and moved
toward a doorway a few paces away. The door was
locked with a large padlock and was solidly built.
Placing the flat of his hand against the door, he pressed
lightly and tore the door from its hinges. The being
turned for a moment, waved his hand as if he were
waving farewell, and stepped within.
A few minutes later there was aroar which shook the
ground for miles around. Out of the top of the threestoried building aprojectile flashed. From the base of
the projectile there shot sheet after sheet of flame.
The reports split the countryside with their reverberating crashes. Was this being going home?
* * *
ND so last night, Mat, Itested my proxy to see
what it really could do before Ilet him go on
the mission for which he had been built. He
is now headed for the moon on an interstellar projectile employing the rocket principle. Ihad to send the
ship almost wholly around the earth in our planet's
rarefied upper atmosphere before it attained the speed
of seven miles a second. Once past the earth's gravitational pull, the projectile, coming within the attraction
of the moon, will automatically reverse itself and fall
toward our satellite with ever increasing speed. Iwill
use the rocket discharges to slacken its terrific velocity
and to ease it down gently on the lunar surface."
"How long will it take the projectile to travel the

TO THE MOON BY PROXY
distance between the earth and the moon?" I asked
quietly, subdued by the magnitude of the task he had
accomplished.
"Sixteen hours at the utmost. By six o'clock this
evening it will be resting upon the surface of the moon."
Ipulled out my watch and glanced at it.
"What time have you got now, Mat ?"
"About aquarter to ten."
Emil glanced up at the complicated apparatus before
him.
"You are four minutes slow," he said.
Iset my watch and looked closely at the complex apparatus before which Emil sat. An oblong metal box
with a front of ground glass, about a foot square I
judged the ground-glass screen to be, occupied the
central position. Three rows of keys, they resembled
the keys of a typewriter in arrangement, were directly
in front of the ground glass screen. Levers and knobs
flanked the keys on either side. Above the oblong box
was arow of various dials whose pointers now were all
at zero.
Emil picked up a pair of earphones and toyed with
them.
"You will have to excuse me for a while, Mat," he
said. "I have to give my undivided attention to the
projectile until Ihave landed it safely upon the surface
of the moon."
He placed the earphones over his ears and moved a
number of levers. The pointers in the row of dials
above the oblong box began to move. His fingers hovered over the keys.
"Mat," he called out, "do you mind closing the shutters and pulling the draperies across the windows so as
to exclude all the light?"
Idid so and the room was plunged into pitch darkness. A glow from the ground-glass screen guided me
back to where Emil sat. Starting at the screen, Imade
out some misty lines coming to focus. The mistiness
cleared and Iseemed to be gazing into amighty engine
room. A battery of some sort of combustion engines
supplied the power, while all about dynamos and machinery were whirling evenly.
Down the center
stretched a narrow railed-off passageway. A switchboard with a number of pilot lights and large blackhandled switches was at the end of the passageway. A
few inches above the switchboard was the eye-piece of
a telescope. The walls, circular in form, were composed of very heavy metal plates riveted together.
The switchboard suddenly started drawing nearer.
A hand moving along the railing came into view for an
instant. The eye-piece of the telescope grew large,
covered the whole ground-glass screen, and Iwas looking at the moon. It seemed to be very near, very
jagged. For about ahalf hour Istared at it and then
grew restless. It did not seem to be growing any
larger. Then Irecalled that the vehicle would not land
until six o'clock this evening. I did not relish the
thought of watching the moon for seven or eight hours.
Itouched Emil's shoulder to attract his attention.
"Emil, Iani going out to say 'howdy' to the neighbors. Iwill be back before six."
Itiptoed out, closing the door softly behind me.
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About five-thirty Iwas back. Emil was still hunched
over the ground-glass screen with his fingers playing
over the keyboard that controlled the movements of
his proxy.
"Is that you, Mat ?"
"Yes."
"You came just afew minutes too late to see me land
the projectile on the moon. It landed with but aslight
jar in one of the moon's ringed-plains. My proxy
stepped out of the projectile only amoment ago and is
now standing on what looks like asmooth plain through
some of the largest telescopes on earth. Come here
and see what the surface of this plain actually looks
like."
Ihurried over and stared at the ground-glass screen.
It showed a scene of awe-inspiring bleakness. The
plain was rough with a sharp jaggedness such as one
never sees on earth. An unbroken wall of mountains
surrounded the plain. The proxy turned its head and
the projectile that carried him came into view.
It
looked like a beached submarine minus its conningtower. Four heavy funnel-like tubes protruded from
one end.
"I am going to send my proxy on atrip of investigation," Emil said, breaking the stillness of the room.
"I will have to be careful. Owing to the fact that
gravity is one-sixth that of earth, my proxy will be able
to travel six times as fast, leap six times as far and
high. Iwill make it leap straight up now to take my
bearings."

T

HE ground suddenly dropped away. It showed a
plain over which it was possible to travel only by
great leaps such as this mechanical proxy of Emil's
alone was capable of through the lessened force of
gravity. In the distance there were a number of wide
cracks.
Above the mountains the heavens showed
black, the stars shining brilliantly. The proxy turned
in its upward leap and for an instant the ground-glass
screen was flooded with a blinding blaze of light—the
sun as seen through the eyes of the proxy.
The surface came up as the proxy dropped, then the
ground began to fly past with terrific speed. With
the sure-f ootedness of acat the proxy leaped from rock
to rock. The surface of the plain became more rough
and jagged as he drew nearer the mountains. Suddenly
the fissure which had been seen in the upward leap
came into view. The speed slackened and the fissure
was approached cautiously. The eyes peered over the
edge. It seemed bottomless. Far below something like
white steam curdled. The walls fell straight away.
The crack was miles deep at least and ran across the
plain from mountain to mountain. At its greatest
width it could not have been more than one hundred
feet wide. Stepping back for firmer footing, the proxy
leaped across it with ease.
Farther on another fissure appeared, wider, one that
could not be crossed by asingle leap. Again the proxy
crept to the edge and peered over. The walls of this
crack in the lunar surface sloped to the center and were
jagged like nearly all the rest of the moon's surface.
It was not very deep, more closely resembling avalley
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than afissure. Near the bottom of the opposite side, a - run down to the wet and slippery floor. The atmosphere grew noticeably thicker and more moisture
large roughly circular black hole yawned.
laden. A small stream began to form on the sloping
The proxy eased itself over the edge and started to
floor—at
first a trickle, then a swift moving streamlet
descend in the direction of the cavern mouth. Reachwhich grew into a rushing, foam-covered stream. It
ing the opening, it peered within. Nothing could be
swirled and splashed against the proxy's legs. Fed by
seen but blackness. The proxy did something to its
chest and a bright light shone forth, illuminating a similar streams from other caves, which were continually opening up into this main downward passage, it
circle of the wall on the opposite side of the cavern.
The circle of light moved along the wall until it came
became a roaring torrent, against which the proxy had
difficulty in keeping its footing.
to asmall opening half-blocked by amass of rock that
The cave widened again and the water spread out.
had in some past age dropped from the roof of the
Knob-like protuberances, faintly luminous of their own
cavern.
The proxy moved over to the opening and squeezed
accord, began to dot the glistening walls in ever increasing numbers. They were of every size and, as the
in. The light showed anarrow cave, the floor of which
proxy turned out the light on its chest, the walls and
sloped downward. With the light showing the way,
rushing torrent could be made out by their glow.
the proxy followed it. The cave twisted and turned,
The proxy had already descended miles into the
widened so that a half dozen cars could have driven
moon's interior. The rushing torrent had worn adeep
through it abreast; other caves branched from it;
channel in the cavern floor and the proxy was following
always it led down. It seemed that the proxy had been
it along its edge. The cavern opened into an immense
following it for hours. The walls glistened as though
hollow. A thousand and one openings branched from
they were wet.
A mistiness filled the cave, grew
it. The walls and roof were covered with luminous
thicker as the cave widened into an immense cavern.
protuberances, mushroom-like growths, by whose light
There was some sort of gaseous atmosphere within
every crack and crevasse in floor and wall could be
the cavern, an atmosphere that was dense enough to
distinguished.
support a heavy whitish vapor that whirled overhead.
The cavern narrowed and the floor sloped down at yet
Suddenly a luminous object darted by above the
a steeper angle. On the glistening walls that were
proxy's head. It circled and flashed within a few feet
sweating acolorless liquid, globules began to form and
of the proxy's compound eyes. Another of those

"TELEVOX" THE MECHANICAL MAN
If you believe that the accompanying story
is too fantastic, may we call your attention to
the fact that a great deal of scientific work has
already been accomplished along similar lines?
Recently, the Westinghouse Electrical Manufacturing Company put out a mechanical man
called the "Televox."
This machine is placed in your own home,
and connected to it there is a vacuum cleaner,
electric fan, and a number of other household
appliances.
This mechanical man is operated entirely at
a distance, and is attached to your home telephone. You call up your home 'phone and by
means of whistle blasts, you can make the Televox do almost anything, from starting the carpet
sweeper to starting and stopping the fan, opening or closing the windows, operating the ice
cream freezer and performing other useful work,
although you may be a thousand miles away
from him. Not only that, but the mechanical
man has also a voice; he can answer the telephone and he will say, if necessary, "Televox
speaking at Randolph 6400." This he will reThis is a photograph of the actual mechanical man, or "Televox," as it is called, as
peat a second time, and if you do not give him
produced by Westinghouse, showing various household appliances
the proper signal by means of whistles or other
attached, ready for use.
musical devices, the Televox will then hang up
the receiver, upon the assumption that the call
was the wrong number called. Many interesting uses have already been found for the mechanical man.
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luminous objects joined the first and circled the plodding mechanical figure. They sped away after a few
minutes of continuous circling.
They were the first form of animated life seen so
far. The huge cavern seemed to be the topmost level
at which life could exist within the moon's interior.
Other forms, the opposite extreme, worm-like and
luminous, resembling glowworms of earth, could be
seen crawling along the walls to the glowing knob-like
protuberances. A black object, about as high as an
elephant and twice as long, confronted the proxy for
an instant as it appeared in a large black opening,
turned and made lumberingly off. It had numerous
feet, like that of a centipede. From a side cavern, a
number of other strange creatures rushed forth, passing
within but a few feet of the proxy. Behind them came
one of those huge lumbering beasts of many feet with
an indistinct and grotesque creature squatting on its
back. They passed out of sight down another opening.
The proxy followed them. The opening led into a
yet larger cavern. The walls were cliff-like in proportion, the roof was lost in the mistiness above. A number
of black openings could be seen high up in the cavern
wall. The creatures that had entered this huge cavern
were nowhere to be seen, having fled through its innumerable exits.
The proxy was plodding along steadily near the wall
of the cavern when something struck the floor a few
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feet ahead, shattering into hundreds of pieces. It was
amass of rock that had fallen, the largest of the scattered fragments being about a foot in diameter. Another massive rock struck the cavern floor alittle to one
side and then another. Looking up, the proxy saw a
ledge high up in the wall and upon it a number of
creatures engaged in pushing over another stone. It
fell, coming straight for the proxy's head. The proxy
tried to swerve, the rock, larger than another piece
that had been pushed over the ledge, was only a few
feet away. Suddenly there was darkness, the ground
glass screen was black.
I heard Emil's fingers thumping the keys. The
screen did not show even the faintest trace of light.
"Mat," Emil cried, "the large lump of rock that
those creatures had pushed over struck my proxy
square on the head and smashed it."
I reached up and turned on an electric light above
Emil's head. Emil was staring blankly at the square
glass screen. Iplaced my hand upon his shoulder.
"Buck up, Emil," Imurmured. "You can build another one."
"Leave me, Mat," he whispered.
I looked at him for a moment pityingly as he sat
slumped over the keyboard that had controlled the
proxy. As my fingers closed on the doorknob, Iheard
him berate himself for not putting the controlling apparatus in aless vulnerable place than the head.

TIIE END.
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well-known author, who has endeared
himself to the hearts of AMAZING S
TORIES
readers, Izas written aseries of unique stories
for the QUARTERLY.
The four stories may be
read separately, or in aseries. It would be useless
to attempt to review them in a preface of this
kind. The only thing we can say is that these
four stories are chock full of interest, and contain
an excellent amount of science, very cleverly
interwoven.
A great many new ideas are brought out in
these four stories. Although all the four stories
are definitely connected, each treats of an entirely
different theme and can stand alone.
lVhile a prominent detective assumes an important role throughout this series, they cannot
be called detective stories in the usual sense of
the word.
We promise you a lively time with these stories.
They will not fail to keep your interest, and you
will follow the adventures of the arch villains
breathlessly until the end.

VERYTHING in this world is relative, with
or without Einstein. Even time is relative.
As Benjamin Franklin pointed out, the,
Ephemerid fly lives only twenty-four hours; yet
leads a normal existence. During those twentyfour hours, it lives a full-time life, which, to the
fly is of the same duration as a 60 to 70 year
old life led by the human being. So too, is it with
a microbe or microbe organism, which lives only
a few minutes and then dies. These few minutes
constitute a normal cycle. It simply lives much
more quickly, although it does not realize it.
You can conversely imagine a race of human
super-beings on some other planet, which normally
would live perhaps 10,000 years, as computed according to our time. To them a few years of allotted life would be incomprehensible.
Here is a charming story which contains excellent science and will teach you a great deal
about the atomic world, if you do not know it already. Also, it contains that most elusive jewel—
the surprise ending.
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What Went Before:

D

URING an experiment for the Government Bureau of
Chemistry, in which Richard Seaton, a clever chemist,
had been electrolyzing his solution of "X," an unknown
metal, he accidentally discovers the enormous power of this
solution when acted on by an electric current.
A demonstration in the government laboratories the following day proved unsuccessful on account of a flaw in the electrical connection, so Seaton leaves the government employ and
takes his solution with him for some personal experiments.
Mr. Reynolds Crane, Scaton's millionaire friend, becomes
interested, and they decide, together, to build first a spaceflier to be propelled by this intro-atomic energy, and later a
power plant to supply the world with all its necessary power.
Mr. Marc DuQuesne, a fellow chemist in the government
employ, is certain that the unsuccessful demonstration was
"faked," when he learns that Crane is helping Seaton. He
goes to Brookings, head of the Steel Trust, with whom he
had had nefarious dealings and Dffers to help get and utilize
the solution. He asks an enormous sum in return. Brookings
refuses DuQuesne's offer and gets saute of the solution of
"X" for himself. Their own chemist is sent to an isolated
spat to experiment with a few drops of the solution, and
very shortly after that the world hears of a mysterious explosion, that takes with it the chemist and a considerable amount
of the surrounding ground and property.
When Seaton and Crane learn of the explosion, they conclude that someone, somehow, had gotten hold of some "X,"
and a test of the contents of their vial which contained it proves
that they were right. They suspect DuQuesne because he is
the only chemist who might know anything about the solution,
and who would dare to experiment with it, but they cannot
"get" him. Following DuQuesne with a special compass which
Seaton had invented, they learn that Brookings is involved.
They can do nothing, hozvever, but become extra cautious and
wary.
After their unsuccessful experiment, Brookings is will-

ing to give DuQuesne anything. They arc able to steal sonic
plans for the space-car and a small vial of diluted solution.
In building the space-flier for Seaton and Crane, the Steel
Trust under Brookings machinations uses faulty material, certain that it will not be noticed, until the car is in interstellar
space. Seaton and Crane discover the faulty material early in
the building and secretly have another ship built much larger
and better equipped, which they ;lame "Skylark." At the same
time the Steel Trust is having a space-flier built for itself from
the stolen plans.
Margaret Spencer, Brookings' secretary, has obtained .5 0Mt'
damaging evidence against the Steel Trust, particularly in
relation to some inventions originated by her father, which that
company swindled him out of.
Perkins, a suPer-criminal detective, in the employ of the
Steel Trust, and DuQuesne, abduct Margaret Spencer in their
space-car in the hope of scaring her into giving up the evidence
on another planet.
They also abduct Dorothy Vanenzan,
daughter of a prominent lawyer and Seaton's sweetheart, in
the hope that Seaton and Graute will follow in his faulty
space-flier and be destroyed, or that they will 'willingly give
up their plans and the solution in return for Dorothy Vaneman.
The Steel Trust's space-flier is lost millions of miles from the
earth and is in danger of being drawn into another planet,
when the Skylark locates them and because of its greater
gravity-resisting powers, rescues all but Perkins, who recently
had been killed in the flier. In the Skylark, the reunited crew
travel in search for more copper and after various thrilling
adventures that once nearly proved their finish, land on Osnome, a planet inhabited by intelligent beings, and rich in
many metals rare on earth. Na!boon, the emperor of Mordami ale, in return for being saved by them from a ferocious
unconquerable animal, takes the Skylark crew to his palace for
a sumptuous meal, giving then: a dozen captured men and
women from Kondal, another nation on Osnome, as their slaves.

Part III
CHAPTER XIV.
interest, "here's something that helps alot." He lathered the face with his brush and the man looked up in
Nalboon Unmasked
surprised pleasure as his stiff beard was swept away
FTER a long, sound sleep, Seaton awoke
without asound.
and sprang out of bed. No sooner had
Seaton called to the others and soon the party was
he started to shave, however, than one of
assembled in his room, all dressed very lightly, bethe slaves touched his arm, motioning him
into a reclining chair and showing him a cause of the unrelieved and unvarying heat, which was
keen blade, long and slightly
constant at one hundred degrees. A gong sounded, and
curved. Seaton lay down
Y the tizne you finish reading the final instalment of
one of the slaves opened
and the slave shaved him
"The Skylark of Space," we are certain that you 'will
agree with us that it is one of the outstanding scientifiction
the door, ushering in aparty
with arapidity and smoothstories of the decade; an interplanetarian story that will
of servants bearing atable,
ness he had never before
not be eclipsed soon. It will be referred to by all scientiready set.
During the
experienced, so wonderfully
fiction fans for years to come. It will be read and reread.
meal, Seaton was greatly
sharp was the peculiar raThis is not a mere prophecy of ours, because zve have been
surprised at hearing Dordeluged zrith letters since zve began publishing this story.
zor.
After Seaton had
In the closing chapters, you will follow the adventures
othy carrying on a halting
dressed, the barber started
with bated breath, and you will find that though the two
conversation, with one of
to shave the chief slave,
preceding instalments were hair-raising and thought absorbthe
women standing behind
without any preliminary
ing, the final instalment eclipses the others a good deal.
her.
treatment save rubbing his
Plots, counterplots, hair-raising and hair-breadth escapes,
mixed with love, adventure and good science seen: to fairly
"I knew that you were
face with aperfumed oil.
tunzble all over the pages. By the tizne you finish this
a language shark, Dottie,
"Hold on a minute," ininstalment, you will wish to go back to the beginning of the
with five or six different
terjected Seaton, who was
story and read it more carefully and thrill all over again.
ones to your credit, but I
watching the process with
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The Skylark darted forward and crashed completely through the great airship. ...She was an embodied
thunderbolt; a huge, irresistible, indestructible projectile, directed by a keen brain inside... •
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didn't suppose you could learn to talk this stuff in one
day."
"I can't," she replied, "but I've picked up a few
words of it. Ican understand very little of what they
are trying to tell me."
The woman spoke rapidly to the man standing behind
Seaton, and as soon as the table had been carried away,
he asked permission to speak to Dorothy. Fairly running across to her, he made a slight obeisance and in
eager tones poured forth such a stream of language
that she held up her hand to silence him.
"Go slower, please," she said, and added a couple
of words in his own tongue.
There ensued a strange dialogue, with many repetitions and much use of signs. She turned to Seaton,
with apuzzled look.
"I can't make out all he says, Dick, but he wants
you to take him into another room of the palace here,
to get back something or other that they took from
him when they captured him. He can't go alone—
Ithink he says he will be killed if he goes anywhere
without you. And he says that when you get there,
you must be sure not to let the guards come inside."
"All right, let's go !" and Seaton motioned the man
to precede him. As Seaton started for the door, Dorothy fell into step beside him.
"Better stay back, Dottie, I'll be back in a minute,"
he said at the door.
"I. will not stay back. Wherever you go, Igo," she
replied in a voice inaudible to the others. "I simply
will not stay away from you a single minute that I
don't have to."
"All right, little girl," he replied in the same tone.
"I don't want to be away from you, either, and Idon't
think that we're in any danger here."
Preceded by the chief slave and followed by half a
dozen others, they went out into the hall. No opposition was made to their progress, but afull half-company
of armed guards fell in around them as an escort, regarding Seaton with looks composed of equal parts of
reverence and fear. The slave led the way rapidly to
a room in a distant wing of the palace and opened the
door. As Seaton stepped in, he saw that it was evidently an audience-chamber or court-room, and that
it was now entirely empty. As the guard approached
the door, Seaton waved them back. All retreated across
the hall except the officer in charge, who refused to
move. Seaton, the personification of offended dignity,
first stared at the offender, who returned the stare, and
stepped up to him insolently, then pushed him back
roughly, forgetting that his strength, great upon Earth,
would be gigantic upon this smaller world. The officer
spun across the corridor, knocking down three of his
men in his flight. Picking himself up, he drew his
sword and rushed, while his men fled in panic to the
extreme end of the corridor. Seaton did not wait for
him, but in one bound leaped half-way across the intervening space to meet him. With the vastly superior
agility of his earthly muscles he dodged the falling
broadsword and drove his left fist full against the fellow's chin, with all the force of his mighty arm and
all the momentum of his rapidly moving body behind

the blow. The crack of breaking bones was distinctly
äudible as the officer's head snapped back. The force
of the blow lifted him high into the air, and after turning acomplete somersault, he brought up with acrash
against the opposite wall, dropping to the floor stone
dead. As several of his men, braver than the others,
lifted their peculiar rifles, Seaton drew and fired in one
incredibly swift motion, the X-plosive bullet obliterating the entire group of men and demolishing that end
of the palace.
N the meantime the slave had taken several pieces
1 of apparatus from a cabinet in the room and had
placed them in his belt. Stopping only to observe for
a few moments a small instrument which he clamped
upon the head of the dead man, he rapidly led the way
back to the room they had left and set to work upon
the instrument he had constructed while the others had
been asleep. He connected it, in an intricate system of
wiring, with the pieces of apparatus he had just recovered.
"That's a complex job of wiring," said DuQuesne
admiringly. "I've seen several intricate pieces of apparatus myself, but he has so many circuits there that
I'm lost. It would take an hour to figure out the lines
and connections alone."
Straigh c.ening abruptly, the slave clamped several
electrodes upon his temples and motioned to Seaton and
the others, speaking to Dorothy as he did so.
"He wants us to let him put those things on our
heads," she translated. "Shall we let him, Dick?"
"Yes," he replied without hesitation. "I've got a
real hunch that he's our friend, and I'm not sure of
Nalboon. He doesn't act right."
"I think so, too," agreed the girl, and Crane added:
"I can't say that Irelish the idea, but since Iknow
that you are a good poker player, Dick, Iam willing
to follow your hunch. How about you, DuQuesne?"
"Not I," declared that worthy, emphatically. "Nobody wires me up to anything Ican't understand, and
that machine is too deep for me."
Margaret elected to follow Crane's example, and.
impressed by the need for haste evident in the slave's
bearing, the four walked up to the machine without
further talk. The electrodes were clamped into place
quickly and the slave pressed a lever. Instantly the
four visitors felt that they had acomplete understanding of the languages and customs of both Mardonale,
the nation in which they now were, and of Kondal, to
which nation the slaves belonged, the only two civilized
nations upon Osnome. While the look of amazement
at this method of receiving instruction was still upon
their faces, the slave—or rather, as they now knew
him, Dunark, the Kofedix or Crown Prince of the great
nation of Kondal—began to disconnect the wires. He
cut out the wires leading to the two girls and to Crane,
and was reaching for Seaton's, when there was a
blinding flash, a crackling sound, the heavy smoke of
burning metal and insulation, and both Dunark and
Seaton fell to the floor.
Before Crane could reach them, however, they were
upon their feet and the stranger said in his own
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tongue, now understood by every one but DuQuesne:
"This machine is a mechanical educator, a thing
entirely new, in our world at least. Although Ihave
been working on it for a long time, it is still in avery
crude form. I did not like to use it in its present
state of development, but it was necessary in order to
warn you of what Nalboon is going to do to you, and
to convince you that the best way of saving your lives
would save our lives as well. The machine worked
perfectly until something, I don't know what, went
wrong. Instead of stopping, as it should have done,
at teaching your party to speak our languages, it shortcircuited us two completely, so that every convolution
in each of our brains has been imprinted upon the
brain of the other. It was the sudden formation of
all the new convolutions that rendered us unconscious.
I can only apologize for the break-down, and assure
you that my intentions were of the best."
"You needn't apologize," returned Seaton. "That
was awonderful performance, and we're both gainers,
anyway, aren't we? It has taken us all our lives to
learn what little we know, and now we each have the
benefit of two lifetimes, spent upon different worlds!
I must admit, though, that I have a whole lot of
knowledge that Idon't know how to use."
"I am glad you take it that way," returned the other
warmly, "for I am infinitely the better off for the
exchange. The knowledge I imparted was nothing,
compared to that which Ireceived. But time presses—
Imust tell you our situation. Iam, as you now know,
the Kofedix of Kondal. The other thirteen are fedo
and fediro, or, as you would say, princes and princesses
of the same nation. We were captured by one of
Nalboon's raiding parties while upon a hunting trip,
being overcome by some new, stupefying gas, so that
we could not kill ourselves. As you know, Kondal and
Mardonale have been at war for over ten thousand
karkamo—something more than six thousand years of
your time. The war between us is one of utter extermination. Captives are never exchanged and only once
during an ordinary lifetime does one ever escape. Our
attendants were killed immediately. We were being
taken to furnish sport for Nalboon's party by being
fed to one of his captive kolono—animals something
like your earthly devilfish—when the escort of battleships was overcome by those four karlono, the animals you saw, and one of them seized Nalboon's plane,
in which we were prisoners. You killed the karlon,
saving our lives as well as those of Nalboon and his
party.
saved his life, you and your party
should be honored guests of the most honored
igH AVING
kind, and I venture to say that you would be
so regarded in any other nation of the universe. But
Nalboon, the Domak—a title equivalent to your word
'Emperor' and our word `Karf edix'—of Mardonale,
is utterly without either honor or conscience, as are
all Mardonalians. At first he was afraid of you, as
were we all. We thought you visitors from a planet
of our fifteenth sun, which is now at its nearest possible approach to us. After your display of super-
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human power and ability, we expected instant annihilation. However.,after seeing the Skylark as amachine,
discovering that you are short of power, and finding
that you are gentle instead of bloodthirsty by nature,
Nalboon lost his fear of you and resolved to rob you
of your vessel, with its wonderful secrets of power.
Though we are so ignorant of chemistry that Icannot
understand the thousandth part of what Ijust learned
from you, we are arace of mechanics and have developed machines of many kinds to a high state of efficiency, including electrical machines of all kinds. In
fact, electricity, generated by our great waterfalls, is
our only power. No scientist upon Osnome has ever
had an inkling that intra-atomic energy exists. Nalboon cannot understand the power, but he solved the
means of liberating it at a glance—and that glance
sealed your death-warrants.
With the Skylark, he
could conquer Kondal, and to assure the downfall of
my nation he would do anything.
"Also, he or any other Osnomian scientist would go
to any lengths whatever—would challenge the great
First Cause itself—to secure even one of those little
bottles of the chemical you call 'salt.' It is far and
away the scarcest and most precious substance in the
world. It is so rare that those bottles you produced
at the table held more than the total amount previously
known to exist upon Osnome. We have great abundance of all the heavy metals, but the lighter metals
are rare. Sodium and chlorin are, the rarest of all
known elements. Its immense value is due, not to its
rarity, but to the fact that it is an indispensable component of the controlling instruments of our wireless
power stations and that it is used as a catalyst in the
manufacture of our hardest metals.
"For these reasons, you understand why Nalboon
does not intend to let you escape and why he intends
that this kokam (our equivalent of a day) shall be
your last. About the second or third kam (hour) of
the sleeping period he intends to break into the Skylark, learn its control, and secure the salt you undoubtedly have in the vessel. Then my party and myself
will be thrown to the kolon. You and your party will
be killed and your bodies smelted to recover the salt
that is in them. This is the warning Ihad to give you.
Its urgency explains the use of my untried mechanical
educator; the hope that my party could escape with
yours, in your vessel, explains why you saw me, the
Kofedix of Kondal, prostrate myself before that archfiend Nalboon."
"How do you, a captive prince of another nation,;
know these things ?" asked Crane, doubtfully.
"I read Nalboon's ideas from the brain of that
officer whom the Karfedix Seaton killed. He was a
ladex of the guards—an officer of about the same rank
as one of your colonels. He was high in Nalboon's
favor, and he was to have been in charge of the work
of breaking into the Skylark and killing us all. Let
me caution you now ;do not let any Mardonalian touch
our hands with a wire, for if you do, your thoughts
will be recorded and the secrets of the Skylark and your
many other mysterious things, such as smoking,
matches, and magic feats, will be secrets no longer."
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"Thanks for the information," responded Seaton,
"but I want to correct your title for me. I'm no
Karfedix—merely a plain citizen."
"In one way I see that that is true," replied the
Kofedix with a puzzled look. "I cannot understand
your government at all—but the inventor of the Skylark must certainly rank as aKarfedix."
As he spoke, a smile of understanding passed over
his face and he continued:
"I see. Your title is Doctor of Philosophy, which
must mean that you are the Karfedix of Knowledge of
the Earth."
"No, no. You're way off. I'm ..."
"Certainly Seaton is the Karfedix of Knowledge,"
broke in DuQuesne. "Let it go at that, anyway, whatever it means. The thing to do now is to figure a way
out of this."
"You chirped it then, Blackie. Dunark, you know
this country better than we do; what do you suggest ?"
"I suggest that you take my party into the Skylark
and escape from Mardonale as soon as possible. Ican
pilot you to Kondalek, the capital city of our nation.
There, Ican assure you, you will be welcomed as you
deserve. My father, the Karfedix, will treat you as
a Karfedix should be treated. As far as I am concerned, nothing Ican ever do will lighten the burden
of my indebtedness to you, but Ipromise you all the
copper you want, and anything else you may desire
that is within the power of man to give you."
C EATON thought deeply a moment, then shook
Dunark's hand vigorously.
"That suits me, Kofedix," he said warmly.
"I
thought from the first that you were our friend. Shall
we make for the Skylark right now, or wait a while?"
"We had better wait until after the second meal,"
the prince replied. "We have no armor, and no way
of making any. ‚Ve would be helpless against the
bullets of any except agroup small enough so that you
could kill them all before they could fire. The kam
after the second meal is devoted to strolling about the
grounds, so that our visiting the Skylark would look
perfectly natural. As the guard is very lax at that
time, it is the best time for the attempt."
"But how about my killing his company of guards
and blowing up one wing of his palace? Won't he
have something to say about that ?"
"I don't know," replied the Kofedix doubtfully. "It
depends upon whether his fear of you or his anger is
the greater. He should pay his call of state here in
your apartment in a short time, as it is the inviolable
rule of Osnome, that any visitor shall receive acall of
state from one of his own rank before leaving his apartment for the first time. His actions may give you
some idea as to his feelings, though he is an accomplished diplomat and may conceal his real feelings entirely. But let me caution you not to be modest or
soft-spoken. He will mistake softness for fear."
"All right," grinned Seaton. "In that case I won't
wait to try to find out what he thinks. If he shows
any signs of hostility at all, I'll open up on him."
"Well," remarked Crane, calmly, "if we have some

time to spare, we may as well wait comfortably instead of standing in the middle of the room. I, for
one, have a lot of questions to ask about this new
world."
Acting upon this suggestion, the party seated themselves upon comfortable divans, and Dunark rapidly
dismantled the machine he had constructed. The captives remained standing, always behind the visitors,
until Seaton remonstrated.
"Please sit down, everybody. There's no need of
keeping up this farce of your being slaves as long as
we're alone, is there, Dunark ?"
"No, but at the first sound of the gong announcing
a visitor we must be in our places. Now that we
are all comfortable and waiting, I will introduce my
party to yours.
"Fellow Kondalians, greet the Karfedo Seaton and
Crane," he began, his tongue fumbling over the strange
names, "of adistant world, the Earth, and the two noble
ladies, Miss Vaneman and Miss Spencer, soon to be
their Karfediro.
"Guests from Earth, allow me to present to you
the Kofedir Sitar, the only one of my wives who
accompanied me upon our ill-fated hunting expedition."
Then, still ignoring DuQuesne as acaptive, he introduced the other Kondolians in turn as his brothers, sisters, cousins, nieces, and nephews—all members of
the great ruling house of Kondal.
"Now," he concluded, "after I have a word with
you in private, Doctor Seaton, I will be glad to give
the others all the information in my power."
He led Seaton out of earshot of the others and said
in a low voice:
"It is no part of Nalboon's plan to kill the two women.
They are so beautiful, so different from our Osnomian
women, that he intends to keep them—alive. Understand ?"
"Yes," returned Seaton grimly, his eyes turning
hard, "I get you all right—but what he'll do and what
he thinks he'll do are two entirely different breeds of
cats."
Returning to the others, they found Dorothy and
Sitar deep in conversation.
"So a man has half a dozen or so ‚vives?" Dorothy
was asking in surprise. "How do you get along together? I'd fight like a wildcat if my husband tried
to have other wives !"
"We get along splendidly, of course," returned the
Osnomian princess in equal surprise. "I would not
think of being aman's only wife. Iwouldn't consider
marrying a man who could win only one wife—think
what a disgrace it would be! And think how lonely
one would be while her husband is away at war—we
would go insane if we did not have the company of the
other wives. There are six of us, and we could not
get along at all without each other."
"I've got a compliment for you and Peggy, Dottie,"
said Seaton. "Dunark here thinks that you two girls
look good enough to eat—or words to that effect." Both
girls flushed slightly, the purplish-black color suffusing
their faces. They glanced at each other and Dorothy
voiced the thought of both as she said:
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"How can you, Kofedix Dunark? In this horrible
light we both look perfectly dreadful. These other
girls would be beautiful, if we were used to the colors,
but we two look simply hideous."
"Oh, no," interrupted Sitar. "You have a wonderfully rich coloring. It is a shame to hide so much of
yourselves with robes."
"Their eyes interpret colors differently than ours do,"
explained Seaton. "What to us are harsh and discordant colors are light and pleasing to their eyes.
What looks like a kind of sloppy greenish black to us
may—in fact, does—look apale pink to them."
"Are Kondal and Mardonale the only two nations
upon Osnome ?" asked Crane.
"The only civilized nations, yes. Osnorne is divided
into two great and almost equal continents, separated
by a wide ocean which encircles the globe. One is
Kondal, the other Mardonale. Each nation has several nations or tribes of savages, which inhabit various
waste places."
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are the light race, Mardonale the dark," con.1. tinned Crane. "What are the servants, who seem
half-way between?"
"They are slaves ..."
"Captured savages ?" interrupted Dorothy.
"No. They are a separate race. They are a race
so low in intelligence that they cannot exist except as
slaves, but they can be trained to understand language
and to do certain kinds of work. They are harmless
and mild, making excellent servants, otherwise they
would have perished ages ago. All menial work and
most of the manual labor is done by the slave race.
Formerly criminals were sterilized and reduced to
unwilling slavery, but there have been no unwilling
slaves in Kondal for hundreds of karkamo."
"Why ? Are there no criminals any more?"
"No. With the invention of the thought recorder
an absolutely fair trial was assured and the guilty were
all convicted. They could not reproduce themselves,
and as anatural result crime died out."
"That is," he added hastily, "what we regard as
crime. Duelling, for instance, is acrime upon Earth;
here it is a regular custom.
In Kondal duels are
rather rare and are held only when honor is involved,
but here in Mardonale they are an every-day affair, as
you saw when you landed."
"What makes the difference ?" asked Dorothy curiously.
"As you know, with us every man is a soldier. In
Kondal we train our youth in courage, valor, and high
honor—in Mardonale they train them in savage bloodthirstiness alone. Each nation fixed its policy in bygone
ages to produce the type of soldier it thought most
efficient.
"I notice that everyone here wears those heavy collars," said Margaret. "What are they for?"
"They are identification marks. When a child is
nearly grown, acollar bearing his name and the device
of his house is cast about his neck. This collar is
made of 'arenak,' asynthetic metal which, once formed,
cannot be altered by any usual means. It cannot be
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scratched, cut, bent, broken, or worked in any way
except at such a high temperature that death would
result, if such heat were applied to the collar. Once
the arenak collar is cast about a person's neck he is
identified for life, and any adult Osnomian not wearing acollar is put to death."
"That must be an interesting metal," remarked Crane.
"Is your belt a similar mark?"
"This belt is an idea of my own," and Dunark
smiled broadly. "It looks like opaque arenak, but isn't.
It is merely a pouch in which I carry anything Iam
particularly interested in. Even Nalboon thought it
was arenak, so he didn't trouble to try to open it. If
he had opened it and taken my tools and instruments,
Icouldn't have built the educator."
"Is that transparent armor arenak ?"
"Yes, the only difference being that nothing is added
to the matrix to color or make opaque the finished
metal. It is in the preparation of this metal that salt
is indispensable. It acts only as a catalyst, being recovered afterward, but neither nation has ever had
enough salt to make all the armor they want."
"Aren't those monsters—karlono, Ithink you called
them—covered by the same thing? And what are
those animals, anyway ?" Dorothy asked.
"Yes, they are armored with arenak, and it is
thought that the beasts grow it, the same as fishes grow
scales. The karlono are the most frightful scourge of
Osnome. Very little is known of them, though every
scientist has theorized upon them since time immemorial. It is very seldom that one is ever killed, as they
easily outfly our swiftest battleships, and only fight
when they can be victorious. To kill one requires a
succession of the heaviest high-explosive shells in the
same spot, a joint in the armor; and after the armor
is once penetrated, the animal is blown into such small
fragments that reconstruction is impossible. From such
remains it has been variously described as a bird, a
beast, a fish, and a vegetable; sexual, asexual, and
hermaphroditic. Its habitat is unknown, it being variously supposed to live high in the air, deep in the ocean,
and buried in the swamps. Another theory is that they
live upon one of our satellites, which encounters our
belt of atmosphere every karkam. Nothing is certainly
known about the monsters except their terrible destructiveness and their insatiable appetites. One of
them will devour five or six airships at one time, absorbing the crews and devouring the cargo and all of the
vessels except the very hardest of the metal parts."
"Do they usually go in groups?" asked Crane. "If
they do, Ishould think that a fleet of warships would
be necessary for every party."
"No, they are almost always found alone. Only
very rarely are two found together. This is the first
time in history that more than two have ever been seen
together. Two battleships can always defeat one karlou, so they are never attacked. With four battleships
Nalboon considered his expedition perfectly safe, especially as they are now rare. The navies hunted down
and killed what was supposed to be the last one upon
Osnome more than akarkam ago, and none have been
seen since, until we were attacked ..."
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HE gong over the door sounded and the Kondalians leaped to their positions back of the
Earthly visitors. The Kofedix went to the door. Nalboon brushed him aside and entered, escorted by a full
company of heavily-armed soldiery. A scowl of anger
was upon his face and he was plainly in an ugly mood.
"Stop, Nalboon of Mardonale !" thundered Seaton
in the Mardonalian tongue and with the full power of
his mighty voice. Dare you invade my privacy unannounced and without invitation?"
The escort shrank back, but the Domak stood his
ground, although he was plainly taken aback. With
an apparent effort he smoothed his face into lines of
cordiality.
"I merely came to inquire why my guards are slain
and my palace destroyed by my honored guest ?"
"As for slaying your guards, they sought to invade
my privacy. I warned them away, but one of them
was foolish enough to try to kill me.
Then the
others attempted to raise their childish rifles against
me, and I was obliged to destroy them. As for the
wall, it happened to be in the way of the thoughtwaves I hurled against your guards—consequently it
was demolished. An honored guest! Bah! Are honored guests put to the indignity of being touched by
the filthy hands of a mere ladex?"
"You do not object to the touch of slaves!" with a
wave of his hand toward the Kondalians.
"That is what slaves are for," coldly. "Is aDomak
to wait upon himself in the court of Mardonale? But
to return to the issue. Were Ian honored guest this
would never have happened. Know, Nalboon, that
when you attempt to treat a visiting Domak of MY
race as a low-born captive, you must be prepared to
suffer the consequences of your rashness!"
"May I ask how you, so recently ignorant, know
our language?" •
"You question me? That is bold! Know that I, the
Boss of the Road, show ignorance or knowledge, when
and where Iplease. You may go."
CHAPTER XV.
The Escape from Mardonale

T

HAT was awonderful bluff, Dick !" exclaimed
the Kofedix in English as soon as Nalboon and
his guards had disappeared. "That was exactly the tone to take with him, too—you've sure got
him guessing !"
"It seemed to get him, all right, but I'm wondering
how long it'll hold him. Ithink we'd better make a
dash for the Skylark right now, before he has time to
think it over, don't you?"
"That is undoubtedly the best way," Dunark replied, lapsing into his own tongue. "Nalboon is plainly
in awe of you now, but if Iunderstand him at all, he is
more than ever determined to seize -your vessel, and
every darkam's delay is dangerous."'
The Earth-people quickly secured the few personal
belongings they had brought with them. Stepping out
into the hall and waving away the guards, Seaton
motioned Dunark to lead the way. The other captives
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fell in behind, as they had done before, and the party
walked boldly toward the door of the palace. The
guards offered no opposition, but stood at attention
and saluted as they passed. As they approached the
entrance, however, Seaton saw the major-domo hurrying away and surmised that he was carrying the news
to Nalboon. Outside the door, walking directly toward
the landing dock, Dunark spoke in a low voice to
Seaton, without turning.
"Nalboon knows by this time that we are making
our escape, and it will be war to the death from here
to the Skylark.
I do not think there will be any
pursuit from the palace, but he has warned the officers
in charge of the dock and they will try to kill us as
soon as we step out of the elevator, perhaps sooner.
Nalboon intended to wit, but we have forced his hand
and the dock is undoubtedly swarming with soldiers
now. Shoot first and oftenest. Shoot first and think
afterward. Show no mercy, as you will receive none—
remember that the quality you call 'mercy' does not
exist upon Osnome."
Rounding agreat metal statue about fifty feet from
the base of the towering dock, they saw that the door
leading into one of the elevators was wide open and
that two guards stood just inside it. As they caught
sight of the approaching party, the guards raised their
rifles; but, quick as they were, Seaton was quicker.
At the first sight of the open door he had made two
quick steps and had hurled himself across the intervening forty feet in along football plunge. Before the
two guards could straighten, he crashed into them, his
great momentum hurling them across the elevator cage
and crushing them into unconsciousness against its
metal wall.
"Good work !" said Dunark, as he preceded the others
into the elevator, and, after receiving Seaton's permission, distributed the weapons of the two guards among
the men of his party. "Now we can surprise those
upon the roof. That was why you didn't shoot?"
"Yes, Iwas afraid to risk a shot—it would give the
whole thing away," Seaton replied, as he threw the
unconscious guards out into the grounds and closed
the massive door.
"Aren't you going to kill them?" asked Sitar, amazement in every feature and a puzzled expression in her
splendid eyes. A murmur arose from the other Kondalians, which was quickly silenced by the Kofedix.
"It is dishonorable for a soldier of Earth to kill a
helpless prisoner," he said briefly. "We cannot understand it, but we must not attempt to sway him in any
point of honor."
Dunark stepped to the controls and the elevator shot
upward, stopping at alanding several stories below the
top of the dock. He took a peculiar device from his
belt and fitted it over the muzzle of his strange pistol.
"We will get out here," he instructed the others,
"and go up the rest of the way by a little-used flight
of stairs.
We will probably encounter some few
guards, but Ican dispose of them without raising an
alarm. You will all stay behind me, please."
Seaton remonstrated, and Dunark went on:
"No, Seaton, you have done your share, and more.
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Iam upon familiar ground now, and can do the work
alone better than if you were to help me. I will call
upon you, however, before we reach the dock."
The Kofedix led the way, his pistol resting lightly
against his hip, and at the first turn of the corridor
they came full upon four guards. The pistol did not
move from its place at the side of the leader, but there
were four subdued clicks and the f
our guards dropped
dead, with bullets through their brains.
"Seaton, that is some silencer," whispered DuQuesne.
"I didn't suppose asilencer could work that fast."
"They don't use powder," Seaton replied absently,
all his faculties directed toward the next corner. "The
bullets are propelled by an electrical charge."
In the same manner Dunark disposed of several more
guards before the last stairway was reached.
"C EATON," he whispered in English, "now is the
0 time we need your rapid pistol-work and your
high-explosive shells. There must be hundreds of soldiers on the other side of that door, armed with
machine-cannon shooting high-explosive shells at the
rate of a thousand per minute. Our chance is this—
their guns are probably trained upon the elevators and
main stairways, since this passage is unused and none
of us would be expected to know of it. Most of them
don't know of it themselves. It will take them asecond
or two to bring their guns to bear upon us. We must
do all the damage we can—kill them all, if possible—
in that second or two. If Crane will lend me apistol,
we'll make the rush together."
"I've a better scheme than that," interrupted DuQuesne. "Next to you, Seaton, I'm the fastest man
with agun here. Also, like you, Ican use both hands
at once. Give me a couple of clips of those special
cartridges and you and I will blow that bunch into
the air before they know we're here."
It was decided that the two pistol experts should
take the lead, closely followed by Crane and Dunark.
The weapons were loaded to capacity and put in readiness for instant use.
"Let's go, bunch !" said Seaton. "The quicker we
start the quicker we'll get back. Get ready to run out
there, all the rest of you, as soon as the battle's over.
Ready? On your marks—get set—go !"
He kicked the door open and there was a stuttering
crash as the four automatic pistols simultaneously burst
into practically continuous flame—a crash obliterated
by an overwhelming concussion of sound as the X-plosive shells, sweeping the entire roof with a rapidlyopening fan of death, struck their marks and exploded.
Well it was for the little group of wanderers that the
two men in the door were past masters in the art of
handling their weapons; well it was that they had in
their tiny pistol-bullets the explosive force of hundreds
of giant shells! For rank upon rank of soldiery were
massed upon the roof; rapid-fire cannon, terrible engines of destruction, were pointing toward the elevators
and toward the main stairways and approaches. But
so rapid and fierce was the attack, that even those
trained gunners had no time to point their guns. The
battle lasted little more than asecond, being over before
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either Crane or Dunark could fire a shot, and silence
again reigned even while broken and shattered remnants
of the guns and fragments of the metal and stone of
the dock were still falling to the ground through afine
mist of what had once been men.
Assured by a rapid glance that not a single Mardonalian remained upon the dock, Seaton turned back
to the others.
"Make it snappy, bunch! This is going to be a
mighty unhealthy spot for us in afew minutes."
Dorothy threw her arms around his neck in relief.
With one arm about her, he hastily led the way across
the dock toward the Skylark, choosing the path with
care because of the yawning holes blown into the structure by the terrific force of the explosions. The Skylark was still in place, held immovable by the attractor,
but what a sight she was! Her crystal windows were
shattered; her mighty plates of four-foot Norwegian
armor were bent and cracked and twisted; two of her
doors, warped and battered, hung awry from their
broken hinges. Not a shell had struck her: all this
damage had been done by flying fragments of the
guns and of the dock itself; and Seaton and Crane,
who had developed the new explosive, stood aghast
at its awful power.
,
They hastily climbed into the vessel, and Seaton
assured himself that the 'controls were uninjured.
"I hear battleships," Dunark said. "Is it permitted
that Ioperate one of your machine guns ?"
"Go as far as you like," responded Seaton, as he
placed the women beneath the copper bar—the safest
place in the vessel—and leaped to the instrument board.
Before he reached it, and while DuQuesne, Crane, and
Dunark were hastening to the guns, the whine of giant
helicopter-screws was plainly heard. A ranging shell
from the first warship, sighted a little low, exploded
against the side of the dock beneath them. He reached
the levers just as the second shell screamed through the
air abare four feet above them. As he shot the Skylark into the air under five notches of power, a steady
stream of the huge bombs poured through the spot
where, an instant before, the vessel had been. Crane
and DuQuesne aimed several shots at the battleships,
which were approaching from all sides, but the range
was so extreme that no damage was done.
They heard the continuous chattering of the machine
gun operat'ed by the Kofedix, however, and turned
toward him. He was shooting, not at the warships,
but at the city rapidly growing smaller beneath them;
moving the barrel of the rifle in atiny spiral ;spraying
the entire city with death and destruction! As they
looked, the first of the shells reached the ground, just
as Dunark ceased firing for lack of ammunition. They
saw the palace disappear as if by magic, being instantly
blotted out in a cloud of dust—a cloud which, with a
spiral motion of dizzying rapidity, increased in size
until it obscured the entire city.
AVING attained sufficient altitude to be safe
from any possible pursuit and out of range of
even the heaviest guns, Seaton stopped the vessel and
went out into the main compartment to consult with
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the other members of the group, about their next move.
"It sure does feel good to get a breath of cool air,
folks," he said, as he drew with relief a deep breath
of the air, which, at that great elevation, was of an icy
temperature and very thin. He glanced at the little
group of Kondalians as he spoke, then leaped back to
the instrument board with an apology on his lips—
they were gasping for breath and shivering with the
cold. He switched on the heating coils and dropped
the Skylark rapidly in along descent toward the ocean.
"If that is the temperature you enjoy, Iunderstand
at last why you wear clothes," said the Kofedix, as soon
as he could talk.
"Do not your planes fly up into the regions of low
temperature ?" asked Crane.
"Only occasionally, and all high-flying vessels are
enclosed and heated to our normal temperature. We
have heavy wraps, but we dislike to wear them so
intensely that we never subject ourselves to any cold."
"Well, there's no accounting for tastes," returned
Seaton, "but I can't hand your climate a thing. It's
hotter even than Washington in August; 'and that,' as
the poet feelingly remarked, 'is going some!'
"But there's no reason for sitting here in the dark,"
he continued, as he switched on the powerful daylight
lamps which lighted the vessel with the nearest approach
to sunlight possible to produce. As soon as the lights
were on, Dorothy looked intently at the strange women.
"Now we can see what color they really are," she
explained to her lover in a low voice. "Why, they
aren't so very different from what they were before,
except that the colors are much softer and more pleasing. They really are beautiful, in spite of being green.
Don't you think so, Dick
"They're a handsome bunch, all right," he agreed,
and they were. Their skins were a light, soft green,
tanned to an olive shade by their many fervent suns.
Their teeth were a brilliant and shining grass-green.
Their eyes and their long, thick hair were a glossy
black.
The Kondalians looked at the Earthly visitors and
at each other, and the women uttered exclamations of
horror.
"What a frightful light ?" exclaimed Sitar. "Please
shut it off. I would rather be in total darkness than
look like this !"
"What's the matter, Sitar ?" asked the puzzled Dorothy as Seaton turned off the lights. "You look perfectly stunning in this light."
"They see things differently than we do," explained
Seaton.
"Their optic nerves react differently than
ours do. While we look all right to them, and they
look all right to us, in both kinds of light, they look
just as different to themselves under our daylight lamps
as we do to ourselves in their green light. Is that
explanation clear ?"
"It's clear enough as far as it goes, but what do
they look like to themselves ?"
"That's too deep for me—I can't explain it, any
better than you can. Take the Osnomian color `mlap,'
for instance. Can you describe it ?"
"It's a kind of greenish orange—but it seems as
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though it ought not to look like that color either."
"That's it, exactly. From the knowledge you received from the educator, it should be abrilliant purple.
That is due to the difference.in the optic nerves, which
explains why we see things so differently from the
way the Osnomians do. Perhaps they can describe
the way they look to each other in our white light."
"Can you, Sitar ?" asked Dorothy.
"One word describes it—'horrible,' "replied the Kondalian princess, and her husband added:
"The colors are distorted and unrecognizable, just
as your colors are to your eyes in our light."
"Well, now that the color question is answered, let's
get going. Ipretty nearly asked you the way, Dunark
—forgot that Iknow it as well as you do."
'OET+ HE Skylark set off at as high an altitude as the
Osnomians could stand. As they neared the ocean,
several great Mardonalian battleships, warned of the
escape, sought to intercept them; but the Skylark
hopped over them easily, out of range of their heaviest guns, and flew onward at such speed that pursuit
was not even attempted. The ocean was quickly crossed.
Soon the space-car came to rest over a great city, and
Seaton pointed out the palace; which, with its landing
dock nearby, ‚vas very similar to that of Nalboon, in the
capital city of Mardonale.
Crane drew Seaton to one side.
"Do you think it is safe to trust these Kondalians,
any more than it was the others? How would it be
to stay in the Lark instead of going into the palace?"
"Yes, Mart, this bunch can be trusted. Dunark has
alot of darn queer ideas, but he's square as adie. He's
our friend, and will get us the copper. 'Ve have no
choice now, anyway, look at the bar. ‚Ve haven't an
ounce of copper left—we're down to the plating in
spots. Besides, we couldn't go anywhere if we had a
ton of copper, because the old bus is a wreck. She
won't hold air—you could throw acat out through the
shell in any direction. She'll have to have alot of work
done on her before we can think of leaving. As to
staying in her, that wouldn't help us a bit. Steel is as
soft as wood to these folks—their shells would go
through her as though she were made of mush. They
are made of metal that is harder than diamond and
tougher than rubber, and when they strike they bore
in like drill-bits. If they are out to get us they'll do
it anyway, whether we're here or there, so we may as.
well be guests. But there's no danger, Mart. You
know Iswapped brains with him, and Iknow him as
well as I know myself. He's a good, square man—
one of our kind of folks."
Convinced, Crane nodded his head and the Skylark
dropped toward the dock. While they were still high
in air, Dunark took an instrument from his belt and
rapidly manipulated a small lever. The others felt the
air vibrate—a peculiar, pulsating wave, which, to the
surprise of the Earthly visitors, they could read without difficulty. It was a message from the Kofedix to
the entire city, telling of the escape of his party and
giving the news that he was accompanied by two great
Karfedo from another world. Then the pulsations be-
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came unintelligible, and all knew that he had tuned his
instrument away from the "general" key into the individual key of some one person.
"I just let my father, the Karfedix, know that we
are coming," he explained, as the vibrations ceased.
From the city beneath them hundreds of great guns
roared forth a welcome, banners and streamers hung
from every possible point, and the air became tinted
and perfumed with a bewildering variety of colors and
scents and quivered with the rush of messages of welcome. The Skylark was soon surrounded by a majestic fleet of giant warships, who escorted her with impressive ceremony to the landing dock, while around
them flitted great numbers of other aircraft. The tiny
one-man helicopters darted hither and thither, apparently always in imminent danger of colliding with
some of their larger neighbors, but always escaping as
though by amiracle. Beautiful pleasure-planes soared
and dipped and wheeled like giant gulls; and, cleaving
their stately way through the numberless lesser craft;
immense multiplane passenger liners partially supported
by helicopter screws turned aside from their scheduled
courses to pay homage to the Kofedix of Kondal.
As the Skylark approached the top of the dock, all
the escorting vessels dropped away and Crane saw
that instead of the brilliant assemblage he had expected to see upon the landing-place there was only a
small group of persons, as completely unadorned as
were those in the car. In answer to his look of surprise, the Kofedix said, with deep feeling:
"My father, mother, and the rest of the family. They
know that we, as escaped captives, would be without
harness or trappings, and are meeting us in the same
state."

Slittle group, and the Earthly visitors remained in-

EATON brought the vessel to the dock near the

side their vessel while the rulers of Kondal welcomed
the sons and daughters they had given up for dead.
After the affecting reunion, which wäs very similar
to an earthly one under similar circumstances, the
Kofedix led his father up to the Skylark and his guests
stepped down upon the dock.
"Friends," Dunark began, "I have told you of my
father, Roban, the Karfedix of Kondal. Father, it is
a great honor to present to you those who rescued us
from Mardonale—Seaton, Karfedix of Knowledge;
Crane, Karfedix of Wealth; Miss Vaneman; and Miss
Spencer.
Karfedix DuQuesne," waving his hand
toward him, "is a lesser Karfedix of Knowledge, captive to the others."
"The Kofedix Dunark exaggerates our services,"
deprecated Seaton, "and doesn't mention the fact that
he saved all our lives. But for him we all should have
been killed."
The Karfedix, disregarding Seaton's remark, acknowledged the indebtedness of Kondal in heartfelt
accents before he led them back to the other party and
made the introductions. As all walked toward the elevators, the emperor turned to his son with a puzzled
expression.
"I know from your message, Dunark, that our guests
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are from a distant solar system, and Ican understand
your accident with the educator, but I cannot understand the titles of these men. Knowledge and wealth
are not ruled over. Are you sure that you have translated their titles correctly ?"
"As correctly as I can—we have no words in our
language to express the meaning. Their government
is a most peculiar one, the rulers all being chosen by
the people of the whole nation ..."
"Extraordinary !" interjected the older man. "How,
then, can anything be accomplished?"
"I do not understand the thing myself, it is so utterly
unheard-of. But they have no royalty, as we understand the term. In America, their country, every man
is equal.
"That is," he hastened to correct himself, "they are
not all equal, either, as they have two classes which
would rank with royalty—those who have attained to
great heights of knowledge and those who have
amassed great wealth. This explanation is entirely
inadequate and does not give the right idea of their
positions, but it is as close as Ican come to the truth
in our language."
"I am surprised that you should be carrying aprisoner with you, Karfedo," said Roban, addressing Seaton and Crane. "You will, of course, be at perfect
liberty to put him to death in any way that pleases you,
just as though you were in your own kingdoms. But
perchance you are saving him so that his death will
crown your home-coming?"
The Kofedix spoke in answer while Seaton, usually
so quick to speak, was groping for words.
"No, father, he is not to be put to death. That is
another peculiar custom of the Earth-men; they consider it dishonorable to harm a captive, or even an
unarmed enemy. For that reason we must treat the
Karfedix DuQuesne with every courtesy due his rank,
but at the same time he is to be allowed to do only
such things as may be permitted by Seaton and Crane."
"Yet they do not seem to be a weak race," mused
the older man.
"They are a mighty race, far advanced in evolution," replied his son. "It is not weakness, but a
peculiar moral code. We have many things to learn
from them, and but few to give them in return. Their
visit will mean much to Kondal."
this conversation they had descended to
DURING
the ground and had reached the palace, after

traversing grounds even more sumptuous and splendid
than those surrounding the palace of Nalboon. Inside
the palace walls the Kofedix himself led the guests to
their rooms, ,accompanied by the major-domo and an
escort of guards. He explained to them that the rooms
were all inter-communicating, each having acompletely
equipped bathroom.
"Complete except for cold water, you mean," said
Seaton with a smile.
"There is cold water," rejoined the other, leading
him into the bathroom and releasing aten-inch stream
of lukewarm water into the small swimming pool, built
of polished metal, which forms part of every Kon-
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dalian bathroom. "But I am forgetting that you like
extreme cold. We will install refrigerating machines
at once."
"Don't do it—thanks just the same. We won't be
here long enough to make it worth while."
Dunark smilingly replied that he would make his
guests as comfortable as he could, and after informing them that in one kam he would return and escort
them in to koprat, took his leave. Scarcely had the
guests freshened themselves when he was back, but
he was no longer the Dunark they had known. He now
wore a metal -and-leather harness which was one blaze
of precious gems, and aleather belt hung with jeweled
weapons replaced the familiar hollow girdle of metal.
His right arm, between the wrist and the elbow, was
almost covered by six bracelets of atransparent metal,
deep cobalt-blue in color, each set with an incredibly
brilliant stone of the same shade. On his left wrist
he wore an Osnomian chronometer.
This was an
instrument resembling the odometer of an automobile,
whose numerous revolving segments revealed a large
and constantly increasing number—the date and time
of the Osnomian day, expressed in a decimal number
of the karkamo of Kondalian history.
"Greetings, oh guests from Earth! Ifeel more like
myself, now that I am again in my trappings and
have my weapons at my side. Will you accompany
me to koprat, or are you not hungry ?" as he attached
the peculiar timepieces to the wrists of the guests, with
bracelets of the deep-blue metal.
"We accept with thanks," replied Dorothy promptly.
"We're starving to death, as usual."
As they walked toward the dining hall, Dunark
noticed that Dorothy's eyes strayed toward his bracelets, and he answered her unasked question:
"These are our wedding rings. Man and wife exchange bracelets as part of the ceremony."
"Then you can tell whether a man is married or
not, and how many wives he has, simply by looking
at his arm? We should have something like that on
Earth, Dick—then married men wouldn't find it so
easy to pose as bachelors !"
Roban met them at the door of the great dining hall.
He also was in full panoply, and Dorothy counted ten
of the heavy bracelets upon his right arm as he led
them to places near his own. The room was a replica
of the other Osnomian dining hall they had seen and
the women were decorated with the same barbaric
splendor of scintillating gems.
After the meal, which was a happy one, taking the
nature of a celebration in honor of the return of the
captives, DuQuesne went directly to his room while
the others spent the time until the zero hour in strolling
about the splendid grounds, always escorted by inany
guards. Returning to the room occupied by the two
girls, the couples separated, each girl accompanying
her lover to the door of his room.
Margaret was ill at ease, though trying hard to appear completely self-possessed.
"What is the matter, sweetheart Peggy ?" asked
Crane, solicitously.
"I didn't know that you ..." she broke off and

continued with a rush: "What did the Kofedix mean
just now, when he called you the Karfedix of
Wealth ?"
"Well, you see, Ihappen to have some money ...
he began.
"Then you are the great M. Reynolds Crane?" she
interrupted, in consternation.
"Leave off 'the great,'" he said, then, noting her expression, he took her in his arms and laughed slightly.
"Is that all that was bothering you? What does a
little money amount to between you and me?"
"Nothing—but I'm awfully glad that Ididn't know
it before," she replied, as she returned his caress with
fervor. "That is, it means nothing if you are perfectly
sure I'm not ..."
Crane, the imperturbable, broke a life-long rule and
interrupted her.
"Do not say that, dear. You know as well as Ido
that between you and me there never have been, are
not now, and never shall be, any doubts or any
questions."
icr F Icould have areal cold bath now, I'd feel fine,"
remarked Seaton, standing in his own door with
Dorothy by his side. "I'm no blooming Englishman,
but in weather as hot as this Isure would like to dive
into a good cold tank. How do you feel after all
this excitement, Dottie? Up to standard ?"
"I'm scared purple," she replied, nestling against
him, "or, at least, if not exactly scared, I'm apprehensive and nervous. Ialways thought Ihad good nerves,
but everything here is so horrible and unreal, that I
can't help but feel it. When I'm with you I really
enjoy the experience, but when I'm alone or with
Peggy, especially in the sleeping-period, which is so
awfully long and when it seems that something terrible is going to happen every minute, my mind goes
off in spite of me into thoughts of what may happen.
Why, last night, Peggy and Ijust huddled up to each
other in aghastly yellow funk—dreading we knew not
what—the two of us slept hardly at all."
"I'm sorry, little girl," replied Seaton, embracing her
tenderly, "sorrier than I can say. I know that your
nerves are all right, but you haven't roughed it enough,
or lived in strange environments enough, to be able
to feel at home. The reason you feel safer with me is
that Ifeel perfectly at home here myself, not that your
nerves are going to pieces or anything like that. It
won't be for long, though, sweetheart—as soon as we
get the chariot fixed up we'll beat it back to the Earth
so fast it'll make your head spin."
"Yes, Ithink that's the reason, lover. I hope you
won't think I'm a clinging vine, but Ican't help being
afraid of something here every time I'm away from
you. You're so self-reliant, so perfectly at ease here,
that it makes me feel the same way."
"I am perfectly at ease. There's nothing to be afraid
of. I've been in hundreds of worse places, right on
Earth. I sure wish Icould be with you all the time,
sweetheart girl—only you can understand, just how
much Iwish it—but, as Isaid before, it won't be long
until we can be together all the time."
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Dorothy pushed him into his room, followed him
that I'm a regular bear-cat at this diplomatic stuff.
within it, closed the door, and put both hands on his
Watch my smoke!"
arm.
"Folks," he said, when the four were together,
"Dick, sweetheart," she whispered, while ahot blush
"Dottie and Ihave been talking things over, and we've
suffused her face, "you're not as dumb as I thought
decided that today's the best possible date for a wedyou were—you're dumber! But if you simply won't
ding. Dottie's afraid of these long, daylight nights,
say it, Iwill. Don't you know that a marriage that is
and I admit that I'd sleep a lot sounder if I knew
legal where it is performed is legal anywhere, and
where she was all the time instead of only part of it.
that no law says that the marriage must be performed
She says she's willing, provided you folks see it the
upon the Earth ?"
same way and make it double. How about it ?"
He pressed her to his heart in a mighty embrace,
Margaret blushed furiously and Crane's lean, handand his low voice showed in every vibration the depth
some face assumed a darker color as he replied:
of the feeling he held for the beautiful woman in his
"A marriage here would, of course, be legal anyarms as he replied:
where, provided we have a certificate, and we could
"I never thought of that, sweetheart, and Iwouldn't
be married again upon our return if we think it desirable. It might look as though we were taking an
have dared mention it if Ihad. You're so far away
from your family and your friends that it would
unfair advantage of the girls, Dick, but considering all
seem ..."
the circumstances, I think it would be the best thing
"It wouldn't seem anything of the kind," she broke
for everyone concerned."
He saw the supreme joy in Margaret's eyes, and his
in earnestly. "Don't you see, you big, dense, wonderful man, that it is the only thing to do? We need
own assumed a new light as he drew her into the
each other, or at least, Ineed you, so much now ..."
hollow of his arm.
"Say 'each other'; it's right," declared her lover with
"Peggy has known me only a short time, but nothfervor.
ing else in the world is as certain as our love. It is
"It's foolish to wait. Mother would like to have
the bride's privilege to set the date, so Iwill only say
seen me married, of course; but there will be great
that it cannot be too soon for me."
advantages, even on that side. A grand wedding, of
"The sooner the better," said Margaret, with ablush
the kind we would simply have to have in Washingthat would have been divine in any earthly light, "did
ton, doesn't appeal to me any more than it does to
you say 'today,' Dick ?"
you—and it would bore you to extinction. Dad would
"I'll see the Karfedix as soon as he gets up," he
answered, and walked with Dorothy to his door.
hate it, too—it's better all around to be married here."
Seaton, who had been trying to speak, silenced her.
"I'm just too supremely happy for words," Dorothy
whispered in Seaton's ear as he bade her good-night.
"I'm convinced, Dottie, have been ever since the first
word. If you can see it that way I'm so glad that
"I won't be able to sleep or anything !"
Ican't express it. I've been scared stiff every time I
CHAPTER XVI.
thought of our wedding. I'll speak to the Karfedix
An
Osnomian Marriage
the first thing in the morning, and we'll be married
tomorrow—or rather today, since it is past the zero
EATON awoke, hot and uncomfortable, but with
a great surge of joy in his heart—this was his
kam," as he glanced at the chronometer upon his wrist,
which, driven by wireless impulses from the masterwedding day! Springing from the bed, he reclock in the national observatory, was clicking off the
leased the full stream of the "cold" water, filling the
darkamo with an almost inaudible purr of its smoothlytank in afew moments. Poising lightly upon the edge,
revolving segments.
he made a clean, sharp dive, and yelled in surprise as
"How would it be to wake him up and have it done
he came snorting to the surface. For Dunark had made
now ?"
good his promise—the water was only a few degrees
"Oh, Dick, be reasonable! That would never do.
above the freezing point! After a few minutes of
Tomorrow will be most awfully sudden, as it is! And
vigorous splashing in the icy water, he rubbed himself
Dick, please speak to Martin, will you? Peggy's even
down with acoarse towel, shaved, threw on his clothes,
more scared than I ani, and Martin, the dear old
and lifted his powerful, but musical, bass voice in
stupid, is even less likely to suggest such a thing as
the wedding chorus from "The Rose Maiden."
this kind of a wedding than you are. Peggy's afraid
"Rise, sweet maid, arise, arise,
to suggest it to him."
"Rise, sweet maid, arise, arise,
"Woman!" he said in mock sternness, "Is this a
"'Tis the last fair morning for thy maiden eyes,"
put-up job?"
he sang lustily, out of his sheer joy in being alive, and
"It certainly is. Did you think Ihad nerve enough
was surprised to hear Dorothy's clear soprano, Marto do it without help?"
garet's pleasing contralto, and Crane's mellow tenor
Seaton turned and opened the door.
chime in from the adjoining room. Crane threw open
"Mart! Bring Peggy over here!" he called, as he
the door and Seaton joined the others.
led Dorothy back into the girls' room.
"Good morning, Dick, you sound happy," said Crane.
"Heavens, Dick, be careful! You'll spoil the whole
"Who wouldn't be? Look what's doing today," as
thing !"
he ardently embraced his bride-to-be. "Besides, Ifound
"No, I won't. Leave it to me—I bashfully admit
some cold water this morning."

S
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"Everyone in the palace heard you discovering it,"
dryly returned Crane, and the girls laughed merrily.
"It surprised me at first," admitted Seaton, "but it's
great after a fellow once gets wet."
"We warmed ours atrifle," said Dorothy. "I like a
cold bath myself, but not in ice-water."
All four became silent, thinking of the coming event
of the day, until Crane said:
"They have ministers here, I know, and I know
something of their religion, but my knowledge is
rather vague. You know more about it than we do,
Dick, suppose you tell us about it while we wait."
Seaton paused a moment, with an odd look on his
face. As one turning the pages of an unfamiliar book
of reference, he was seeking the answer to Crane's
question in the vast store of Osnomian information
received from Dunark. His usually ready speech came
alittle slowly.
"Well, as nearly as Ican explain it, it's a funny kind
of amixture—pertly theology, partly Darwinism, or at
least, making a fetish of evolution, and partly pure
economic determinism. They believe in a Supreme
Being, whom they call the First Cause—that is the
nearest English equivalent—and they recognize the
existence of an immortal and unknowable life-principle,
or soul. They believe that the First Cause has decreed
the survival of the fittest as the fundamental law, which
belief accounts for their perfect physiques ..."
"Perfect physiques? Why, they're as weak as children," interrupted Dorothy.
"Yes, but that is because of the smallness of the
planet," returned Seaton. "You see, a man of my
size weighs only eighty-six pounds here, on a spring
balance, so he would need only the muscular development of aboy of twelve or so. In acontest of strength,
either of you girls could easily handle two of the
strongest men upon Osnome. In fact, the average
Osnomian could stand up on our Earth only with the
greatest difficulty.
But that isn't the fault of the
people; they are magnificently developed for their surroundings. They have attained this condition by centuries of weeding out the unfit. They have no hospitals for the, feeble-minded or feeble-bodied—abnormal
persons are not allowed to live. The same reasoning
accounts for their perfect cleanliness, moral and physical. Vice is practically unknown. They believe that
clean living and clean thinking are rewarded by the
production of abetter physical and mental type ..."
"Yes, especially as they correct wrong living by those
terrible punishments the Kofedix told us about," interrupted Margaret.
"That probably helps some. They also believe that
the higher the type is, the faster will evolution proceed,
and the sooner will mankind reach what they call the
Ultimate Goal, and know all things. Believing as they
do that the fittest must survive, and thinking themselves, of course, the superior type, it is ordained that
Mardonale must be destroyed utterly, root and branch.
They believe that the slaves are so low in the scale,
millions of years behind in evolution, that they do not
count. Slaves are simply intelligent and docile animals;
little more than horses or oxen. Mardonalians and

savages are unfit to survive and must be exterminated.
"Their ministers are chosen from the very fittest.
They are the strongest, cleanest-living, and most vigorous men of this clean and vigorous nation, and are usually high army officers as well as ministers."

A

N attendant announced the coming of the Karfedix
and his son, to pay the call of state. After the
ceremonious greetings had been exchanged, all went
into the dining hall for darprat. As soon as the meal
was over, Seaton brought up the question of the double
wedding that kokam, and the Karfedix was overjoyed.
"Karfedix Seaton," he said earnestly, "nothing could
please us more than to have such aceremony performed
in our palace. Marriage between such highly-evolved
persons as are you four is wished by the First Cause,
whose servants we are. Aside from that, it is art
unheard-of honor for any ruler to have even one karfedix married beneath his roof, and you are granting me
the privilege of two! Ithank you, and assure you that
we will do our poor best to make the occasion
memorable."
"Don't do anything fancy," said Seaton hastily. "A
simple, plain wedding will do."
Unheeding Seaton's remark, the Karfedix took his
wireless from its hook at his belt and sent a brief
message.
"I have summoned Karbiv Tarnan to perform the
ceremony. Our usual time for ceremonies is just be-,
fore koprat—is that time satisfactory to you:P."
Assured that it was, he turned to his son.
"Dunark, you are more familiar than I with the
customs of our illustrious visitors. May I ask you
to take charge of the details?"
\Vhile Dunark sent a rapid succession of messages,
Dorothy whispered to Seaton:
"They must be going to make areal function of our
double wedding, Dick. The Karbix is the highest
dignitary of the church, isn't he?"
"Yes, in addition to being the Commander-in-Chief
of all the Kondalian armies. Next to the Karfedix he
is the most powerful man in the empire.- Something
tells me, Dottie, that this is going to be SOME ceremony!"
As Dunark finished telegraphing, Seaton turned to
him.
"Dorothy said, a while ago, that she would like to
have enough of that tapestry-fabric for a dress. Do
you suppose it could be managed ?"
"Certainly. In all state ceremonials we always wear
robes made out of the same fabric as the tapestries, but
much finer and more delicate. Iwould have suggested
it, but thought perhaps the ladies would prefer their
usual clothing. Iknow that you two men do not care
to wear our robes ?"
"We will wear white ducks, the dressiest and coolest
things we have along," replied Seaton. "Thank you
for your offer, but you know how it is. We should
feel out of place in such gorgeous dress."
"I understand. I will call in a few of our most
expert robe-makeřs, who will weave the gowns. Before
they come, let us decide upon the ceremony. Ithink
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you are familiar with our marriage customs, but Iwill
explain them to make sure. Each couple is married
twice. The first marriage is symbolized by the exchange of plain bracelets and lasts four karkamo, during which period divorce may be obtained at will. The
children of such divorced couples formerly became
wards of the state, but in my lifetime Ihave not heard
of there being any such children—all divorces are now
between couples who discover their incompatibility before children are conceived."
"That surprises me greatly," said Crane. "Some
system of trial-marriage is advocated among us on
Earth every few years, but they all so surely degenerate into free love that no such system has found a
foothold."
"We are not troubled in that way at all. You see,
before the first marriage, each couple, from the humblest peasantry to the highest royalty, must submit to
a mental examination. If they are marrying for any
reason at all other than love, such as any thought of
trifling in the mind of the man, or if the woman is
marrying him for his wealth or position, he or she
is summarily executed, regardless of station."
No other questions being asked, Dunark continued:
"At the end of four karkamo the second marriage
is performed, which is indissoluble. In this ceremony
jeweled bracelets are substituted for the plain ones. In
the case of highly-evolved persons it is permitted that
the two ceremonies be combined into one. Then there
is a third ceremony, used only in the marriage of
persons of the very highest evolution, in which the
'eternal' vows are taken and the faidon, the eternal
jewel, is exchanged. As you are all in the permitted
class, you may use the eternal ceremony if you wish."
"I think we all know our minds well enough to know
that we want to be married for good—the longer the
better," said Seaton, positively. "We'll make it the
eternal, won't we, folks?"
"I should like to ask one question," said Crane,
thoughtfully. "Does that ceremony imply that my wife
would be breaking her vows if she married again upon
my death ?"
"Far from it. Numbers of our men are killed every
karkarn. Their wives, if of marriageable age, are
expected to marry again. Then, too, you know that
most Kondalian men have several wives. No matter
how many wives or husbands may be linked together
in that way, it merely means that after death their
spirits will be grouped into one. Just as in your
chemistry," smiling in comradely fashion at Seaton,
"a varying number of elements may unite to form a
stable compound."
ashort pause, the speaker went on:
AFTER
"Since you are from the Earth and unaccus-

tomed to bracelets, rings will be substituted for them.
The plain rings will take the place of your Earthly
wedding rings, the jeweled ones that of your engagement rings. The only difference is that while we discard the plain bracelets, you will continue to wear
them. Have you men any objections to wearing the
rings during the ceremony? You may discard them
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later if you wish and still keep the marriage valid."
"Not I! I'll wear mine all my life," responded Seaton earnestly, and Crane expressed the same thought.
"There is only one more thing," added the Kofedix.
"That is, about the mental examination. Since it is
not your custom, it is probable that the justices would
waive the ruling, especially since everyone must be
examined by a jury of his own or a superior rank, so
that only one man, my father alone, could examine
you."
"Not in a thousand years !" replied Seaton emphatically. "I want to be examined, and have Dorothy see the record. I don't care about having her
put through it, but Iwant her to know exactly the kind
of aguy she is getting."
Dorothy protested at this, but as all four were eager
that they themselves should be tested, the Karfedix was
notified and Dunark clamped sets of multiple electrodes,
connected to a set of instruments, upon the temples of
his father, Dorothy, and Seaton. He pressed a lever,
and instantly Dorothy and Seaton read each other's
minds to the minutest detail, and each knew that the
Karfedix was reading the minds of both.
After Margaret and Crane had been examined, the
Karfedix expressed himself as more than satisfied.
"You are all of the highest evolution and your
minds are all untainted by any base thoughts in your
marriage.
The First Cause will smile upon your
unions," he said solemnly.
"Let the robe-makers appear," the Karfedix ordered,
and four women, hung with spools of brilliantlycolored wire of incredible fineness and with peculiar
looms under their arms, entered the room and accompanied the two girls to their apartment.
As soon as the room was empty save for the four
men, Dunark said:
"While I was in Mardonale, I heard bits of conversation regarding an immense military discovery possessed by Nalboon, besides the gas whose deadly effects
we felt. Icould get no inkling of its nature, but feel
sure that it is something to be dreaded. Ialso heard
that both of these secrets had been stolen from Kondal, and that we were to be destroyed by our own superior inventions."
The Karfedix nodded his head gloomily.
"That is true, my son—partly true, at least. We shall
not be destroyed, however. Kondal shall triumph. The
discoveries were made by a Kondalian, but I am as
ignorant as are you concerning their nature. An obscure
inventor, living close to the bordering ocean, was the
discoverer. He was rash enough to wireless me concerning them. He would not reveal their nature, but
requested aguard. The Mardonalian patrol intercepted
the message and captured both him and his discoveries
before our guard could arrive."
"That's easily fixed," suggested Seaton. "Let's get
the Skylark fixed up, and we'll go jerk Nalboon out
of his palace—if he's still alive—bring him over here,
and read his mind."
"That might prove feasible," answered the Kofedix,
"and in any event we must repair the Skylark and replenish her supply of copper immediately. That must
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be our first consideration, so that you, our guests, will
have aprotection in any emergency."
The Karfedix went to his duties and the other three
made their way to the wrecked space-car. They found
that besides the damage done to the hull, many of the
instruments were broken, including one of the objectcompasses focused upon the Earth.
"It's a good thing you had three of them, Mart.
I sure hand it to you for preparedness," said Seaton,
as he tossed the broken instruments out upon the dock.
Dunark protested at this treatment, and placed the
discarded instruments in a strong metal safe, remarking:
"These things may prove useful at some future
time."
"Well, Isuppose the first thing to do is to get some
powerful jacks and straighten these plates," said
Seaton.
"Why not throw away this soft metal, steel, and build
it of arenak, as it should be built? You have plenty
of salt," suggested Dunark.
"Fine! We have lots of salt in the galley, haven't
we, Mart ?"
"Yes, nearly a hundred pounds. We are stocked
for emergencies, with two years' supply of food, you
know."

D amount mentioned, in spite of his knowledge of

UNARK'S eyes opened in astonishment at the

earthly conditions. He started to say something, then
stopped in confusion, but Seaton divined his thought.
"We can spare him fifty pounds as well as not,
can't we, Mart ?"
"Certainly. Fifty pounds of salt is a ridiculously
cheap price for what he is doing for us, even though
it is very rare here."
Dunark acknowledged the gift with shining eyes and
heartfelt, but not profuse, thanks, and bore the precious
bag to the palace under a heavy escort. He returned
with asmall army of workmen, and after making tests
to assure himself that the power-bar would work as
well through arenak as through steel, he instructed the
officers concerning the work to be done. As the wonderfully skilled mechanics set to work without a single
useless motion, the prince stood silent, with a look of
care upon his handsome face.
"Worrying about Mardonale, Dunark ?"
"Yes. I cannot help wondering what that terrible
new engine of destruction is, which Nalboon now has
at his command."
"Say, why don't you build a bus like the Skylark,
and blow Mardonale off the map?"
"Building the vessel would be easy enough, but X is
as yet unknown upon Osnome."
"We've got alot o(it ..."
"I could not accept it. The salt was different, since
you have plenty. X, however, is as scarce upon Earth
as salt is upon Osnome."
"Sure you can accept it. We stopped at a planet
that has lots of it, and we've got an object-compass
pointing at it so that we can go back and get more of
it any time we want it. We've got more of it on hand

now than we're apt to need for a long time, so have a
hunk and get busy," and he easily carried one of the
lumps out of his cabin and tossed it upon the dock, from
whence it required two of Kondal's strongest men to
lift it.
The look of care vanished from the face of the prince
and he summoned another corps of mechanics.
"How thick shall the walls be? Our battleships are
armed with arenak the thickness of a hand, but with
your vast supply of salt you may have it any thickness
you wish, since the materials of the matrix are cheap
and abundant."
"One inch would be enough, but everything in the bus
is designed for a four-foot shell, and if we change it
from four feet we'll have to redesign our guns and all
our instruments. Let's make it four feet."
Seaton turned to the crippled Skylark, upon which
the first crew of Kondalian mechanics were working
with skill and with tools undreamed-of upon Earth.
The whole interior of the vessel was supported by a
complex falsework of latticed metal, then the four-foot
steel plaies and the mighty embers, the pride of the
great MacDougall, were cut away as though they were
made of paper by revolving saws and enormous power
shears. The sphere, grooved for the repellers and with
the members, braces, and central machinery complete,
of the exact dimensions of the originals, was rapidly
moulded of a stiff, plastic substance resembling clay.
This matrix soon hardened into a rock-like mass into
which the doors, machine-gun emplacements, and other
openings were carefully cut. All surfaces were then
washed with a dilute solution of salt, which the workmen handled as though it were radium. Two great
plates of platinum were clamped into place upon either
side of the vessel, each plate connected by means of
silver cables as large as a man's leg to the receiving
terminal of an enormous wireless power station. The
current was applied and the great spherical mass apparently disappeared, being transformed instantly into the
transparent metal arenak. Then indeed had the Earthmen avehicle .such as had never been seen before! A
four-foot shell of metal five hundred times as strong
and hard as the strongest and hardest steel, cast in one
piece with the sustaining framework designed by the
world's foremost engineer—a structure that no conceivable force could deform or injure, housing an
inconceivable propulsive force!
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HE falsework was rapidly removed and the sustaining framework was painted with opaque varnish to render it plainly visible. At Seaton's suggestion the walls of the cabins were also painted, leaving
transparent several small areas to serve as windows.
The second work-period was drawing to aclose, and
as Seaton and Crane were to be married before koprat,
they stopped work. They marveled at the amount that
had been accomplished, and the Kofedix told them:
"Both vessels will be finished tomorrow, except for
the controlling instruments, which we will have to make
ourselves. Another crew will work during the sleepingperiod, installing the guns and other fittings.
Do you wish to have your own guns installed, or guns
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of our pattern? You are familiar with them now."
"Our own, please. They are slower and less efficient than yours, but we are used to them and have a
lot of X-plosive ammunition for them," replied Seaton,
after a short conference with Crane.
After instructing the officers in charge of the work,
the three returned to the palace, the hearts of two of
them beating high in anticipation. Seaton 'went into
Crane's room, accompanied by two attendants bearing
his suitcase and other luggage.
"We should have brought along dress clothes, Mart.
Why didn't you think of that, too?"
"Nothing like this ever entered my mind. It is a
good thing we brought along ducks and white soft
shirts. Imust say that this is extremely informal garb
for a state wedding, but since the natives are ignorant
of our customs, it will not make any difference."
"That's right, too—we'll make 'em think it's the
most formal kind of dress. Dunark knows what's
what, but he knows that full dress would be unbearable
here. We'd melt down in a minute. It's plenty hot
enough as it is, with only duck trousers and sportshirts on. They'll look green instead of white, but
that's a small matter."
Dunark, as best man, entered the room some time
later.
"Give us a look, Dunark," begged Seaton, "and see
if we'll pass inspection. Iwas never so rattled in my
life."
They were clad in spotless white, from their duck
oxfords to the white ties encircling the open collars of
their tennis shirts. The two tall figures—Crane's slender, wiry, at perfect ease; Seaton's broad-shouldered,
powerful, prowling about with unconscious, feline suppleness and grace—and the two handsome, high-bred,
intellectual faces, each wearing a look of eager happiness, fully justified Dunark's answer.
"You sure will do !" he pronounced enthusiastically,
and with Seaton's own impulsive good will he shook
hands and wished them an eternity of happiness.
"When you have spoken with your brides," he continued, "I shall be waiting to escort you into the chapel.
Sitar told me to say that the ladies are ready."
Dorothy and Margaret had been dressed in their
bridal gowns by Sitar and several other princesses,
under the watchfül eyes of the Karfedir herself. Sitar
placed the two girls side by side and drew off to
survey her work.
"You are the loveliest creatures in the whole world!"
she cried.
They looked at each other's glittering gowns, then
Margaret glanced at Dorothy's face and a look of
dismay overspread her own.
"Oh, Dottie!" she gasped. "Your lovely complexion! Isn't it terrible for the boys to see us in this
light ?"
There was a peal of delighted laughter from Sitar
and she spoke to one of the servants, who drew dark
curtains across the windows and pressed a switch,
flooding the room with brilliant white light.
"Dunark installed lamps like those of your ship for
you," she explained with intense satisfaction. "I knew
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in advance just how you would feel about your color."
Before the girls had time to thank their thoughtful
hostess she disappeared and their bridegrooms stood
before them. For a moment no word was spoken.
Seaton stared at Dorothy hungrily, almost doubting
the evidence of his senses. For white was white, pink
was pink, and her hair shone in all its natural splendor
of burnished bronze.
In their wondrous Osnomian bridal robes the beautiful Earth-maidens stood before their lovers. Upon
their feet were jeweled slippers. Their lovely bodies
were clothed in softly shimmering garments that left
their rounded arms and throats bare—garments infinitely more supple than the finest silk, thick-woven of
metallic threads of such fineness that the individual
wires were visible only under a lens; garments that
floated and clung about their perfect forms in lines of
exquisite grace. For black-haired Margaret, with her
ivory skin, the Kondalian princess had chosen a background of a rare white metal, upon which, in complicated figures, glistened numberless jewels of pale colors,
more brilliant than diamonds. Dorothy's dress was of
a peculiar, dark-green shade, half-hidden by an intricate design of blazing green gems—the strange, luminous jewels of this strange world. Both girls wore
their long, heavy hair unbound, after the Kondalian
bridal fashion, brushed until it fell like mist about them
and confined at the temples by metallic bands entirely
covered with jewels.
Seaton looked from Dorothy to Margaret and back
again; looked down into her violet eyes, deep with
wonder and with love, more beautiful than any jewel
in all her gorgeous costume. Unheeding the presence
of the others, she put her dainty hands upon his mighty
shoulders and stood on tiptoe.
"I love you, Dick. Now and always, here or at
home or anywhere in the Universe. We'll never be
parted again," she whispered, and her own beloved
violin had no sweeter tones than had her voice.
A few minutes later, her eyes wet and shining, she
drew herself away from him and glanced at Margaret.
"Isn't she the most beautiful thing you ever laid
eyes on?"
"No," Seaton answered promptly, "she is not—hut
poor old Mart thinks she is!"

A

CCOMPANIED by the Karfedix and his son, Seaton and Crane went into the chapel, which, already
brilliant, had been decorated anew with even greater
splendor. Glancing through the wide arches they saw,
for the first time, Osnomians clothed. The great room
was filled with the highest nobility of Kondal, wearing
their heavily-jeweled, resplendent robes of state. Every
color of the rainbow and numberless fantastic patterns
were there, embodied in the soft, lustrous, metallic
fabric.
As the men entered one door Dorothy and Margaret,
with the Karfedir and Sitar, entered the other, and
the entire assemblage rose to its feet and snapped into
the grand salute. Moving to the accompaniment of
strange martial music from concealed instruments, the
two parties approached each other, meeting at the
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raised platform or pulpit where Karbix Tarnan, ahandsome, stately, middle-aged man who carried easily his
hundred and fifty karkamo of age, awaited them. As
he raised his arms, the music ceased.
It was a solemn and wonderfully impressive spectacle. The room, of burnished metal, with its bizarre
decorations wrought in scintillating gems; the constantly changing harmony of colors as the invisible
lamps were shifted from one shade to another; the
group of mighty nobles standing rigidly at attention in
a silence so profound that it was an utter absence of
everything audible as the Karbix lifted both arms in a
silent invocation of the great First Cause—all these
things deepened the solemnity of that solemn moment.
When Tarnan spoke, his voice, deep with some great
feeling, inexplicable even to those who knew him best,
carried clearly to every part of the great chamber.
"Friends, it is our privilege to assist today in amost
notable event, the marriage of four personages from
another world. For the first time in the history of
Osnorne, one karf edix has the privilege of entertaining
the bridal party of another. It is not for this fact
alone, however, that this occasion is to be memorable.
A far deeper reason is that we are witnessing, possibly
for the first time in the history of the Universe, the
meeting upon terms of mutual fellowship and understanding of the inhabitants of two worlds separated by
unthinkable distances of trackless space and by equally
great differences in evolution, conditions of life, and
environment. Yet these strangers are actuated by the
spirit of good faith and honor which is instilled into
every worthy being by the great First Cause, in the
working out of whose vast projects all things are humble
instruments.
"In honor of the friendship of the two worlds, we
will proceed with the ceremony.
"Richard Seaton and Martin Crane, exchange the
plain rings with Dorothy_ Vaneman and Margaret
Spencer."
They did so, and repeated, after the Karbix, simple
vows of love and loyalty.
"May the First Cause smile upon this temporary
marriage and render it worthy of being made permanent. As a lowly servant of the all-powerful First
Cause Ipronounce you two, and you two, husband and
wife. But we must remember that the dull vision of
mortal man cannot pierce the veil of futurity, which is
as crystal to the all-beholding eye of the First Cause.
Though you love each other truly, unforeseen things
may come between you to mar the perfection of your
happiness. Therefore a time is granted you during
which you may discover whether or not your unions
are perfect."
A pause ensued, then Tarnan went on:
"Martin Crane, Margaret Spencer, Richard Seaton,
and Dorothy Vaneman, you are before us to take the
final vows which shall bind your bodies together for
life and your spirits together for eternity. Have you
considered the gravity of this step sufficiently to enter
into this marriage without reservation ?"
"I have," solemnly replied the four, in unison.
"Exchange the jeweled rings.
Do you, Richard

Seaton and Dorothy Vaneman; and you, Martin Crane
and Margaret Spencer; individually swear, here in the
"presence of the First Cause and that of the Supreme
Justices of Kondal, that you will be true and loyal, each
helping his chosen one in all things, great and small
that never throughout eternity, in thought or in action,
will either your body or your mind or your conscious
spirit stray from the path of fairness and truth and
honor ?"
"I do."
"I pronounce you married with the eternal marriage.
Just as the faidon which you each now wear—the
eternal jewel which no force of man, however applied,
has yet been able to change or deform in any particular; and which continues to give off its inward light
without change throughout eternity — shall endure
through endless cycles of time after the metal of the
ring which holds it shall have crumbled in decay: even
so shall your spirits, formerly two, now one and indissoluble, progress in ever-ascending evolution throughout eternity after the base material which is your bodies
shall have returned to the senseless dust from whence
it arose."
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HE Karbix lowered his arms and the bridal party
walked to the door through a double rank of uplifted weapons. From the chapel they were led to
another room, where the contracting parties signed their
names in a register. The Kofedix then brought forward two marriage certificates—heavy square plates of
abrilliant purple metal, beautifully engraved in parallel
columns of English and Kondalian script, and heavily
bordered with precious stones. The principals and
witnesses signed below each column, the signatures being deeply engraved by the royal engraver. Leaving
the registry, they were escorted to the dining hall, where
a truly royal repast was served. Between courses the
highest nobles of the nation welcomed the visitors and
wished them happiness in short but earnest addresses.
After the last course had been disposed of, the Karbix
rose at a sign from the Karfedix and spoke, his voice
again agitated by the emotion which had puzzled his
hearers during the marriage service.
"All Kondal is with us here in spirit, trying to aid
us in our poor attempts to convey our welcome to these
our guests,' of whose friendship no greater warrant
could be given than their willingness to grant us the
privilege of their marriage. Not only have they given
us aboon that will make their names revered throughout the nation as long as Kondal shall exist, but they
have also been the means of showing us plainly that
the First Cause is upon our side, that our age-old
institution of honor is in truth the only foundation
upon which can be built arace fitted to survive. At the
same time they have been the means of showing us
that our hated foe, entirely without honor, building
his race upon a foundation of bloodthirsty savagery
alone, is building wrongly and must perish utterly from
the face of Osnome."
His hearers listened, impressed by his earnestness,
but plainly not understanding his meaning.
"You do not understand ?" Ile went on, with a deep
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light shining in his eyes. "It is inevitable that two
peoples inhabiting worlds so widely separated as are
our two should be possessed of widely-varying knowledge and abilities, and these strangers have already
made it possible for us to construct engines of destruction which shall obliterate Mardonale completely .•."
A fierce shout of joy interrupted the speaker and the
nobles sprang to their feet, saluting the visitors with
upraised weapons. As soon as they had reseated themselves, the Karbix continued:
"That is the boon. The vindication of our system
of evolution is easily explained. The strangers landed
first upon l‘lardonale. Had Nalboon met them in honor,
he would have gained the boon. But he, with the savagery characteristic of his evolution, attempted to kill
his guests and steal their treasures, with what results
you already know. We, on our part, in exchange for
the few and trifling services we have been able to
render them, have received even more than Nalboon
would have obtained, had his plans not been nullified
by their vastly superior state of evolution."
The orator seated himself and there was adeafening
clamor of cheering as the nobles formed themselves into
an escort of honor and conducted the two couples to
their apartments.
Alone in their room, Dorothy turned to her husband
with tears shining in her beautiful eyes.
"Dick, sweetheart, wasn't that the most wonderful
thing that anybody ever heard of? Using the word
in all its real meaning, it was indescribably grand, and
that old man is simply superb. It makes me ashamed
of myself to think that I was ever afraid or nervous
here."
"It sure was all of that, Dottie mine, little bride of
an hour. The whole thing gets right down to where
a fellow lives—I've got alump in my throat right now
so big that it hurts me to think. Earthly marriages
are piffling in comparison with that ceremony. It's
no wonder they're happy, after taking those vows—
especially as they don't have to take them until after
they are sure of themselves.
"But we're sure already, sweetheart," as he embraced
her with all the feeling of his nature. "Those vows
are not a bit stronger than the ones we have already
exchanged—bodily and mentally and spiritually we
are one, now and forever."
CHAPTER XVII.
Bird, Beast, or Fish?

T

HESE jewels rather puzzle me, Dick. What
are they ?" asked Martin, as the four assembled,
waiting for the first meal. As he spoke he held
up his third finger, upon which gleamed the royal
jewel of Osnome in its splendid Belcher mounting of
arenak as transparent as the jewel itself and having
the same intense blue color. "I know the name, laidon;
but that's all Iseem to know."
"That's about all that anybody knows about them.
It is anaturally-occurring, hundred-faceted crystal, just
as you see it there deep blue, perfectly transparent,
intensely refractive, and constantly emitting that strong,
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blue light. It is so hard that it cannot be worked, cut,
or ground. No amount of the hardest known abrasive
will even roughen its surface. No blow, however great,
will break it—it merely forces its way into the material
of the hammer, however hard the hammer may be. No
extremity of either heat or cold affects it in any degree,
it is the same when in the most powerful electric arc
as it is when immersed in liquid helium."
"How about acids?"
"That is what Iam asking myself. Osnomians aren't
much force at chemistry. I'm going to try to get hold
of another one, and see if Ican't analyze it, just for
fun. I can't seem to convince myself that a real
atomic structure could be that large."
"No, it is rather large for an atom," and turning to
the two girls, "How do you like your solitaires?"
"They're perfectly beautiful, and the Tiffany mounting is exquisite," replied Dorothy, enthusiastically, "but
they're so awfully big! They're as big as ten-carat
diamonds, Ido believe."
"Just about," replied Seaton, "but at that, they're
the smallest Dunark could find. They have been kicking around for years, he says—so small that nobody
wanted them. They wear big ones on their bracelets,
you know. You sure will make a hit in Washington,
Dottie. People will think you're wearing a bottlestopper until they see it shining in the dark, then
they'll think it's an automobile headlight. But after a
few jewelers have seen these stones, one of them will
be offering us five million dollars apiece for them, trying to buy them for some dizzy old dame who wants
to put out the eyes of some of her social rivals. Yes?
No?"
"That's about right, Dick," replied Crane, and his
face wore athoughtful look. "We can't keep it secret
that we have a new jewel, since all four of us will
be wearing them continuously, and anyone who knows
jewels at all will recognize these as infinitely superior
to any known Earthly jewel. In fact, they may get
some of us into trouble, as fabulously valuable jewels
usually do."
"That's true, too. So we'll let it out casually that
they're as common as mud up here—that we're just
wearing them for sentiment, which is true, and that
we're thinking of bringing back a shipload to sell for
parking lights."
"That would probably keep anyone from trying to
murder our wives for their rings, at least."
"Have you read your marriage certificate, Dick?"
asked Margaret.
"Not yet. Let's look at it, Dottie."
She produced the massive, heavily-jeweled document,
and the auburn head and the brown one were very
close to each other as they read together the English
side of the certificate. Their vows were there, word
for word, with their own signatures beneath them, all
deeply engraved into the metal. Seaton smiled as he
saw the legal form engraved below their signatures,
and read aloud:
"I, the Head of the Church and the Commander-inChief of the armed forces of Kondal, upon the planet
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tically no metallic copper, as platinum, gold, and silver
are so much better for ordinary purposes—and another to erect a copper-smelter near one of the mines
which supply the city with the copper sulphate used
upon our tables. While they are at work Ithink Iwill
work on the instruments, if you two will be kind
enough to help me."
Seaton and Crane offered to supply him with instruments from their reserve stock, but the Kofedix refused to accept them, saying that he would rather have
their help in making them, so that he would thoroughly
understand their functions. The electric furnaces were
rapidly made ready and they set to work; Crane taking
great delight in working that hitherto rare and very
refractory metal, iridium, of which all the Kondalian
instruments were to be made.
"They have alot of our rare metals here, Dick."
"They sure have. I'd like to set up alaboratory and
"That is SOME document," remarked Seaton.
live here a few years—I'd learn something about my
"Probably a lawyer could find fault with his phraseology, but I'll bet that this thing would hold in any
specialty or burst. They use gold and silver where we
court in the world. Think you'll get married again
use copper, and platinum and its alloys where we use
iron and soft steel. All their weapons are made of
when we get back, Mart ?"
Both girls protested, and Crane answered:
iridium, and all their most highly-tempered tools, such
as their knives, razors, and so on, are made of opaque
"No, I think not. Our ceremony would be rather
an anticlimax after this one, and this one will unarenak. I suppose you've noticed the edge on your
razor ?"
doubtedly prove legal. Iintend to register this just as
it is, and get a ruling from the courts. But it is time
"How could Ihelp it? It is hard to realize that a
for breakfast. Pardon me—I should have said 'dar- metal can be so hard that it requires forty years on a
prat,' for it certainly is not breakfast-time by Washdiamond-dust abrasive machine to hone a razor—or
ington clocks. My watch says that it is eleven-thirty
that once honed, it shaves generation after generation
of men without losing in any degree its keenness."
P. M."
"This system of time is funny," remarked Dorothy.
"I can't understand it, either—I only know that it's
"I just can't get used to having no night, and ..."
so. They have all our heavy metals in great abundance.
and a lot more that we don't know anything about on
"And it's such a long time between eats, as the
famous governor said about the drinks," broke in
Earth, but they apparently haven't any light metals at
all. It must be that Osnome was thrown off the parent
Seaton.
sun late, so that the light metals were all gone?"
"How did you know what Iwas going to say, Dick ?"
"Husbandly intuition," he grinned, "aided and abetted
"Something like that, possibly."
by a normal appetite that rebels at seventeen hours
The extraordinary skill of the Kofedix made the
between supper and breakfast, and nine hours between
manufacture of the instruments ashort task, and after
the other meals. Well, it's time to eat—let's go !"
Crane had replaced the few broken instruments of the
Skylark from their reserve stock, they turned their
attention to the supply of copper that had been gathFTER eating, the men hurried to the Skylark.
ered. They found it enough for only two bars.
During the sleeping-period the vessel had been
"Is this all we have ?" asked Dunark, sharply.
banded with the copper repellers; the machine guns
"It is, your Highness," replied the Kolanix. "That
and instruments, including the wonderful Osnomian
is every scrap of metallic copper in the city."
wireless system, had been installed; and, except for the
power-bars, she was ready for a voyage. The Kon"Oh, well, that'll be enough to last until we can smelt
dalian vessel was complete, even to the cushions, but
the rest," said Seaton. "With one bar apiece we're
ready for anything Mardonale can start.
Let 'etn
was without instruments.
After abrief conversation with the officer in charge,
come !"
The bars were placed in the containers and both
Dunark turned to Seaton.
"Didn't you find that your springs couldn't stand up
vessels were tried out, each making aperfect performunder the acceleration ?"
ance. Upon the following kokam, immediately after
the first meal, the full party from the Earth boarded
"Yes, they flattened out dead."
"The Kolanix Pelan, in charge of the work, thought
the Skylark and accompanied the Kofedix to the copso, and substituted our compound-compensated type,
per smelter. Dunark himself directed the work of
preparing the charges and the molds, though he was
made of real spring metal, for them. They'll hold you
continually being interrupted by wireless messages in
through any acceleration you can live through."
code and by messengers bearing tidings too important
"Thanks, that's fine. What's next, instruments ?"
to trust into the air.
"Yes. Ihave sent acrew of men to gather up what
"I hope you will excuse all of these delays," said
copper they can find—you know that we use pracOsnome, certity that I have this day, in the city of
Kondalek, of said nation and planet, joined in indissoluble bonds of matrimony, Richard Ballinger Seaton,
Doctor of Philosophy, and Dorothy Lee Vaneman;
Doctor of Music; both of the city of \Vashington,
District of Columbia, United States of America, upon
the planet Earth, in strict compliance with the marriage laws, both of Kondal and of the United States
of America.
TARNAN."
Witnesses:
ROBAN, Emperor of Kondal.
TURAL, Empress of Kondal.
DUNARK, Crown Prince of Kondal.
SITAR, Crown Princess of Kondal.
M ARC C. DUQUESNE, Ph. D., 'Washington, D. C.
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Dunark, after the twentieth interruption, "but ..."
"That's all right, Dunark. We know that you're a
busy man."
"I can tell you about it, but Iwouldn't want to tell
many people. With the salt you gave us, Iam preparing apower-plant that will enable us to blow Mardonale
into ..."
He broke off as a wireless call for help sounded.
All listened intently, learning that a freight-plane was
being pursued by a karlon a few hundred miles away.
"Now's the time for you to study one, Dunark !" Seaton exclaimed. "Get your gang of scientists out here
while we go get him and drag him in !"

A

S Dunark sent the message, the Skylark's people
hurried aboard, and Seaton drove the vessel
toward the calls for help. With its great speed it
reached the monster before the plane was overtaken.
Focusing the attractor upon the enormous metallic beak
of the karlon. Seaton threw on the power and the beast
halted in midair as it was jerked backward and upward.
As it saw the puny size of the attacking Skylark, it
opened its cavernous mouth in a horrible roar and
rushed at full speed. Seaton, unwilling to have the
repellers stripped from the vessel, turned on the current
actuating them. The karlon was hurled backward to
the point of equilibrium of the two forces, where it
struggled demoniacally.
Seaton carried his captive back to the smelter, where
finally, by judicious pushing and pulling, he succeeded
in turning the monster flat upon its back and pinning
it to the ground in spite of its struggles to escape.
Soon the scientists arrived and studied the animal
thoroughly, at as close a range as its flailing arms
permitted.
"I wish we could kill him without blowing him to
bits," wirelessed Dunark. "Do you know any way of
doing it ?"
"We could if we had a few barrels of ether, or some
of our own poison gases, but they are all unknown here
and it would take along time to build the apparatus to
make them. I'll see if I can't tire him out and get
him that way as soon as you've studied him enough.
We may be able to find out where he lives, too."
The scientists having finished their observations, Seaton jerked the animal a few miles into the air and shut
off the forces acting upon it. There was a sudden
crash, and the k
arlon, knowing that this apparently
insignificant vessel was its master, turned in headlong
flight.
"Have you any idea what caused the noise just then,
Dick ?" asked Crane; who, with characteristic imperturbability, had taken out his notebook and was making exact notes of all that transpired.
"I imagine we cracked a few of his plates," replied
Seaton with a laugh, as he held the Skylark in place
a few hundred feet above the fleeing animal.
Pitted for the first time in its life against an antagonist, who could both outfly and outfight it, the karlon
redoubled its efforts and fled in a panic of fear. It
flew back over the city of Kondalek, over the outlying
country. and out over the ocean, still followed easily
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by the Skylark. As they neared the Mardonalian border, afleet of warships rose to contest the entry of the
monster. Seaton, not wishing to let the foe see the
rejuvenated Skylark, jerked his captive high into the
thin air. As soon as it was released, it headed for
the ocean in an almost perpendicular dive, while Seaton
focused an object-compass upon it.
"Go to it, old top," he addressed the plunging monster. "We'll follow you clear to the bottom of the
ocean if you go that far!"
There was a mighty double splash as the karlon
struck the water, closely followed by the Skylark.
The girls gasped as the vessel plunged below the surface
at such terrific speed, and seemed surprised that it had
suffered no injury and that they had felt no jar. Seaton turned on the powerful searchlights and kept close
enough so that he could see the monster through the
transparent walls. Deeper and deeper the quarry dove,
until it was plainly evident to the pursuers that it was
just as much at home in the water as it was in the air.
The beams of the lights revealed strange forms of life,
among which were huge, staring-eyed fishes, which
floundered about blindly in the unaccustomed glare.
As the karlon bored still deeper, the living things became scarcer, but still occasional fleeting glimpses were
obtained of the living nightmares which inhabited the
oppressive depths of these strange seas. Continuing
downward, the karlon plumbed the nethermost pit of
the ocean and carne to rest upon the bottom, stirring
up amurk of ooze.
"How deep are we, Mart?"
"About four miles. I have read the pressure, but
will have to calculate later exactly what depth it represents, from the gravity and density readings."
As the animal showed no sign of leaving its retreat,
Seaton pulled it out with the attractor and it broke for
the surface. Rising through the water at full speed,
it burst into the air and soared upward to such an
incredible height that Seaton was amazed.
"I wouldn't have believed that anything could fly
in air this thin !" he exclaimed.
"It is thin up here," assented Crane. "Less than
three pounds to the square inch. "I wonder how he
does it ?"
"It doesn't look as though we are ever going to find
out—he's sure a bear-cat !" replied Seaton, as the karlon, unable to ascend further, dropped in a slanting
dive toward the lowlands of Kondal—the terrible,
swampy region covered with poisonous vegetation and
inhabited by frightful animals and even more frightful
savages. The monster neared the ground with everincreasing speed. Seaton, keeping close behind it, remarked to Crane:
"He'll have to flatten out pretty quick, or he'll burst
something, sure."
it did not flatten out. It struck the soft ground
BUT
head foremost and disappeared, its tentacles apparently boring away ahead of it.
Astonished at such an unlooked-for development,
Seaton brought the Skylark to a stop and stabbed into
the ground with the attractor.
The first attempt
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brought up nothing but a pillar of muck, the second
brought to light a couple of wings and one writhing
arm, the third brought the whole animal, still struggling as strongly as it had in the first contest. Seaton
again lifted the animal high into the air.
"If he does that again, we'll follow him."
"Will the ship stand' it ?" asked DuQuesne, with
interest.
"Yes. The old bus wouldn't have, but this one can
stand anything. We can go anywhere that thing can,
that's acinch. If we have enough power on, we probably won't even feel ajolt when we strike ground."
Seaton reduced the force acting upon the animal
until just enough was left to keep the attractor upon it,
and it again dived into the swamp. The Skylark followed, feeling its way in the total darkness, until the
animal stopped, refusing to move in any direction, at
a depth estimated by Crane to be about three-quarters
of a mile. After waiting some time Seaton increased
the power of the attractor and tore the karlon back
to the surface and into the air, where it turned on the
Skylark with redoubled fury.
"We've dug him out of his last refuge and he's
fighting like acornered rat," said Seaton as he repelled
the monster to a safe distance. "He's apparently as
fresh as when he started, in spite of all this playing.
Talk about a game fish! He doesn't intend to run
any more, though, so I guess we'll have to put him
away. It's a shame to bump him off, but it's got to
be done."
Crane aimed one of the heavy X-plosive bullets at
the savagely-struggling monster, and the earth rocked
with the concussion as the shell struck its mark. They
hurried back to the smelter, where Dunark asked
eagerly:
"What did you find out about it?"
"Nothing much," replied Seaton, and in afew words
described the actions of the karlon. "What did your
savants think of it ?"
"Very little that any of us can understand in terms
of any other known organism. It seems to combine
all the characteristics of bird, beast, and fish, and to
have within itself the possibilities of both bisexual and
asexual reproduction."
"I wouldn't doubt it—it's aqueer one, all right."
The copper bars were cool enough to handle, and
the Skylark was loaded with five times its original
supply of copper, the other vessel taking on a much
smaller amount. After the Kofedix had directed the
officer in charge to place the remaining bars in easilyaccessible places throughout the nation, the two vessels
were piloted back to the palace, arriving just in time
for the last meal of the kokam.
"Well, Dunark," said Seaton after the meal was
over, "I'm afraid that we must go back as soon as we
can. Dorothy's parents and Martin's bankers will think
they are dead by this time. ‚Ve should start right now,
but ..."
"Oh, no, you .must not do that. That would rob
our people of the chance of bidding you goodbye."
"There's another reason, too. I have a mighty big
favor to ask of you."

"It is granted.

If man can do it, consider it done."
"Well, you know platinum is avery scarce and highly
useful metal with us. Iwonder if you could lei us have
a few tons of it? And I would like to have another
faidon, too—I want to see if Ican't analyze it."
"You have given us a thousand times the value of
all the platinum and all the jewels your vessel can carry.
As soon as the foundries are open tomorrow we will
go and load up your store-rooms—or, if you wish, we
will do it now."
"That isn't necessary. We may as well enjoy your
hospitality for one more sleeping-period, get the platinum during the first work-period, and bid you goodbye
just before the second meal. How would that be?"
."Perfectly satisfactory."
The following kokam, Dunark piloted the Skylark,
with Seaton, Crane, and DuQuesne as crew, to one of
the great platinum foundries. The girls remained behind to get ready for their departure, and for the great
ceremony which was to precede it. The trip to the
foundry was a short one, and the three scientists of
Earth stared at what they saw—thousands of tons of
platinum, cast into bars and piled up like pig-iron,
waiting to be made into numerous articles of every-day
use throughout the nation. Dunark wrote out an order,
which his chief attendant handed to the officer in charge
of the foundry, saying:
"Please have it loaded at once."
Seaton indicated the storage compartment into which
the metal was to be carried, and aprocession of slaves,
two men staggering under one ingot, was soon formed
between the pile and the storage room.
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OW much are you loading on, Dunark?" asked
Seaton, when the large compartment was more
than half full.
-"My order called for about twenty tons, in your
weight, but Ichanged it later—we may as well fill that
room full, so that the metal will not rattle around in
flight. It doesn't make any difference to us, We have
so much of it. It is like your gift of the salt, only
vastly smaller."
"What are you going to do with it all, Dick?" asked
Crane. "That is enough to break the platinum market
completely."
"That's exactly what I'm going to do," returned
Seaton, with a gleam in his gray eyes. "I'm going to
burst this unjustifiable fad for platinum jewelry so wide
open that it'll never recover, and make platinum again
available for its proper uses, in laboratories and in the
industries.
"You know yourself," he rushed on hotly, "that the
only reason platinum is used at all for jewelry is that
it is expensive. It isn't nearly so handsome as either
gold or silver, and if it wasn't the most costly common
metal we have, the jewelry-wearing crowd wouldn't
touch it with aten-foot pole. Useless as an ornament,
it is the one absolutely indispensable laboratory meta!,
and literally hundreds of laboratories that need it can't
have it because over half the world's supply is tied
up in jeweler's windows and in useless baubles. Then,
too, it is the best thing known for contact points in
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electrical machinery. When the Government and all
the scientific societies were abjectly begging the jewelers
to let loose alittle of it they refused—they were selling
it to profiteering spendthrifts at a hundred and fifty
dollars an ounce. The condition isn't much better right
now; it's a vicious circle. As long as the price stays
high it will be used for jewelry, and as long as it is
used for jewelry the price will stay high, and scientists
will have to fight the jewelers for what little they get."
"While somewhat exaggerated, that is about the way
matters stand. Iwill admit that I, too, am rather bitter
on the subject," said Crane.
"Bitter? Of course you're bitter. Everybody is who
knows anything about science and who has a brain in
his head. Anybody who claims to be ascientist and yet
stands for any of his folks buying platinum jewelry
ought to be shot. But they'll get theirs as soon as we
get back. They wouldn't let go of it before, they had
too good a thing, but they'll let go now, and get their
fingers burned besides. I'm going to dump this whole
shipment at fifty cents a pound, and we'll take mighty
good care that jewelers don't corner the supply."
"I'm with you, Dick, as usual."
Soon the storage room was filled to the ceiling with
closely-stacked ingots of the precious metal, and the
Skylark was driven back to the landing dock. She
alighted beside Dunark's vessel, the Kondal, whose
gorgeously-decorated crew of high officers sprang
to attention as the four men stepped out. All were
dressed for the ceremonial leave-taking, the three Americans wearing their spotless white, the Kondalians wearing their most resplendent trappings.
"This formal stuff sure does pull my cork !" exclaimed Seaton to Dunark.
want to get this straight.
The arrangement was that we were to be here at this
time, all dressed up, and wait for the ladies, who are
coming under the escort of your people?"
"Yes. Our family is to escort the ladies from the
palace here. As they leave the elevator the surrounding
war-vessels will salute, and after a brief ceremony you
two ‚vili escort your wives into the Skylark, Doctor
DuOuesne standing alittle apart and following you in.
The war-vessels will escort you as high as they can go,
and the Kondal will accompany you as far as our most
distant sun before turning back."
For a few moments Seaton nervously paced a short
beat in front of the door of the. space-car.
"I'm getting more fussed every second," he said
abruptly, taking out his wireless instrument.
"I'm
going to see if they aren't about ready."
"What seems to be the trouble, Dick? Have you
another hunch, or are you just rattled?" asked Crane.
"Rattled, Iguess, but Isure do want to get going,"
he replied, as he worked the lever rapidly.
"Dottie," he sent out, and, the call being answered,
"How long will you be? We're all ready and waiting,
chewing our finger-nails with impatience."
"We'll soon be ready. The Karfedix is coming for
us now."
Scarcely had the tiny sounder become silent when
the air was shaken by an urgently-vibrated message,
and every wireless sounder gave warning.
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CHAPTER XVIII
The Invasion

T

HE pulsating air and the chattering sounders
were giving the same dire warning, the alarm
extraordinary of invasion, of imminent and catastrophic danger from the air.
"Don't try to reach the palace. Everyone on the
ground will have time enough to hide in the deep,
arenak-protected pits beneath the buildings, and you
would be killed by the invaders long before you could
reach the palace. If we can repel the enemy and keep
them from landing, the women will be perfectly safe,
even though the whole city is destroyed. If they effect
alanding we are lost."
"They'll not land, then," Seaton answered grimly, as
he sprang into the Skylark and took his place at the
board. As Crane took out his wireless, Seaton cautioned him.
"Send in English, and tell the girls not to answer, as
these devils can locate the calls within a foot and will
be able to attack the right spot. Just tell them we're
safe in the Skylark. Tell them to sit tight while we
wipe out this gang that is coming, and that we'll call
them, once in a while, when we have time, during the
battle."
Before Crane had finished sending the message the
crescendo whine of enormous propellers was heard.
Simultaneously there was a deafening concussion and
one entire wing of the palace disappeared in acloud of
dust, in the midst of which could be discerned a few
flying fragments. The air was filled with Mardonalian
warships. They were huge vessels, each mounting
hundreds of guns, and the rain of high-explosive shells
was rapidly reducing the great city to a wide-spread
heap of debris.
Seaton's hand was upon the lever which would hurl
the Skylark upward into the fray. Crane and DuQuesne, each hard of eye and grim of jaw, were stationed at their machine-guns.
"Something's up !" exclaimed Seaton. "Look at the
Kondal!"
Something had happened indeed.
Dunark sat at
the board, his hand upon the power lever, and each
of his crew was in place, grasping his weapon, but
every man was writhing in agony, unable to control his
movements. As they stared, momentarily spellbound,
the entire crew ceased their agonized struggles and
hung, apparently lifeless, from their supports.
"They've got to 'em some way—let's go!" yelled
Seaton.
As his hand tightened upon the lever, a succession
of shells burst upon the dock, wrecking it completely.
all three men fancied that the world had come to an
end as the stream of high explosive was directed against
their vessel. But the four-foot shell of arenak was
impregnable, and Seaton shot the Skylark upward into
the midst of the enemy fleet. The two gunners fired
as fast as they could sight their weapons, and with each
shot one of the great warships was blown into fragments. The Mardonalians then concentrated the fire
of their entire fleet upon their tiny opponent.
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From every point of the compass, from above and
below, the enemy gunners directed streams of shells
against the dodging vessel. The noise was more than
deafening, it was one continuous, shattering explosion,
and the Earth-men were surrounded by such ablaze of
fire from the exploding shells that they could not see
the enemy vessels. Seaton sought to dodge the shells
by along dive toward one side, only to find that dozens
of new opponents had been launched against them—
the deadly airplane-torpedoes of Osnome. Steered by
wireless and carrying no crews, they were simply
winged bombs carrying thousands of pounds of terrific electrical explosive—enough to kill the men inside
the vessel by the concussion of the explosion, even
should the arenak armor be strong enough to withstand
the blow. Though much faster than the Osnomian
vessels, they were slow beside the'Skylark, and Seaton
could have dodged a few of them with ease. As he
dodged, however, they followed relentlessly, and in
spite of those which were blown up by the gunners,
their number constantly increased until Seaton thought
of the repellers.
"'Nobody Holme' is right!" he exclaimed, as he
threw on the power actuating the copper bands which
encircled the hull in all directions. Instantly the torpedoes were hurled backward, exploding as the force
struck them, and even the shells were ineffective, exploding harmlessly, as they encountered the zone of
force. The noise of the awful detonations lessened
markedly.
"Why the silence, I wonder ?" asked Seaton, while
the futile shells of the enemy continued to waste their
force some hundreds of feet distant from their goal,
and while Crane and DuQuesne were methodically destroying the huge vessels as fast as they could aim and
fire. At every report one of the monster warships
disappeared—its shattered fragments and the bodies of
its crew hurtling to the ground. His voice could not
be heard in even the lessened tumult, but he continued:
"It must be that our repellers have set up a partial
vacuum by repelling even the air!"

S

UDDENLY the shelling ceased and the Skylark
was enveloped by a blinding glare from hundreds
of great reflectors; an intense, searching, bluish-violet
light that burned the flesh and seared through eyelids
and eyeballs into the very brain.
"Ultra-violet!" yelled Seaton at the first glimpse of
the light, as he threw on the power. "Shut your eyes!
Turn your heads down !"
Out in space, far beyond reach of the deadly rays, the
men held ashort conference, then donned heavy leatherand-canvas suits, which they smeared liberally with
thick red paint, and replaced the plain glasses of their
helmets with heavy lenses of deep ruby glass.
"This'll stop any ultra-violet ray ever produced,"
exulted Seaton, as he again threw the vessel into the
Mardonalian fleet. A score of the great vessels met
their fate before the Skylark was located, and, although
the terrible rays were again focused upon the intruder
in all their intensity, the carnage continued.
In a few minutes, however, the men heard, or rather

felt, alow, intense vibration, like asilent wave of sound
—a vibration which smote upon the eardrums as no
possible sound could smite, a vibration which racked
the joints and tortured the nerves as though the whole
body were disintegrating. So sudden and terrible was
the effect that Seaton uttered an involuntary yelp of
surprise and pain as he once more fled into the safety
of space.
"What the devil was that?" demanded DuQuesne.
"Was it infra-sound? I didn't suppose such waves
could be produced."
"Infra-sound is right. They produce most anything
here," replied Seaton, and Crane added:
"Well, about three fur suits apiece, with cotton in
our ears, ought to kill any wave propagated through
air."
The fur suits were donned forthwith, Seaton whispering in Crane's ear:
"I've found out something else, too. •
The repellers
repel even the air. I'm going to shoot enough juice
through them to set up a perfect vacuum outside.
That'll kill those air-waves."
Scarcely were they back within range of the fleet
when DuQuesne, reaching for his gun to fire the first
shot, leaped backward with a yell.
"Beat it !"
Once more at a safe distance, DuQuesne explained.
"It's lucky I'm so used to handling hot stuff that from
force of habit Inever make close contact with anything
at the first touch. That gun carried thousands of volts,
with lots of amperage behind them, and if Ihad had
a good hold on it Icouldn't have let go. We'll block
that game quick enough, though. Thick, dry gloves
covered with rubber are all that is necessary. It's a
good thing for all of us that you have those fancy condensite handles on your levers, Seaton."
"That was how they got Dunark, undoubtedly," said
Crane, as he sent abrief message to the girls, assuring
them that all was well, as he had been doing at every
respite. "But why were we not overcome at the same
time?"
"They must have had the current tuned to iridinm,
and had to experiment until they found the right wave
for steel," Seaton explained.
"I should think our bar would have exploded, with
all that current. They must have hit the copper range,
too?"
Seaton frowned in thought before he answered.
"Maybe because it's induced current, and not asteady
battery impulse. Anyway, it didn't. Let's go
"Just aminute," put in Crane. "What are they going to do next, Dick?"
"Search me. I'm not used to my new Osnomian
mind yet. Irecognize things all right after they happen, but Ican't seem to figure ahead—it's like adimlyremembered something that flashes up as soon as mentioned. Iget too many and too new ideas at once. I
know, though, that the Osnomians have defenses against
all these things except this last stunt of the charged
guns. That must be the new one that Mardonale stole
from Kondal. The defenses are, however, purely Osnomian in character and material. As we haven't got
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the stuff to set them up as the Osnomians do, we'll
have to do it our own way. We may be able to dope
out the next one, though. Let's see, what have they
(riven us so far?"
"We've got to hand it to them," responded DuQuesne,
admiringly. "They're giving us the whole range of
wave-lengths, one at a time. They've given us light,
both ultra-violet and visible, sound, infra-sound, and
electricity—I don't know what's left unless they give
us a new kind of X-rays, or Hertzian, or inf ra-red
heat waves, or ..."
"That's it, heat!" exclaimed Seaton. They produce
heat by means of powerful wave-generators and by
setting up heavy induced currents in the armor. They
can melt arenak that way."
"Do you suppose we can handle the heat with our
refrigerators?" asked Crane.
"Probably. We have a lot of power, and the new
arenak cylinders of our compressors will stand anything. The only trouble will be in cooling the condensers. We'll run as long as we have any water in
our tanks, then go dive into the ocean to cool off. We'll
try it a whirl, anyway."
the Skylark was again dealing out death and
SOON
destruction in the thick of the enemy vessels, who

again turned from the devastation of the helpless city
to destroy this troublesome antagonist. But in spite of
the utmost efforts of light-waves, sound-waves, and
high-tension electricity, the space-car continued to take
its terrible toll. As Seaton had foretold, the armor
of the Skylark began to grow hot, and he turned on the
full power of the refrigerating system. In spite of
the cooling apparatus, however, the outer walls finally
began to glow redly, and, although the interior was
comfortably cool, the ends of the rifle-barrels, which
were set flush with the surface of the revolving arenak
globes which held them, softened, rendering the guns
useless; The copper repellers melted and dripped off
in flaming balls of molten metal, so that shells once
more began to crash against the armor. DuQuesne,
with no thought of quitting apparent in voice or manner, said calmly:
"Well, it looks as though they had us stopped for a
few minutes. Let's go back into space and dope out
something else."
Seaton, thinking intensely, saw avast fleet of enemy
reinforcements approaching, and at the same time received awireless call directed to Dunark. It was from
the grand fleet of Kondal, hastening from the bordering ocean to the defense of the city. Using Dunark's
private code, Seaton told the Karbix, who was in charge
of the fleet, that the enemy had anew invention which
would wipe them out utterly without achance to fight,
and that he and his vessel were in control of the situation; and ordered him to see that no Kondalian ship
came within battle range of a Mardonalian. He then
turned to Crane and DuQuesne, his face grim and his
fighting jaw set.
"I've got it doped right now. Give the Lark speed
enough and she's some bullet herself. We've got four
feet of arenak, they've got only an inch, and arenak
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doesn't even begin to soften until far above ablinding
white temperature. Strap yourselves in solid, for it's
going to be a rough party from now on."
They buckled their belts firmly, and Seaton, holding
the bar toward their nearest antagonist, applied twenty
notches of power. The Skylark darted forward and
crashed completely through the great airship. Torn
wide open by the forty-foot projectile, its engines
wrecked and its helicopter-screws and propellers completely disabled, the helpless hulk plunged through two
miles of empty air, a mass of wreckage.
Darting hither and thither, the space-car tore through
vessel after vessel of the Mardonalian fleet. She was
an embodied thunderbolt; a huge, irresistible, indestructible projectile, directed by akeen brain inside it—
the brain of Richard Seaton, roused to his highest fighting pitch and fighting for everything that man holds
dear. Tortured by the terrible silent waves, which, now
that the protecting vacuum had been destroyed, were
only partially stopped by the fur suits; shaken and
battered by the terrific impacts and the even greater
shocks occurring every second as the direction of the
vessel was changed; made sick and dizzy by the nauseating swings and lurches as the Skylark spun about
the central chamber; Seaton's wonderful physique and
his nerves of steel stood him in good stead in this, the
supreme battle of his life, as with teeth tight-locked and
eyes gray and hard as the fracture of high-carbon steel,
he urged the Skylark on to greater and greater efforts.
Though it was impossible for the eye to follow the
flight of the space-car, the mechanical sighting devices
of the Mardonalian vessels kept her in as perfect focus
as though she were stationary, and the great generators
continued to hurl into her the full power of their death:.
dealing waves. The enemy guns were still spitting
forth their streams of high-explosive shells, but unlike,
the waves, the shells moved so slowly compared to
their target that only a few found their mark, and
many of the vessels fell to the ground, riddled by the
shells of their sister-ships.

W

ITH anxious eyes Seaton watched the hull of his
animated cannon-ball change in color. From dull
red it became cherry, and as the cherry red gave place
to bright red heat, Seaton threw even more power into
the bar as he muttered through his set teeth:
"Well, Seaton, old top, you've got to cut out this
loafing on the job and get busy !"
In spite of his utmost exertions and in spite of the
powerful ammonia plant, now exerting its full capacity,
but sadly handicapped by the fact that its cooling-water
was now boiling, Seaton saw the arenak shell continue
to heat. The bright red was succeeded by orange,
which slowly changed, first to yellow, then to light
yellow, and finally to adazzling white; through which,
with the aid of his heavy red lenses, he could still see
the enemy ships. After atime he noted that the color
had gone down to yellow and he thrilled with exultation, knowing that he had so reduced the numbers of
the enemy fleet that their wave-generators could no
longer overcome his refrigerators. After a few minutes more of the awful carnage there remained only a
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small fraction of the proud fleet which, thousands
strong, had invaded Kondal—a remnant that sought
safety in flight. But even in flight, they still fought
with all their weapons, and the streams of bombs
dropped from their keel-batteries upon the country
beneath marked the path of their retreat with a wide
swath of destruction. Half inclined to let the few
remaining vessels escape, Seaton's mind changed instantly as he saw the bombs spreading devastation upon
the countryside, and not until the last of the Mardonalian vessels had been destroyed did he drop the Skylark into the area of ruins which had once been the
palace grounds, beside the Kondal, which was still lying
as it had fallen.
After several attempts to steady their whirling senses,
the three men finally were able to walk, and, opening
adoor, they leaped out through the opening in the still
glowing wall. Seaton's first act was to wireless the
news to Dorothy, who replied that they were coming
as fast as they could. The men then removed their
helmets, revealing faces pale and drawn, and turned
to the helpless space-car.
"There's no way of getting into this thing from the
outside ..." Seaton began, when he saw that the Kof
edix and his party were beginning to revive. Soon
Dunark opened the door and stumbled out.
"I have to thank you for more than my life this
time," he said, his voice shaken by uncontrollable emotion as he grasped the hands of all three men. "Though
unable to move, Iwas conscious and saw all that happened—you kept them so busy that they didn't have a
chance to give us enough to kill us outright. You have
saved the lives of millions of our nation and have saved
Kondal itself from annihilation."
"Oh, it's not that bad," answered Seaton, uncomf
ortably. "Both nations have been invaded before."
"Yes—once when we developed the ultra-violet ray,
once when Mardonale perfected the machine for producing the silent sound-wave, and again when we harnessed the heat-wave. But this would have been the
most complete disaster in history. The other inventions
were not so deadly as was this one, and there were terrible battles, from which the victors emerged so crippled
that they could not completely exterminate the vanquished, who were able to re-establish themselves in the
course of time. If it had not been for you, this would
have been the end, as not a Kondalian soldier could
move—any person touching iridium was helpless and
would have been killed."
He ceased speaking and saluted as the Karfedix and
his party rounded a heap of boulders. Dorothy and
Margaret screamed in unison as they saw the haggard
faces of their husbands, and saw their suits, dripping
with a thick substance which they knew to be red, in
spite of its purplish-black color. Seaton dodged nimbly
as Dorothy sought to take him in her arms, and tore off
his suit.
"Nothing but red paint to stop their light-rays," he
reassured her as he lifted her clear from the ground in
a soul-satisfying embrace. Out of the corner of his
eye he saw the Kondalians staring in open-mouthed
amazement at the Skylark.
Wheeling swiftly, he

laughed as he saw a gigantic ball of frost and snow!
Again donning his fur suit, he shut off the refrigerators
and returned to his party, where the Karfedix gave him
thanks in measured terms. As he fell silent, Dunark
added:
"Thanks to you, the Mardonalian forces, instead of
wiping us out, are themselves destroyed, while only
ahandful of our vessels have been lost, since the grand
fleet could not arrive until the battle was over, and
since the vessels that would have thrown themselves
away were saved by your orders, which Iheard. Thanks
to you, we are not even crippled, though our capital is
destroyed and the lives of some unfortunates, who
could not reach the pits in time, have probably been
lost.
"Thanks to you," he continued in a ringing voice,
"and to the salt and the new source of power you have
given us, Mardonale shall now be destroyed utterly !"
After sending out ships to relieve the suffering of
the few wounded and the many homeless, Dunark summoned a corps of mechanics, who banded on new repellers and repaired the fused barrels of the machineguns, all that was necessary to restore the Skylark to
perfect condition.
E‘ ACING the party from Earth, the Karfedix stood
in the ruins of his magnificent palace. Back of him
were the nobles of Kondal, and still further back, in
order of rank, stood amultitude of people.
"Is it permitted, oh noble Karfedo, that I reward
your captive for his share in the victory?" he asked.
"It is," acquiesced Seaton and Crane, and Roban
stepped up to DuOuesne and placed in his hand a
weighty leather bag. He then fastened about his left
wrist the Order of Kondal, the highest order of the
nation.
He then clasped about Crane's wrist a heavilyjeweled, peculiarly-ornamented disk wrought of adeep
ruby-red metal, supported by a heavy bracelet of the
same material, the most precious metal of Osnome.
At sight of the disk the nobles saluted and Seaton barely
concealed a start of surprise, for it bore the royal emblem and delegated to its bearer power second only to
that of the Karfedix himself.
"I bestow upon you this symbol, Karfedix Crane. in
recognition of what you have this day done for Kondal.
Wherever you may be upon Kondalian Osnome, which
from this day henceforth shall be all Osnome, you have
power as my personal representative, as my eldest son."
He drew forth a second bracelet, similar to the first
except that it bore seven disks, each differently designed,
which he snapped upon Seaton's wrist as the nobles
knelt and the people back of them threw themselves
upon their faces.
"No language spoken by man possesses words sufficiently weighty to express our indebtedness to you, Karfedix Seaton, our guest and our savior. The First
Cause has willed that you should be the instrument
through which Kondal is this day made supreme upon
Osnome.
In small and partial recognition of that instrumentality, Ibestow upon you these symbols, which proclaim
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you our overlord, the ultimate authority of Osnome.
"While this is not the way in which I had thought
to bid you farewell, the obligations which you have
heaped upon us render all smaller things insignificant.
When you return, as I hope and trust you soon will,
the city shall be built anew and we can welcome you as
befits your station."
Lifting both arms above his head he continued:
"May the great First Cause smile upon you in all
your endeavors until you solve the Mystery: may your
descendants soon reach the Ultimate Goal. Goodbye."
Seaton uttered afew heartfelt words in response and
the party stepped backward toward the Skylark. As
they reached the vessel the standing Karfedix and the
ranks of kneeling nobles snapped into the double salute
—truly arare demonstration in Kondal.
"What'll we do now?" whispered Seaton.
"Bow, of course," answered Dorothy.
They bowed, deeply and slowly, and entered their
vessel. As the Skylark shot into the air with the greatest acceleration that would permit its passengers to
move about, the grand fleet of Kondalian warship fired
adeafening salute.

I

T had been planned before the start that each person
was to work sixteen hours out of the twenty-four.
Seaton was to drive the vessel during the first two
eight-hour periods of each day. Crane was to observe
the stars during the second and to drive during the
third. DuQuesne was to act as observer during the
first and third periods. Margaret had volunteered to
assist the observer in taking his notes during her waking hours, and Dorothy appointed herself cook and
household manager.
As soon as the Skylark had left Osnome, Crane told
DuQuesne that he and his wife would work in the
observation room until four o'clock in the afternoon,
at which time the prearranged system of relief would
begin, and DuQuesne retired to his room.
Crane and Margaret made their way to the darkened
room which housed the instruments and seated themselves, watching intently and making no effort to conceal their emotion as first the persons beneath them,
then the giant war-vessels, and finally the ruined city
itself, were lost to view. Osnome slowly assumed the
proportions of a large moon, grew smaller, and as it
disappeared Crane began to take notes. For a few
hours the seventeen suns of this strange solar system
shone upon the flying space-car, after which they
assumed the aspect of a widely-separated cluster of
enormous stars, slowly growing smaller and smaller
and shrinking closer and closer together.
At four o'clock in the afternoon, Washington time,
DuQuesne relieved Crane, who made his way to the
engine room.
"It is time to change shifts, Dick. You have not
had your sixteen hours, but everything will be regular
from now on. You two had better get some rest."
"All right," replied Seaton, as he relinquished the
controls to Crane, and after bidding the new helmsman
goodnight he and Dorothy went below to their cabin.
Standing at a window with their arms around each
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other they stared down with misty eyes at the very faint
green star, which was rapidly decreasing in brilliance
as the Skylark increased its already inconceivable velocity. Finally, as it disappeared altogether, Seaton
turned to his wife and tenderly, lovingly, took her in
his arms.
"Littlest Girl. ...Sweetheart ..." he whispered,
and paused, overcome by the intensity of his feelings.
"I know, husband mine," she answered, while tears
dimmed her glorious eyes. "It is too deep. With
nothing but words, we can't say asingle thing."
CHAPTER XIX

The Return to Earth
first act upon gaining the privacy of
his own cabin was to open the leather bag presented to him by the Karfedix. He expected to find
it filled with rare metals, with perhaps some jewels,
instead of which the only metal present was aheavilyinsulated tube containing a full pound of metallic radium. The least valuable items in the bag were scores
of diamonds, rubies, and emeralds of enormous size
and of flawless perfection. Merely ornamental glass
upon Osnome, Dunark knew that they were priceless
upon Earth, and had acted accordingly. To this great
wealth of known gems, he had added arich and varied
assortment of the rare and strange jewels peculiar to
his own world, the faidon alone being omitted from the
collection. DuQuesne's habitual calmness of mind almost deserted him as he classified the contents of the
bag.
The radium alone was worth millions of dollars, and
the scientist in him exulted that at last his brother scientists should have ample supplies of that priceless metal
with which to work, even while he was rejoicing in the
price he would exact for it. He took out the familiar
jewels, estimating their value as he counted them—a
staggering total. The bag was still half full of the
strange gems, some of them glowing like miniature
lamps in the dark depths, and he made no effort to
appraise them. He knew that once any competent
jeweler had compared their cold, hard, scintillating
beauty with that of any Earthly gems, he could demand
his own price.
"At last," he breathed to himself, "I will be what
Ihave always longed to be—a money power. Now I
can cut loose from that gang of crooks and go my
own way."
He replaced the gems and the tube of radium in the
bag, which he stowed away in one of his capacious
pockets, and made his way to the galley.
UQUESNE'S

T

HE return voyage through space was uneventful,
the Skylark constantly maintaining the same velocity with which she had started out. Several times, as
the days wore on, she came within the zone of attraction of various gigantic suns, but the pilot had learned
his lesson. He kept avigilant eye upon the bar, and at
the first sign of adeviation from the perpendicular he
steered away, far from the source of the attraction.
Not content with these precautions, the man at the
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board would, from time to time, shut off the power,
to make sure that the space-car was not falling toward
a body directly in its line of flight.
When half the distance had been covered, the bar
was reversed, the travelers holding an impromptu ceremony as the great vessel spun around its center through
an angle of one hundred and eighty degrees. A few days
later the observers began to recognize some of the fixed
stars in familiar constellations and knew that the yellowish-white star directly in their line of flight was the
sun of their own solar system. After atime they saw
that their course, instead of being directly toward that
rapidly-brightening star, was bearing upon a barely
visible star a little to one side of it. Pointing their
most powerful telescope toward that point of light,
Crane made out a planet, half of its disk shining
brightly. The girls hastened to peer through the telescope, and they grew excited as they made out the
familiar outlines of the continents and oceans upon the
lighted portion of the disk.
It was not long until these outlines were plainly
visible to the unaided vision. The Earth appeared as
agreat, softly shining, greenish half-moon, with parts
of its surface obscured by fleecy wisps of cloud, and
with its two gleaming ice-caps making of its poles two
brilliant areas of white.
The returning wanderers
stared at their own world with their hearts in their
throats as Crane, who was at the board, increased the
retarding force sufficiently to assure himself that they
would not be traveling too fast to land upon the Earth.
After Dorothy and Margaret had gone to prepare
a meal, DuQuesne turned to Seaton.
"Have you gentlemen decided what you intend to
do with me?"
"No. We haven't discussed it yet. I can't make
up my own mind what Iwant to do to you, except that
Isure would like to get you inside a square ring with
four-ounce gloves on. You have been of too much
real assistance on this trip for us to see you hanged, as
you deserve. On the othe'r hand, you are altogether
too much of a thorough-going scoundrel for us to let
you go free. You see the fix we are in. What would
you suggest ?"
"Nothing," replied DuQuesne calmly. "As Iam in
no danger whatever of hanging, nothing you can say
on that score affects me in the least. As for freeing
me, you may do as you please—it makes no difference
to me, one way or the other, as no jail can hold me for
a day. Ican say, however, that while I have made a
fortune on this trip, so that Ido not have to associate
further with Steel unless it is to my interest to do so,
I may nevertheless find it desirable at some future
time to establish a monopoly of X. That would, of
course, necessitate the death of yourself and Crane.
In that event, or in case any other difference should
arise between us, this whole affair will be as though it
had never existed. It will have no weight either way,
whether or not you try to hang me."
"Go as far as you like," Seaton answered cheerfully.
"If we're not amatch for you and your gang, on foot
or in the air, in body or in mind, we'll deserve whatever we get. We can outrun you, outjump you, throw

you down, or lick you; we can run faster, hit harder.
dive deeper, and come up dryer, than you can. We'll
play any game you want to deal, whenever you want
to deal it; for fun, money, chalk, or marbles."
His brow darkened in anger as a thought struck
him, and the steady gray eyes bored into the unflinching black ones as he continued, with no trace of his
former levity in his voice:
"But listen to this. Anything goes ar far as Martin
and I personally are concerned. But I want you to
know that Icould be arrested for what Ithink of you
as aman; and if any of your little schemes touch Dottie or Peggy in any way, shape or form, I'll kill you
as I would a snake—or rather, I'll take you apart
as Iwould any other piece of scientific apparatus. This
isn't a threat, it's a promise. Get me?"
"Perfectly. Good-night."
For many hours the Earth had been obscured by
clouds, so that the pilot had only ageneral idea of what
part of the world was beneath them, but as they
dropped rapidly downward into the twilight zone, the
clouds parted and they saw that they were directly over
the Panama Canal. Seaton allowed the Skylark to
fall to within ten miles of the ground, when he stopped
so that Martin could get his bearings and calculate the
course to Washington, which would be in total darkness before their arrival.
DuQuesne had retired, cold and reticent as usual.
Glancing quickly about his cabin to make sure that he
had overlooked nothing he could take with him, he
opened a locker, exposing to view four suits which he
had made in his spare time, each adapted to a particular method of escape from the Skylark. The one he
selected was of heavy canvas, braced with steel netting,
equipped with helmet and air-tanks, and attached to
a strong, heavy parachute. He put it on, tested all its
parts, and made his way unobserved to one of the doors
in the lower part of the vessel. Thus, when the chance
for escape came, he was ready for it. As the Skylark
paused over the Isthmus, his lips parted in a sardonic
smile. He opened the door and stepped out into the
air, closing the door behind him as he fell. The neutral
color of the parachute was lost in the gathering twilight afew seconds after he left the vessel.
The course laid, Seaton turned almost due north
and the Skylark tore through the air. After a short
time, when half the ground had been covered, Seaton
spoke suddenly.
"Forgot about DuQuesne, Mart. We'd better iron
him, hadn't we? Then we'll decide whether we want
to keep him or turn him loose."
"I will go fetch him," replied Crane, and turned to
the stairs.
He returned shortly, with the news of the flight of
the captive.
"Hm ...he must have made himself aparachute.
Ididn't think even he would tackle a sixty-thousandfoot drop. I'll tell the world that he sure has established a record. I can't say I'm sorry that he got
away, though. We can get him again any time we
want him, anyway, as that little object-compass in my
(Concluded on page 641)

Ay Thomas Richard Jones

But all the time I was laying a few cement foundations at the crucial point in the ocean bed.

N the morning of November 1, 1931, Londoners were mildly amused at the following
advertisement appearing in all newspapers:

credence at this time, November 15 will bring
the proof.
HE W HO CONTROLS.

WARNING
In exactly two weeks
the Thames will freeze
over and Great Britain
will become ableak and
almost barren country.
Henceforth, it will be a
land of snow and ice.
While it is most unlikely that this statement will be given any

A at least, as far as AMAZING STORIES is concerned.

GOOD and short scientifiction story is a rare thing,
Here
then, is one that you will enjoy all the more. It contains
not only excellent science, but science that has been proven
true. The Action of the Gulf Stream, as is well known,
causes the British Isles to enjoy a higher temperature than
they would if the Stream did not reach them. It has long
been found that if the Gulf Stream were suddenly stopped
or diverted, Great Britain would be a most uncomfortable
place to live in all the year round. The author of this
story weaves this possibility into avery clever story.
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"Some new kind of advertising stunt," said those
who took the trouble to discuss it at all. Even Scotland Yard authorities, who
miss nothing out of the
ordinary, did not give the
warning a second thought.
The Chief Weather Forecaster only smiled.
Dispatches in the afternoon paper s however,
brought this curious bit of
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publicity into greater prominence. They announced
that leading publications in Glasgow, Belfast, Dublin,
Edinburgh, Oslo and several other cities had carried
notices of similar import, all predicting permanent
climatic changes in two weeks time.
"The copy for the advertisement," said the news
stories, "was sent to each publisher from London, with
cash accompanying the orders. The instructions were
signed by one Boric Hengsten, who, it was assumed,
represented some business firm that would later follow
it up with the usual announcement of a new kind of
ice cream freezer, refrigerator or other commodity.
The advertising managers are accustomed to trick advertising copy and believe the originator will have
reason to be pleased over the comment created. Some
have expressed the opinion that the warnings were
inserted by an insane person. No attention is being
paid to the affair beyond alittle speculation at so bizarre
an announcement."
But no follow-up matter went to the press. "He
Who Controls," evidently felt he had done enough for
the present and the incident was forgotten by everybody.
On the evening of November 14, late pedestrians
drifting through Trafalgar Square, Regent St., Oxford
St. and Piccadilly, noted a remarkably rapid lifting of
the blanket of fog, which had enveloped the streets,
and drew their topcoats closer about them, as an icy
blast swept in from the sea. Next morning they awoke
to find their thermometers hovering down towards zero
and falling fast. By noon it was fifteen below and
when evening lights again twinkled, a solid sheet of
glistening ice stretched out before the House of Parliament and traffic had long since ceased. London's
millions, with chattering teeth, had sought shelter from
the terrible, cutting cold.
By the second morning, people remembered. Those
who did not were reminded, for blazoned across the
page of every newspaper was amessage of four words
and it read: "Do Volt Now Believer and it was signed
"He Who Controls."
Here was a real newspaper story and it was carried
in every journal, in Britain, on the continent, in the
Orient, in America. The details of the cold wave
which had struck England, Ireland, Scotland, Norway
and other northern countries were harrowing. Ice
floes filled the Irish and the North Seas; The Clyde was
a solid chunk of congealed water. Shipping was at a
standstill; industries were paralyzed; whole herds of
sheep had perished, and the coal and food supplies,
though sufficient for the moment, would need replenishing if the cold kept up. The warning of the insane
jester Boric Hengsten was on every lip—not that he
could possibly have had anything to do with conditions,
but because it was uncanny that his prediction could
have come true.
A silk hatted, dignified representative of his Majesty's Government summoned the power of Scotland
Yard.
"It is absurd," he said "yet this Hengsten must be
found. He could not have sent this weather, for only
God can do that, yet there is a mystery somewhere;
and therefore, it will help the state of the public mind

for us to find him and hear what he has to say."
But Boric Hengsten did not wish to remain in obscurity. While the police net was being carefully
spread, he walked coolly into headquarters, gave his
name and said:
"I am 'He Who Controls.'"
"Then," asked the officer, "will you make an explanation of your strange prediction and the luck or prophetic vision which brought it to pass?"
"I will speak only to the Premier," said Boric. "No
other man shall hear my story."
"Come, then, Iwill take you to him at once."
Through the desolated street, still colder, they labored
and finally arrived at the chambers of the Premier.
The police official withdrew. The master of men and
the master of science faced each other.
"Well?" began the Premier, with a questioning
inflection.
"My name," said the visitor, "is in reality Boric
Hengsten. Ihave not sailed under false colors. There
is something Iwanted. Iwas never able to get it. I
have taken the only means left, the use of my scientific
knowledge."
"What did you want ?"
"One million pounds sterling."
"A trifle to be sure," the Premier smiled grimly, "but
you have still explained nothing—your remarkable predictions, your-professed control over the elements, your
appearance here and your request for money."
"The situation is simple, although at present distressing," began Boric. "Call it revenge, call it simple
justice—whatever you will call it, it requires\one million
pounds to right awrong once done me by the government. When that is paid or assured me, I, who control
your weather, will give back to you the genial climate
of which you have always boasted. On the other hand,
should you fail to meet my terms, the conditions you
now experience will continue."
"And do you expect me," said the Premier, "to believe for asecond that you have such power? Are you
insane? Think man what a ridiculous proposal you
make?"
"That is entirely for you to think over. I have
spoken and Iam a man of few words."
"Tell me," said the official, "in what way did the
government do you a wrong?"

“W

HEN Iwas a mere lad—just out of an academy—I had ambitions to become a great engineer. By the way, Ihave become one, in middle life.
But at the time Imention, Iwas taking a special private course in hydraulic engineering, preparing to work
my way through a technical course at the University.
I was very poor, often in want. One day, while at
work in my bare sitting room, I kindled a fire with
some coal Ihad brought in apaper bag. Iwas wrongfully accused of having stolen the coal from a neighboring roomer. For this Iserved two years in prison.
Though obscure, my record was good; the evidence
was purely circumstantial; the judge should have rejected it.
After reaching prison, I made repeated
attempts to secure clemency and submitted newly estab-

REPRISAL
fished evidence, which if heard would probably have
cleared my name. Igot no change. Ilost two years
of study; my name was blackened. Idecided that some
day Britain should pay."
"Well," impatiently, "what has that to do with our
climate?"
"Curiously enough—almost humorously, I might
say," replied Boric, "it has everything to do with it.
In later years, Ihave overcome all obstacles. I have
gone deep into many scientific subjects and Inow control your temperatures. For a million pounds, I will
bring you normal fall weather; without the payment,
I shall be indifferent."
"I will have you confined," said the Premier. "We
can at least put you where you will not be adisturbing
influence."
"As you will, only by so doing you will prolong the
suffering of your people and will cause untold economic
waste. What about Scotland, Ireland, Norway and the
others affected ? Unfortunately Icould not confine my
operations merely to England."
"But your position is entirely untenable," argued the
Premier, "the government would be the laughing stock
of the world, if it listened to you."
"So far as I am concerned," promised Boric, "the
world will not know. Iwill be that generous, although
Imight get some revenge from making you ridiculous.
Would you give a million pounds to get your climate
back?"
"Yes, every day of this is costing millions."
"This, then, is my proposal. Place confidentially, to
my credit in the bank of England, the entire amount I
ask, subject to withdrawal by me, if Ikeep faith with
you. In the meantime, keep me under guard. Let me
first send a cablegram in private code to New York.
In a few days your cold wave will begin a gradual
diminution. When you are satisfied, release me and I
shall depart with my money. Iassure you most of it
will be spent in furthering scientific investigation, for
my personal wants are simple."
"I never believed Iwould live long enough to commit such folly," said the Premier, "but it is agreed.
To-night you go into a cell—now, within the hour—
and the funds shall be deposited subject to your call."

T

HEN, one day the frozen streams began to empty
their ice into the sea; the great industrial centers
of the North countries took on life; the breezes blowing over Ireland became softer and the shamrock and
hawthorn began again to be green.
The story of the crazed weather prophet had been
f
orgotten. The greatest cold snap in history languished.
Boric Hengsten bade good-bye to the mystified Premier.
The bargain they had driven had remained
secret among the two principals, the bank, the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the police.
"The affair has been satisfactorily terminated," said
the Premier. "Whether you had anything to do with
it or not, the country is again safe. But in order to
restore my own self-respect, if possible, will you now
tell me the real story? Iguarantee you immunity from
arrest. You can depart in peace with your million
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pounds. God knows I am in a hurry for you to be
on your way."
"Yes, I will tell you," said Boric. "The story is
known only to myself and two others who will never
divulge it. If you too, can avoid mentioning any of
the details to any of your associates, the world will
perhaps be better off, for what Iknow is fraught with
danger—as you can see. Some years ago, I became
deeply interested in oceanography and particularly so
with regard to equatorial latitudes where I had important contracts. Igot to studying the equatorial currents, and came to the conclusion that there must be
some particular point in the neighborhood of the West
Indies which would be the controlling locality in the
Gulf Stream. Of course you know that the Southern
and Northern currents eddy around off the West Indies,
one of the big currents goes South along the South
American coast and the other kicks northward, f°flowing the Atlantic coast for a while, and then takes a
northeasterly course across the Atlantic, in what is
called the gulf stream drift. It is this drift that tempers your climate and keeps it from being similar to
that of Labrador."
"And do you mean to say—"
"Let me finish; the boat train is nearly due to leave.
I sounded those currents which are of course many
miles in width, measuring their velocity and depth in
many places. Ianalyzed the winds, the bottom of the
sea, the contours of islands and finally f
ound a small
island, one of the West Indies group, the name is immaterial to you, which Idecided was the pivital point
in the turn of those currents. Iknew that by contriving to deflect that current at that point in another direction, Icould influence the whole drift."
"And you were planning, then, your revenge on
Britain?"
"Not yet. At first it was merely the study of asubject that excited my interest. Then I got to thinking
of the possible results and saw that I could, in this
way, make you pay for my injury and incidentally aid
me in my scientific development.
"To conclude, I added to a small cruiser which I
owned, aboat of the submarine type and began working
out my investigation. Igave it out to the natives that
Iwas studying tidal phenomena and doing alittle fishing besides. But all the time Iwas laying afew cement
foundations at the crucial point in the ocean bed. These
obstructions, aided by a dozen large pumps placed at
just the right spot, started a deflection of the North
Equatorial current at its key point of strength. Ifound
that by operating my pumps and using my submerged
breakwaters, the plan worked arid soon the whole drift
was headed south. When my preparations were complete, Ileft my two confidential men in charge of the
work and proceeded to New York, thence to London.
Ihad calculated the length of time for the warm water
to cool and the gulf stream to become inactive. That
was easy because I knew its velocity. I could tell
almost to the exact day, when your cold wave would
begin. When I sent my cable some days ago, it was
relayed and reached my men in Caribbean waters. They
stopped operations immediately and of course nature
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did the rest. The gulf stream swung into its normal
channel and there you are."
"What aterrible secret," gasped the Premier. "You'll
never mention this ?"
"I promise," said Boric, and he left.
"Warmer weather," read the next day's report as
published by the forecasters, "is still in prospect. A

gradual breaking up ol the unusual cold wave, originating off the Greenland coast and which for atime paralyzed business, continues.
"The extraordinary situation, which has been thoroughly analyzed by the department, will be completely
mastered by tomorrow and our climate will be restored
to normalcy."

THE END
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By Edward Elmer Smith
(Concluded from page 636)
drawer is still looking right at him," said Seaton.
"I think he earned his liberty," declared Dorothy,

The Skylark dropped easily to the ground in front
of the testing shed and the wanderers leaped out, to

stoutly, and Margaret added:
"He deserves to be shot, but I'm glad he's gone.
He gives me the shivers."

be greeted by the half-hysterical Jap.
Shiro's ready
vocabulary of peculiar but sonorous words failed him

At the end of the calculated time they saw the lights
of a large city beneath them, and Crane's fingers
clenched upon Seaton's arm as he pointed downward.

completely, and he bent himself double in a bow, his
yellow face wreathed in the widest possible smile.
Crane, one arm around his wife, seized Shiro's hand
and wrung it in silence.
Seaton swept Dorothy off

There were the landing-lights of Crane Field, seven
peculiarly-arranged searchlights throwing their mighty

her feet, pressing her slender form against his powerful
body. Her arms tightened about his neck as they kissed

beams upward into the night.
"Nine weeks, Dick," he said, unsteadily, "and Shiro

each other fervently and he whispered in her ear:

would have kept them burning nine years if necessary."

"Sweetheart wife, isn't it great to be back on our
good old Earth again?"

TIIE END

The Sunken World

Ten Days To Live

By STANTON A .C OBLENTZ

By C. J. E USTACE

T

HE world of literature is full of Atlantis
stories, but we are certain, that there has
never been a story written with such daring
and originality as "The Sunken World."
Science is pretty well convinced today, that
there was an Atlantis many thousands of years
ago. Just exactly what became of it, no one
knows. The author, in this story, has approached
the subject from a totally different angle than has
ever been attempted before; and the idea, daring
and impossible as it would seem at first, is not
impossible. Nor is it impossible that progress
and science goes and comes in waves. It may
be that millions of years ago, the world had
reached a much higher culture than we have today. Electricity and radio, and all that goes with
it, may have been well known eons ago. Every scientist knows that practically every invention is
periodically rediscovered independently. It seems
there is nothing new under the sun.
But the big idea behind the author's theme is
the holding of present-day science and progress up
to a certain amount of ridicule, and showing up
our civilization in a sometimes grotesque mirror
which may not always please our vanity or our
appraisal of our so-called present day achievements.
The author points out that it is one thing to
have power in science and inventions, but it is
another thing to use that power correctly. He
shows dramatically and vividly how it can be
used and how it should be used.
From the technical standpoint, this story is tremendous, and white some of our critics will, as
usual, find fault with the hydraulics contained in
this story, the fact remains that they are,not at
all impossible.

W

HEN man tampers with the forces of nature, something is always likely to happen,
and most of the time something does happen.
Our new author presents an enthralling
story of titanic forces let loose by the cunning
of man, which almost brought the world to an end.
As yet zve know little more than nothing about
the titanic forces let loose zeihen we begin to disintegrate matter.
We know that every particle
of matter contains titanic forces compared to
which the highest explosives are nothing more
than mere toys.
Some day, these forces will be let loose unless
conquered by man. If they are not conquered, we
stand a good chance that the world might be
blown up, or explode just as certain stars are
exploding right along, probably due to some
atomic forces.
Today, we handle ordinary matter exactly as
savages would handle dynamite.
The aborigine
will not be harmed by a
- stick of dynamite.
He
can play with it, kick
around, hammer it all
he wants to, and nothing will happen. The reason
is that Ile has no detonater to explode it, no key
to unlock its energy.
The same is trite of ordinary matter. The five
cent piece in your pocket, an ordinary pebble, a
glass of water, all contain forces which are titanic
and sufficient to keep the entire machinery of
the world running for weeks at a time. But we
have not yet found the key with which to unlock
this energy.
The present story brings this home to us more
vividly, and all we can say is that zve sincerely
hope that the liberation of energy will never come
about in the manner-described so realistically by
this author.
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and possessed much of their employer's taciturnity.
When quizzed by the professor's curious neighbors—as
Professor Kempton
they frequently were during the learned man's residence in the village—they simply shook their heads and
HE following advertisement appeared in the
looked stupid—a not too difficult task—and gave out no
Personal Columns of an early June, 1924,
information.
issue of a well-known New York daily
It was a well-known fact that Professor Kempton
newspaper:
was arich man, and by far the heaviest taxpayer in the
village. He had brought considerable wealth when he
WANTED —A young man, 25 to 30 years, to fill a
confidential position. Applicant must be in good health
first came to Planeville and had acquired much more
and be familiar with the Morse code. Apply in person,
since then in returns from his numerous inventions, for
between 3and 4 P. M. Professor Theophilus Kempton,
the old eccentric was no dreamy book worm; he was a
Planeville, N. J.
shrewd inventor, who perfected and patented his ideas,
Appearing, as it did, one among many bizarre,
and had proved himself to be a pioneer in more than
Strangely—worded and frequently unintelligible requests,
one line of endeavor.
it attracted no particular attention, and aside from the
At 3 P. M., on June 10, 1924, Professor Kempusual number of curiosity-seeking or morbid-minded
ton had acaller. This was an unusual occurrence, for
readers, it caught the interest of but one person; at
he had no known personal friends, and his business
least, it brought but one response. And it is this young
affairs were all handled by his attorneys, in New York.
man's strange story that appears in these pages.
The visitor appeared at the locked gate and rang the
Professor Kempton's residence stood on the outbell; when Uncle Ike answered the summons, the unskirts of a sleepy little town, which was within three
known had handed him an envelope addressed to Prohours' ride of the center of the nation's metropolis. It
fessor Kempton. The servant carried the missive to his
was alarge brick house, to which were attached several
employer, who was at that time reading in his study.
acres of land, completely enclosed by a high-board
Glancing at the enclosure, the professor instructed
fence.
the old man to show the visitor in and to see that they
For many years, this house, with its forbidding fence
were not disturbed. This was the last time the old
—located as it was, in atiny village that knew no fences
serving man saw his master alive, although, as he later
and kept no secret—and its querulous, reserved occuexplained, he believed him to be alive as late as 1P. M.,
pant caused much comment, frequently unfavorable.
on the 12th.
But continued familiarity is the parent of toleration.
The inventor frequently spent several clays at atime
After twenty-five years, the citizens of Planeville began
in his laboratory, and on such occasions Uncle Ike carto take the presence of Proried his meals to a room in
fessor Kempton and his
the main laboratory, where
fence as amatter of course,
E are giving a charming tale by anew author, and we
the food was kept in a
hope you will like it as much as we did. The idea of
just as they accepted the
warming-cabinet until the
an extra terrestrial body located between the earth and the
smoke and fumes from the
Professor found leisure for
moon, and which might more properly be termed a second
chemical factory at the
his meal.
satellite, is izot new. Certain irregularities of our moon's
other end of the town—unmotion have never satisfied our astronomers and there are
At about 12:50 P. M.,
still some 'WhO claim that sonzewhere between us and our
attractive, but an essential
on the 12th, the old man
moon there is another body, small to be sure, which causes
part of the life of the vilhad served luncheon for his
the moon's disturbances. Be that as it may, "The Voyage
lage.
employer. This food was
to Kenzptonia" is a charming tale, which we know you
Professor Kempton's
partly consumed, though
will enjoy.
grounds were covered with
Uncle Ike did not know
a number of buildings, of
just when, but it must have
no particular style of architecture, erected at as many
been between this hour and 5P. M., at which time the
periods as there were structures. Each one was built
old inventor's lifeless and badly charred body was
for its specific purpose, without regard to the lines of
found in another part of the building.
its predecessors, so that the whole presented amost inA record of the events which occurred between 3
congruous appearance, a sort of a "crazy quilt" effect.
P. M. of the 10th, and 5P. M. of the 12th, can best be
Here, with an old colored couple, who cared for his
supplied by the statement of Edgar Lawton, Professor
personal wants, and as far as he would permit, kept his
Kempton's mysterious visitor, and by certain notes and
habitation in order, dwelt the eccentric old professor.
data written by the Professor himself during this
The two old colored people, Uncle Ike and Aunt
interim.
Fanny Bones, were hard pf hearing and near-sighted,
It should be known that Edgar Lawton's statement
CHAPTER 1
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We now returned to the little curtained alcove where I made my final preparations and received
Professor Kempton's last instructions before starting on my great adventure.
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followed his interrogation by the coroner of 1\1
County, New Jersey, when that official investigated the
circumstances of Professor Kempton's death. And in
justice to Lawton it must be said that, while he refused
to talk about the matter at first, he did not deviate from
any of his statements later, when he did commit himself.
CHAPTER II
Lawton's Statement

T

HIS statement of facts has been prepared to explain my part in the events that took place at
Professor Kempton's laboratory, during the time
intervening between 3P. M., on June 10th and 5P. M.,
June 12th, and also to refute the charge that Imurdered
this learned man, whom I had never met until the
afternoon of the 10th of June, and for whom I had
only the kindest feeling.
Ialso desire to do justice to agreat scientist's memory, for the marvelous results of our experiment clearly
prove, to my mind at least, that Professor Theophilus
Kempton was an investigator far beyond the limits of
the present age, and that atrue appreciation of his last
wonderful invention must be left for future generations.
Now that much of Professor Kempton's apparatus
has been destroyed by fire, and so many of his formulas
are lost, we can only wait until some other genius shall
re-discover his missing principles and deductions.
Iam not an educated man and am particularly ignorant regarding the facts and principles dealing with
chemical and electrical science; therefore, I can only
relate the true story of what took place after I met
Professor Kempton. But to do this Imust first briefly
tell of the events preceding my entrance into his employ.
My name is Edgar Lawton. I was born in San
Francisco twenty-eight years ago. I am a telegraph
operator by occupation and have f
ollowed my trade in
many states, as Iam of a roving disposition.
The morning of June 10th, 1924, found me seated on
apark bench in New York City, along with many other
penniless castaways, although Iwas probably better off
than some of my neighbors of the bench, for Istill had
adecent suit of clothes and two or three dollars in my
pocket. But at that, matters looked far from rosy.
I had been in the "World's Greatest City" two
months and in this time had worked exactly ten days
on almost as many jobs, as an extra hand. In fact, my
financial condition was rapidly becoming desperate. I
had been able to secure no employment during the past
two weeks, and would soon be unable to provide myself
with food, or even the poorest kind of abed.
Isat there breakfastless and weary, idly scanning the
pages of a discarded morning paper, when my glance
caught sight of Professor Kempton's advertisement. It
looked good to me, and Idecided to answer it.
Acting on this impulse, Imade my way to the nearest railway depot and inquired when Icould get atrain
to Planeville, and how much it would cost.
"Eleven-fifty.
One-sixty-nine," replied the lordly
personage behind the wicket.
"Lucky this time," Ithought as Ipassed over atwodollar bill, the principal asset of my bank-roll.

After purchasing my ticket, I had only about one
dollar left, and Ispent the greater part of this for a
shave and some breakfast. My train reached Planeville about 2:30 P. M. Itimed my walk so as to reach
Professor Kempton's residence about three o'clock. It
was an agreeable surprise to find no one else waiting.
I immediately rang the bell at a gate in the high
board fence that surrounded the entire property. This
was answered by an old negro, to whom I handed an
envelope addressed to Professor Kempton, in which I
had enclosed a copy of his advertisement, along with
my own name.
I waited with considerable anxiety, while the old
fellow refastened the gate and carried my message inside. He returned in a few minutes and admitted me,
led the way into the house and upstairs to alarge room
on the second floor.
After ushering me into this apartment, my guide left
me and I found myself in the presence of a small,
slightly-built, elderly man, with sharp, frosty blue eyes
and close-cropped gray hair. He was dressed in adark
suit, over which he wore along white linen "duster."
"Please be seated," my host said, indicating a chair,
and continued. "I am Professor Theophilus Kempton,
and would understand from this," holding up the clipping I had sent in, "that you came in answer to my
advertisement for an assistant."
Replying in the affirmative, I handed Professor
.Kempton my credentials, as a professional telegrapher.
"You would appear to be an operator of sorne experience, Mr. Lawton." He returned my papers and continued, "Please step over here and try out this set." He
indicated atelegraphic outfit attached to anearby desk.
As Iseated myself, Professor Kempton returned to
his own desk, which was also equipped with a small
portable outfit, and for the next few moments we
carried on an animated conversation in the Morse code.
Ialways considered myself a very competent operator, but compared to this man, Iseemed arank amateur.
However, he seemed satisfied with my ability, and when
we were seated in our former positions again, he began
to discuss the other requisite qualifications.
"Your health, Mr. Lawton," he asked, "is it good?"
"Excellent," I answered. "I have never been seriously ill, or severely injured in my life."
"You are fortunate," he commented, and after amoment, "You will understand, Mr. Lawton, that the services Ishall require are strictly confidential ;and if, after
I have explained my proposition, you do not care to
assist me, I shall reimburse you for your loss of time
and expense, and you will be free to withdraw. But
first, before we go further into this matter, I shall require your solemn promise, that, regardless as to
whether you accept or refuse my offer, you will never
reveal anything that may transpire here or that Imay
confide in you—that is, during my lifetime or until I
give you permission to sikak."
This statement, so plainly and directly made, had a
chilling effect on my enthusiasm to become Professor
Kempton's assistant. It seemed to me there was some
nefarious business afoot.
Sensing my dilemma, the Professor came to the res-
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cue. "If this will aid you in making up your mind," he
remarked, "1 can assure you that my undertaking is
perfectly lawful, although it may involve some personal
danger to yourself."
"In that case," Ireplied, "I am willing to subscribe
to your conditions."
"Very well, then. I shall explain to you the principles of an apparatus that I have recently perfected,
also the experiment with which I shall require help.
But first as to the remuneration. It is possible that I
shall need your services only for a few days, but Iwill
specify an engagement for a period of two weeks, for
which Ishall pay you one-thousand dollars.
"I have already informed you that there may be some
danger involved in our experiment, although Ibelieve
that it is perfectly safe. If you accept I shall require
you to sign astatement testifying that you entered into
this matter of your own free will and with afull knowledge of the possible risk.
"You see," he added, "if the unexpected takes place
and something should happen to you, Ido not want to
be indicted for your murder. But there will be time
enough for these matters when you accept my offer.
I shall now attempt to explain the general purpose
of my invention in such away that it will be intelligible
to you."
In giving Professor Kempton's explanation, I shall
use his words, as well as Ican recall them. However,
the reader must keep in mind the fact that I am unfamiliar with the principles of the science with which
his staterrfents dealt, and that I may unintentionally
garble or misstate his views.
CHAPTER, III
The Professor Explains His Invention
AM, and have been for many years, an investigator and a seeker after knowledge," Professor
Kempton began, "giving particular attention to
communication by the medium of electricity and to the
study of astronomy.
"I have written numerous articles on these subjects
and have also patented anumber of inventions pertaining to the transmission and utilization of the electric
current.
"My income from these and other sources is larger
than my needs, so that for the past five years Ihave
been engaged in private experiments, on the subject of
radio communication and similar phenomena. Ihave
also spent considetable time in observing the heavens,
by means of apowerful telescope that Ihave invented."
"In my later studies in astronomy Ihave broken away
from the general practice of observers, and instead of
expending my efforts in vain observations and conjectures on (listant planets, Ihave turned my attention to
the discovery and study of the wonders of the sky, that
are near at hand."
"Perhaps you are aware that the moon is not the
only satellite that revolves around our earth. There
are numerous other tiny bodies, if we may so designate them, to which the general term satellites is usually
applied."
"
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"These little satellites, which may be fragments of
our own, or other more distant worlds, hang suspended,
as it were, in the depths of space; and as they are on
the edge of, or just beyond the limits of the earth's
atmosphere, they are subject to the attraction of both
earth and sun. And as the sun's attraction is just sufficient to prevent their falling on the earth, they remain
fixed in space but continue to revolve around the
earth."
"The majority of these satellites are too small and
infinitesimal to be of any consequence. But after long
continued telescopic explorations, among these tiny
worlds, Ihave discovered one of them that is infinitely
larger than its fellows.
"By means of many observations, I have gathered
much information regarding this satellite, which, exercising the time-honored rights of discovery, I have
named Kemptonia, in honor of myself, as its discoverer.
"I find that Kemptonia revolves around the earth, in
a regular orbit and is about thirty miles distant from
our globe. This little follower of the earth travels
through space at the rate of about three miles per minute, requiring approximately six twenty-four-hour days
to complete its orbit. It also revolves upon its own
axis, as does the earth, but much more rapidly, considering its relative size. But more of this later, when
Iwill show you this satellite.
"I also discovered that Kemptonia is, at all times,
surrounded by amist or vapor, a fact which no doubt
tends to obscure its observation from the earth and
which has prevented me from closely observing its surface; it also leads me to believe that it must possess an
atmosphere, no doubt much more rarefied than that of
the earth.
"If Kemptonia has an atmosphere, it should also
sustain life. But, as the constant presence of this vapor
has prevented my observation of its surface, I have
been forced to proceed along other lines in my investigations.
"At one time Iconsidered the construction of an airship, with an enclosed car, of sufficient size and power
to allow me to visit my planet, as Isecretly called my
discovery, but Iabandoned this idea as being impractical.
"I then turned to radio, by which means Ihoped to
develop aprocess that would enable me to penetrate the
mists which surround Kemptonia, and to communicate
with its inhabitants, if it supported intelligent life."
"My experiments along these lines led to the development of several new and wonderful rays, heretofore
unknown, and finally to the knowledge of a most stupendous discovery, which Inow desire to subject to a
final test, before announcing its existence to the world.
"I will not attempt to explain my discovery to you,
in technical terms, but will simply state, that by the
joint application of certain electrical rays, in connection with particular chemical reagents and under certain physical conditions, Iam enabled to dissolve, transport and re-mold matter.
"In other words, my discoveries permit me to etherealize your body, transport it, as sound is transported by
the ordinary radio, reassemble it at a fixed destination,
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and then return it, by the same means, unharmed, to
my laboratory."
Isuppose that my looks betrayed my incredulity, for
I believed myself in the presence of a madman. At
any rate, Prof. Kempton paused, in the midst of his
discourse, to remark:
"Young man, I am neither crazy nor a fool, and
have repeatedly verified, by actual experiments, every
statement that Ihave made.
"As Ihave stated," the inventor went on, "my inventions and discoveries have enabled me to dissolve matter, to convey it, as sound is conveyed; and then when
it has been transported to its destination, to re-assemble
it, in its original form. And, when I so desire, by a
similar process, Ican recall it to its starting point, and
resolve it into its former body.
"No doubt this seems impossible to you, just as it
did to me when Imade my first discoveries along these
lines. But remember that Idid not evolve these wonders off-hand; it was merely by accident that Ilearned
that the application of certain electric rays and chemicals, dissolved or etherealized some particular forms
of matter. This gave me the opening wedge, the rest
is the result of hundreds of painstaking experiments
and years of careful study and research."

T

HE earnest, convincing manner in which Prof essor Kempton delivered his statements, to some
extent overcame my skepticism, so that I decided to
hear him through anyway, and to inspect his invention.
"When Ifound that Icoüld dissolve and re-assemble
the atoms of inanimate matter," my companion continued, "I began to experiment with the lower forms
of animal life, gradually advancing up the scale, until
Iused rats and guinea pigs as my subjects.
"When I found that I could successfully dissolve
and construct, without apparent injury, the bodies of
live animals the idea occurred to me that, if I could
convey their bodies through space and then re-animate
them at a distance, I would, in this way, be able to
visit and explore Kemptonia.
"After many unsuccessful experimerits, I perfected
an apparatus, on the general plan of a radio broadcasting machine, that allows me to send and receive, as
it were, living matter, without any destruction of life."
"But, Professor Kempton," I interposed, "if you
have developed such an instrument, why bother exploring atiny moon belonging to the earth? Why not investigate some of the great planets?"
"I rather expected some such a question," the professor answered. "I will tell you. In the first place,
my present apparatus is entirely too weak to carry my
rays to the nearest of the planets. In the second place,
although it might be possible to construct a machine
powerful enough to convey matter to the distant stars,
Idesire to transport and recall living, not dead, matter.
And no form of life could survive a voyage through
the deadly cold of the immense space that separates
us from the major planets. But I have transported
several animals through the comparatively insignificant
distance that separates Kemptonia from the earth.
Some of these Ihave returned, others Ihave allowed to

remain there. I did not care to bring them all back.
"The farther Iadvanced along these lines, the more
I became impressed with the necessity of the great
care and accuracy required in the operation of my
delicate instruments, to insure the successful termination of an experiment.
"In fact, I finally became convinced that it would
necessitate years -of coaching and instruction, on my
part, before Icould safely entrust the whole operation
of my inventions to a second party, in an experiment
involving the hazard of ahuman life.
"This difficulty promised to indefinitely postpone, if
not preclude, my scheme of visiting Kemptonia. Therefore Ihave decided to make my investigation by proxy.
"I might say at this time, that, in anticipation of
making this voyage and to insure a safe return, Ihave
made certain vital preparations, among others the construction of a cold-proof garment, or armour as you
might call it. Idid this because Ifound that the temperature of Kemptonia, at times, is much colder than
that of the earth. It was also necessary to prepare an
apparatus to allow the free breathing of the rarefied air
that will be found on the satellite.
"These articles are constructed of elements most
susceptible, to the control of my processes. They are
also prepared with the view of overcoming the lightness of the Kemptonian atmosphere.
"Since I have decided to 'visit' the satellite, in the
person of another, I felt the necessity of keeping in
constant communication with my subject. For various
reasons it was not advisable to depend on vocal means.
Therefore I have taken advantage of my knowledge
of telegraphy, and invented an instrument, built of
elements similar to those used in constructing the garments of which I spoke, that will enable the subject
after he has been re-substantialized—to send and receive
communications, by means of the Morse code.
"Having perfected my scheme, and the equipment
necessary for its successful execution, it was then necessary for me to secure the services of an assistant to
help me. With that end in view, Iinserted the advertisement which you, so opportunely, answered.
"Now, Mr. Lawton," my strange host concluded,
"I have tried to describe the workings of my plan, and
must ask you for a decision as to whether or not you
will help me put it into operation."
"Bef ore I can give you a final answer, Professor
Kempton," I replied, "I desire to see your apparatus
and to view the planet, or whatever it is that you have
discovered."
"Very well," the other rejoined, rising.
"Come
with me."
CHAPTER IV
Professor Kempton's Laborato—
rý

I

FOLLOWED my host down the stairs add
through a long hall, which divided the house, and
out through a rear door, into the grounds. We
crossed the grounds, which were large and half covered
by a number of out buildings, of various shapes and
sizes, until we came to a large, one story, brick structure, with a curious octagon shaped tower at one end.
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This tower rose fifteen or twenty feet above the roof
of the building proper.
The Professor unlocked a narrow door admitting
us into the tower, which contained numerous books
and charts, as well as a number of instruments, such
as, Ibelieve, are used by astronomers; at least one was
alarge telescope.
"This telescope," Professor Kempton informed me,
"is of aspecial design, which Ihave myself perfected.
It possesses a number of unusual features, among
others, that of instant change in its powers of magnitude, and a light elimination lining, that allows me to
observe celestial bodies with the same ease, night or
day.
"At the present moment," he went on, indicating a
point on a large chart, suspended on the observatciry
wall, "Kemptonia occupies this position, in relation to
the earth."
The Professor then made a few rapid calculations,
checking the time carefully with a chart, and brought
the lens to bear on a point, near the horizon. He explained, as he did this, that Kemptonia revolved around
our earth from east to west or in the opposite direction
to the rotation of the earth on its axis. He also informed me that, while the tiny satellite rotated on its
axis, its size was so minute that it did not cause night
and day but only a slight dimming of its daylight.
This day lasted as long as it traversed that part of its
orbit that was between the earth and the sun, or approximately seventy-two hours.
Its night was the
period during which the earth was between it and the
sun and was equally long.
After looking through the telescope for a short time
and making several adjustments, the Professor invited
me to take his place. This Ipromptly did, for Iwas
very curious to observe Kemptonia. Also, Ihad never
had an opportunity to use such alarge instrument.
I saw a large pale luminous disk, surrounded by a
vaporous cloud of mist, through which a large dark
colored mass showed up rather indistinctly.
"The lenses are now set for twenty magnitudes," my
companion informed me. "I will now increase the
magnifying power and let you make further observations."
We spent approximately an hour in the observatory,
where we viewed the tiny satellite, as a whole and by
sections, at various ranges, but found it impossible to
penetrate the enveloping mist and see what it concealed.
We next went into the main building, which, Professor Kempton told me, was his principal laboratory and
work shop, and which housed his inventions. These
occupied the space of about one half of the entire
building, and their section was separated from the
laboratory proper by athick wall. It was also further
sub-divided into several apartments.
The largest of these contained what he styled his
"Broadcaster ;" this equipment resembled the ordinary
broadcasting outfit, except that some parts were
excessively massive and were made of an odd looking
metal.
"An alloy of my own composition," my host stated,
pointing to one of these parts. "It gives better results
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for my purposes than the material generally used."
The ceiling and walls of this room were a labyrinth
of wires, of many sizes, some insulated, others bare.
These wires connected the broadcasting equipment
with the other rooms and with the antenna, outside
the building.
A room about ten feet square housed two small, but
powerful looking, dynamos. One of these my host
remarked, was connected with the city lines, the other
to a gasoline-operated generator, located in another
part of the building.
He installed this system, he explained, so that even
if there were a breakdown in the city plant, his work
would not be affected. He had merely to cut in with
aconnecting switch and use his own power.
small apartment was prepared for the
ANOTHER
operator of the various machines. This room had

a switch-board extending around three of its sides and
was fitted with numerous switches and indicators. It
also contained a chair, a desk and a small cabinet, to
which were attached a set of head-phones and a telegraph key.
We stopped here only a moment, then Professor
Kempton led the way into another and much larger
room, fitted with what appeared to be a sort of an
exaggerated radio receiving station.
There were hundreds of wires, running in all directions, rows of tubes and cones, all connected with a
series of huge storage batteries and with the switch
board in the adjoining room.
One corner of this room was partitioned off by a
thick, asbestos-like curtain, reaching from ceiling to
floor; several trunk lines of wires extended through
these drapes.
Holding the curtain aside, the Professor ushered
me into this niche, which was about eight feet square
and was entirely enveloped by the hangings. It contained only one article of furniture, a metal piece that
resembled a shallow metal bath-tub, with a sort of a
shower or spray attached at each end and adrain from
the bottom. On it lay an odd fantastic looking garment.
"This is what Icall my operating room," my companion said. "This is where Iplace my subject, whose
body I am about to send through space and here is
where it is returned when its mission has been
accomplished."
"This robe," he continued, holding up the garment
Ihad noticed, "is the armour Ispoke about some time
ago. It is composed of ametallic fabric, and although
light and flexible, is very strong and resistive. You
will also notice the telegraphic sending outfit attached
to the belt."
Icarefully observed this robe and may as well describe it here. It was of a pale muddy color and constructed much like adiver's outfit, except that the helmet
was permanently attached. The hands were covered
by gloves and the helmet was fitted with transparent
eye pieces and abreathing apparatus. Suspended from
the waist and convenient to the right hand were an
odd looking transmitter key and ,a sounder, while the
right ear was equipped with ahead phone. At the left
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side hung what resembled a short mace or policeman's
billy.
"You will notice here," Professor Kempton went
on, laying the suit down, and pointing to the floor,
"that this couch, or tub as you may call it, is located
on arevolving disk; this gives the subject the required
motion, while the chemicals are supplied by the two
sprays. It operates in this way—"
And drawing me into a corner, he pressed a button
and the center of the alcove, to which the tub was
fixed, began to revolve slowly and the sprays to throw
off ashower of fragrant smelling vapor.
"The speed of this disk and the flow of the chemicals," he explained, shutting off the switch, "is controlled from the main switchboard, in the operating
room, as are all of the other processes.
"But," he concluded, "listening to dry lectures has
no doubt given you a famous appetite. We will see
what Uncle Ike has prepared for our supper."
With that he led the way to the main laboratory, and
opening a small electrically heated cupboard, removed
atray of steaming food.
"A device of mine," he remarked, setting the tray on
a small table. "which allows me to dine at my convenience and without leaving my laboratory; when I
clo not show up for my meals, Ike carries my food
out here."
-te,›
We drew up apair of stools and fell ta„the excellent
meal without more ado. When we finished, my companion broke the silence.
"Well Mr. Lawton," he said, "I guess we have
arrived at the point where you must make your decision. What shall it be, yes or no?"
That was the question Ihad been debating with myself, for some time. When I arrived at Professor
Kempton's home, Ihad intended to accept his proffer,
regardless; but as he was going through his explanations, Ibelieved him more and more insane and wanted
nothing so much as a chance to escape from his
presence.
Now however, having heard his complete statement,
and having viewed the elaborate equipment he had constructed. Iwas sorely tempted to accept his proposition.
True, there might be danger connected with the experiment, but there was a fascination in the thought of
passing through space and exploring another planet,
anew world, one might say, even if it were only atiny
satellite of our own earth.
Iwould be the first human being to thus discard the
encumbrance of matter and visit the realms of the sky.
Of course I had heard of certain men being able to
send apart of themselves, their astral body they called
it, to great distances, but then their natural body remained behind. This however was different; Iwould
be transported through space and then, materialized,
would in my own bodily form explore the unknown.
Also there were the thousand dollars that would be
my remuneration; it seemed an immense sum; Icould
afford to take a long chance for such a sum.
Idecided the achievement would be worth the risk.
If I hesitated further or declined, the chance to take
this wonderful trip would never return.

It has taken some time to explain these thoughts,
which influenced my final decision, but, in reality, it
took but an instant of time, and I told my host that
Iwould accept his offer.
"I fully expected you to say that," he said, "and I
can assure you that Iwill use every care and precaution,
and that I have no doubt but that you will safely
return. If there had been some one else competent to
operate my instruments, I would have gone myself
long ago."
The Professor then unlocked his safe and securing
a small package, handed it to me. It contained fifty
new twenty dollar bills, one thousand dollars, a fortune
it seemed to me.
"Where can Iput this money ?" Iasked. "I do not
care to take any chances of losing it."
"Lock it in that cupboard," the other replied, handing me akey and indicating asmall locker.
Iput the money in the pocket of my coat and locked
both in the cupboard, retaining the key. Then, at the
Professor's request, I signed a statement exonerating
him from all blame, in case of my injury or death, during our experiment.

W

CHAPTER ;‘7.
I Land in Kemptonia

E now returned to the little curtained alcove,
where I made my final preparations and received Professor Kempton's last instructions
before starting on my great adventure.
"And now Mr. Lawton," the Professor concluded,
after instructing me upon anumber of details, "it will
require about eight hours to prepare and transport
your body to Kemptonia, and as many more for your
return; I would like you to spend twenty-four hours
exploring the satellite; this will make up atotal of forty
hours required to complete the experiment."
"During the next forty-eight hours, Kemptonia will
be in a most favorable position for our purpose. If
we do not take advantage of this opportunity, it will be
necessary for us to wait almost a week or until the
satellite completes its orbit around the earth and much
can happen in that time."
Personally Ibelieve he was afraid that Imight back
out of my bargain unless we started immediately. Anyhow, he was very anxious to start at once.
Ihad made up my mind to see the thing through, so
I removed my clothes and put on the robe Professor
Kempton had prepared. I found it soft, fleecy and
very comfortable. Then at his direction, I lay down
and stretched out at full length in the tub.
"Have no fear," he whispered, before leaving me,
"you will soon fall into asleep and know nothing until
you awake upon Kemptonia, and you will return in
the sanie way; but be sure and communicate with me
as often as you can."
I nodded my head, and lying back, closed my eyes.
The Professor pressed the wall switch, causing the tub
to revolve slowly and afine spray of the sweet smelling
chemical to shower over my body. He then left the
closet, carefully closing and fastening the curtains.
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This was the last time I saw. Professor Kempton
alive, although Icommunicated with him a number of
times during the next thirty-six hours. After he had
been gone for afew moments, Iheard ahumming noise
and the movement of the tub began to increase. I
supposed he had opened the switches that connected
it with the other machinery. Then I fell asleep and
knew no more.
How long Islept Ican never tell. Ihad many wild
fantastic dreams and seemed to feel a gripping cold,
which chilled my body through, although the room,
where I fell asleep, was warm. I cannot recall any
of my dreams, although Iknow that Idreamed.
Then as abruptly as Ihad fallen asleep Iawoke—
awoke to find myself standing in an open plain, with
a rich yellow light shining about me and a luxuriant,
but pallid looking foliage reaching almost to my knees.
I believed that I was still dreaming and started to
rub my eyes, but found Icould not touch them, that
Iwas looking out through something transparent, and
that my hands were enclosed in gloves.
Then with a wild start, Irecalled all that had gone
before—I recalled my visit to Professor Kempton, his
story and our mutual experiment. That was it—the
wild, daring experiment had been successful. I had
encompassed space and was now standing on the surface
of Kemptonia. It must be that, for as Ilooked around
me, Iknew the spot on which Istood was like nothing
I had ever seen before, in all my wanderings. In a.
way it was like the earth, but still in some manner,
that Icould not explain, it was subtly different.
Then, without warning, some one or something began
to beat measured strokes, now short, now long, close to
my right ear. The unexpectedness of the sound was
too much for my nerves, already badly jumbled, so that
Igave aquick leap to my left.
Then something occurred that startled nie more than
ever. Instead of jumping three or four feet, I easily
covered forty, and at the highest point of the arc I
made as Isailed through the air, Iknow that my body
was easily twenty feet above the surface.
Now like a flash it all became clear to‘me. I was
on Kemptonia, whose lack of gravity reduced my body
to a fraction of its earthly weight. Ihad not noticed
this in breathing, on account of the protective inhaler
attached to my helmet. The pounding at my ear—that
must be the telegraph sounder. Professor Kempton
was trying to call me.
Hastily moving the adjuster, with which the ear
phone was equipped, Ireduced the volume of the sound
and began to listen to the strokes, now distinguishable
as dots and dashes, and to interpret them into letters
and words.
L-A-W-T-O -N—L-A-W-T-O-N, Ispelled out. Then,
taking hold of the sounder at my side, I slowly and
awkwardly—for the gloves hampered my fingers—
tapped out the word. Y-E-S. Y-E-S.
A moment later another message came to nie from
my mentor on earth.
"Lawton, are you all right?"
"Yes," Ireplied. "Where am I?"
"In Kemptonia. Ihave tried to raise you for hours.
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"Why did you not answer?"
"I just woke," Isent back. "What shall Ido now?"
"Walk over the country and observe it; send me your
impressions. Iwill call you from time to time. It is
twelve hours since you started. This will cut short
your time in Kemptonia."
I now started across the open plain, toward some
trees, perhaps amile away. As Ihave already stated,
the foliage and grass there was apallid greenish-yellow
color, like some earth plants that are grown in cellars
or somewhere away from the light of the sun.
It was very evident that aperpetual fog or mist surrounded the surface of Kemptonia, warding off the
full effect of the sun's light and heat. This vapor did
not lie close to the surface, but hung suspended, two.
or three hundred feet above it. The land itself, so far
as Icould see, was comparatively level.
I moved along at a rapid rate, each step carrying
me as far as three would upon the earth. In a short
time Ireached the clump of trees toward which Iwas
traveling.
These trees covered an area of two or three acres
and ranged from twenty-five to one hundred feet in
height. They had a smooth bark and were branchless
for about half their height. Their bark and leaves were
of the same pallid yellow green shade, as the grass at
my feet. Indeed, Ifound this color uniform throughout Kemptonia;.the foliage of these trees resembled
those of our sycamore.
I found only two species of trees growing on the
satellite—the one Ijust described and the other ashort
bushy species like our fir, but dwarfed in size.
After moving through this little grove, where I
found a spring of pure water and some wild berries,
Icommunicated with Professor Kempton, who seemed
beside himself with joy, at the success of his plans.
Icontinued my explorations, making my way toward
what resembled a large lake. Up to this time I saw
no signs of life of any kind.
CHAPTER VI
The Inhabitants of Kemptonia

A

DVANCING toward this lake, I came upon a
small creek, perhaps twenty-five feet in width,
and three or four feet deep. The water was
clear and cold and had aslightly acid taste. Ifollowed
the meanderings of this stream as I advanced, but as
it became more irregular in its course, Icut across the
bends for it was easy to leap from bank to bank.
At last Iapproached the mouth of the creek, which
Isaw emptied into alarge body of water, upon whose
surface, several hundred feet from the shore, a raft
was floating. Iwas particularly surprised when Iperceived that the raft was propelled by two beings that
resembled men.
While Istared open-mouthed at this phenomenon, I
heard aslight noise behind me and turned, just in time
to catch a glimpse of a figure that was watching me
from the shadow of abush, on the opposite side of the
stream.
This observer, whoever or whatever it might be,
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instantly disappeared among the brush and grass; but
my curiosity was aroused and leaping the creek, I
started in pursuit. The other saw my approach and
commenced running across the open, like a frightened
rabbit.
My quarry ran rapidly, fleeing toward a patch of
rough wooded ground, along the shore of the lake; but
his efforts were fruitless, for aided by my greater,
earth-born strength, Icovered as much ground at one
leap as the other did in six, so that I speedily overtook and captured the fleeing creature, who immediately began to jabber, in ahigh squeaky voice. It was
ámost extraordinary looking being that Iheld, squirming and wiggling, in my grasp. Later, I discovered
that it was afair specimen of its race and Iwill, therefore describe its appearance in sorne detail.
The creature was unquestionably of the male species,
and was about five feet in height. His color was a
washed-out, dirty yellow, slightly darker on the more
exposed parts of the body. The lower limbs and hips
were thin and spindly; the feet, which had five toes
of nearly equal length, were broad and flat.
His shoulders were narrow and his arms slender, the
hand consisting of four long fingers and a very short
thumb. His head was the size of that of aboy of six
years and was bald, except for athin covering of yellow fuzz on the crown, apparently the only hair on his
body; the face was smooth. The features were of a
Mongolian cast, the ears small, nose flat and teeth
prominent.
However the strangest thing about the extraordinary
creature was his chest, which, in comparison with the
rest of the body, was enormous, bulging out both front
and rear. As my captive was weak, his strength not
exceeding that of a child of seven or eight years, I
concluded that the huge chest was filled with the large
lungs necessary for the breathing of the rarefied air
of its world.
His clothing consisted of what seemed like a pair
of breeches, reaching from waist to knee, and a short
cloak. These garments were crudely woven of grass
or rush fibers. For weapons he carried acrudely made
stone hatchet or tomahawk and a stone knife; in appearance and structure this material resembled flint.
My prisoner made no effort to use his weapons; indeed
he was too badly frightened to do more than offer a
passive resistance.
However. when Ifinally released this strange being,
and by signs showed that it was free to depart, it
quickly recovered the use of its legs and scampered
off toward its original destination.
I now got in touch with Professor Kempton and
briefly related my adventures up to this time. He
urged me to learn if there were many of these extraordinary creatures on the satellite, and if possible learn
something about their habits and customs.
I now advanced along the route followed by the
Kemptonian, and had almost reached the rough ground,
which I have already mentioned, when I perceived a
score or more of the strange beings coming toward me.
At first I feared that they intended to attack me;
but I soon saw that they carried no weapons, bearing

branches of the fir-like tree instead. These they waved
in the air to signify their peaceful intentions. Foremost among these natives of Kemptoniä, was my late
captive, who now appeared to have recovered from his
fear and to be acting as a sort of a chairman to my
reception committee.
The Kemptonians, as I shall hereafter call these
strange creatures, signed for me to follow them and
turning, trooped back among the trees toward their
habitations. These consisted of a number of caves or
burrows in the face of a small bluff, facing the lake.
The dwellings were, as I learned upon investigation,
quite shallow and Ibelieve artificial.
Smoke rising from before one of the caves informed
me that the natives had learned the use of fire. For
fuel they use a kind of peat, mined from a bog near
their dwellings.
This fuel is dug with stone and
wooden tools and then carried to aplace near the caves,
where it is piled in heaps and allowed to dry before
using.
Of course, Idid not gain all of this information at
once, but picked it up little by little, during the several
hours I spent as a guest at this village of the
Kemptonians.
My attempts to communicate with these people, except by signs, were futile. They had a language, by
means of which they conversed with one another; but
it was as impossible for me to comprehend them as it
was for them to understand my language. As near as
Icould tell, their dialect was somewhat similar to that
of the South African Bushman; at least they made
frequent clicking sounds and their tones were very
high and shrill.
CHAPTER VII
, Joe and Judy

T

HE Kemptonian whom Ihad first met, paid me
especial attention. He had fully recovered from
his fright and seeing that Iwas anxious to learn
about his people, he acted as a guide, showing me
everything that he believed would interest me. Indeed
all of these simple-minded folk treated me as asuperior
being.
This man whom, for the lack of another name, I
called Joe, led me to his family cave, pointing out one
of the females as his wife. She was better looking
than the majority of her sisters. Inamed her Judy.
In general appearance both sexes seemed much alike
except that the females were not so tall, had more and
longer fuzz on their heads and wore a long, sleeveless,
single piece garment, reaching from the shoulder to
the knee.
Ilearned that there was little government or political
organization, among the Kemptonians, except that of
the family or clan. My guide's family, consisting of
twenty or twenty-five members, was the largest of the
seven or eight groups that made up the little colony;
and as Joe was the most influential male of his family,
he automatically became the leader of his community,
as far as any one individual acted as aleader.
The Kemptonian šwere expert swimmers and spent
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much time in and on the water. They did not possess
boats, but built small rafts from poles and floored them
with rushes and clay. These they used for fishing.
However their craft could not venture far from the
shore, as they had no oars or sails, and were poled
along by means of along pointed stick.
I found that fish existed in great abundance there,
and formed one of their staple articles of diet. They
had a small animal resembling a goat, which was domesticated, and like the reindeer of the Laplander, supplied its masters with food, drink and clothing.
They also raised flocks of fowl, similar to our ducks,
at least they had web feet and could swim. There
were a few species of wild birds, all small and of a
dirty yellow shade.
So far as Icould learn, there were no other forms
of animal life on Kemptonia. Neither did I see nor
learn anything of the animals transferred here by
Professor Kempton. These probably soon died from
the effect of the rarefied atmosphere. All of the bird
and animal life belonging to the land, were, like the
Kemptonians, equipped with extremely large lungs,
which allowed them to breathe the thin air of the
satellite.
The plane of civilization on Kemptonia, as well as
Icould judge, was above that of the savage and below
the standards of the barbarian. In the matter of tools
and weapons, they were still in the early stone age.
But in some other lines, they were much farther advanced. They had domestic animals and cultivated the
soil. Each family had aregular garden plot, in which
they raised several varieties of vegetables, both roots
and greens.
As is customary with many savage and semi-savage
tribes, the Kemptonian women perform much of the
labor. The weaving of the grass mats and garments,
preparation of hides and the working of the gardens
fall to them. The men hunt and fish, and dig and prepare the fuel. The domestic animals and fowls are
herded by the children.
The total surface area of Kemptonia, according to
Professor Kempton's calculations, is less than twentyfive thousand acres, and, as my later explorations
showed, more than one half of this is covered by water;
the land area could not be much more than ten thousand
acres.
It was difficult to learn the number of settlements,
but, from the information Isecured from Joe, Ibelieve
there were seven, including his own, which was the
largest. As its population, old and young, numbered
less than one hundred, the total number of the Kemptonians could not be more than five or six hundred
souls.
These tribes or clans seem to live at peace with one
another, but do not appear to have much intercourse
and do not inter-marry. This practice of marrying
within the tribe may help keep down the birth-rate,
which is just about equal to the number of deaths.
The number of children in a family ranges from
one to three. Joe and Judy have two offsprings, both
boys, who are about half-grown.
Monogamy is practised exclusively and divorce or
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unfaithfulness is apparently unknown. The marriages
are arranged by the parents of the contracting parties
and are simple in the extreme. The bride, escorted
by all of her family, is conveyed to the dwelling of
the groom, which she enters and is henceforth considered as a member of his family. Then a feast is
held immediately afterward, in which all members of
the community participate. This, so far as I could
learn, ends the ceremony.
I could learn but little of the religious and burial
customs of the Kemptonians. They do not have either
priests or medicine men; but Ibelieve that they worship light, and frequently prostrate themselves, face
downward, on the ground. The dead are buried in this
position.
The care of the sick appears to devolve on the oldest
woman of the family. There was a sick child in Joe's
family, at the time of my visit; it was nursed by a
wrinkled old crone, who from time to time administered
doses of aconcoction brewed from herbs.
From the data given me by Professor Kempton, and
what information Isecured from Joe and other Kemptonians, I believe the Kemptonian day lasts for about
seventy-two hours of our time, their night for an equal
period, with a short interval of twilight and dawn.
The Kemptonian nights are very cold, and Ibelieve
that the long periods of darkness and the attendant low
temperature, as well as the enveloping mist, influence
the character of the vegetation and help to produce its
peculiar faded appearance.
The mist, while it lowers the temperature of the
light period, also shelters the satellite from extreme
cold during the long night, at least during the winter
season.
The Kemptonians are busily employed at their occupations during their long day and retire to their caves
at the approach of darkness. In front of these caves,
a warm peat fire is kept burning. At least so Iinterpreted the sign story told me by Joe and Judy.
After spending several hours in the Kemptonian
village, Iset out to explore other portions of the land,
Joe accompanying me as a guide. Of course Icommunicated with Professor Kempton regularly, briefly
sketching my experiences and receiving his replies.

W

CHAPTER VIII

My Further Explorations and Return to the Earth

E now started to follow the shore of the lake
or sea as one might call it, considering that it
occupied at least one-half of the entire area
of this miniature world. I might state here that all
the water that I found on Kemptonia was fresh.
After traveling two or three miles I noticed that
Joe was beginning to tire. This promised to prove
aperplexing dilemma. The presence of the little Kemptonian would be of considerable advantage to me if
we met others of his kind; he could take me to the
most interesting places in this land, and he was quite
adept at explaining, by signs, the wonders we
_
encountered.
On the other hand if I accommodated my pace to
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his, we could only cover a small part of the country
in my remaining few hours in Kemptonia. However,
a happy thought came to me.
If Joe had been upon the earth, he would have
weighed about one hundred pounds; on Kemptonia his
weight must be only about one-sixth of his earth weight,
whereas my earth strength remained unchanged. Therefore, setting my companion upon my shoulder, we set
out at amore rapid rate, and to the greater convenience
of both.
Joe appeared to trust me implicitly, and showed much
pleasure when I leaped a small stream or some other
obstacle, and went flying through the air with him
clinging to my neck.
After atime we came to several acres of low, marshy
ground, bare of vegetation and covered by ayellowish
white deposit. Here Joe slid down from his perch,
and picking up particles of this substance, put them
into his mouth with signs of enjoyment. When I
tasted the stuff I found it to be a natural deposit of
salt. By signs, my companion made me understand that
it was the only one of its kind in the land, and that
all the Kemptonians came here to gather their supply
of salt.
Resuming our journey, we swung to the left and
soon came to acrude quarry. Here the natives secured
the flint with which they used to make their implements
and weapons. This they first broke by means of heat
and water, then patiently shaped their knives and axes
by hand, chipping a block of flint with a tool of the
same material, as did our own ancestors in the long
forgotten past.
We continued on our way, gradually swinging to
the left but keeping the shore in sight, crossing several
small streams and passing through a number of small
tracts of woodland, where we found wild berries growing. Joe, who walked when we were among the trees,
fell to eating this fruit with great gusto. Itried them
but found they were insipid and almost tasteless.
As we advanced, we saw smoke rising, at two or
three different points; this, Joe gave me to understand,
was from the fires of other Kemptonian villages. We
did not approach these however, because we could not
spare the time to visit and palaver with the inhabitants.
Later we came upon several beautiful little inland
lakes. These were all connected with the main body
of water, by means of narrow channels. The Kemptonian waters abounded with fish, some at least two
feet in length.
The largest of the lakes, which we visited, had an
area of perhaps three-hundred acres. We glimpsed
another good sized lake in the distance, but did not
attempt to reach its shores.
Our travels had now taken us far afield, and when
we came to ahill, whose top was perhaps one-hundred
feet above the surface of the plain, and the highest
point of land Ifound on the satellite, Imounted it to get
our direction, but, owing to the rapid curvature of the
tiny sphere, Icould locate no land marks.
We continued our advance. Joe riding on my shoulder, until we again came within sight of the main lake,
which we had lost some time before. We then fcl-

lowed the shore and in about an hour reached the
Kemptonian village, where we were received with many
demonstrations of pleasure. Judy in particular, showed
great joy at Joe's safe return. Ido not believe that she
trusted me as fully as did her husband.
A feast had been prepared during our absence, and
I was required to attend. I would gladly have been
excused from this entertainment, but did not wish to
offend my kind hearted hosts, who had evidently gone
to a great deal of trouble in preparing the banquet.
Then again, Iwas very hungry.
Icommunicated with Professor Kempton, who was
getting insistent that Iprepare to return to the Earth,
and then took my place at the banquet-board, or rather
banquet-ground, the most fantastic festival in which
mortal man had ever participated.
Again the Professor called me, making a proposal
to which I returned an evasive answer, but which I
had no intention of complying with. He desired me
to kidnap one of the Kemptonians and take him back
to the earth with me.
Such a scheme seemed inhuman and preposterous
to me. These people were happy here, living their
simple lives. They should be allowed to remain, protected by their mantle of enveloping mist, to work out
their own salvation.
True, Professor Kempton intended to allow the
native to return, after inspecting and photographing
him; still such aproposal seemed cruel and treacherous,
after the hearty reception Ihad received and their display of confidence. Besides, Ido not believe that any
of the Kemptonians would have survived the journey
through space, which had racked nie, protected as
Iwas.
We seated ourselves on the ground, in ahuge circle,
the men on one side, the women and children on the
other. The food was piled up on fresh leaves and
grass in front of us.
The banquet consisted of roasted meat, baked fish
and several varieties of vegetables, chiefly greens, as
their root crops were not yet ripe. The meat and fish
were salted and well cooked, but the vegetables were
flat and almost tasteless.
They also had avery good broth made from goat's
milk and meat, which was served in small cups made
from a species of a gourd which they raise in great
numbers for just such purposes. Cold water, the chief
drink of these people, was served in similar gourd cups.
The banquet lasted for over an hour and at its conclusion Ibegan to take leave of my host's. It was absolutely necessary for me to prepare for my return to
the earth.
Already the golden light about us was beginning to
dim, the shadows were rapidly becoming longer, and
the natives were preparing the night-fires before their
caves. Some of the Kemptonians had shed their light
grass cloaks and donned garments of tanned goat skin.
I knew that a few hours more and this minute world
would plunge into the cold and darkness of its long
night. I could feel a sharp tang in the air, which,
until now, had been warm and pleasant.
Yes, it was time for nie to depart, and after making
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signs of friendship to these strange people, I turned
away, although the entire population of the village,
and more especially Joe and Judy, were begging me to
stay and to take shelter in their warm cave. I have
since wondered what they would have done had they
known, that, at the moment they were making their
signs of hospitality, my associate in another world, was
urging me to carry one of their number away with me,
perhaps forever.
Waving an adieu to the assembled Kemptonians, I
rapidly retraced my steps over the route Ihad traveled,
when Ifirst landed on the satellite, some twenty hours
before. It was necessary, according to Professor Kempton's instructions, to return as nearly as possible to the
place of landing.
The light was failing and the air became chill by the
time Ireached my destination. Indeed, the whole scene
was vastly different now.
Quickly calling the Professor, Isignified that Iwas
ready to return. He appeared strangely abrupt and
asked me no more about the Kemptonian he wanted
me to abduct. Instead he gave me a final word of
instruction as Ilay down on the ground and closed my
eyes.
Ifelt the prickling, as of many needles, while Ilay
there trying to read what the sounder at my ear was
saying. It seemed to be moving farther and farther
away; then it stopped; at least Idid not hear it again.
Then Islept.
CHAPTER IX
Professor Kempton's Notes
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UNE 10th, 8:50 P. M. Have started first phase
of experiment.
Lawton fell asleep at 8:05.
Should begin to show results in about 8 heurs.
Machines working perfectly.
June 11th, 4:30 A. M. Have not yet heard from
Lawton; expected results by this time, but the process
may have worked more slowly than Ianticipated.
5:00 A. M. Still no report, am getting uneasy, but
dare not investigate laboratory end. It might prove
fatal to subject.
6:00 A. M. Have been trying to call Lawton for
än hour without result; am beginning to fear that
something serious has gone wrong.
7:00 A. M. Still no result. Gauges indicate that
laboratory end is clear. Should have received reply
hours ago.
7:50 A. M. Have just received answer from Lawton, only one word but it means the success of the
experiment.
8:00 A. M. Lawton has called again, asking for
instructions; reports he has just awakened. Process
much slower than Iexpected.
9:00 A. M. Again communicated with Lawton. He
reports several forms of vegetation but no signs of
animal life. Vegetation familiar as to form and size
but pallid in color. Atmosphere very rare and vapor
heavy.
10:20 A. M. Lawton advises that he has found
intelligent animal life. He is investigating; will call
soon.
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11:00 A. M. Lawton reports that he is among a
strange race of beings, having human characteristics
but odd appearance. Have speech but it is unintelligible
to him. He can communicate to some extent by signs.
12 :00 M. Lawton in complete accord with natives,
as he designates them. They have fire, live in caves
and possess crude implements and weapons. They
must be of a Stone Age type.
2:00 P. M. Lawton reports presence of domestic
animals and fowls, also a limited form of agriculture.
Natives must be of ahigher type than Isupposed. They
are very hospitable and friendly.
4:00 P. M. Lawton relates much information about
these strange beings. They worship Light. Live monogamous lives and dwell in small communities, total
number of inhabitants very small; perhaps about six
hundred.
6:00 P. M. Have urged Lawton to continue his
explorations in other parts of Kemptonia, as his time
there is very limited. Advises that he is starting on
trip over the country and that one native accompanies
him as a guide.
9:00 P. M. Lawton reports presence of salt and
other minerals; also of edible fruit. Finds some forms
of bird life. Can find nothing of the animals I employed in former experiments.
11:00 P. M. Lawton has reported to some length,
regarding physical features. He is desirous of continuing his investigations, but have advised him to curtail them as Iam growing nervous and constantly fear
abreakdown in my equipment. This might prove fatal
to his successful return.
June 12th, 1:90 A. M. Lawton states he and native
are on way back to village. The thought has come to
me: Why not have Lawton bring one of the natives
back to the earth with him? It could be returned to
Kemptonia later.
2:00 A. M. Lawton announces return to village.
Have suggested that he secure one of the natives and
return at once. He ignores question of native, but
expects to attend anative feast before returning.
3:30 A. M. My equipment is not working as well
as I desire; have instructed Lawton to secure native
and prepare to return at once. The banquet has ended
and he is taking leave of natives. States that night
is approaching.
4:20 A. M. Lawton reports he is ready to return
to earth. Has said nothing about bringing native, but
I will not urge that. I am very nervous and only
desire asuccessful termination to our experiment. My
apparatus is working very slowly and I am worn out
by my long vigil.
8:00 A. M. I am having serious trouble in the
manipulation of my instruments, and fear at times that
they may stop altogether. A pause of any duration
would prove fatal to Lawton at this stage.
10 :00 A. M. Had a distressing experience a few
moments ago. All my equipment stopped. Fortunately
it was not abreakdown, but was caused by the city shutting off its current. I quickly threw in my own dynamo, but it is weaker than the city power and I am
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having constant trouble preventing a complete breakdown.
1:00 A. M. The city current has again been turned
on and Ican hope for alittle relief from the constant
strain of the past thřee hours, which was terrific. A
few hours more and the experiment should be completed. Ipray that its ending be as auspicious as was
its beginning.
2:00 P. M. Ihave had alittle relaxation during the
past hour and was able to take some food, but only
a little, for anxiety has destroyed my appetite.
3:00 P. M. I am again having serious trouble.
Several of my circuits have become useless, some are
shorted and others burned out. This greatly reduces
the power of my equipment and Iam fearful for the
result.
4:10 P. M. The past hour has been the most dreadful of my life. Iam worn out physically and mentally.
The gauges indicate that the experiment is almost completed, so I can rest soon. The high voltage circuit
has been firing badly. Trouble there will be very
serious. I dare not shut off the current for even an
instant at this stage, and to make repairs with the
power on will be—
CHAPTER X
Conclusion

T

HE coronor's jury, sitting to determine the cause
of the death of Professor Theophilus Kempton,
was nearing the end of its labors. The Planeville Town Hall, where its sessions were being held,
was packed, not only with the curious and idle of the
little village and adjacent country-side, but with the
more substantial citizens of the town as well.
During his life, Professor Kempton had been anever
failing source of gossip and perplexity to his fellow
townsmen, and the abrupt manner of his taking off had
in no way abated this.
Planeville from laborer to banker, from housemaid to old Mrs. Van Dusenberry, leader of the towns
élite, flocked early to the scene of the inquest and remained until the sessions were adjourned.
.
At the outset it looked like a simple case of murder
and arson, with Edgar Lawton, the wandering telegrapher, filling the culprit's role. This supposition became almost acertainty, when Lawton had refused to
testify. Later he changed his mind and, for the consideration of his peers, prepared the story, which Attorney Joshua Stebbins, representing the county of
M
,New Jersey, in which the tragedy had occurred, styled: "The most preposterous yarn that has
ever been inflicted upon ageneration of long suffering
mankind."
Then certain records and notes in Professor Kempton's own crabbed hand-writing, which seemingly corroborated Lawton's fantastic tale, were found on the
little desk in the switch-board room of his laboratory
and introduced as evidence.
In order to fully understand what has gone before,
we must inspect the abstract of the evidence, as prepared by the court stenographer, and filed as apart of
the official records of M
County, New Jersey.

The first witness called was Isaac Bones, butler and
general functom for Professor Kempton. His testimony ‚vas brief and to the effect that his employer,
accompanied by the man known as Edgar Lawton, had
entered the Professor's laboratory at about 4:00 P. M.
on June 10th, and that neither had been seen to leave
the building after that time.
At about 4:30 P. M. on June 12th, the witness had
noticed smoke coming from the roof of the laboratory.
He had hurried to the building, which he found filled
with smoke. Failing to locate his employer, he turned
in afire alarm.
The tale ‚vas here taken up by Fire Chief John
Hostettor. The Planeville fire truck had responded to
the alarm, reaching the scene of the fire about 4:50
P. M. The firemen found the laboratory full of smoke,
with some flames, chiefly among the electrical wiring.
Two rooms, one a radio broadcasting station, the
other an observatory, were the only parts of the building injured.
The communicating door between these apartments
was open. The fire probably originated in the radio
room and then swept through the open door to the
observatory. The building itself was not seriously
damaged, but the contents of these two rooms were
a mass of wreckage.
After the smoke had cleared somewhat, the firemen
found the lifeless and badly charred body of Professor
Kempton. It was lying, face down, under a labyrinth
of wires, which at this point entered another room
that had been fitted up like a huge radio receiving
station.
The latter part of this evidence was corroborated by
Chief of Police, Henry Holman, who arrived upon the
scene shortly after the fire company.
This witness stated also that, while searching through
the receiving room, he had found the accused telegrapher behind some thick curtains, and asleep in what
looked like a bath tub.
At first sight he had thought that it was some
sort of an artificial figure in the tub, because the
prisoner was completely clothed in athick felt suit.
Lawton was promptly arrested, but when the fire
was extinguished, they allowed him to remove his
peculiar attire and put on his own clothing, which was
hanging on ahook in the receiving room—all except the
coat, which was found locked in acupboard in the main
laboratory, to which the prisoner had the key.
The witness searched the coat and found in an inside
pocket, an envelope containing one thousand dollars,
in new twenty dollar bills. The accused insisted this
money belonged to ,him, stating that he had received it
from Professor Kempton for helping with an experiment.
Chief Holman went on to relate that the prisoner
appeared to be sleeping soundly when he was discovered, also, that he acted as though he were doped or
intoxicated when he was awakened and was continuously muttering to himself and staring at the floor.
He never once looked into the faces of his accusers.
And that when Lawton finally realized that he was
accused of murdering Professor Kempton, he insisted
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that the polie search the Professor's desk, in the
Switchboard Room. When this was done, the sheets
of paper containing the scientist's notes were discovered.
This appeared to satisfy the prisoner, who came along
without further argument.
John Calhoun, Cashier of the Planeville National
Bank, testified that on June 9th, Professor Kempton
had withdrawn one thousand dollars from the bank,
which was paid, by the request of the deceased, in new
twenty dollar notes. The bank did not keep a record
of the numbers of these notes.
Then' came the record of Edgar Lawton's first appearance before the jury. He merely stated then, that
he had been engaged to assist Professor Kempton in
certain experiments involving much personal risk; for
these services he was paid one thousand dollars. He
had placed this money in a pocket of his coat and
locked the garment in a cupboard, in the Professor's
laboratory, where it had been found, at his direction,
by the police.
Lawton had declined to state the nature of the experiment in which he had been engaged, but testified
that it had been concluded according to his agreement
with the inventor, and that he had worn the outfit, in
which he was discovered, as a part of the experiment.
He also went on to relate that he had signed a paper
releasing the Professor from responsibility for any
personal injuries that he, Lawton, might sustain during
the experiment. The document was later found among
Professor Kernpton's papers and introduced as an
exhibit.
This completed the testimony, taken on the first day
of the hearing. The next session was occupied in
considering the notes left by Professor Kempton, the
statement prepared by Lawton and the cross-examination of the latter by the county attorney, who was present at the request of the coronor.
This examination, which failed to shake the story
of the accused, was concluded by an attack on Lawton's attitude at the time of his first appearance before
the investigators.
The prisoner replied that he refused to tell his story
at that time, merely because it was so strange that he
could scarcely believe it himself, and that he feared,
therefore, that he would be considered insane if he
related his experience.
"Then," thundered the prosecutor, "why do you tell
this unbelievable, preposterous story now ?"
"Because it is the truth," Lawton answered.
The condition of the body of the deceased failed to
reveal any cause other than an electric shock, that
might have contributed to his death. There was no
doubt but that the body had been subjected to the
action of a powerful electric current.
Whether the shock occurred before or after

death, it was absolutely impossible to determine.
The concluding and decisive testimony was given
by Warren Kelly, Manager of the Planeville Power
and Electric Company.
"There is no doubt," Mr. Kelly stated, "but that
Professor Kempton came to his death through contact
with a high voltage electric circuit. This occurred
when the deceased, for some unknown reason, attempted
to change fuses on a high voltage charged line, without first shutting off the current. Why he tried to do
this Ido not know, but as he was not a careless man,
there must have been some vital reason for his action.
"In support of my statement," the witness continued,
"the Professor's body was found directly beneath the
fuse box, of a high voltage line.
"And in the dead man's left hand, this burned-out
fuse was found," and he held up a fuse with its small
piece of metal melted by heat. "On the floor, only a
few feet away, was this unused fuse, which he dropped
when he fell.
"These fuses, you will see," holding both up in sight
of the jury, "are fitted with asmall rubber tip or grip,
and if sufficient care is used, may be removed from live
‚vires without contact, although it is dangerous practice.
"It is obvious that Professor Kempton removed the
damaged fuse in safety, otherwise it would have fallen
to the floor or remained fixed in its place.
"But," Mr. Kelly concluded, "in his haste to insert
the new fuse, his hand came in contact with alive ‚vire,
which could not fail to cause instant death."
Warren Kelly ‚vas well and favorably known in his
community, both as a man of integrity and as the last
word on things electrical. Therefore his words had
much weight with a jury composed of his fellowtownsmen.
And when, after due deliberation, the coronor's jury
returned their verdict, it ‚vas, much to the chagrin of
Attorney Stebbins, that the deceased had come to his
death by "An act of God," and recommended that the
prisoner, Edgar Lawton, be released.
Mr. Lawton, although kept confined in the Planeville jail, possessed a laudable ambition to collect his
thousand dollars, still in the custody of the police, and
to depart for the ‚vide open spaces of his native ‚vest.
A few days later Edgar Lawton ‚vas released from
the custody of the Planeville Police Department and
the thousand dollars were turned over to him, by order
of the court.
He also received a gentle intimation, from his late
custodians, that a long stay in the vicinity of Planeville might prove unpleasant.
This hint ‚vas unnecessary, for Mr. Lawton no sooner
recovered his liberty and secured his sequestered bank
roll, than he purchased aticket for a quiet spot in the
far West and has not been heard from since.

THE END

"Discussions" this month begin on page 658.
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Editor, AMAZING STORIES:
To begin with, I have several questions to ask
which have puzzled me for some time.
They are:
Why are there no trees on the prairies of western Canada when they will grow there so well?
Would you weigh anything if you went to the
center of the earth?
Can an image be seen more clearly in a mirror if
a light shines on it without reflecting to the image?
Can a spectroscope tell the materials found on
a planet?
If you travel from the earth faster than the
speed of light, will you see the earth revolve in an
opposite direction than if you were traveling more
slowly than light?
Why not have a brief synopsis of the life of
the important authors in this magazine, with their
photographs if possible?
I often like to know
something of the authors when I read their
stories, and I am sure others would also.
About your stories:
The "Second Deluge" is one of the best stories
I have ever read.
It is gripping, immense, and
depicts man's animalism perfectly.
"The Invisible Man" was very good and shows
in an amazing way the panic which would occur if
a man could become invisible.
I have enjoyed nearly all the stories in your
magazine.
I think you should continue "hicks'
Inventions with a Kick" and other funny stories.
I thought they were excellent.
In SCIENCE AND INVENTION you are conducting a
questionnaire as to whether animals think or not.
I think some do and others don't.
I think dogs
do more thinking than any other animal, with
monkeys second.
These, in my opinion are about
the only animals which think.
Most species have
had to think sometime in their evolution, for how
could they have built burrows, hunted as they did
and performed all sorts of other things. They may
have thought at some time but do not do so now.
I wonder if you have the April and June of the
first•issues? I would like to get them if you have.
Please get your artists to draw pictures which do
not give away the story.
This spoils them.
I
enjoy the pictures and always study them.
Leave the magazine just as it is.
It is perfect, in my estimation.
HOWARD J. HEWTON,
106 Glen Rose Ave.,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
(Do you not think that the prairies of western
Canada are so exposed to heavy winds and blizzards that trees do not grow there?
There are
lots of trees on the mountains of Canada.
Presumably at the center of the earth, no weight would
be discernible, as you would be drawn with practical equality in all directions, but mass would be
there and you would have all the features of
momentum and inertia. To see an image in a mirror, light must shine upon the object.
Sometimes
it seems as if an object could be more clearly seen
when light is reflected from the mirror upon it.
'ou can try this very nicely in sunlight for yourself.
Physiology comes in here, for if the sun
shines directly in your face, while you are looking
at the reflection in the mirror, the pupils of the
eyes will be contracted, and you often will see better
by turning your back to the sun, and letting the
light be reflected from the mirror back to your face.
But from the standpoint of physics the stronger
image will be given by letting the light shine first
upon the object.
You are not the only one of our readers who
would like to have a synopsis of the lives of our
authors, but we want to give a good lot of stories
in our magazine and do not like to reduce the
space devoted to them.
The Editor of SCIENCE
AND INVENTION, we think, would like to hear from
you about his questionnaire.
Write to the publishers for any back numbers you want, they have
some on hand.
The spectroscope depends on light waves of various colors and for the identification of elements,
the substances have to be heated to incandescence
so as to radiate light. A cold planet cannot be
analyzed by the spectroscope.
The traveling faster
than the speed of light is taken as an intrinsic
impossibility. If one traveled away from the earth
as you describe and could see by the light reflected
from the earth, it is fair to say that the earth
would seem to rotate in the reverse direction.—
EDITOR.)
Please say you saw it in AMAZING STORIES
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Against an amazing background of mechanical, electrical and chemically altered
life of mankind there is set
a brilliant and colorful romance in the life of the
greatest living scientist of
that age.
Ralph's love for the beautiful stranger, his conquest of
his rival and the worsting of
the great saturnine Martian,
culminating in arunning fight
in space with tragedy and
terror conquered by almost
unbelievable and incredible
weapons, make one of the
most interesting and gripping
stories ever told.

700
YEARS
HENCE

g.ezeeee
TN 1908, Mr. Hugo Gernsback, Editor of Amazing Stories, published the first radio magazine the world had ever
seen—"Modern Electrics." In one of these volumes he ran
astory entitled "Ralph 124C 41+, A Romance of the Year
2660." This story, although written many years ago, proved
more valuable as the years went by, because many of the
prophecies he made in this book gradually came true.
This was in the days before broadcasting had even been
thought of, and before we had the radio telephone, yet all of
this is faithfully chronicled in this story.
Old-time readers of "Modern Electrics" probably rememberthe story, and now have achance to get the complete book.
A pioneer in the electrical and radio field, Mr. Gernsback
has a profound knowledge of the subjects, coupled with a
finely trained and highly imaginative mind.
This unusual combination has enabled him to foreshadow

with almost unbelievable accuracy some of the more recent
developments. His earlier predictions, which have appeared
from time to time during the past decade in many newspapers
and magazines, are now realities. Every prophecy is based
on accurate scientific knowledge. His ideas are no more fantastic than the realities and commonplaces of our everyday
life would have been to our great grandfathers.
—ORDER BLANK —
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO ., INC.
230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
Gentlemen:

Enclosed find 15, for which please send me
copies of "RALPH 124C 41+," by Hugo Gernsback.

Name
Address
City

.4+4

PRICE $2.15 POSTPAID

State
A.
S.10-28

THE STRATFORD COMPANY, Publishers
— For Sale by —
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc., 230 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
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A new big issue of the most remarkable quarterly magazine published
is now on the newsstands for you. The new issue of AMAZING
STORIES QUARTERLY contains a long list of the most startling,
different stories ever written. Tales by the world's most famous
authors—a refreshing change from the more or less commonplace
literature of the day. Tales of interplanetary communication—of
other worlds—of strange people—of the future—this is what each
issue of AMAZING STORIES QUARTERLY brings to its readers.
The following are a few of the stories that can be found in the
new Summer issue:
'THE SUNKEN WORLD—Stanton A. Coblentz
A Series of Four Short Stories by David H. Keller, M. D.
THE MENACE
THE GOLD SHIP
THE TAINTED FLOOD
THE INSANE AVALANCHE
TEN DAYS TO LIVE—C. J. Eustace
OUT OF THE SUB-UNIVERSE—R. F. Starzel
Do not neglect to obtain your copy of this wonderful
book of stories. Each issue over 150 pages—completely
illustrated with the most astounding drawings that the
imagination can picture.
Beautifully colored cover—
Large magazine size

AMAZING STORIES
A CRITICISM OF "THE BLUE DIMENSION "
Editor, AMAZING STORIES:
I have been a reader of AMAZING STORIES for
some time and consider them unusually good, but
The Blue Dimension by Mr. Flagg sounds a bit
impossible, since all matter must occupy space
regardless of other vibrating phases. What I mean
is that a building in this "Blue Dimension" occupies a space that would be the center of Broadway.
Anyone crossing the street there would collide
with it, because they could not see it. The building though being in another dimension would still
be a solid form and therefore some one would
collide with it because of its invisibility.
I am
not a scientific man anti perhaps there is something I have not taken into consideration.
If so,
kindly set me right.
J. F. Mustrur,
2021 N. Etling Et., Philadelphia, Pa.
[We publish your letter on account of its interest.
It hardly needs comment.
Impossibilities
sometimes run up against inconsistency and perhaps Mr.
Flagg has committed this error.—
EDITOR.]
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SOME SMALL BRICKBATS , BUT MUCH
WARM APPRECIATION ALSO
Editor, AMAZING STORIES:
I wish to apologize for any "brickbats" I may
throw at you and your very excellent magazine in
this well-meaning (?) letter.
But before I start in on you and yours, let me
say- a word in regard to those readers of AMAZING
STORIES who criticize your artist, Paul.
Paul is
the scientifiction artist par excellence.
In your
April issue, one W. E. Moore lists a few slight
"slips" made by Paul in his work in A MAZING
STORIES.
I would suggest that he take a look at
the cover illustration for the story, Below the InfraRed.
Anyone who can illustrate so perfectly and
clearly the intricate apparatus described, is exempt
from all criticism.
I will admit that Paul's conception of the human physiognomy is rather
strained, but as I mentioned before, Paul is a
scientifiction, not a collar-ad, artist.
But enough
of this.
If Paul should see this letter, he would
probably get a swelled head, and I wouldn't blame
him a bit.
I have been looking forward to .another cover
contest in your magazine, but I was not anticipating
the brand of contest which you finally announced.
I had been wishing for another "write a story
around this picture" contest, but as the contest for
a symbol for the word scientifiction interests me, I
am not entirely disappointed. I intend to enter the
next story contest, which will, I hope, be announced
soon.
The story which interested me most in the
April issue was the Return of the Martians.
It is
even better than its predecessor, The Retreat to
Mars.
Mr. White has paved the way nicely for
another sequel.
Next in line comes The Miracle of the Lily.
Clare Winger Harris was, I believe, one of the
prize winners in your last contest. A worthy author. Let us have more from her pen. Soon.
In referring to what I have already written, I
find that I have not thrown any of the "brickbats"
I have already apologized for. Well, here goes.
In The Ancient Horror the monster, or its forebears, are supposed to have been confined in an
immense cavern caused by a cataclysmic cave-in
which occurred during the Mezozoic Period, the
period of prehistoric monsters.
Well and good.
But what I do not understand is the source of the
creatures'
sustenance
during its
incarceration.
Granite perhaps?
Or coal?. I do not consider it
possible that green vegetation would survive in
such a cavern, and provided it did, would a sufficient quantity be grown for so large a carcass?
You may, perhaps, be thinking, "there were fish in
the waters of the cavern." There are fish in the
waters of Mammoth Cave, but they are very few.
Not enough for a dinosaur. I am open to suggestoins as to what he ate.
And another Saw.
Science states clearly that
these prehistoric monsters thrived in a hot climate.
Yet, the author states that the water is very cold,
slightly above freezing.
In another story, the Yeast Men are shot out of
guns into the enemy country. The author mentions
that the Yeast Men move forward in the direction
in which they face. How is it that the Yeast Men
all fall to the ground facing in the right direction?
In actual practice, this invention would prove a
boomerang.
The Pterodactyl, in The Way of a Dinosaur, after
seizing its prey, is supposed to rise again with its
burden, barely clearing the treetops, where the
Tyrannosaurus is hidden.
A Pterodactyl cannot
rise from the ground.
It must climb a high cliff
or hill, usually a cliff; for it made its home in a
cliff. It is for this purpose that the "fingers" on the
wings are intended.
When it reaches a sufficient
height, it launches itself into the air.
After once
launching itself in this manner, it could glide for
long distances, not fly.
Last on the program is Baron Münchhausen.
After his second journey (or should I say fall),
through the moon via the two connecting craters,
be rises 100 feet into the air after issuing from
the crater.
This would not happen unless the
crater was situated in a valley more than 100 feet
below the average level of the moon.
Ile could
not have fallen "up" further than he descended.
On the contrary, he would have barely come to
the edge of the crater.
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Positively a sensational offer.
Here's the Red Bomber Combat
Model Plane, a twin propeller
model that flies amazingly. And
you can have it free! Boys
everywhere are flying model
planes. Now is the time to get
yours. This sensational plane
will fly 600 feet easily, often
further. Wings made of special
fibre, two powerful rubber
motors, two cleverly fashioned
propellers. Not a glider—a real
model plane.
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Best of all, no tedious hours of toil constructing.
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envy you!
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THE OPEN ROAD FOR BOYS has 50 pages or more every
month crammed with stories of aviation, sport, ranch life, high
adventure on land and sea, mystery and daring. Great serial
stories, interesting articles, jokes and humor. International correspondence club, stamp department, and THE OPEN ROAD
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This new self-massaging
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Well? ‚Vas my apology necessary?
In closing my letter I would like to suggest that
the winning design in your cover contest be taken
as a standard cover, to be used every month in
AMAZING STORIES.
I agree with Mr. R. F. De.
Britt when he says that he must get his copy surreptitiously for fear of being observed by some
business acquaintance, who would thereby doubt
his business sagacity.
It is the same with me.
Although I am but seventeen years of age and
have not the honor of a business acquaintance, still
I feel that others comment on the "trash" I read
when they see the cover of the magazine.
That
is the chief reason why my grandparents do not
like the idea of my reading it.
Several months ago I had the opportunity to
induce a friend to read AmAzING STORIES, but
he was forced to discontinue it by reason of his
parents dislike of the cover illustrations. He thought
it was "trash."
Also I think it would be a good idea to change
the
name AMAZING
STORIES
to
Scientifiction
Magazine.
I hope my suggestions and criticisms meet with
your approval and I assure you of my continued
patronage, in any and all circumstances.
RAY PALMER,
3215 Mt. Vernon Ave.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
[You apologize for "Brickbats" in the beginning
of your letter but it takes you some time to get
at them.
Perhaps the monster in the "Ancient
Horror" was like the Texan Horned Toad, which
was supposed to have been walled into a cornerstone of a building for many years without dying.
Then you speak of what a Pterodactyl can do. We
really do not know what he could do and there
seems no immediate prospect of cur ever finding
out.
You'll find pretty good science in Baron
Münchhausen, even if you don't like the way he
tumbled through the hole in the moon.
Did you
note the author's reason why he fell further the
other way?
The sun's attraction aided one way
and retarded the other way.—Enirox.]

ACTION OF THE EARTH'S ROTATION
ON MOVING BODIES
,Editor, AMAZING STORIES:
I have been a regular reader of SCIENCE AND
INvErtrioti for years and liked it best of all magazines I have ever read until one day in January
this year, when I changed my mind.
I have seen AMAZING STORIES mentioned many
times in SCIENCE AND INVENTION, but did not know
what it was all about, and because I do not read
any stories of any kind unless they are of a scientific nature, and thinking that AmAztrin STORIES
were not scientific, I paid no attention to them.
While passing a newsstand one day, The Interstellar appearing on the cover illustration of the
February 1928 issue, attracted my attention, and
after reading the Editorial page I bought the magazine immediately.
I have not missed a single copy since and never
expect to. I like AMAZING STORIES best of all.
My only complaint is this: I certainly do not
like H. G. Wells' stories and with you would
print less of them, if any.
His "stuff" in
AMAZING STORIES is what static is to radio music.
Of his stories I have read, Pollock and the Porro ii
h
Man.
That is one that s really worth reading,
and it is hard to believe that he is the author of
it, judging from his other stories.
I read The
Story of the Days to Come.
Well, it's a good
love story, if anybody likes love stories.
What
we want is scientifiction.
I read part of When
the Sleeper Wakes, and when I got to where
"Graham" got out of the cataleptic stage, I was
almost in the lethargic stage myself and quit
reading it.
He can outline something in detail
and take up several pages, and in the end there
is nothing said.
I believe the story When the
Sleeper Wakes would be a good story, were it
"boiled" down. If you must print his stories, print
the short ones.
I would suggest that you give
him a five years' vacation.
That is all for "Wells."
Now to tell you the stories I like. I like interplanetary stories, and will welcome everyone you
print.
Baron Muenchhausen's Scientific Adventures is a wonderful story; it is very interesting
all the way through.
The lies and self-praise of
the Baron makes it all the more amusing.
I do
not know how far he is going to travel, but I
hope he visits all the other planets and their
satellites before his journey ends.
Give us more on hyper-space.
I am trying to
learn something about it.
Not too many illustrations, and by all means do not mix the advertisements with the stories, as is the case in
SCIENCE AND INVENTION.
I like the Discussions.
They nearly double the
value of the book.
I have read in a certain popular scientific magazine that if a train moves in a western direction,
it weighs more than when it is standing still.
And if the same train moves in an eastern direction,
it weighs less, because in the first case it is moving in an opposite direction to the direction of
the rotation of the earth (since the latter turns
from west to east), and therefore is slowing down
its real motion in regards to space, which brings
it nearer to rest than when "standing still" and
traveling with the earth. In the latter case, when
the train is moving east, it is moving with its
own speed plus the speed of the rotation of the
earth, which has more of a tendency to throw it
Please Say you
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out into space, on account of centrifugal force,
causing it to weigh less.
That seems clear to
nie.
But tell me, how can the western rail of a
railroad that runs north and south, wear out
quicker on account of the motion of the earth
from west to east, since the inertia of the train
has been overcome by the earth's motion, and,
since it requires as much power to stop a moving
body as it does to start it.
How can an object
"lag' behind?
Will you please explain this phenomenon.
PAUL li. M ILLER,
702 East Chestnut St., York, Pennsylvania.
[We wonder what the editors of SCIENCE AND
INVENTION will think when they hear that you
prefer AMAZING STORIES 10 it.
We are glad that
you think that Pollock and the Porroh Man is
good.
It is a rem:likable study of ethnology and
psychology. 1our comments on other stories speak
for themselves and are quite interesting. We agree
with you about the "Discussions."
Our correspondents do not write until they have something
to say, which is more than can be said for many
letter writers.
The problem of the moving train is simply this.
If its motion is super-added to that of the earth,
the centrifugal force acting upon it will be greater
than if it is stationary on the surface.
A body
weighs less at the equator than at the pole.
If
a railroad train was on the equator and went in
the direction opposite to that of the earth and at
the earth's velocity at the equator, it would weigh
the same as at the poles, and if it went front
west to east, it would lose weight.
You seem to
have the idea clearly in your mind.
Now if a
train is running north, its speed towards the east,
due entirely to the earth's rotation in that direction,
is constantly decreasing as it goes north, because
of the increase of latitude, so this naturally presses
it against the western rail.
To use your own
words, the western rail of our railroad acts to
stop the motion of the train towards the west and
that wears out the rail. The Lorenz-Fitzgerald contraction may fairly be taken as a curiosity in the
Einstein theory. According to it a body moving in
any direction is shorter in that direction when in
motion than it is at rest. Thus, the sleeping passenger in a night coach would be shorter when the
train is in motion than when it is at rest, and
when motionless.—EDITOR1
DIFFERENCE OF TIME AND THE
DATE LINE
Editor, AMAZING STORIES:
I read with interest the letters and editorial
comment published with AMAZING STORIES.
Sometime ago there was a discussion as to saving
time by traveling east faster than the revolution
of the Earth.
'the maximum difference of dates in crossing
the International Date Line is one day, regardless
of your speed or number of trips around the Earth
in one day.
Suppose you start from a point just
west of the Date Line and travel east at 6,000 miles
per hour (on the Equator).
You cross the Date
Line into the beginning of May 1, arrive at your
starting point at 4:00 A.M., May 2, and cross
the Date Line at 4:00 A.M. into May 1.
Einstein speaks of warped apace near material
objects such as the Sun or Earth, and we may
conceive such a condition though we cannot imagine
it.
An attempt has been made to image the sun
as falling freely in space, the planets following
along grooved paths, somewhat like spiral paths
around a column.
But this is not true, as the
planets revolve around the Sun in different periods,
and the more distant planets would be left behind
as the sun fell clown its path. All the planets continue to revolve around the Sun in nearly the same
plane.
Einstein discussions seem to confuse the measuring instruments with the thing measured.
We
have it stated that a watch traveling at the speed
of light would remain at the same time. It would
so appear to an observer on the Earth, but if the
watch returned in two hours the observer would
see that the watch had registered two hours,
An observer with infinite vision and speed greater
than light could leave the Earth and see our past
unroll itself, but even if he returned with infinite
speed he could not recover one second of the past.
That would be confusing the picture of an event
with the event itself.
A moving picture is exhibited, and the spectators at different distances and with different
sensory nerves do not see a particular event at
the same time, but the event occurred at one and
only one instant of time.
We may expiate past errors but we cannot erase
them, otherwise there would be no Law of Cause
and Effect.
C.S.STAN WORTII,
18 Pelham Place, Norfolk, Virginia.
[Dr. Mentiroso is responsible for a good deal of
discussion and has done very good work hi making
people delve into the question of difference of time
which, as we have already stated, has been an
enormously important thing in navigation.
The
construction of reliable chronometers, which gave
the difference of time to sea captains, usually reckoned from Greenwich, England, solved the problem
of navigation after centuries of waiting; the
problem of the determination of longitude, at sea,
for many generations ranked with perpetual motion,
the squaring of the circle, the tri-section of an
angle and other questions as one of the insoluble
problems of mankind. To those who have not made
a special study of the subject, the doctrines of
Einstein seem obscure and •unintelligible.—EDITOR.1
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AN AMUSING AND WITTY REJOINDER
TO PREVIOUS CORRESPONDENTS
Editor,

AMAZING

STORIES:

"Discussions" column of your July, 1928
issue a certain Harold S. Farnese has seen fit
to point out several grammatical errors in your
previous issue.
In the hope that, through your
magazine, Mr. Farnese will see this letter, these
few lines are typed.
For you must understand, Farnese, that even
the best of us will inadvertently get over on the
haw side of the median line in our syntax sometimes, and I am sure that the authors of the stories
you criticize will be so grateful to you for setting
them right that they will be very glad to again
see your name in print.
I would like to tell you a little story, Farnese,
in the humble hope that all of your busy tribe
of professional grammar sharps and pestiferous
pismires will profit by it.
I served my apprenticeship in the sanctum of a
surly editor who was long on ideas but short cut
grammar. One day a putty-headed pedagogue blew
in—one of those mental microbes who spend minutes thinking what to say and months learning how
to say it. Ile had discovered a grammatical error
in an editorial leader and was gasping like a duck
with its bill full of dried mud.
"Mistah editor," he exclaimed, "I find a grammatical ehwah in your papah this morning."
"The h—1 you say!" quoth the editor, who
could see no harm in taking the name of the devil
or of his dominions in vain.
"What else did you
find in the article—any ideas?"
The professor assented, and the autocrat of
the sanctum said in a voice that made the bristles
of the paste-brush curl:
"Well, sonny, language
is the vehicle of thought, and if I have succeeded
in constructing a vehicle that will carry ideas into
the head of such a blankety-blanked idiot, such an
irremediable ass as you are, I'll get it patented."
Do you understand, Farnese? Can you discover
the beautiful moral of the story without a diagram?
Right here, Farnese, may I present you—as a
worthy representative of a considerable contingent
of smart Alecs—with a slug of advice that is more
precious than fine gold? Treasure it tenderly and
transmit it as a priceless heritage to the Farneses
of the next generation!
Whenever you encounter
a grammatical error riding gayly along on a train
of thought, "Kill it and go on."
Remember that
even the good Homer nods sometimes.
If you
aspire to be really useful, go sit on the bleaching
board and watch an amateur gante of baseball,
bestride .a dry goods box and save the country,
spit at a mark, preach prohibition, play croquet
with a bevy of old maids, switch a cane—do anything, except play grammar sharp.
Another thing, Earnese, and character this in
your memory:
Do not take your pen in hand and
write letters to a busy editor just to display your
cuteness.
The exasperated editor may expectorate
on you and throw you.
But right here a question, Farnese:
How do
you get into your clothes?
Do you go into them
head first, then pose before an amorous lookingglass with your mouth full of pins; or do you
insert yourself one leg at a time, then make
frantic swipes under the bureau for collar buttons,
while the circumambient ether assumes a cerulean
hue?
This question is important.
In the unlamented erstwhile, the last of the Apostles was
bestride the editorial tripod of the Newark Evening
Nerva.
One day he sorted out of his mail a kick
almost as silly as yours.
He had been up late—
listening to the radio--and his liver was a trifle
out of plumb.
Ile jumped on that kicker and
recalcitrated in return until the air was full of
fragments of flesh.
The next day he found in
his sanctum a beautiful damosel with a chilledsteel glitter in her bright blue eye.
He opined
that perhaps she had called to praise his latest
"Sunday Sermon" and present him with a pair
of hand-worked slippers several sizes too small;
but he was banking on the wrong card.
He
thought maybe she had brought a bunch of blue
forget-me-trots to lay on his shrine, and to say
that she had worshipped at a distance until her
young heart hurt her, so she could stand it no
longer; but he was mistaken.
She had dropped
in to inform him that she was the party of the
first part to the controversy aforesaid, and to
lament the untimely demise of chivalry.
Great God, is it possible that people will give
precious time to such trifling—with the mighty
Universe yet to be explored, the secret of man's
origin still enshrouded in mystery, his destination
Let grammar
a mere matter of speculation!
sharps say what they will, that phrase approaches
nearest perfection which conveys, with most perspicuity and least jaw-labor, an idea front mind
to mind.
Mortal man cannot afford to sit down
"in the conflux of two eternities" and split hairs.
Life is too real, too earnest, too valuable to be
wasted on the idle subtleties of word-mongers.
I'd rather have Samian wine served in a gourd,
than putrid vinegar in a goblet of gold.
The
purists of the present are to progressive thought
what the scholastics of the past were to religion.
They reduce the mind to a soulless machine which
grinds no grist for the hungry multitude; they
blast the fruitful fig tree with the curse of their
foolish criticism; they substitute manner for matter—esteem the wretched vehicle above its priceleas freight!
May we find more constructive and less destructive criticism.
G. N. GARRISON,
In the
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I feel that I owe my intense interest to this
type of fiction to my mother, who from my baby
days endeavored to develop my imagination. When
I tired of my dolls, she would suggest that I
play with imaginary kittens, dogs and children
of my age, and you can see how easy it was for
me to progress from kittens to more imaginative
subjects.
lt seems as if, as early as I can recall,
I was reading stories such as the tales of Edgar
Rice Burroughs, Jules Verne and II. G. Wells.
The Argosy All-Story with its "different stories"
came to my notice, and I was greatly elated when
you reprinted The Moon Pool of Mr. Merritt's
from that magazine.
months ago I noted that a reader of
AMAZING STORIES requested that you also reprint
the Blind Spot.
I can't recall the two authors'
names and I herewith add my entreaties for the
same as I could imagine nothing nicer than to
read that story once more.
I might also suggest
that you reprint The Ship of Ishtar (I believe that
is the title), which appeared in the Argosy a few
years ago, and I also believe is by Mr. Merritt.
Alas, my memory for titles or authors' names
is not very good, but I recall the story and I am
sure that the readers of AMAZING STORIES would
enjoy this story as much as they have other tales
by the same author.
(If I am wrong about the
author, please correct me.)
As I have said before, I am a constant reader
of scientitiction, although I regret that from time
to time I miss an issue or so.
However, I have
read the magazine in as many cities as I have
read issues, from Miami to New York, and from
Cleveland to Birmingham, traveling as I do with
my husband almost constantly.
My only sorrow
is that I can not as yet interest him in the magazine, but I have not given up yet. Above all, the
female of the species is persistent!
Am I right?
Now about the magazine itself.
Naturally,
there are stories that appear from time to time
that I do not care for particularly, but I have
not found a magazine yet, that did not contain
stories I do not like.
I know other people must
enjoy these stories, therefore I shall say nothing
about that.
The type of stories I enjoy most are
those that deal entirely with scientifiction rather
than the detective and stories of that ilk. However,
I do note that the stories I like most are those
that receive favorable criticism from the majority
of readers, while those I do not enjoy are those
that usually receive the slams.
Lots of people have commented upon the illustrations of Mr. Paul, and most of them seem to
agree that his drawings are quite vivid and most
often in keeping with the stories, but I do wish
your covers were not quite so lurid.
In the first
place, your readers do not need these over brilliant
covers to recognize their favorite magazine, and
on the other hand strangers more often would
hesitate in picking up a magazine so amazingly
bound.
He could expect nothing but trash in a
magazine so glaringly covered.
I would suggest that Mr. Paul restrain his
imagination slightly in dealing with the cover.
Why not design a more subdued illustration in
more sober colors, one that could be used monthly,
somewhat in the manner of the Golden Book.
I
thiňk that a solid color, a quiet shade of blue or
green or something like that could be used with the
name, etc., of the magazine printed upon it, with,
if necessary, some mechanical or scientific form
pictured as one might use a symbol or crest.
I truly wish you would do something like that.
I always do feel a little sheepish when I carry
my new issue of AMAZING STORIES through the
lobby of a hotel, and I have been told that others
suffer in the same nianner as I do under a barrage of eyes, as they try to sneak unnoticed with
that blatant pictorial atrocity under their arm.
And were we to have a vote then I know that
almost every reader of AMAZING STORIES would
agree with me fully.
Please, please tone Mr.
Paul down.
In closing, I want to say that I am thankful
for the publication of this magazine, my greatest
objection being that I wish it contained more
stories per issue.

NEWARK, N.1.

MRS. L. SILBERBERG,
Augusta, Ga.
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to underatand, yet in daily uee by
hundreda of engineers, service-etation
euperintandents and foremen nuns authoritative REFERENCE Cyclopedia.

Put the

JIFFY INDEX

to work for yout

Several

$2.50 Per Day Up

r

STORIES:

It is the letter of Mrs. H. O. De Hart in the
June issue of your publication that is the cause
of my writing my little say.
For more than a
year I have been a reader of this magazine, and
this is the first time I have seen a letter from a
woman reader.
In fact, I was somewhat surprised as I had believed that I was the only
feminine reader of your publication.
However, it
is with pleasure that I note that another of my
sex is interested in scientifiction.

III. guaranteed:

[There have been so many expressions of admiration for Mr. Paul's work, that your letter is
certainly what is called "something different."
We are very glad to hear from one of the fair
sex and would be glad if more of the weaker (?)
sex were contributors to our Discussions Column. —
EDITOR.]
Please say you

saw

it

in AMAZING STORIES

CAN YOU
FIX IT?

The billion-dollar auto Industry
offers rich prises to men with gumption
enough to really learn all branche' of
automotive mechanics. A better, job,
ln
i
g
erZrertre-herorteh
waitmgforany manwho 00.11 half trlee
lobos royo hi.ability todeli
lee
And bere'a the ‚hortest. eaeleet way:
Notediou. etudyin g.nomemorixing.no
I
elision. or examinations._ Jost WOK
UP e. acts you eeek. You'll find the
answer to any auto problem literelly at
raffer-tiPo. In the ?ammo J16 FT
"Was garage hand-new bevel
Shop of rny own" write. W.Sidle
of *lobo., O.

nife-prtgif,Z:

Can you takeout "play"
In differential? Con you kill
the' 'Shimmy" In:steering?
Can you reset TIMING? Can
you put yourfingeron engine
trouble without guessing or
tinkering? Can you oil tbe
otarter off andlix It? Canyou
.1 get a ralie” sere P.Brdn of
adjuet and repair transudeYarmouth, N. S.. lehortly after Sete
tin:: his book..
rrillgeBUŠIVŠIETI:
Ieš W. end they tell you how And D. S. Reid of Snarl.0 Ala., mna
to do any and every auto offered 64000 for invention worked out
job right the Brat time.
with these Auto Book..

5Big Volumes
2100

Daggs, over 204:El Illustra.
Bons, wiring disuams, equipment charts, etc. De Luxe edition with gold- ntnmped flexible
binding. Sent FREE for 15days'
use. If not wanted return express collect. lf kept send only
52 after 15 days,then 53 amonth
until special advertising price.
$24.80, aa paid.

A Year's Coilaulting Membership

Privilege of consultingengineere of million-dollar American
technical Society on any automotive _problem for one seer without
teams,. It you.,mail coupon immodisitair•

American Technical Society
Dept. A-725

Drexel Ave. & 58th St,

Chicago, HI

ÔJÎ[ Senda Penn

AMERMAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Dept. A-725 Drexel Are. & Seth St.:Chicago. III.
1:yours Ilk* to bee the new čcvolume edition of your AUTO BOORS.
but without obligating me to buy thou. Iwill pay the few cent.
delivery charge. only, but if Ioho.. to. Iwill return them more.
collect. If after 15 day.' use Iprefer to keep them, Iwill wind you no and
pay Ihr balance nt the rate of only $3 • month, until $24.80 ie paid. Pleua
Include free membership you _offer above.
Your Name
Your Address
Employer's Name
Employer's Address

)Ri. Mail Clerk ( )Steno.Typfst
)P. 0. La.boror
( )Immigrant Inspector
)R. F. D. Carrier ( )Seamstress
)Special Agent
( )Auditor
(investigator) ( )Steno-Secretary
)City Mail Carrier ( )U. S. Border Patrol
)Meat Inspector ( )Chauffeur-Carrier
)P. 0. Clerk
)Watchman
)File Clerk
)Skilled Laborer
)General Clerk
Postmaster
( )Matron
Instruction Bureau, Dept. ¡it St. Louis, Mo.
Sand me FREE particular/ How To QualitY for position. marked "X". Salaries, locations, opportunities.
•tc.
NAME
ADDRESS

6Shot 24 fat
Ataornablprotector.

BLANK

Areal
home
Shoot. nix lood-powerful
ehots-like expensive automatic in appeanmee. Con•
etruction, finish, durability-use for fun or self
defence. Frightens thieves, tramps, dogs-fool
your friends. Guaranteed absolutely safe. Automatically loada magaxine and eject. cartridge..
Send no money. Pay on arrival.$4.99. 100 cartridges siren
Federal Mail Order Corp,. ssx Broadway, N• Y. G.. Dent. B-sau

NO PERMIT or LICENSE REQUIRED

BE A DETECTIVE

Earn 151g Money. Work home or travel. Make secret investigations. Experience unnecessary. Write Dept. S. A.,
American Detective System, 2190 Broadway. N. Y.
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Do You Want
A Bigger Salary?
IT vormser matter what you are Today or what
you were Yesterday. Tomorrow is your bright,
clear day of Opportunity. Nothing can keep you
down if you really make up your mind to go up.
Maybe you've gotten a bad start.

Perhaps you
haven't had a decent raise in years.
Or perhaps
you are among those thousands who have had their
sines cut—or have been thrown out of a job. But
you aren't going to quit, are you? Right now, when
trained men are in such demand, you've the best
chance you ever had to get out of the rut and do
something worth while.

But you're "too old to start over," you say?
Nonsense! When some of the big men of this
country were your age, they weren't earning half
what you are getting today. But they didn't quit!
They worked! They studied! They learned to
do some one thing well.
At 35, Henry Ford was working in the Mechanical department of the Edison Electric Light

dt Power Company. At 38, John R. Patterson, who
founded the National Cash Register Company, was
the proprietor of a small and none too successful
country store. At 25. George Eastman, president
of the Eastman Kodak Company, was a bookkeeper
in a savings bank. At 22, Edison was a roaming
telegraph operator--out of a job—too poor, when
he arrived in New York, to buy his own breakfast!

Forget what you are today and decide on what
you want to be. No man has failed until he admits it to himself. And no real man ever admits
it. Why, man, in just one hour a day—in the
spare time you will never miss—you can fit yourself for a better job and a bigger salary.
This is all we ask: Without cost, without obligating yourself in any way, find out what the
International Correspondence Schools can do for
you. Just mark and mail this coupon.
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOI.S

"The Universal University"

Box 7140-D, Scranton, Penna.

irisä•et cost or obligation, please send me a copy of
Your booklet, .Who Wins and Why," and full particulara
about the subject before which I have marked X:
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Business Management
Advertising
Industrial Management
Di English
Personnel Management
D Business Correspondence
D Traffic Management
El Show Card and Sign
OAccounting and C. P. A.
Lettering
Coaching
n Stenography and Typing
Cost Accounting
0 Civil Service
Bookkeeping
CI Railway Mail Clerk
Salesmanship
0 Common School Subjects
Secretarial Work
D High School Subjects
OSpanish 13 French
El Illustrating D Cartooning
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
O Electrical Engineer
El Architect
Electric Lighting
ID Architects' Blueprints
Mechanical Engineer
Di Contractor and Builder
17) Mechanical Draftsman
Architectural Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
p Concrete Builder
Railroad Positions
Structural Engineer
Gas Engine Operating
Chemistry
D Pharmacy
El Civil Engineer D Mining
D Automobile Work
D Surveying and Mapping
Ei Airplane Engines
D Agriculture and Poultry
D Plumbing and Heating
1:1Steam Engineering CI Radio la Mathematics
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SOME CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM
rdifor, AMAZING STORIES:

I am only nineteen and have but a high school
education. Nevertheless, though I am by no means
an able mathematician, I wish to express some
opinions on the much discussed fourth dimension.
I do not think the fourth dimension should be
considered as a second plane lying alongside ours,
as Wells has it in The Plattner Story.
To resort
to Bob Olsen's favorite method of reasoning by
analogy, two lines intersect in a point, two planes
intersect in a line, and two solids, or three-dimensional planes, therefore, one of them extending
into the fourth dimension, would have only a mathematical plane in common.
It would be impossible
to move from one part of the earth to another, by
motion solely in an intersecting plane.
Moreover,
since a line contains an infinite
number of points, and a plane contains an infinite
number of lines, and a solid an infinite number of
planes, so four-dimensional space must contain
a truly infinite number of three-dimensional solids.
It is quite conceivable to me that the phenomenon
of time is caused by the motion of , our plane
through the fourth dimension. But if it moves in
the fourth dimension it is probably revolving around
some central body.
If at does that time would
be an endless cycle of cause and effect, repeating
itself again and again.
Every han would have
lived the same life an endless number of times.
Tomorrow would be a part of the infinitely distant
past. The idea is as bewildering as The Astounding Discoveries of Dr. Mentiroso.
I see that many readers object to the kind of
paper you use, and to Mr. Paul's wonderful and
fascinating covers. I like both.
The other magazines I read (The World's Work, Literary Digest,
American, Saturday Evening Post, Etc.) are all
printed on smooth white paper, and are more tiring
on the eyes than AMAZING STORIES.
Now that
the size of the page has been increased, I hope that
the next improvement will be an increase in the
number of pages.
If you wish to have another prize contest, you
might somehow get a title and have the stories
written to fit it.
Such headings as The Moon of
Doom, The Time Machine and The Land That Time
Forgot suggest dozens of interesting stories.
The suggestion that you have the constitution
of the science club drawn up and published is a
good one.
If dues are paid and the organization
has enough money, the members might suggest
original experiments, one of which could be performed each month in the laboratory of some
member, and the description of it published in
the magazine.
The Flowering of the Strange Orchid, suggested
a story, The Thunder Beast, that I read in Boy's
Life seven or eight years ago. It was a powerful
story and might do for a reprint.
I hope you
reprint the Metal Emperor, or at least, put in a
question as to how many of our readers get SCIENCE
AND INVENTION.
Also I suggest The Ship of
Ishtar, by Merritt, and Poe's Narrative of Arthur
G. Pym.
And last, I welcome the QUARTERLY.
JACK WILLIAMSON,
East Star Route, Elida, New Mex.
[We had occasion to speak to an astronomer who
is in the service of the United States Government,
about the fourth dimension and the Einstein theory,
and the lady, for she was of the fair sex, remarked
in the most casual way, that she didn't understand
Einstein. So we advise you not to take the fourth
dimension too seriously. Consider it at present, a
mathematical conception, but one which has certainly done its part in AMAZING STORIES in some
excellent tales.
We are glad to get your suggestions for reprints and we have a great many in
mind and in prospect, but we want to preserve a
good balance between original stories and reprints
of what may be termed classics.—EDIToRJ

Name

Street Address
•

City

Ctate

1/ YOU reside in Canada, arnd this coupon to the International Cortmendence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal

MONEY FOR YOU
'Men or women can earn $15 to 823 weekly
in spare time et home making display cards.
Light. pleasant work. No canvassing. We
instruct you and supply you with work.
Write to-day for full particulars.
The MENHENITT COMPANY Limited
248 Dominion Bldc..Toronto, Can.

$4

Stank
AUt0McitIC

9.9 12

wine You need an lieu,',, orNo Pea
C.
Se
utl° :riPOE'ftReqUIred
CART- fun or selt.defence.keeps away tramps.
sadycEs Frightens thieves, scares away dogs—
real home protector. Fool your friends.

4

too

fre et
. •Nrasine loanin ga'll ...untetp:gosetieje'eteon or Cartridges',
ar

e

Inatantly and powerful report. Guaranteed absolutely
Sais. Send no money. Pay ea t
:m.38mm. 54.99 for automatic watt 100
cartridge*. JENKINS. 531 DreadWay, New York. Dept. 654.10

FROM

A NEWFOUNDLAND

READER

Editof, AMAZING

STORIES:
to your •letter of February
15, which chased me up from Paducah, Ky., being,
for one thing, now 150 miles by dog team north of
the nearest railhead.
But I wish to state right
now that I have enjoyed AMAZING STORIES almost
from its inception, though separated from it for
the last six months, and certainly welcome it in
its new form — I hope my remittance isn't too late
to get the January issue-also, that my brother
may yet relay me some of the winter issues from
Chicago or Miami.
In the °CARTER/ Y, I trust, you will conserve
the best things from the Monthlies, as you did
with last summer's ANNUAL,
TO tell the truth,
I had a certain feeling that some of the last issues
I saw were (necessarily) being diluted a bit to
keep up with the demand for frequent issues. The
Colour Out of Space struck me as one of the
most careful and workmanlike things you have
published—barring a few "revivals" from II. G.
Wells, et al—and quite redeemed an otherwise
rather mediocre issue.
And The Moon Pool was
about as originally conceived and executed as anything I have read in a long time.
With somewhat the guilty feelings of an adult
caught enjoying a circus, I will admit that I also
get quite a kick out of Edgar Rice Burroughs
at times.
My ANNUAL happened to arrive—and
was read—while I was having certain portions of
nay face transferred to other portions where they
Rather

slow

returns

Please say you saw it iri AMAZING STORIES
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24 Individual Lessons

A Necessary Guide
to Business and
Personal Efficiency
We have arranged to procure this
valuable course for the readers of
our magazine at the phenomenally
low price of $1.98.
There are
twenty-four full, complete lessons,
treating all of the necessary points
required for a successful business
career and for personal efficiency—
This course is an absolute requirement for any aspirant to business
success.
The following are the subjects treated:
Part
S,
to Get the Best Results

2. First Steps In Business Efliciency
3. How to do Business with Banks
4, The Principles of Business Achieve.
ment
5. How to Write Business Letters
6. How to Ea.sily Develop Your Memory
7. How to Advertise Successfully
8. The Power of Right Thought
9. How to Make aFavorable Impression
10. How to Become a Successful Salesmen
11. How to Prepare Sales Talks
12. How and Where to Find Customers
13. Your Health and How to Improve It
14. Psychology of Advertising and Salesmanship
15. M B
aniag
ilding
ingMen for More Profit
16. The Factors of Success In BusInesa
17.
19.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

The Money Value of System
How to Close Sales Successfully
How to Collect Money
How to Make Yourself Invaluable in
Your Position
Premium and Sales Plans to Increa,Se
Business
A System of Accounts for Retail
Merchants
Fimdamentals of a Cost System for
Manufacturers
Points of Law Everyone Should
Know
SEND NO .MONEY

Pay the Postman $1.95 plus 3 few
cents postage

CONSRAD CO.
230 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.
CONSRAD COMPANY
230 Fifth Ave.. New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Send me your NATIONAL
SUCCESS COURSE.
I will pay the

Postman $1.98 plus afew cents Postage
Name
Address
City

State....
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Make $1,000° Extra Before Christmas
Men.$80 week. New educational inventtion. Proctor earned 8538 cash bonus 1month,
Freitag $500
'McKean $20 in half day.
Playbox patented. Not Bold in atores. Huge
demand. Outfit Free. Parents Association,
Dept. 20410, Pleasant 11111. Ohio.
OE Big Money. Full or Spare Time.
Fake
orders direct for guaranteed Boys' and Youths'
Clothing. Big Cash commissions. Experience
Unnecessary. Sample outfit loaned free. Write
Kralee-Wilson Co., 719 Broadway. N. Y.
Permanent Business Your Own: Men and
Women, $40 to MOO weekly operating a
**Specialty Candy Factory.' . We Instruct and
furnish everything: few dollars starts you home
spare time. Booklet tree. W. HU.lyer Regattale,
Drawer 40, East Orange. N. J.
Just out-16 smart, new Lingerie crea.
tiens. Selling like sixty! Women say irresistible. Backed by famous line.hosiery, lineage.
underwear for men, women, children. Adyance
styles now ready. Choice territories going. Free
selling equipment. Write Quick. World's star
Knitting Co., 143 Lake Street, Bay City, Mich.
r
Put You in the Shoe and -Hosiery
business. Permanent income, protected territory. full commission on repeats. Experience
not necessary. Handsome Sample Outfit, litera1
,0re—everYthing You need to become asuccessful Shoe Merchant.
Send for free booklet.
**Getting Ahead."
Wm. J. Mishel, Tanners
Shoe Mfg. Co., M-1009 C St.. Boston. Mass.
Make $100 weekly supplying demand for
new Invention. Makes autos run on 7% gasoline.
Free sample.
Write Whirlwind _Co.,
999-319 E. Third St., Milwaukee. Wb.'
big profits selling ties.
Write about
amazing proposition and sensational new plan.
hell from actual sz.nples. Write Ralston. Desk
SPC. 565 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Bonus Besides.
i
— Agents —$300 month.
Sell Guaranteed silk hosiery.
Must wear 7
months or replaced.
We furnish auto. Write
for samples. Free silk hosiery for your own use.
Betterknit Hosiery Co., Silk 2035. Greenfield. O.
Amazing profits made. .Biggest commissions selling men's lowest priced dress clothing.
Wonderful patterns. Free outfit. Write Mr.
Bond. President, 191 Green Street, New York.
/ I Pay My Agents V) Daily Just to Wear
and show my beautiful New Free Lingerie
,**N"' Chain.
Prevents shoulder straps slipping. Lingerie "VY-C o.„ 909_0ak_St.. North
'Windham, Conn.
3$00 a month, easy. New invention burns
cheap oil economically; beats coal: costs few
dollars: tits stove or furnace: Underwriters
approval; free trial.
International Heating
Co., Spring & Park, St. Louis, Mo.
$52.50 a week to start; new invention beats
3150-washing machines: costs few dollars: operates by vacuum: sells from home at sight: free
demonstrator and trial.
G. P. Bradley. Inventor, 3808-APark. St. Louis. Mo.
Bankrupt and Rummage Sales. Make
$50 daily. We start you. furnishing everything.
Permanent business. Free details. Distributors, Dept. 279, 429 W. Superior. Chicago.
....-11fisod New Plan—Free Suit to Each
agent-345 and up weekly. Paid in advance.
Take orders for our high-grade tailoring.
Handsome carrying case outfit of large real
cloth
samples—furnished
Free.
Spencer
Mead Company, Harrison and Throop. Dept.
X-972, Chicago, Illinois.
Sett shirts entirely new way. Make double
profits and give customers better values.
Dealers work for you. $45.00 daily easy with
sensational new plan. Your own shirts free.
Write today Ralston-Bali, Dept ...PCS, _565
Filth Avenue. New York. N. Y.
Sell "HOOK-FAST"—an amazing men's
belt that never slips! 'S15 daily easy!
Personal
initials.
Platl-Croyd
buckles ,'and
emblems.
Get Free Belt offer.- National
Crafts. Dept. K-23. 41 John St.. New York.
Make $10-$25 daily showing finest guaranteed AO Wool Tailored to Individual Measure
Suits—Overcoats, $23.50-829.50. Big Sample
Outfit Free.
General Tailoring
PC ,t. 529 So. Franklin. Chicago.
r 385.00 weekly—Dresses Free! Associate
Company of famous Real Silk Hosiery offers
ou remarkable opportunity, to earn money.
arts styles. Below-store prices. Free equipment.
arford Frocks. 915 Walnut St., Indianapolis.
Sell a Necessity that Repeats — Sell it
entirely new way—make MOO to $150 weekly.
Write today for Free Details. A. H. Carroll.
554 Argyle Road...Broadway, N. Y.
New and Going Big—Two Amazing New
patented household items. *Year 'round sell
era. Big Profits every sale. Write for unique
selling plans and outfit offer. Central States
Mfg. Co., Dept. K-2011. 4500 Mary Avenue.
St. Louis. Missouri.

L

4 Ali home study schools on this page marked
with a star (e) have been investigated and
approved.
These schools are recommended
. on the following grounds: truthful purposes,
thoroughness of courses, capable instructors
and reasonable instruction fees.
National
'Home Study Council, Washineton. D. C.
Hotels Need Trained Executives. Nation.
4, wide demand for trained men and women;
Is, past experience unnecessary.
We train
you by mail and put you in touch with big
opportunities.
Write at once for particulars.
Lewis Hotel Training Schools, Suite
BA -W637. Washineton. D. C.
‘, Radio! Big Pay, Rapid Advancement,
..a.Success! Learn at home. Finest Instructions.
et Post Card brings you free booklet. Dept. R,
. Radio Institute of America. 326 IT waY. N.Y.C.

h

r Great neckwear line now (reef Featilreil
finest quality neckwear at factory prices.
Collect big commissions daily.
Write for
FREE tle offer and FREE outfit.
Nawco
Neckwear. M-125. Covington, KY.
Make $12 aday and liberal bonus selling'
Pioneer $23.50 and $33.50 all-wool tailoring.
Commissions paid daily. 100 extra large cloth
samples furnished. We train the inexperienced.
Write Pioneer Tailoring Co., Congress de
Throop, Dept. X1272. Chicago.
Write for Free Soap Sample at Agents
terms on Face Creams, Extracts. etc, Make
Extra Money during your spare time. Laces.
Man Co., Dept. 90, lit. Louis, Mo.
$90. Weekly Selling nationally know.,
tallored-to-measure $23.50 suits, overcoats.
Quality unexcelled. Commission 84.00, Plus Profit Sharing. Powerful sales producing outfit fur.
nished. Style-Center, Dept.W-25, Cincinnati, O.
Agents—Sell $1 Christmai Card AssortMake $1,000 before Xmas selling exclusive
ments. Also beautiful personal greetings. Unpersonal Xmas Cards In distinctive steel engravequaled values. High commissions. Samples
ed designs. Expensive sample book free. WetFree. Harry A. Doehla, Fitchburg. Mass.
more. Jane & Sugden. Dept.PCS, RochesterNY
Something New! Latest Craze—Rubber
Big Pay Every Day, Showing Nimrod's
Art Rugs in attractive patterns and colors.
All-Year Sellers!
Dress. Work, and Flannel
Practical, serviceable, economical. Soft, easy on
Shirts.
Overalls, Pants, Sweaters, Underwear,
feet. Most women buy 3. Agents Cleaning up!
Palamas, Leather Coats, Lumberjacks, PlayMake $90 weekly easy. Also 47 other fast-sellsuits, etc. Exp. unnec. Big Outfit Free! Nimrod
ing rubber specialties.
Free Outfit.
Write
Co., Dept. 85. 4922-28 Lincoln Ave., Chicago.
Quick. Kristee Mfg. Co., 1406 Bar St., Akron, O.
— I pay my agents $90 a week Just to wear
A Knock-Out Sideline—
and.show beautiful New Free Raincoat and
Tailoring Salesmen add $30 a Week to your
give away Free Hats. Write for yours. R. O.
profits. New and different. Every Customer
King, 230 So. Wells. Chicago.
buys. Sample Outfit can be carried in pocket.
Become. Successful
and
independent.
Free.
Tell me what line you are selling.
Complete National Success Course In business
Morton. 1705 N. Oakley, Chicago.
"
and personal eniciency trains you for Big
Sell Shirts!
I furnish free samples.
OE SQ UARIC .
DRAL
Money isba. Offered to you at the amazingly
Stylish ties too. Personal initials.
Liberal
-/
ADVERTISERS ONLY
-.- low special price of $1.98. Originally 324.00.1
25% commission.
Write today.
Rosecliff
ifyou do business on basis of - satisfaction Only few courses left. Order today. Pay postShirts'. Dept..K-37, 1237 Broadway, New York.
ottnoneo
back”
write
us
for
adoerifsing.
rates.
man $1.98 plus few cines postage. CoDaradl
Agents earn big money taking orders for
Publishers Classified Service,, Co,„ 230-D Fifth Avenue. New York.
our beautiful ,Dress Goods. Silks, Wash Fabrics, r
9 East.46th Sc., New York
Hosiery, Fancy Goods, 1000 Samples furnished OE
The National Importing Co.. Dept. K89.
Everybody needs Food. Our Plan Gives
573 Broadway, New York City.
customer better quality and lower ‚prices. Rep$100 a week and tree
Fifth Avenue Manufacturer Sells Direct resentatives wanted.
Suits, Topcoats. Overcoats $13.75, commission automobile. Write quick. American Products
$3.50. Guaranteed All Wool and Worsted Suits, Co.,. 1925 Monmouth, Cincinnati, O.
Overcoats $19.75, comm. $4.00. Satisfaction or
Marcelwaver Is Ta king American Women
money back guarantee. Free outfit. Dept. SSC by storm. •Men and women representatives
10. Avenue Tailors, 140 Fifth Ave.. New York. everywhere making biggest profita of years.
Ties Pay big!. Get my Fall selling outfit $279 a week-357 a day—S17 an hour—spare
Free. Factory prices—Wonderful patterns— or full time workers earn such amounts easily.
,Nci.290—$60 •
Liberal Commissions—Your ties Free. Write T
ua
en.
rritForee
ries.,
n
„ om
w ab
re
ce
inig
w aal
ver
lot.!evd.eptFjui8knforma
Berck, 4947-X Hudson Blvd., N. Bergen. N. J.
CinI f) Deposit-3i a Week
Agents—Just Out!
$8.88 for Men's cinnati,
quality blueSuits! Anyone can sell! Big commission in Sensational
Values! i
_
Nothing
like
Whitg,gennine diamonds of fiery
advance! Free Sales Kit! The 888 Company. them in, any other linela Agents, -cleaning
brilliance ire set in it »lid slat.
Dept. X-15, Fort Wayne, Ind.
up. _75 other -powerful -sellere.
Quarter
Muni disk in thiS handsomely en.
Write for
- Agenta—big Money Selling Model Hats yard -samples Free to hustlers.
!wed, 18.KL Solid white goLd
for men. srs Guaranteed quality; lo* prices. outfit at once.... Address Dept. 527, Madison
Pr2I.S kooks
e. •OE
20 numbers: smartest styles.
Free Outfit. Brothers, 133 Soliti' Peoria. Chicago, ill.
.te11Wre worth
Model Hat Co.. Dept. M-27, East Orange N.J. - Sell beautiful "Style Tailored" shirts,
Punchboard—Sideline Men
Cleaning pajamas. lUmberjackets and neckties direct to
„......—
up $200 Weekly with Lucky Horseshoe. Newl wearer at tactory prices. Many beginners earn
Differend Full Com, repeat business. Free cata- $50 first r, week in snare time.'. $100 weekly
log. Puritan Novelty Co., 1405 Jackson.Chicago. full time easy. Selling outfit Free. Howard
Shirts. 1213 Van Buren, Factory 21, Chicaog.
$31 Profit—with $1.50 Outfit—big Money
$100 weekly selling better-quality. all.
Easy Work.i Selling Gold Monograms for
Automobiles and Luggage. No experience. No wool, made-to-measure suits and overcoats at
license. Send $1.50 for complete outtit.-Nutife $23.50. Highest commissions. Extra bonus for
producers. Large swatch samples free. W. Z.
Monograms, Hartford, Conn.
Gibson, 500 Throop St.. Dept.X-672. Chicago.
Make Extra Money Writing Stories, Photoplays, Poetry. Songs, etc. My free book tells Sells Itself. $3.45 profit on $1.30 cost. $10
how to write and where to sell. Richard M. to $20 every hour. Brand new. Exclusive territory. Big Repeat business. Backed by National
No.V94
Abbott, 22 E. 12th Street. Cincinnati, O.
chain drganization. Agents—get tree trial offer.
$3.00
Bankrupt—Rummage Sales make $500 Curtan Mtg. Co., 152 E. Erie St.. Chicago, Ili.
monthly, We start you. furnishing everything.
er.te
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never expected to grow.
That, and the fact that
I had been doing a bit of surgery myself in the
previous year, made me rather keenly interested
in both the possibilities of his Master Mind of
Mars. The impossibilities may some day be reduced
to the possible, at that.
In the issue of the
journal of the American Medical Association that
I received yesterday, there is reported the successful removal, in two cases out of five attempted,
of an entire cerebral hemisphere, in certain cases
of deep-seated brain tumors.
I also note that you have a "Doctor" as your
Associate Editor.
An M.D., may I ask?
I hope
that if so, he will be a bit partial to publishing
stories more or less based on our profession.
A fool idea, but I would have liked to have a
try at the "picture contest story" of last year—
that really brought out some good things.
But
being then the sole interne of a ninety-bed hospital,
I didn't find time to work out the yarn I had
roughly planned—and suppose it is too late for
any such thing now, although nobody seems to
have taken the point of view I intended, telling
the story of the liner.
But the hour is late—or rather, early; being
12:30 A.M.—so with all best wishes to you and
AMAZING STORIES, I shall hereby sign off as
RANSOM WELLS, M.D.,
St. Anthony's, Newfoundland.
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[We find this letter from Newfoundland quite
breezy.
He is not so very far from the landing
place of the "Bremen" airplane just north of the
St. Lawrence River.
Your subscription to the
QUARTERLY will be taken care of. The QUARTERLY
is a sort of compromise.
Many people would
like to have this magazine appear twice a month
while others think that would be too frequent. The
four issues of the QUARTERLY, which have more
pages than the Monthly, make the total represent
almost two copies a month in quantity and they
are kept entirely separate, so that the readers are
perfectly free to take only the one or to take both,
according to the amount of reading they want. The
"doctor" on our editorial staff is not an M.D. but
a Ph.D. and LL.D. We would be very glad to have
our editors read any story you write. Of course we
feel that we are through with the Red Folk.
Some
excellent work has been done for us by physicians.
—EDITOR.]

11011E BINDING AMAZING STORIES
,Editor,

AMAZING

-STORIES:

Have just finished the June issue of your magazine and have enjoyed it quite as much as any
other issue.
The Blue Dimension interested me
particularly because I have an inclination towards
kindred subjects.
I also read with interest the discussion column.
This is the first time I have ever written a letter
to you but I had to write and tell you how much
I enjoy your publication.
Of course some of the
stories are far fetched although interesting, but
I believe that this is due more to the reaction of
the excitement of newly opened fields of scientific
literature, than to the indiscrimination of the
authors.
The Golden Girl of Miman in the June
issue was more in the classification of weird
stories, I think, than it was scientifiction.
But
it was interesting.
I have an idea for a story
that I think would be rather good, but I am half
afraid to write it.
I have studied science a little,
more particularly chemistry and physics.
I have
also read a great many books, but none of them
have as yet taken the idea which I have in mind.
But someone no doubt will hit upon it and while
I am thinking of it he will write it, and I will grind
my teeth in chagrin.
I have invented a rather
novel idea in the way of keeping the annuals that
I like best.
After reading all the stories, I cut
cut the serial and save the chapters until the
story is complete, then I make two covers of heavy
materials and bind the serials within them.
On
the front cover I print the name of the story,
author and its classification according to science,
plot, romance, and interest.
Then when I want
a book to suit my mood (I have many), I look
over the covers and pick the, one which I want.
Why don't you print more stories about hypnotism?
Most people think of mesmerism as some
supernatural force.
Emphatically it is not.
lt
is merely repeated suggestion.
I myself have
hypnotized hysterical persons by telling them to
focus their concentrated attention upon a revolving
mirror which I have, and repeatedly suggesting
sleep while they were in a relaxed condition.
If
they are entirely willing they will fall into a light
or deep sleep according to the nature of the methods
used, and upon waking will be over the condition
of hysteria.
Well I guess you have tired of hearing me rave so I will sign off until I see you next
issue.
Tell my fellow readers to try my method
of saving serials.
They will find it interesting
and helpful.
RUSSEL S. HUGHES,
Cincinnati, Ohio
[We enjoy finding new authors, but they have
to stand the fire of remorseless criticism. We think
your idea of binding continued stories into one is
quite clever. You say you have hypnotized hysterical subjects; it is considered that the unauthorized
practice of hypnotism should be strongly discouraged, as anybody who is not fully qualified may
do injury to the subject, so we do not like the
idea of publishing stories which will encourage
indiscriminate experiments in hypnotism.—EDITOR.]
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Smith Book Co.
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Free Book.
Start little Mail Order business.
Hadwil, 5A-74 Cortlandt Street, N. Y.
Want to make a dollar an hour in your spare
time?
Send for full information Agency Dept.
Experimenter Publishing Co., 230 Fifth Ave.,
New York City.
CORRESPONDENCE

COURSES

Used Correspondence School courses sold on repurchase basis.
Also rented and exchanged.
Money-back guarantee. Catalog free.
(Courses
bought). Lee Mountain, Pisgah, Alabama.
DETECTIVES
Be your own Detective. Full information free.
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Travel.
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in this live industry
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You can learn at home!
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adventure. It is a respected profession of fascinating
brain-work, where your sincere efforts can win you
Success.
Our graduates are earning big money as
radio designers, as executives with large radio organizations, in broadcasting work, as skilled mechanics,
assemblers, service men, and radio dealers.
We have trained thousands of men to become
successful radio operators on ships traveling to far
corners of the globe—to become radio operators in
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And now Opportunity is knocking
at your door.

New Course Offered by the
World's Oldest Radio School
After years of experience the Radio Institute of
America has evolved a new and revolutionary course
in radio. It takes you through every phase of radio—
right through television, photoradiograms, and airplane
radio equipment.

SALESMEN WANTED

The instruction is the work of radio experts, and its
clearness and simplicity are such that you can master
every point with ease.

Sell us your spare time. Solicit subscriptions
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You
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Agency Dept., Experimenter Publishing Co., 230 Fifth Ave., New York City.

Complete Kit of First Quality
Equipment at No Extra Cost
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We furnish all the parts—first quality—to make
many different radio circuits—also the Peerless
Signagraph and other instruments for code instruction
—at no extra cost.

Radio Institute of America Sponsored by RCA, G-E &Westinghouse
Conducted by the Radio Corporation of America
and enjoying the advantages of RCA's associates, G-E
and Westinghouse, the Radio Institute of America is
equipped to give—and does give—the finest radio
instruction obtainable anywhere in the world.
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Write National 8413
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Moreover, you can study at home, when you please
and as long as you please. Our new catalog describing
the course is now ready. If you want to learn more
about the profitable and fascinating profession of
radio, send the coupon now for your copy.

RADIO INSTITUTE
OF AMERICA
326 Broadway
Dept. H-10
New York City]

RADIO INSTITUTE OF AMERICA '
Dept. H-10,
326 Broadway, New York City
Gentlemen:
Please send me your new catalog.
Name
Address
City

State
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and

GREATEST OFFER
EVER MADE
Never before has it been possible
to obtain the complete works of
America's greatest author and
genus, Edgar Allan Poe, for the
amazingly low price that we now
offer them to you.
Edgar Allan Poe has come to be
looked upon as the greatest literary genius that America has ever
produced. He is the originator
of the first "Scientifiction" stories—fiction with a plausible scientific background. Jules Verne
and H. G. Wells freely acknowledge him as the originator of
modern scientifiction.* In addition, there is little doubt but that
the well known SHERLOCK
HOLMES is the product of the
inspiration that Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle found in the works of Poe.
Take advantage of this special
introductory offer. There is just
alimited number of copies in this
edition.
"All Scientifiction Stories in list
of contents are identified with
a star and printed bold face.
VOLUME ONE
Memoir of Wm. II. Roger,.
Eulogy by ;lames Russell Lowell.
Notice by N. P. Willis.
"Adventures of Hans Nall
"The Geld Bun.
Four Beasts in One.
VOLUME TWO
Ifurderg in Rue Morgue.

10 Volumes
Cloth Bound
OVER 2000 PAGES
The complete works of Edgar

Like a razor also, the pendulum was
massy and
heavy,
it
was
appended to
a weighty rod of brass, and the whole hissed
as it swung through the air.
I saw that
the crescent was
designed
to cross the
region of the heart.
Down—steadily down
it crept.
The rats were wild, bold, ravenous, their red eyes glaring upon me.
And
then
From
The Pit and the Pendulum."

Allan Poe are published in 10
beautiful volumes.
Handsome
red cloth cover. Special egg-shell
paper, made to order for this set.
Printed from plates made for the
well-known Richmond Edition.
Each volume contains an average
of 200 pages. Size of type is long
primer, which is easy reading and
restful to the eyes.
The volumes
are handy in size, 4 x 6 4 inches.
The greatest offer ever made.
This is the chance of a lifetime.
Take advantage of this astounding low price offer. Fill in the
coupon now. Send no money—
pay the postman $2.75 on delivery. We pay the mailing
charges in U. S.

CONTENTS OF THE SET
Mystery of Marie Roget.
The Balloon Hoax
"MS. Found In a Bottle.
`The Oval Portrait.
VOLUME THREE
•TIie Purloined Letter.
"One Thousand and Second Tale of
Schell erazad e.
•A Descent Into the Maelstrom.
"Ven Kempelen and H is Discovery.
•Mesmeric Revelation.
•Facts in Case M. Valdemar.
*The Black Cat.

Fall of the flouse of Usher.
Silence--A Fable.
VOLUME FOUR
The Masque of the Red Death.
The Cask of Amontillado.
"The Imp of the Perverse.
The Island of the Fay.
The Assignation.
"The Pit and the Pendulum.
The Premature Burial.
The Domain of Arnhelm.
Landor's Cottage.
William Wilson.

VOLUME FIVE
`The Tell-Tale Heart.
•Berenice.
Ligela.
Eleanore.
Morelia.
"A Tale of the Ragged Mountallte.
"The Spectacles.
Bing Pest.
"Three Sundays in a Week.
The Devil in the Belfry.
Lionizing.
Z-ing a Parastab.
VOLUME SIX
"Narrativo of A. GortiowPym.

VOLUME SEVEN
Metzengerstein.
The System of Dr. Tarr and Prof. Felber.
The Literary Life of Thingumbob. Esq.
Hew to Write a Blackwood Article.
Predicament.
The Angel of the Odd.
Mystification.
•M el lonta Tacts.
The Duc cle L'Omelette.
VOLUME EIGHT
VOLUME TEN
'Sonnet te sidinie.
Complete Poems.
A1 Aaraaf.
The Oblong Box.
The Raven.
Tamerlane.
•Loss of Breath.
The Bells.
Etc.
"The Man That Was Used Up.
Tho Business Man.
The Landscape Garden.
•IN aelzers Chess Player.
Poems of Words.
The Colloquy of Monas and Una.
Popular Book Corporation,
The Conversation of Eros and Char103 Park Place, New York City.

SEND NO MONEY!

Shamdoiw
atA Parable.
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Gentlemen:—
Please send me at once, the complete works of
Edgar Allan Poe, consisting of 10 volumee, as
per your advertisement.
I will pay the postman
52.75 upon arrival of the hooks.
There aro no
extra charges of any kind, whatsoever.
If the
books are not as represented, I will return them
to you within three days and you are then to
return me my money.
(Free
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Extra
foreign countries.)
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Stilled by death but a short time ago,
the voice of Houdini lives again in this
book to carry on the work so prematurely cut short.

il /OE.OET"‘
more realistic, Houdini was able to explain and duplicate by perfectly natural means.

This book has been written
by Joseph Dunninger , chairman of the Science and Invention
Investigating Committee
for
Psychical
Research.

H

OUDINI was deeply interested in spiritualism.
He spent years in the study of this fascinating
subject. When he had fully mastered every
angle, he turned his attention to exposing the fraudulent practices of mediums. Mysterious voices in the
air, unearthly tappings on the table, weirdly moving
furniture, floating figures, hands, lights—every trick
employed by mediums in order to make their séances

With his death the work of exposing the practices of
spiritualistic mediums slackened in a very noticeable
degree. In consequence, mediums, each day, have grown
bolder until now the voice of Houdini, as if called from
the grave, has returned and can be heard to echo
throughout the pages of this amazing book, "HOUDINI'S SPIRIT EXPOSÉS." Here Houdini lives
again to crush the swelling number of mediums parasitically bleeding their victims of their most cherished
possessions while posing in the guise of the living dead.
All should read this tremendously interesting book. The entire treatise has been written from the personal notes of Houdini—a startling exposé on one of the biggest frauds of the
day. Do not fail to get your copy-112 pages—fully illustrated.

The 50e Copy
all Newsstands or Write Direct

EXPERIMENTER PU IL LISHING Co., 230 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

you pledge yourself
to secrecy we will teach you the secrets
of Real Professional
sgo

For the first time in the history of Magic
the age-old, sacredly guarded secrets of
the Mystic Art are being revealed. Now
at last you can learn to be aReal Professional Magician. Yes, and you can learn
this wonderful art easily and quickly AT
HOME! —BY MAIL! You are taught the
mysterious Principles by which the Professional Magician works. You are taught
everything from wonderful impromptu
effects to massive stage illusions.

but

—before you can study, you must sign
the Magician's Solemn Pledge of Secrecy. This means that you are getting
the jealously guarded secrets of the
Magic Profession. Think of that!

Tarbell System, Inc., Studio 11-97
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1920 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen: Without any obligation send me your free
literature and information all about your wonderful
"Tarbell Course in Magic." Also tell me about your
low prices and Easy Payment Plan.
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Dr.

Harlan
Tarbell

Z. Master of Magic

who hasmystified magicians
as well as laymen with his
marvelous tricks.

Earn $250 to
Woo aMonth
There's a big demand for
Magic entertainment.
Magicians get big money.
Dr. Tarbell gets as high
as $250 for a half hour's
work. Unlimited opportunities for youl

Magic Book FREE
Mail coupon now for big
Writ •F.' •te free
Magic Book telling

all about the great Tarbell Course in Magic.
Find out how you can learn to be a real
magician —easily and quickly!—at home!—
by mail! Learn what I have done for
others—people just like yourself. Get our
Low Prices and Easy Payment Plan.
Mail coupon NOW!

